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From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments: dorothyoederson@hotmail.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20,2018 11:22:01 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Pederson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Dorothy Pederson of Burien, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 6 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comments on behalf of the Mrs. Pederson be deemed unacceptable, please reply 

to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom. and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

IWhy No Study of 
I What's Already 
i Happened? How doesIPort intend to study the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

I already added in last four 
I
I 

years?
!Why No Study of Your 
\ Own Long-Term Plan? 
I Why not study of the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 

I Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end ai rport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

Inoise and pollution? 

COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Four-year increase IPlease include a complete assessment 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

I of the human health and environmental 
I impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations S05JP 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


'Please include a complete study of all 
: of the human health and environmental 
Iimpacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
IWay, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
I and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
Ioverflights, from 2013-present; for the »t 
I Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
I Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore. find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any ~Jassociation, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 




I 

iWait For Pending New 
I SCience? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-

i Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port coliect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating I	to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 

I Unique· Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
PrOjections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
undelWay, include 

,ultra-fine particle Istudy from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 

!	Sea-Tac Airport studies now undelWay 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the I	exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 

, 3rd Runway. 
I To determine the risks of error in Port 
I projections, please include a study of 
I the health and environmental impacts 
; from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations.

IPlease include a study of the benefits 
refused to join calls , to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire rejlion. 

! 

rf 


~r 


environmental review. De~dline for commentin 

Name: rJr((ffi1' ( 1l:rde'{Sl> l 7 Signature: 

F -- - J j 10T/t OJ 
Address:."J:;~ ) . ~ lU 7" I r/' 
E-mail: . vrot)''Ipdd5C)r@./Jr;JmaJ COI1j 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
Se'P\emb~r ~ . 

4 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
mailto:vrot)''Ipdd5C)r@./Jr;JmaJ


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments: sparkerward@comcast.net 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20,201811:18:15 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Parker.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Sharyn Parker of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 9 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comments on behalf of the Ms. Parker be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers wi" 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already

IHappened? How does 
! Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 

I vears? 

IWhy No Study of Your 

IOwn Long-Term Plan? 


Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the long-Term Vision 

, anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

. emissions, in all of the six 
I	south-end airport 

neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

potential harms. 


i The Port has not 

committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 	 INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 '7
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP long Term Vision 7 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


ilPlease include a complete study of aU 
, of the human health and environmental 
Iimpacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 7
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for long 


' Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



IWait For Pending New IRegional studies Please include a review and 
I Science? Why is Port Iunderway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra·fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and Ibefore proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 1 
the State of Washington mitigation study i 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of I 

T ac Airport? 	 Commerce. I 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment !I 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I
Iunique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and I 5( 
. noise on elderly citizens children from children. i 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
 ~ 
to impacts from ovemight overnight flight 
fliQhts noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over ~ 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. , To determine the risks of error in Port 

I	Projections Are Summary I projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts ~ I 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by ! from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

Qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
 ~ 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional ' in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throughout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: .?1t7'#lyw PlJtlJ<:blC- Signature: ~;;~ 
Address: /(Pf~t> ';<;;M t21u ~'; ,~'v; a;,"1 fPt." - ~3/i'" 

E-mail:5t"P/I/lk'6IlWflPfJfit~"ntlf,j;:AI1'7 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; mejweaver@comcast.net 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20,201811:15:31 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Weaver.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Marian Julum-Weaver of Burien, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 1 comment below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Weaver be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP seeping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

, Why No Study of 
I What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

I
i 

already added in last four 
i years? 
r Why No Study of YourIOwn Long-Term Plan? 
. Why not study of the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-T erm Vision I	antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 

: Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiahbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Four-year increase IPlease include a complete assessment 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 

I The Port has not 
I committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


I Please include a complete assessment 
I of the human health and environmental I	impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 

I Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

I 
! 

:
I	Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

I 



j Wait For Pending New IRegional studies Please include a review and 
I Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical
Iproceeding without Iultra·fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of Istudy from UW and before proceeding with the I	the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
T ac Airport? Commerce. i 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
 I 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 	 I 

Inoise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. I 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. Ito impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 

Unique. Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 


/;1
*j!~the impacts of the full· time. exponential increase in overflights over 


time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? 3rd Runw~.
I 

What if Your SAMP Executive. I To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary I projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
I 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by ! from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? ! The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the Irefused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? Iairport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


I 	 i throughout the entire r~gion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

,vfz1 " (: ~.-;l~A-{.J"v\>~---~ 	 ,.;
Name: / I ('41.-<. ~t-'I;~" 	 Signature: tv\Q;£ ~o.n :rv It.; .1I-W e..o;Ve v' 

V J ,r(<id: 
Address: ,d). ~.3~~7~;;p...91IU 

E.mail: mej.Wt!.:(X<.je:~~($i.. c..~,.>H.asr. t'1Kr 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; david,a,zem@gmail,(om 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20,2018 11:12:02 PM 
Attachments: SCORing Comment Zemanek, pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. David Zemanek of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Zemanek be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meetingl We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
~scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 

, environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
stUdies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

i Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila. 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment ! i 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. itttfjr 

I 
Please include a complete assessment I 
of the human health and environmental ! 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the Jltif1 

, 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth ! 


plans. 
 I 
I 

i 
! 

: 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal I;J(~ 

I Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
I and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 
 1J~j 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. : 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the '~ap
the pending studies in the airport I environmental review for the SAMP. 

!the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
T ac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment i 

I 

Are you studying the . risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts ~~Iunique impacts of aircraft I elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
i 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded I study review and assessment of the 
and assess global I increased risk of unique human health impacts from Wt;?
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

I to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
j flights noise? noise. I 
! Unique· Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

I 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd 	 unique human health and (!Jl'fPort separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 

the impacts of the full- exponential increase in overflights over 
Itime. 
time usage of the 3rd 	 neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway, 

I What if Your SAMP Executive. i To determine the risks of error in Port 
I Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of
IWrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 1;;(.17Iaccounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? IThe Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
 ira'?benefits of a regional for siting a regional 	 in the six airport neighbor cities ifI 

airport? airport now. I	growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: pli'vJd 'Z.~Il/~ Signature:21~,~ 
Address: <;0;- S. z.£51-{ $7 

.I·J ""'eh'f~1m(i/tC;~
E-mail: q I£V:Ja ,t( ,,, 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP public Comments; ken-olson@comcast net 
Subject: 10 Sample Questions AND Related Scoping Requests 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 20184:46:16 PM 
Attachments: ScQDjng Comment Olson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Ken Olson of Des Moines, Wa, regarding 
the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Olson be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 

What's Already 


; Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

I the 97,000 new flights 
I already added in last four 

years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-T enn Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

12027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiqhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long tenn 
study is "key.· But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential hanns. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Nonnandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
hanns and 
potential harms 

, from aircraft noise 
I and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts including from noise and , 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 

INITIAL 

I 
I 

~ 


: 
, 

I 
I 
! 

fL/1 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way. Burien. Tukwila. Nonnandy Park. W 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ! 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the , 
;Near-Tenn Projects; and for Long 
1 

Tenn Projects. i 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypotheSize any 
association, correlation, causation, or )Y
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

I 

I 



iWait For Pending New I Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port I underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without i ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
 14-7the State of Washington mitigation study I ~ 


directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 


I Sensitive populations? Studies have found IPlease include a complete assessment , 	 I 
Are you studying the risk of harm to . of the unique human health impacts i 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and I 
I 

~noise on elderly citizens children from children. 	 I 
I 

and Children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

! scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. i~ 
i to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. i 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the i 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and I 
! 

i Port separately assess IRunway now full- environmental impacts from the 
i the impacts of the full- time. 	 exponential increase in overflights over P:time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 	 I 

!Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port i 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of i 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term ~ 

I 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. I 
I	Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits , 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

p !benefits of a regional I for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? I.alrport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

~ throughout the entire region. I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: )(£111 O/Si)J1/ Signature: ~ 
Address: ,.;. &y~D ~u4J...tir ~ Jy 5" 


Jxr ~/~S IrJA Cftft'i9 

E-mail: j!en_O/Si-h. e Cv~~s1 V\,.j 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; dsdennis@pacbell.net 
Subject: Attadlment Correction for Deborah Dennis Public Comment 
Date: Sunday, september 23, 2018 7;52;21 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Dennis Debra.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

**Please see the correct attachment for Deborah Dennis, her husbands was mistakenly 

attached in the previous email. 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Deborah Dennis of Burien, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Dennis be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of 
IWhat's Already 

Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

r the 97,000 new flights I	already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
OWn Long-Term Plan? 

I Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 

IAdequate Geography?
IWill Port study unique 

human health and 
j environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 

' says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 

I	from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

I 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

IPlease include a complete assessment I 

of the human health and environmental I 


impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 ~\J 
growth from the last four years. 

, 
! 

I Please include a complete assessment I 
I	of the human health and environmental I 

impacts resulting from additional \ 
aircraft overflight operations for the '~I~~ \[Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~, 'j
projects and Century Agenda growth i 

i 
plans. ! 

I 
I 

Please include a complete study of all I 
I 

of the human health and environmental I 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ~ 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) , 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest. or hypotheSize any ~.~ 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft I

~\ 
~ ( 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. I 




Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 

I unique impacts of aircraft 
! noise on elderly citizens 
i and children? 
I What About Overnight 
I Flights? Will Port collect I
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fliahts noise? 
Unique ~ Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-

I time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 

What if Your 

Projections Are 

Wrong? How are you 


Regional studies I Please include a review and 
underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
study from UW and . before proceeding with the 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements. 3rd 

Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 

accounting for the impact. 398,910 flights by 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at 
arowth are too low? 413,000 now. 

: Regional Airport Now? The Port has 
I Are you studying the refused to join calls 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional 
airport? airport now. 

environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

! 
I 

~I 

I 

I \ 
~ 

. . , 

I 
, 

~ I 

, II 
.. I, 

! 

~I 

! 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September ~8th18. 

Name: ~~~. ~l.S Signature·~..;a...z;~~~.l..-::::o~~.....I.I.,~'V 

Address: \ '3 CdQ.... \ 6~ flVt,. ~ :M.uZ10-.J L))~ C) ~ \ <-t (., 
E-mail: ~ -:.;>d.~X\~'~C3:- ~QC.\::)~_\\ ~ \'\~\ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Tricia Anderson 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Cc: TRICIA 
Subject: Attn: Steve Rybolt - Port of Seattle 
Date: Friday, September 21, 2018 4:33:18 PM 
Attachments: doc04908520180921153021.pdf 

Please see attached. Thank you. Tricia Anderson 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the-subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already ac/ded in iast tour 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~ 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~A-
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, -fA 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Prolects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 1A
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly.citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time .3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tae Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children .. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

'fA 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name~~\(..\A .ANOErz..SeN Signature~ 
Address: P.O. 60)(. (').4~ $eA.hvY's+, iNA- tf8t>'Z

E-mail: -rV-tc.,~~. a.\t\4 e-V'"S 8V\ ~O" ~ ~e-.S+. Y\e.t 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Candace Urquhart 
To: SArv1P Public Comments 
Cc: Candace Urquhart; Quiet Skies 
Subject: Candace Urquhart SAMP Public Comment 
Date: Friday, September 28, 2018 4:48:05 PM 
Attachments: I~1G 20180928 0003- cu public comment.pdf 

From: Candace Urquhart 

Sent: Friday, September 28, 2018 3:32 PM 

To: samp@portseattle.com; Quiet Skies 

Cc: Candace Urquhart 

Subject: Candace Urquhart SAMP Public Comment 

mailto:samp@portseattle.com


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
otential harms. 

The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all stUdies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or ~ 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Please include the requests I have initialed above in 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Sap 

Name: ~IDAo0 o{2Qyi11t1?-r Signature: --+--+-Hf-f-'I--.....IFr--r-----f' 

Address: 2 l:;w ~ . )'VtaV'~~ V rCV p.,.. ~. 
~~ 1'"" 0, t-ICS tJ...t1 q8 I q 5 

E-mail: L
CA1-J~~ :BdlaM«&V"~.. c,~, 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
TacAi ort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fli hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 
Runwa ? 
What if Your 
PrOjections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
prOjections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire fi ion. 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAM P Public Comments; larrv05@outlook.com 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Sunday, September 23,201811:45:12 AM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Larry Knutson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Larry Knutson of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 12 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Knutson be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

ali in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 

. included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 

Why No Study of Four-year increase 
What's Already raised annual 
Happened? How does overflight total from 
Port intend to study the 316.000 to 
human health and 413,000. 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's 
Why not study of the own consultant 
human health and says long term 
environmental impacts of Istudy is "key." But 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

! 

Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien. Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
Igrowth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for aI/ of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights. from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 


. health or the environment. 

i 



I 

Wait For Pending New 
, Science? Why is Port 
I proceeding without Iwaiting for the results of 

the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airoort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique. Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-

Itime usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
I What if Your 
IProjections Are 

Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

.
Please Include the requests I have Initialed above In the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

fl<:" "'" -t< / " ,J"7':/,/,,/ 

Name: /~ j {::fl !~{lce'( 5Ci{// Signatur;~)f~1l >< ><(/w:6 
~ _6 / ! 

Address: ',~?cfi /' / (Vi r 
II'(V/ ) (-::: , ,\1 \. 

E-mail: t.~f-...i.; ..·...ll1...... -l/<>/<I/rv
JK, .. _ (.~i , <.r.i~)IC, I Itt ( 

r Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 

, Studies have 
I concluded 
I increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 

. statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

. 

IPlease include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 

, 


Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

before proceeding with the 

environmental review for the SAMP. 


Please include a complete assessment 

of the unique human health impacts I 


I 

from noise on elderly citizens and 

children. 


Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
, unique human health and 
Ienvironmental impacts from the 
' exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. ,'1 I, \<t (./L/ . 

i 
I 

I 

i 
, , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
I 

i, 
, 

! 
I 
! 
, 

i 

I 
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From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; iris. hernandez. 77@gmail.com 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20,2018 11:56:16 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Hernandez.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Iris Hernandez of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Hernandez be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 

Ienvironmental impacts of 
. the Long-Term Vision 
I	antiCipated to begin when 

capacity is reached in 
12027? 

Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 

I studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

potential harms. 


! The Port has not 

committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, I	and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

, Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 

. extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

I 

~/ 

I / 
I 
I 

, 

! 
I 

1 

v/ , 
I 
I 

, 

/' 




__ 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port coilect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 

I to impacts from overnight 
, flights noise? 

Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

I Regional studies 
I underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 

I Despite historical 

statements, 3rd 


Runway now full-

time. 


SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the I 

Ienvironmental review for the SAMP. I 

I, 
Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 

Iunique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

I 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations.

IPlease include a study of the benefits 
refused to join calls , to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional 'in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

! 


/' 

t 

I 
I 

J ! 
I 
!, 

I 

J I 

/ 

I 

J 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Sept~8th 2018. 

Name: ~( i 'r. Signature: ~/.~.--,
Z~/ L 

/Address: t_... 
E-mail: 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; billvdamato@gmail.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 11:53:42 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Damato.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. William Damato of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Damato be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

IWhy No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
! What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
i Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
 ylvV 
the 97.000 new flights 

I already added in last four 
I years? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the Iown consultant impacts resulting from additional I 


human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
 J,iY 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth ~ 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for !


I 

2027? potential harms. I 


Adequate Geography? ! The Port has not IPlease include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and aU of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
 lY'remissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long ! 


ineighbor cities? Term Projects. 
I Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
i Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or .~~Y 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. 

I 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique ·'Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runwav? 
What If Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398.910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. ~'<I\) 

I 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts v'~\)from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from -P~\)
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over ,)JO 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts I;>.J O 
from increased aircraft operations that I 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment .J~'D Iin the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire r~on. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Se~tember 28th 2018. 

Name:vJ l(""L-IAM OAVVI 4 Signature: iJ~vD----R 
""\0 

Address: l'9 7-1 '~4~.!:l 'CL.. ~ o . 
. V~C; M'O f,.)~'> I .,..)fA. ~ ~\q~

E-mail: 
e u.... (.... \.J 'D A""" A,,\ 0 C2 (.; M tA \L-.. (....0 ~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; wilson.tandrew@gmail.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 11:51:48 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Wilson. pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Andy Wilson of Normandy Park, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 12 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Wilson be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

,Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~. 

environmental impacts of I growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 

years? 
 I 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
 I 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional ! 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of Istudy is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~. 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when Istudying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 


I2027? potential harms. 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
 ~.
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the I 
south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

I 

Will Port review aU world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

W 
...studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 


world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 


I im pacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
Inoise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 



1----/ • 
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Wait For Pending New I Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
 )1'the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

I 

the State of Washington mitigation study I 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 

I Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
I Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and ~' 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have IPlease include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect Iconcluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global i increased risk of , unique human health impacts from 


. scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. /~f'
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
fliQhts noise? noise. i 
Unique· Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

! 

! 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
! 

Port separately assess Runway now full- I environmental impacts from the ~' the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over I 

time usage of the 3rd (J1otret:J.(Y iroe,.1uti'~ neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? ) 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that ~. 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
_growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed ~. 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Septe ber 28th 2018. 

Name: ~cyWiWOI\. Signature: 

Address:\7~Z.q sylvaVrQl.SrJ,/ N~J 


E-mail: wnswt ~~rr~)" oorf, 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; simmonsmarinegear@yahoo.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 11:39:41 PM 
Attachments: ScoRing Comment Simmons. pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Dan Simmons of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Simmons be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all 

in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 

i Why No Study of Your
I	Own Long-Term Plan? 

Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 

I studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

-

COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 


I Four-year increase I Please include a complete assessment 
, 


raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 

i own consultant 
i says long term 

study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

I	Qotential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

I of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 

I 
I 

emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. es 

Please include a complete assessment 
I of the human health and environmental 
i impacts resulting from additional I 

i 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision "{)~5 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

I	Please indude a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~()~S 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long ! 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any WS Iassociation, correlation, causation, or 

Iother potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the DB5
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 1)t3S 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from DBS 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements. 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the DeS 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts .De><S 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the , refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if OBs 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have Initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: b~n S\'vy\MO"'~ Signature:bCN\'\t S;~-
Address: 12..5. S.O 2 q l -S:1
E-mail: s;.illY\W\(l.r\c.:.~..... o.. f.i V\ e L)~a.. f' ~ '1o...,,",c;o ICC:) vV\ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments: margorolf@aol.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 11:37:08 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Rolf.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Margo Rolf of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 11 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Rolf's be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years'? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 

I from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end air ort p 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

potential harms. 


. The Port has not 

committed to study 
a/l of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions, 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts.~·incluaing from nOise and-

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 
 / 

I 

Please include a complete assessment ~ of the human health and environmental I 
II 	impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 
I IPort's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 


projects and Century Agenda growth J 

plans. 
 I 

i 
Please include a complete stUdy of all 

IIimpacts for all 
of the human health and environmental 

of Des Moines, Federal J 
I 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the I 


I 
I 

Near-Term Pro·ects' and for Lon g~ 

Term Pro'ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



[ Wait For Pending New 
I Science? Why is PortI	proceeding without 

waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 

I the State of Washington 
I directly relating to Sea-

Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise 0- ...L..I .....ly citizens 
and" ~dren~'; 
What\.AL A'<>vernight 

I Flights? Will Port col/ect 
and assess global 
SCientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fliohts noise? 

: Unique - Full Time 3rd 

I 	Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwav? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
. rt?I alrpo . 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

I 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in PortIprojections. please include a study of 

i the health and environmental impacts 
Ifrom increased aircraft operations that 
I exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed I 
throughout the entire region. I 

! 

V 
. 

: 

i 
i: 
I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
! 

i 

V· . 

/ 

L/ 

Signature: :--.{,L...J.'-f,L.!Li..f1fl.L.1~~r 
) f.-ec-lf? red 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Se tember 28th 2018. 

Name: tV\.~OKo \-t 
Address: 2q (P / V ~nd P(1.:5(# 

E-mail: lma 2fU ~ t~c:t.Lj/1 C I7JYl 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:What\.AL


From: Quiet Skies 
To: d.furman@comcast.net; SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 11;34;36 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Furman.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Denise Furman of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Denise Furman be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 

Ienvironmental impacts of 
I the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

, 2027? IAdequate Geography? 
Will Port stUdy unique 

Ihuman health and 
environmental impacts 

I from aircraft noise and 
em issions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 

i Will Port review all 
Istudies from around 

world relating to human
Ihealth and environment 

impacts from aircraft 
i noise and pollution? 
i 

L 

COMMENT 

F our-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
I Summary; Port's 
: own consultant 

says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 

I Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

. 
Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. /ff 
Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision IFprojects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. ! 

I 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal ~ 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, I / 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ~<' 

i 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the I 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 9
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



r	Wait For Pending New Regional studies IPlease include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

i the State of Washington mitigation study 
! directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
I Tac Air ort? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 


I and children? aircraft noise. 
'-~::"='~~-'-,-,--="-----".....,--+-=:':"='::::':'::"':"::'::';=:""-

I What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

I to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
I flights noise~_~....._-:---+-n.oi.s;;;..e:-;..---::-:--:~--:-_+-:::._-:--_-:---:--~___-:-::--:---::-. 
! Unique· Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runwa ? 3«1 Runwa . 

What If Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections. please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
 ./f]:;
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that ltlV' 

I if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
l_.9!"owth are too lO....:.:w-:-:?:---=:-+4::::1:...3':2..:!O==O:.=O~n.:.::.o::..:w.::.:..___+_:O~e::;.:r-=at.::::io::-:n.:.:s:.:...-:-----:----:-:-::-~--:::---+-----1 
I, 

~
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
enefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental re.view. Deadline for commenting ~r'rmbe~2~ 

Name:be~'\lSe h...t.rrY\D.-v\ SIgnature: 
/ 
lJ.dl4?~I..~~~ c?'...e...---... 

Address: 125 s. 2'1 \s_~ )Fecle.f(l l\IJ~, \JJA '18'003 

E-mail: d,-r""tLYrv\C4\~vV\(QSr. ~ 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAM P Public Comments; pattilinscott@yahoo.com 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 11:27:03 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Linscott.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Patti Linscott of Des Moine, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comments on behalf of the Mrs. Linscott be deemed unacceptable, please reply 

to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

COMMENT 

I 
I Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 

1316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 

i Burien, Tukwila, 
I 

emissions, in all of the six i Normandy Park, 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potentiaf harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment j 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional LQ
97,000 aircraft overflight operations ) 

! growth from the last four years. I 

I 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional /1 
aircraft overflight operations for the ~//' 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. , 

I
, 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
 (r;
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park,~/ 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft (""" 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

i Term Projects. IPlease include all studies (worldwide) 
I from at least the last ten years, to the 
i extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

i 

/'
f".,,1 

~ 




I Wait For Pending New IRegional studies Please include a review and 
i Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
I proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
. waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. ~'2
the State of Washington mitigation study 

1--.
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

i Tac Airport? Commerce.ISensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment i 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I ? 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and ~ 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. r
and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. :(

to impacts from overnight overnight flight (!

fliqhts noise? noise. 

Unique· Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of theI 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and I 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 

Ithe impacts of the full time. ,exponential increase in overflights overItime usage of the 3rd Ineighborhoods beneath and near the 
. Runwa ? 3rd Runwa . 
IWhat if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 


rowth are too low? 413,000 now. o erations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

enVi:~nmenta"1 review, Deadline for commentin~.:g'th 20.;8" 

Name:~ L,r.?coll .-c&c-ff)SIgnature' _ 

Address: ~:~.:?'3S lclrl.., Av.tL ~.~4US. \'f'\oU"N('- c..:JA '1~\«1~ 
E-mail' . .. n . "pa,H,l'f\?c:..of.!. <ii 'iCJ oo.~~~ 
Submit form on your own/add com~nts at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

i 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:pa,H,l'f\?c:..of


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; lexus1953@msn.com 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 11:24:30 PM 
Attachments: Scooing Comment McAlister.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Michelle McAlister, Wa, regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA 

EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public comment to 

this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comments on behalf of the Ms. McAlister be deemed unacceptable, please reply 

to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



I 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 	 SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment I 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
I I
Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional I 
human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights ~ 
already added in last four l 

I 
II years? . I 

I Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 1 
I Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental iI 

I Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~ the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total I plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for I 


I2027? 	 potential harms. I 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for aU of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the ~ 
south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neiahbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

IWill Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 	 ! 

!world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

1 

I 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. . other potential linkage between aircraft I 
! 
I 

noise and pollution? i overflights and impacts on human I 
II 	 I 
I! 	 health or the environment. 



iWait For Pending New Regional studies i Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway Iwaiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of ~ 
T ac Airport? Commerce. i 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. ~;and Children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific I 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
i 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from Inoise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight I~ 

Iflights noise? noise. I I 
Unique· Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 

Itime usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the twi
I 

Runwav? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port I 

Projections Are Summary prOjections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that I~Iif your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
Qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits I 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2~ _ 

Name: ~kAu~Signature: ~ qt 
Address: 

E-mail: (t~ L1{3~~f\J·~~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

I 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; riordans2@outlook.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20,201810:28:12 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Riordan William.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. William Riordan of Burien, Wa, regarding 
the NEP A EAlSEP A EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Riordan be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
col/ect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long·Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 

I capacity is reached in 
, 2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emiSSions, in all of the six 

I south-end airport 
1 neiahbor cities? 

Use Current Science? 
Wil/ Port reviewal/ 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 

I 316,000 to 
413,000. 

I	SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 

, own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 

I from aircraft noise 
Iand emissions. 

I 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 


I Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

I Term Projects. 

IPlease include all studies (worldwide) 

i from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 


INITIAL 

I 
I 
I 

I 
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I 
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I 
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Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is PortI	proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airoort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 

i 	and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 

Ithe impacts of the full-
I time usage of the 3rd 

I Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

I 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tae Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

IW<' 
i 

Please include a complete assessment I 
I 

! 

I 
I 

I 

I 


I 
I 

of the unique human health impacts 

from noise on elderly citizens and 

children. 


Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
I unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of

Ithe health and environmenta/impacts 
j from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 

refused to join calls j to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018.

'd'/ih # /
Name: JI./W1fiI1 );'//7f,1f)fJ/(/ Signature: ;!/0;/~uJ-.C: ->e;/~ U .... 


Address: :2431) ~j/;/ 12?}./)) 'St; ;Jc~/ME,A/ /I/./' ~l~/~C 


E-mail: (/~/IP../l{2 €'L;y//'-~, (.eI;.)/"\ 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Sides 
To: SAMP Public Comments; kallread@comcast.net 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 10;24;49 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Allread.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Carol Allread of Burien, Wa, regarding 
the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email ofpublic comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways offiling. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalfof the Ms. Allread be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I	Why No Study of 
What's Already 

I Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 

. Own Long-Term Plan? 
i Why not study of the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography?

IWill Port study unique 
I human health and 
Ienvironmental impacts 
, from aircraft noise and 

COMMENT 	 SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
raised annual of the human health and environmental 
overflight total from I impacts, including from noise and 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 

i The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, IBurien, Tukwila, 

emissions, in all of the six I Normandy Park, 
south-end airport I and SeaTac. 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? Studies around the 
Will Port review all world now exist on 
studies from around harms and 
world relating to human potential harms 
health and environment I from aircraft noise 
impacts from aircraft I and emissions. 
noise and pollution? i 

I 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 
 ~ 

i 

I 
Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des MOines, Federal 


1/Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, V 


and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 


, Near-Term Projects; and for Long I 
' Term Projects. 

I 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest. or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

I 

I 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 

study from UW and 
the airport 

before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

,/// 

the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airoort? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 

Please include a complete assessment 
I of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 

i 
V 

./ 

/' 

I 

I 
I 
I 

noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 

children from 
aircraft noise. 

children. I 
I 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 

human harm from 
overnight flight 

noise from overnight flights. ~/ 

fJiQhts noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 

time. exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 

I 
I 

What if Your
IProjections Are 
I Wrong? How are you 
Iaccounting for the impact 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 

To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 

. the health and environmental impacts Ifrom increased aircraft operations that V' 
. if your estimates of 
I 

2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term I 

Qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 

The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
refused to join calls I to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional i in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire re~ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Segtember 28th 2018. 

Signature: _->>._{1_'_.. _l_/l_._L_._l___ 

Address: 

Name: 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; kittvandbi1l2@yahoo.com 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 10:22:55 PM 
Attachments: SCORing Comment Milne.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Catherine Milne of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Milne be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all 

in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 	 seOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I	Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

I
i 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and eLf. rl\Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 


r already added in last four 
I years?
IWhy No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
IWhy not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the CJ1}Yl
I environmental impacts of j study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
I the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
Ianticipated to begin when studying total plans.
Icapacity is reached in growth plans for 

2027? potential harms. 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien. Tukwila. Normandy Park. C;1 1'10 

from aircraft noise and Burien. Tukwila. and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neiQhbor cities? Term Proiects. 


I Use Current Science? Studies around the IPlease include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on ! from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms ; suggest. or hypothesize any C&~i\ 
health and environment from aircraft noise : association, correlation, causation. or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. I other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? i overflights and impacts on human 

, I 	 i health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 

I directly relating to Sea-
i T ac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global I	scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fliahts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 

I Projections Are
IWrong? How are you 
, accounting for the impact 
I if your estimates of 
I Qrowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

i 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 

i mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls I	for siting a regional 
airport now. 

I 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 

I Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

I 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

~} ... . ~ f 
Name: (rJ(l/ffINe1J. M j tNIe Signature: ~attztu£"(./ tI· )fltt!{/'t_/ 

Address: 11'-71'3 /:}7f11 It. 5t{/ !3i;Lj/~Ji U);7 78)f/l 
~ 	 I 

E-mail: I<lftyt.Ltvb)JI:::<e./qlto(; ,C Cf/f-''1 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; riordans2@outlook.com 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 201810:19:02 PM 
Attachments: ScoDing Comment Rlordan.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Jane Riordan of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Riordan be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for eaeh question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 

. Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years?

IWhy No Study of Your 
Own Long..Term Plan? 

! Why not study of the Ihuman health and 
environmental impacts of

Ithe Long-Term Vision 
. anticipated to begin when 
i capacity is reached in 
12027? 

Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 

iIenvironmental 
human health and 

impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emiSSions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiahbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

Inoise and pollution? 
! 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study Iof the human health and environmental 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 

all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 

I from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
IWay. Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, Iand SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

I Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
i Term Projects. IPlease include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 

. extent such studies explore, find, 
i suggest, or hypothesize any 
I association, correlation, causation, or 

Ioverflights 
other potential linkage between aircraft 

and impacts on human 
I health or the environment. 

INITIAL 
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Walt For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without i ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 

, Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

, noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 

I
I 

and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from ovemight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 

I the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 

I benefits of a regional 
I airport? 

study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398.910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

before proceeding with the 

environmental review for the SAMP. 


I 
! l 

Please include a complete assessment 
I of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. l, I 

I 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 
 L 
Please include a complete study of the 

unique human health and 

environmental impacts from the 

exponential increase in overflights over 
 l-
neighborhoods beneath and near the 

3rd Runway. 

To determine the risks of error in Port 

projections, please include a study of 

the health and environmental impacts 

from increased aircraft operations that 

exceed estimated Near Term ~ 

Operations. 

Please include a study of the benefits 

to human health and the environment 

in the six airport neighbor cities if 
 Lgrowth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental re:ew. Deadline for commenting S8m::.~ber 28th 2018. 

Name: J I)(J-.-;;? CLt04LVi?I1V Signalure: iT;i- "---' 

Address: 1/4'7"):) 5w Il'l-l0 'D S(- n, u0ll?N \.N P\ C)2> l~ 


E-mail: r") 0 rtf.(;.I1.S l- @ 0 UnO () t ~ l6!'f\ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; tammy@wallickrealestate,com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20,201810:15:23 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Wallick, pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Tammy Wallick of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEP A EAlSEP A EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Wallick be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 

i 	Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 	 INITIAL 


Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental I 

i 
impacts, including from noise and I 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations \;J 
growth from the last four years. 

I 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the ·vJ
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

Iprojects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

I 
I 	 I 

Please include a complete study of all 
I 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~)
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near·Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 

I from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest. or hypothesize any \J 

association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

I 



Wait For Pending New I Regional studies Please include a review and I 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. '0'vthe State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- . from Department of 

Tac Airport? ! 

I 

Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? I Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and i from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from I children. 


I and children? aircraft noise. rW 
What About Overnight ! Studies have I Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect ! concluded I study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

( 

I to impacts from overnight overnight flight !~ 

Lflights noise? noise. 

: Unique - Full Time 3rd IDespite historical Please include a complete study of the 


Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and I 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 

the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the f 

Runway? 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 


i PrOjections Are Summary projections, please include a study of I '"\IWrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts i 


accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that \Y 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits i 


! Are you studying the Irefused to join calls to human health and the environment 
I benefits of a regional for siting a regional . in the six airport neighbor cities if ,)
Iairport? I airport now. j growth is more fairly distributed 

1 throughout the entire region. I 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September~8th 2018.

--r-:: I' /1 . . / (~ , 
, ~. A - ,_' j, //" ~/A' / ,I ;; _,E, ," -'."Jt 

Name: ;II!1/n/)j(./ L{/J: cZ Signature: 7)'" ~'LJ:./ /{/(c _
? . 

')C ;.2c-()/nJc' !~~/lc 'Ie t:).J~ ~+{;. iJzl- /}){,/~~~ /~)/1Address:--x c 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; dennis@wallickrealestate.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 

Date: Thursday, September 20,201810:11:19 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Wallick Dennis.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Dennis Wallick of Des Moines, Wa, regarding 
the NEP A EAlSEP A EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalfofthe Mr. Wallick be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

, Why No Study of
IWhat's Already 
, Happened? How does 
i Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears?

' Why No Study of YourIOwn Long-Term Plan? 
! Why not study of the 
I human health and 
j environmental impacts of 
I the Long Term Vision -
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

Inoise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

I Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key. n But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 

! growth plans for 
I potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

, and SeaTac. 
iIStudies around the 
I world now exist on 
I	harms and 

potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

i 
I 

seOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I Please include a complete assessment ,
Iof the human health and environmental 

Iimpacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional ' 

1 97,000 aircraft overflight operations ·vJ 
i growth from the last four years. 

I 
I 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the •• ) 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision \J'" 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

I 

I 
I 
I 

: 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 

I impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, \jJ

I and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
INear-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. i 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years. to the I
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 'JJ 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. I 



--- -

Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and , 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

! 


the State of Washington mitigation study IV"; 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 


I Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
! Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

''Jnoise on elderly citizens children from children. v 

and chiidr~ll? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight : Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
I 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded Istudy review and assessment of the 
i and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
I scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. '\ 

"\Ivto impacts from overnight overnight flight 

fliohts noise? noise. 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
 -iJthe impacts of the full-	 exponential increase in overflights over !Itime. 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary I projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts ~< ~"< 


\Vaccounting for the impact 398,910 flights by , from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 


I Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment \'I II 
Ii benefits of a regional ... for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
I 

\}J IIairport? 	 !airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
I 

I throughout the entire r~on. I I 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental review.. D:ad~ine for commentin~~Ptemb:!?1-8. - _.' 

Name: l\l\l; lL<>- tL ,.J SigQ8ture:¥:::t_~,"-::-~:;L: 
Address: 	 ~~ k C'''~ c( e- 't3 \. (, c l" ,~ ( 

E-mail: 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; Susan Tegler Petersen 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 10:07:35 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Petersen. pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Susan E. Petersen of Federal Way, Wa, 
regarding the NEP A EAlSEP A EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Petersen be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
,..--., ~~-"'-----

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from J Impacts, inCluoing from noise and 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to I emJsSlons, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000. ( 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

environmental impacts of \ growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 
 "'~Nof PoS 5tuA1 ~ IIalready added in last four 
years? ~Ae-O~J\f\Jev\ t c~ ~, 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please inClude a complete assessment I 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental i 

I 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be- projects and Century Agenda growth < 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 

2027? potential harms. 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not 
 Please include ~~::~t:~I~'tPf all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human he nmental 

human health and.Uof,Oe&MQines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 


I environmental impacts CFederal Way.~ Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
from aircraft noise and rsurleh,fukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 'coP 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

I 

I 

,south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long I 


neighbor cities? Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world novi'exlSton' from at least the rast ten years, to the 
 I
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, I 


world relating to human potential harms I ,- Cf'
suggest, or hypothesize any ~, 


health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or ~ 


impacts from aircraft Iand emissions. I
i 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? Ioverflights and impacts on human 


I 
! 

health or the environment. 

-ri~~ O/Vt pl.p t:-it, 
LoDk Gut' ~ I -. 



Wait For Pending New R~gional studies 
Science? Why is Port i-, underway, include 
proceeding without ,~¥ ultra-fine particle 
waiting for the results, of study from UW and 
the pending studies in"~' 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Air art? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 

! fli hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa ? L\ 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements,3rd 

~unway now\~Il-
time.. ,1\ \~, 

I. 	yr V"" ,
'\ U \ '\ ~ \"i',l,(., 

SAMP x tive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 

413,000 now. 

The Port has 


I	refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

j' 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
~f()re,.~~~piog with the 
environments review for the SAMP. 

!Jr-, <~1 P .f tA- ~ .', 
, I.' ./,' ,,,l/ ' " 
, )~'\A'? 6-it~ 

Please in lude a complete assessment 

of the unique human health impacts 

from noise on elderly citizens and~, ~\) ~ 

children./,,'\ A<. f hVtl tl ,/ ,It'-- (}. ~dt, t.~ ~ 


• 1 j " ,/,t ~> i (fl' 
Please include a complete scienti IC 

study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

~A R.~' V0.J \ l --- b 
Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 

A f\ .
3rd Runwa. r " . ' 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting S~tember 2~tb.~2Q18. 

,~ ./ '0 r . C'i 1)-1 
Name: ~U.SC(I'\ ~ \:efels e y\ Signature: lQ. l/l4ti 11..{ .J ~·l ~~,~ 

Address: ')..C(Bo tj G-ft;'\ A-~AA-e ~. 1~cte-fiJ. W'-j LV'\. '1 0 ") 

E-mail: \J ~e 4e r s 1. _q I lc. t'f\ :'1\ . GO'W) , 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments: Ray Miryaktia 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 9:55:19 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Miryekta.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ray Miryekta, Wa, regarding the NEP A 
EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, 
email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalfof the Mr. Miryekta be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

I	already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 

I capacity is reached in 
i 2027? 
I Adequate Geography? 
I Will Port study unique 

human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 

I stUdies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
com m itted to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 

! potential harms 
I from aircraft noise Iand emissions. 

i 

SCOPE REQUEST 	 INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 
 I 

i 	Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth (plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
 !overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 


I extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any -/association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 


I 



IWait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and I 
I Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without Istudy 
ultra-fine particle 

from UW and 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway I 

waiting for the results of before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in 

the State of Washington 

directly relating to Sea-


I Tae Airport? 

ISensitive populations? 


Are you studying the 

I unique impacts of aircraft 

Inoise on elderly citizens 


and children? 

I What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-

I	time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa ? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 

I 	Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

the airport 
, mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

I	Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

environmental review for the SAMP. . 

I ! 

! I 
! 

Please include a complete assessment I 
i of the unique human health impacts 
Ifrom noise on elderly citizens and viI children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 
 /noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the i 
unique human health and I 

Ienvironmental impacts from the 
I 

I 
I exponential increase in overili hts over g 

neighborhoods beneath and near the 

3rd Runwa . 

To determine the risks of error in Port 

projections, please include a study of 

the health and environmental impacts 

from increased aircraft operations that 
 /

, exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 

Please include a study of the benefits 

to human health and the environment /

in the six airport neighbor cities if 

growth is more fairly distributed 

throu hout the entire re ion. 


Please inClud. e th.. e requests I have initialed above i~thpe of t 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Sep b 28th 

Name: 	 Signature:!4 ~~RIt1 \l \ 1(:; (~,.f;fr 
Address: gt\"L ,5, ~f.f\X -t\15 "~"7) -lCJet~ ~( / ~1,'(\oJ 
E-mail: k~~(£\~'tr\c\'\.~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; billiinscott@yahoo.com 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 9:49:48 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Linscott William.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by William Linscott ofDes Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Linscott be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welc9me to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request: Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

i the 97,000 new flights 
I already added in last four 

years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own L.ong-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 

,environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world 'relating to human 
health and environment 
injpacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

I Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and I 
emissions, resulting from the additional 

i 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~ 
growth from the last four years. I 

I 
I 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional ~ 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
 ~i
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
 I 

iNear-Term Projects; and for Long 
i,

Term Projects. i 

I Please include all studies (worldwide) i,from at least the last ten years, to the i 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or ~ 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the e,nvironment. . ! 




Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 

! the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 

scientific studies relating . human harm from 
I to impacts from overnight Iovernight flight 

flights noise? 
Unique. Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
me impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
ProJections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 

I airport?
I 
L 

! noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the !u.~ 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

! 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and ~ 

. children. 
, 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 
 ~ 
noise from overnight flights. 

,
Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and Ienvironmental impacts from the 

exponential increase in overflights over 
~ 
neighborhoods beneath and near the I 

3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that ~ 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if

Igrowth is more fairly distributed 
I throughout the entire reQion. 14 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: ~t' G"IS.~ Signature: ~i~~"",.. 
Address: :22536 ~~ R~ S~ ~r<10t~ \A~ qel<t8 
E-mail: bllfli~ ..<:.o418ycrha..CoM 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; msutton3@gmall.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 9:47:00 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Sutton.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Marsha Sutton ofNormandy Park, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email ofpublic comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 11 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalfof the Ms. Sutton be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
vears? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 

I Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

I emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

Inoise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park. 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 ~ 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 
 tPort's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


I 
Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental r\,
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
 ~ Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, ~ 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or ~' 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 


I 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington Imitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studyirt~ the risk of harm to I of the unique human health impacts 
 .~
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
 4 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. V 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

f1iQhts noise? noise. I 

Unique - Full Time 3rd I Despite historical Please include a complete study of the , 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and I 


Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 

the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
 ~ 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 


i Projections Are Summary Iprojections, please include a study ofIWrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by I from increased aircraft operations that ~ 

I 	if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. i 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits ! 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
 ~ airport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed 


throughout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

Name: ~1S.rJA ~ 't""""t"OtJ 

Address: I JJ-J.,-o. ~VL....V( S Ie tZ. 
• (I ~~ ~Vv, "-'iQ'lLT'V'~1 ....,~tG.I<.. 7(;/&;(" 

E-mail: l. +::.1... "'"') . ( 
fY'.$v. IN""":::>·£"" t~l . t:~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Deadline for commenting September 28th 018. 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; gcscott93@hotmail.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 9:44:09 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Scott. pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by George C. Scott ofDes Moines, Wa, regarding 
the NEPA EAlSEP A EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email ofpublic comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways offiling. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Scott be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these. or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 

! Why No Study of Four-year increase 
What's Already raised annual 
Happened? How does overflight total from 

I Port intend to study the 316,000 to 
I 
I human health and 413,000.
I	environmental impacts of 

the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive 
Own long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's 
Why not study of the own consultant 
human health and . says long term 
environmental impacts of ' study is "key." But 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in aI/ of the six 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port reviewal/ 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

I 

SCOPE REQUEST 	 INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 


, emissions, resulting from the additional 0/5 
I 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. . 
, 

I 	 I 
IPlease include a complete assessment I 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the. 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

, 
I 
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LA9"I_____ 

C~cc~ s~ature:_-r-~-+-T--='-'--__ 

Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of. the results of critical I 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway ~i

I 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the I 

the pending studies in ' the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington ' mitigation study 

I j• 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. i 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and I from noise on elderly citizens and 445 
noise on elderly citizens children from 	 children.I t 
and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 


· and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from b47 
i 	scientific studies relating I human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical I Please include a complete study of the I 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

· Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the li{j
I	the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 

time usage of the 3rd I neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? , 

I 

3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary Iprojections, please include a study of /~~ I 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 7 
if your estimates of I 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term i 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. ! 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
• Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

' benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if ,
~th 

, 

I 
airport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed I 

throughout the entire region. : 

Please include the requests I have initialed above i 
environmental review. 

Name: '0(,,)-< 


Address: 'lr .. "2-. 'l.1.l) l ~ \. 

E-mail: 6)G-5( ()-(\"t3 ~ ~~vWU\ ,C~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@porlseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@porlseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; carl.craven33@gmail.com 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 7;11;49 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Craven.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Carl Craven of Burien, Wa, regarding the 
NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Craven be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 	 SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental ,:, \
<'~Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and \\, . 

\.1 fl .,.I	Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations I	environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. I 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? , 

,
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

IOwn Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
," 

' Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional , I 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the ~' 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans.


I	capacity is reached in growth plans for 

2027? potential harms. i 


! Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ~ 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 


!Will Port review a/l world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
 ~-studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
I 

health and environment Ifrom aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or I 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? I overflights and impacts on human 


I health or the environment. 




IWait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 

Iproceeding without 
, waiting for the results of 

the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 

IRegional studies 
. underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 

scientific studies relating human harm from 
to impacts from overnight I overnight flight 
fliQhts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-

i 	time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
Qrowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment-ofJhe results of critical 
Sea-T ac Ait.l-port studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponentiaiincrease in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 

! Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 

, throughout the entire region. 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

Name: 

Address: 2 t)'tJ { c: iu ,LjQ1i: A-t/c:- ~l 
'1 '--..:"""+ 'B L iL. ().1 icV' 4 G,7 ~~ ll./E-mal: 	 . 'I i.s.((..') 

I (' '... ,~ ?~~ . (I(' '" lu....(:,,,--C -S -:' C...>f ' ,<.."/H{' 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments: ear@harperstudios.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 7:06:25 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Hamer.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Earl Harper ofDes Moines, Wa, regarding the 
NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email ofpublic comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalfof the Earl Harper be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 

. Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your

I
< 	

Own Long-Term Plan? 
. Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

I	the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

.2027?

IAdequate Geography? 


Will Port study unique 
i human health and 
Ienvironmental impacts 

from aircraft noise and 
emiSSions. in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 

, impacts from aircraft 
j noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 

! says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 

I The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 C\kgrowth from the last four years. 

< I 
< 

< 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision LVr 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
 C \\
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 20 13-present; for the 


I
Near-Term Projects; and for Long : 


Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 


I suggest, or hypothesize any E.., \-\. 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. : 



IWait For Pending New 
: Science? Why is Port 
I 
i proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 

I Flights? Will Port collect 
I and assess global 
Iscientific studies relating 

to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
PrOjections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
Qrowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 

i Are you studying the 
Ibenefits of a regional 
Iairport? 

II Regional studies 
underway, include 

I	ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found IPlease include a complete assessment 

I	Please include a review and 
assessm~nt oOhe results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

I 

risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 

i 	aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3 rd 

Runway now full-Itime. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398.910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for Siting a regional 
airport now. 

I of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
I unique human health and 

environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 

, neighborhoods beneath and near the 
I 	3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 

I the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 

i Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

I 
[: \\ I 

I 

! 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
i 

I 

E. \\ 
! 

i 

E:. \\
I 

E \.\ 

! 
I 
I 

i 

E \..\ :i 

E'*

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

Name: G \C'- (' Signature: ~2-::::::-'--_/:.:.::.:.:.:.-=--=--=--=----
Address: Lv (p .~) ((c.\d... A...rL <;:. 


E-mail: ecrltkc..c f '\ r ~ \- ..... oL "" I , C (/ I" 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; mmarkken@comcast.net 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 6:53:06 PM 
Attachments: ScoRing Comment Mai-kkanen,pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Marirume Markkanen, Wa, regarding the 
NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Ms. Markkanen be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



I 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
coliect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long"Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 

I Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 

i 	Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 

, world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

I noise and pollution? 
i 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 

I 

I study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, I	Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, Iand SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 

I emissions, resulting from the additional 
, 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
irnpacts resu:ti;~g from t.dditional 

I aircraft overflight operations for the 
i Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

i	Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 

. health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

I11\~~.I 

I ~ 
I 
I 
I 

I 

(fv I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
If\~ I 

I, 

I 
: 



IWait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and I 
I 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical I 
proceeding without I ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of i study from UW and before proceeding with the 
 Wthe pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. I 
the State of Washington mitigation study 

I directly relating to Sea- from Department of I 
! Tac Airport? Commerce. 1 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment i 

!Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and .~ 

nnoise on elderly citizens children from children. I 
Iand children? aircraft noise. 


What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific ! 

IFlights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the i 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. ~1tto impacts from overnight overnight flight i 

fliClhts noise? noise. i 
Unique· Full Time 3rd Despite historical I Please include a complete study of the I 

iI	Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and ! 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the fVvlJi, the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
Itime usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the / I 
, Runway? 3rd Runway. 
i 
I 	
What jf Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that (VV\
if your estimates of 2019; we are at I exceed estimated Near Term I 

I 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? ! The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed ~"1 

, 	 I throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: ;n.4~i} 1711') ,L !)W:;I2./~..t/1 Signature: lN~~I-",,~ 

Address: ;:aJ(p 13 I~;tl t~·s.cJ J~ 

E-mail: I171111f1\K.J4'?, Q L/) -nc.4S1 ~ 
I 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:I171111f1\K.J4


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; vandrews05@comcast.net 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 6:50:24 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Andrews.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Vicki Andrews of Des Moines, Wa, regarding 
the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email ofpublic comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Ms. Andrews be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 

I	south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 

! Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

I	Four-year increase 
raised annual 

I overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key. n But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not , 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

I Studies around the 
I world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

I Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 

I	Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

VII 


I 

f/;4 

, 

I VAI 

I 

V!4 
j 

I 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 

i unique impacts of aircraft 
i noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 

i and assess global 
! scientific studies relating 
to impacts from ovemight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 

IStudies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical I I 

Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. V/:r 

I 

I 
Please include a complete assessment 

of the unique human health impacts 

from noise on elderly citizens and 

children. 
 Vi1 
Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


I 
I 	

VIr 
I 

Please include a complete study of the 

unique human health and 

environmental impacts from the 

exponential increase in overflights over 

neighborhoods beneath and near the UI1 

3rd Runway. 

To determine the risks of error in Port 


Iprojections, please include a study of
I	the health and environmental impacts 

from increased aircraft operations that Vlt 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. I 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if Vft
growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting S~r 28th 2018. 

Name: Vt'cf:; /fJ1drewS Signaturp,/L--J ~ 
Address:.z 1}:1-29 1-1 It Ave. fp«Hr 
E-mail: tIal1~/revJ>LV 5 §CPtY1 C~51-. ner 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; sharon,povertybay@gmail.com 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 6:43:18 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Morehouse.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Sharon Morehouse of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Sharon Moorehouse be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request: Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
,, Whafs Already 
I Happened? How does 
! Port intend to study the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

I already added in last four 

I ears? 

, Why No Study of Your 

. Own Long-Term Plan? 


Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 

1capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 

I south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 

, health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

i noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

! Four-year increase 
I raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

I 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consulta nt 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

I 	 impacts. including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

I 

! 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental I 

, impacts resulting from additional 

Iaircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

Iprojects and Century Agenda growth 
Iplans, 
i 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 


, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro'ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Deadline for comment;p:'19?1t!ft~ 

Signatu e: ~~I...I.L-'q-~.#.-.:.'---+----"--

Please include the requests I have initialed above i 

environmental review. 


Name: ~<1 V J' h. h10 Y" e ~ 43 ~ 

Address: ~'56( 6 tA. q '" (,.pe 9 VYli> ,ne)' W 4., cr?/9.Y 


E-mail: "'J5./u;tY'()~,. ('()Y~i-r~ b·"lCf e J '~CL, I . (:t:!: ~ 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 

, Are you studying the 
! unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 1398.910 flights by 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. 
Regional Airport Now? IThe Port has 
Are you studying the refused to join calls 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional 
airport? airport now. 

Regional studies 
underway, include 

ultra-fine particle 
i study from UW and 

Ithe airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements. 3rd 

Runway now full
time. 

i 

ISAMP Executive. 
! Summary 
inaccurate; est. 

Please include a review and i 


assessment of the results of critical 


Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway '!J'~/f{11 
i,".,'" 

before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

I 

Please include a complete assessment! ' 

of the unique human health impacts 
 i',,'W

I from noise on elderly citizens and 
~ children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the I 

I unique human health and ?fir )'
: environmental impacts from the , ,/ 
exponential increase in overflights over I • 

neighborhoods beneath and near the i 1/ }'J# 

3rd Runway. 'J1tt l fJ/1 

To determine the risks of error in Port I I 

projections, please include a study of i
?JiZi 

the health and environmental impacts : I 

from increased aircraft operations that i 

exceed estimated Near Term ' 

Operations. I 


Please include a study of the. benefits 1'7f/Jili"
to human health and the environment ' 

I 
, i 

, 


in the six airport neighbor cities if i
Ii " 

growth is more fairly distributed t I 

throughout the entire region. 


mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comment::;; ccluingligorca@bhhsnwre.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 6:29:34 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Gligorea CaluinLpdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Calumi Gligorea of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Calumi Gligorea be deemed unacceptable, please reply 

to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 

I 

Ihuman health and 
! environmental impacts of 
I the Long-Term Vision 

anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

2027? 

Adequate Geography? 


I Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

i emissions, in all of the six 
I south-end airport 
! nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review a/l 
studies from around 
world relating to human 

i health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
aU of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment ' 
of the human health and environmental i 
impacts, including from noise and I 
emissions. resulting from the additional/(.. 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations p;

Igrowth from the last four years. /(/ v 
I I 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional I 
aircraft overflight operations for the I / 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision / 
projects and Century Agenda growth ( f:J

Iplans. 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 


: Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypotheSize any 
aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



I Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and I
IScience? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

I proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway I ..' 

I waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the I / {; 
 i 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. .l/
the State of Washington mitigation study 

Idirectly relating to Sea- from Department of i 1 

! T ac Airport? Commerce. I 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment , 

Are you studying the : risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I 


unique impacts of aircraft I elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
 It/
and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have ! Please include a complete scientific 
 I 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from (~
noise from overnight flights. if 

to impacts from overnight ovemight flight 

flights noise? noise. 

Unique - Full Time 3rd ' Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3 rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 

the Impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa? 
What if Your 

time. Iexponential Increase In overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 

i 3rd Runwa . 
i SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 


Projections Are Summary prOjections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

rowth are too low? 413,000 now. o erations. 

i Regional Airport Now? I The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
! Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throu hout the entire re ion. 


Please include the requests I have initialed 

Signature:'::~'--__r-______ 

above in the scope ofJb,e-SA 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Septemb~...A4H'8'. 

Name:c'A;R"', o::;-?/".?"" 

Address:cY7t?o') L. 4·( J- ~~S /7h.r:*J Oil 


E-mail: C.::.4-HVjI~y"~<:""f e dj 1J ;,tIc.) ,.,.e. "-C/;7-1 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; Traci Buxton 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 6:09:31 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Buxton.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Council member Traci Buxton of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 

website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Buxton be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all 

in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



I 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

. Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan?. 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when I	capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary· Port's , 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key. n But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

I impacts resulting from additional Iaircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision Iprojects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
I of the human health and environmental 
I impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 

I Please include all studies (worldwide) 
, from at least the last ten years, to the 
II	extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 

' association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 

INITIAL 

i 

;1 

,,,}~ 

jA 

{

/1 

,JA- I 

j 	 health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New I Regional studies Please include a review and 
~ 

Science? Why is Port . underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway I 

r 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the , I 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study ~ 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of I I jiTac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment! A 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I / I, 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and fr~m noise on elderly citizens and 
 lJh
noise on elderly citizens children from chIldren. te,,- I 

and children? aircraft noise. , 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 1! 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from )\Iscientific studies relating human harm from noise from ovemight flights. 

II	to impacts from overnight overnight flight ;)~ 
fliQhts noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

I ! 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 4 
Port separately assess IRunway now full- environmental impacts from the I /1 

I the impacts of the full- , time. exponential increase in overflights over 
I time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 'J;\ 

Runway? I 3rd Runway. ! 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port I 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of /:

J 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts /l 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by I from increased aircraft operations that 

\\ iY Iif your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term '~J i,Qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
, Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits A 

/1IAre you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment / 
. benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

II airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed J,~ I 
i throughout the entire region. ! 

I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Sepynnber 28th 2018. 

/' . \ /) r-f 
Name: I~Ac j·;oLkTO ~ Signature: \'~~Cc; :;~p'r 

Addres~ oi c, "13 CI I.A~AyG: 5f; 

j) LS J.{ OIAJts J 4- 981'1/5 


E-mail: -b-o.cti::H,c.x.ton @....C'O(1") c,:\..5t.O~L 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:c,:\..5t


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP public Comments: cougannomtwjce@hotmaj! com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 6:06:45 PM 
Attachments: Scopinq Comment Mjloscja,pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Meschell Miloscia of Federal Way, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Miloscia be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 	 SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

'Why No Study of 'I Four-year increase I Please include a complete assessment !IWhat's Already raised annual I of the puman he~h and environmental I 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the ' 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional I·!l!yl 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations j. l 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 'I 


the 97,000 new flights 
 t 

Ialready added in last four' I 
ears? .~~---+~--------~--~~------------~----------~r-----~ 

I 

I 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
OWn Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and. environmental rJ 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional r-" Vj 

human health and says 10ng term aircraft overflight operations for the ' Ienvironmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth Ianticipated to begin when studying total . plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for ,

I12027? potential harms. IAdequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
IWill Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
i human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
f environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, V-)Ii ' from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
Iemissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
I	neiQhbor cities? , Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the IPlease include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the , 

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, . ' 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

I health or the environment. I 



IWait For Pending New
I	Science? Why is Port 

proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 

I directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 

I Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 

I What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fiiQhts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 

I Port separately assess Ithe impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

I Runway?
IWhat if Your 
, Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
elderly citizens and Ifrom noise on elderly citizens and 
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children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full

. time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls Ito human health and the environment 
for siting a regional , in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. Igrowth is more fairly distributed 

i throuahout the entire region. 

children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the
Iunique human health and 

environmental impacts from the 
i exponential increase in overflights over 

neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwav. 
To determine the risks of error in PortIprojections, please include a study of 

I the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Ooerations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in tt'!e scope of the SAMP 

environme. ntal rev.. iew.. Deadline for commen~ber 28" 2018. 

Name:1\ \" ,VI 7 I.· 1\.. \ . ' Signat~r:. 	 - 
~S~ !tli 111\i~'::x'ia 

Address: 3672(. Ii' Lb AYf. ~ 

E-mail: c.c)V.j •.-IfYlO.Y.fDul{(.{z.{«.fIY)C.I/( .. /I... 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@porlseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@porlseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments: Mark Kopoang@cityoffederalway.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (sAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 6:05:01 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Koppang pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Council member Mr. Mark Koppang of 
Federal Way, Wa, regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment 
Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of 
the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Koppang be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

i Why No Study of Four-year increase i Please include a complete assessment 
IWhat's Already raised annual Iof the human health and environmental 
I Happened? How does overflight total from i impacts, including from noise and I 
I Port intend to study the 316,000 to i emissions, resulting from the additional 4,A.../ 

413,000. I97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~I	I environmental impacts 
human health and 

of Igrowth from the last four years . 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four I 

I 
years? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 1 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the ~~ 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

antiCipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 

2027? potential harms. 
I 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a com plete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
I 

human health and all of Des Moines, Iimpacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, , Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, rfJ 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, Iand SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. I Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neiQhbor cities? ITerm Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the I Please include all studies (worldwide) 
 i
Will Port review all world now exist on ! from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
 ~4~
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any I 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

I 
Inoise and pollution? 	 i overflights and impacts on human I 

i 	 1health or the environment. I I 



i 

Wait For Pend'Ing New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

i noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
f1iahts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
arowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

ltd· 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 

. Despite historical Istatements, 3rd 

Runway now full
' time. 

Reglona. s u Jes 

II	SAMP Executive. 
Summary 

' inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

i PI . I d e a review an ease mc u d 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

I 

Irl,j./ i 
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I 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name:/f~./-<- /,.c,~,c-1/VC-- Signature: ~ 
/ -?D r $J.~./,~-	 /

Address:;:~~~ t~7 t-v4 7~?.:? 
•• " (' 1,,,,/ AE l 	 LJ otA..RLIif· <;.,

-mal. 	 v/it /u,//O 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP public Comments: susan honda@cjtyoffederalway com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 6:01:57 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Honda pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Deputy Mayor Mrs. Susan Honda of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 

website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Honda be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom. and find asps volunteers will 
coliect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 

Why No Study of I Four-year increase 
What's Already raised annual Ii 

Happened? How does overflight total from 
Port intend to study the I 316,000 to 
human health and 1413,000. 
environmental impacts of I 

, the 97,000 new flights 
I already added in last four I
I 

years? 
Why No Study of Your I SAMP Executive 

I Own Long-Term Plan? I Summary; Port's 
i Why not study of the I own consultant 

Ihuman health and ' says long term 
environmental impacts of i study is "key." But 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

i potential harms. 
'The Port has not 
" committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 

I Federal Way, IBurien, Tukwila, 
emiSSions, in all of the six . Normandy Park, 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

I and SeaTac. 
i 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

Iand emissions. 

i 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I Please include a complete assessment I 
I 	

of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional Au... 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations ' ~ , 
growth from the last four years. 

I 

I 
Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~ 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for a/l of Des Moines, F~I 


Wy..y. Burien, Tukwila, Normandy~ark, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include a/l studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 




IWait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
f

i 	

(
Science? Why is Port underway, include 	 assessment of the results of critical 

i 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle 	 Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study ,fj.


Idirectly relating to Sea- from Department of 	 t.?}t( 
i 	T ac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment! 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

I 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and ifl 
! 

" 0;. noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
j and children? aircraft noise. 
IWhat About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded Istudy review and assessment of the Iand assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from ~t,- : 

scientific studies relating human harm from . noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from ovemight overnight flight ! 

flights noise? noise. 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical . Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will Istatements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess ! Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
 )rthe impacts of the full- I time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runwav? 3rd Runwav. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in PortiProjections Are Summary projections. please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts (\ .1

1.Jr \ 
iaccounting for the impact 398,910 flights by 	 from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

arowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
 ptt-rI 

airport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed 
throuahout the entire region. I I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline f~r commenting Se~temb~~ 28th 2018.; __ 

Name: _~ 	 ~f~'-Signature: IJtv.J2t,-r-Icll).i 

7 

Address: 
Ftv 

E-mail: .4 	 /1/,;tJ . . .LJ-,!i l fL! (V Cl f1J,i 
- I

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments: Martin.Moore@cityoffederalway.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:59:03 PM 
Attachments: SeoDing Comment Moore pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Council member Mr. Martin Moore, Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 

website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Moore be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all 

in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four I 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
i raised annual 
: overflight total from 
316,000 to 

413,000. 


ears? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

SAMP Executive 
I Summary; Port's 
. own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 

' Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

' otential harms. 
The Port has not 

i committed to study Iall of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 

I Burien, Tukwila, 
II Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac. 


I 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of aU 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 

I association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 




environf'~ntal review. Deadline for com nting Se t mb 

Name: ~~&'-"- Signature: 

Address: (C'6~ 7. ~--tL (1.f1,J \ \Jy'» ~~7 
E-mail: tflv\C"-(~"'v'-..rt\\)~{«~_C-t ~Cl.f.QJen{wtvj· LtVY\ . 

th 018. 

'--.......- 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
f1iahts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rt:! 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
arowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and . from noise on elderly citizens and ~ 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 

, Despite historical 
Istatements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
Ifi Ime. 

I 
, 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

I Please include a review and I 
'assessment of the results of critical ({V' 

Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway .. 

before proceeding with the 

environmental review for the SAMP. 


I II 

Please include a complete assessment ,
Iof the unique human health impacts i 

I children. \2
Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 


; noise from overnight flights. 

i 
Please include a complete study of the ~ 

Iunique human health and ! 
i 

. environmental impacts from the , , 
!. exponential increase in overflights over I . 

neighborhoods beneath and near the I 
I 

3rd Runwav. I 
To determine the risks of error in Port I 
projections, please include a study of 1 

the health and environmental impacts N~ I 
from increased aircraft operations that I 

' exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if I~ 
growth is more fairly distributed f 

throughout the entire region. I 



From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments: ohil@seafoodassodates com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:57:24 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Yohann.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Phil Y ohann of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEP A EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Y ohann be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of 
!What's Already 
, Happened? How does 

Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 

i years? 
I Why No Study of Your 

Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiahbor cities? 

IUse Current Science? 
i Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

I 
SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 

Ifrom aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

i impacts, including from noise and I ··tJ'~\ 
i emissions, resulting from the additional I \/ 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


! 
Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental , 
impacts resulting from additional ()) 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

I Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long I 
Term Projects. I 
Please include all studies (worldwide) ! 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



h 2018. 

Signature: --:.l&X.....=.._::.-.;.-+-~__-'-_ 

Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and : 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Sf'}te~ber 2 

Name: Hoi 't,.. ~p.tJtJ 
Address: t1 .. ,1D J.sv~~ ~~ tfll

Dt-, {'IIAt"',L.J WA tfflh-o 
E-mail: , 

olt"MeA.f"~sSoe l~tBS · (..cvY'! 
S[ib-mlrform dn your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
f1iQhts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3m 

i Runway? 
!What if Your 

Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

i growth are too low? 
I Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 

Iairport? 
i 

ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 

; Despite historical 
statements, 3m 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls I to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire re~on. 

Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

before proceeding with the 

environmental review for the SAMP. 


i ~i 
1 

I 
I 

Please include a complete assessment,1'3-. 
of the unique human health impacts 

from noise on elderly citizens and 

children. 


i Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

I 

I 
Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3mRunway. 

I To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 

I Operations.
IPlease include a study of the benefits 

! 
1\ 

I 
I 
I 
I 

'~ 
I 

~ ! 

I 
I 
i

J/ 
I 
I 

.JI

'\ 

q(

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; ejs4dsn@comcast.net 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:55:24 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Stern.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Elissa Stern of Normandy Park, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Ms. Stern be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

'I' anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

,2027? 
I Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 

human health and 

environmental impacts 

from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 

! neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
ISummary; Port's 
I own consultant 
I 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des MOines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 

I from aircraft noise 
I and emissions. 

I 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. S' 


Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental I 


impacts resulting from additional ! 

aIrcraft overflight operations for the 
 II 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~"";-.~.'"', ,projects and Century Agenda growth :... .--JI
, plans. 

I 

Please include a complete study of all I, 
of the human health and environmental 1 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 

, health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 

I Regional studies 
I underway, include 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 

i 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 

study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 

before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. ~~) 

directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 

from Department of 
Commerce. 

I 

I 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 

risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 

of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

I t C' 

/ 

and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 

Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 

yC'
-/ 

! 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

I flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess 

Ithe impacts of the full-
Runway now full-
time. 

environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over ~~ .......... ./, 

time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 

I 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. j 

I 
i 

What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 

I accounting for the impact 
I if your estimates of 
I growth are too low? 
IRegional Airport Now? 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 

To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 

i 

I 
I 

I~S 
l.-

I 
I 

! 

i 
i 
I 

! Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed fS 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Se tember 28th 018. 



From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP pyblic Comments; marymeyn@gmaj! com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:53:03 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Eun.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Mary Eun of Des Moines, Wa, regarding 
the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Eun be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of 
I What's Already
IHappened? How does 

Port intend to study the 
, human health and 
Ienvironmental impacts of 
I the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
i Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 

, Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

COMMENT 

! Four-year increase 
: raised annual 
Ioverflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

I 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key.ft But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 

emissions, in all of the six, Normandy Park, 
south-end airport I and SeaTac. 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

I noise and pollution? 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

IPlease include a complete assessment I 
i of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and ~ § , 
emissions, resulting from the additional " ,..,v 

, 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

1)0 Yla+ ~i+ -fhls d:1tc re 
ck:h. 

i Please include a complete assessment 
Iof the human health and environmental 
I impacts resulting from additional 
i aircraft overflight operations for the /\,.. j
IPort's post-SAMP Long Term Vision '1'''{/ 
i projects and Century Agenda growth 
, plans. 

IPlease include a complete study of aur--1 
I of the human health and environmental i 

Iimpacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 1'1 • ~ J

Iand SeaTac, resulting from aircraft I (rr-v . 
I overflights, from 2013-present; for the I 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Pro·ects. 

Please include aU studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 


i 	suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or ~ 

i other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



i 

Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and ! 


Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. ~ 

the State of Washington mitigation study ! 


!,directly relating to Sea- from Department of \.eS~ 

Tac Airport? Commerce. ; 


I Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment ! 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and ~ 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. O'(Y ~c{ 5 pla:) ou1-s;de J~i&. 
and children? aircraft noise. ('e eR.SS We \V4tKI- ~u(' kid~ pU+s~' 

What About Overnight , Studies have I Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded Istudy review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of II unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 
scientific studies relating human harm from 

to impacts from ovemight ! overnight flight ~ ,
fliohts noise? ' noise. , 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- , environmental impacts from the I 

the im pacts of the full- time. ex onential increase in overfli hts over 
Ii p g 

, 
time usage of the 3rd ! neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runwa ? , 3rd Runwa . 

What if Your i SAMP Executive. ; To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary 'projections. please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you 

I 

inaccurate; est. Ithe health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by I from increased aircraft operations that ~Iif your estimates of 2019; we are at Iexceed estimated Near Term 

rowth are too low? 413.000 now. o erations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: M~v~ E"n Signature: ~ 
Address: ~Ora S. 213 rt1 e.,,-r.) D.e5 Mo,'N$' Wit tfg-;q8 

E-mail: YY1ttV.~m-e\A.n~0mai/.co/IYL 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP public Comments· kg@nde@msn.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:51:17 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Grande.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Judith Grande of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Ms. Grande be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

iWhy No Study of 
! What's Already 
'I Happened? How does 

Port intend to study the 
i human health and 
i environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 

. ears? 
Why No Study of YourI	Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

i 2027?

IAdequate Geography?

IWill Port study unique 


human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiahbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

I
!Four-year increase 
i raised annual 
. overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary: Port's 

Iown consultant 
I says long term 

study is "key. n But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 

I	Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment , 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional /i'f-/i~K. 
!Ii 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations u'~ 
growth from the last four years . . 

Please include a complete assessment I 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional I 

aircraft overflight operations for the ~ 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term ISlon 

projects and Century Agenda growth i
V 10O· 
plans. 	 I ' .. 

I 
I 
I Please include a complete study of all, 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal "

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
 1U 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

, 

I 

from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, I 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft l

t. 

v ri 
overflights and impacts on human ! 

health or the environment. I 



I 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 
Sensitive populations?I	Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 

: and assess global 
Iscientific studies relating 

to impacts from overnight 
i fliQhts noise? 

Unique _Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway?
IWhat if Your 
I Projections Are 
. Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
Qrowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

I 	Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 

: study from UW and 
• the airport 

mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 

I 

i aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

I 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of. the results of critical 
Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP . 

Please include a complete assessment I	of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study revi~w and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 

I neighborhoods beneath and near the 
i 3rd Runway. 
: To determine the risks of error in Port 
. projections, please include a study of 
I the health and environmental impacts 
I from increased aircraft operations that 

exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

Nam..:::Jv-Aith ft.c;, ro.-n.e\C Signature: 9"IAclu'k;"..D.}Jrv~ 
Address:1?? t 5 . .).6J-~(U"'-i-;-~ C, v 

--pe~ ~'-o'j v. (:~ ~J A- '"1 ~ \ 1 'J 

E-mail: 	 I . .

kj v-~vtJc..~) W\..S v\. <-n ~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments; lauren.frederick@gmail com 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:35:33 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Frederick.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Lauren Frederick of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Ms. Frederick be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

! Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
I What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. qQP7l,
the 97,000 new flights I 
already added in last four 
~_ears? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's , of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the I own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental impacts of study is "key. It But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth ~ 
anticipated to begin when Istudying total plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~! 
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
south-end airport and SeaTac. INear-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. I 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) I 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
. studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, ~~I 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

I impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft IInoise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 
1 

I health or the environment. I 



rWait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and , 
I 	Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the j ~ 

eJf?.J..I	the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. '-..) 

the State of Washington mitigation study 
' directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

!Tac Airport? Commerce. I 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 1 
Are you studying the risk of harm to I of the unique human health impacts w f',\, 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and 'from noise on elderly citizens and \J~~iI 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. I 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific I 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from I'-~ ~I	scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. d~ 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

· flights noise? noise. 
I Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the I 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and I. 
Port separately assess Runway now full- , environmental impacts from the ~j- I 
the impacts of the ful/- time. I exponential increase in overflights over .. , I
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the I , 

Runway? 3rd Runwav. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 


· Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts ~ I accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
· if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits : 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment I 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if ~ 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throuahout the entire region. I 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: LAV (" ~ ."'\ ~('ed..~."':.. cJ<--., Signature: ckH · 4.ilrt(-; hkiL (JC. 

Address: '-\ 3. 3 S J-Ot ~ s-t ~.) \t\£hj\QJ) WA ~ -s )qg 

E-mail: ~cu....:-...t"()~ e... +re«.e....c-~c.K.e ~~, \. t-u,-v-. 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP PUblic Comments 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:31:16 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Leveson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Nancy Leveson of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Leveson be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four i 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 

1 413,000. 

, 

Lears? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

,i 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But I	Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 

i from aircraft noise 
I and emissions. 

I 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations tJ~ 
growth from the last four years. 

I 
I Please include a complete assessment 
. of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision NflrL., 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

! 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
 NkL
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or NA\-
other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 




Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
 I Nl\l the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
T ac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment i 
Are you studying the Irisk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 1\JXl
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have IPlease include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the I 
and assess global increased risk of ! unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. NNv
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd . Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements. 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the I	the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over ~.~ 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. I 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that lJht
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now . Operations. 

. Regional Airport Now? The Port has I Please include a study of the benefits iI Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if ~~ 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed ! 

throughout the entire region. 	 i 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: NOIJ\'--Lf L.e'\le-.so() Signature: ~Ct.~ 
Address: 2-1 +10 4-~kJeS I 7.)...e.....s n'\.0'''--LS 'tA.J.A- <:.":\(3 )9'(S' 

E-mail: NAN cy LGV~SD}.j @.. G MAt l-, C-,)"'-\ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:L.e'\le-.so


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; cstream@comcast.net 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:29:31 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Stream.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Carol Stream of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Stream be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of lFour-year increase Please include a complete assessment IWhat's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does I overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the ! 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
 Ckthuman health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~~ 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
antiCipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. I 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not I Please include a complete study of all : 
Will Port study unique committed to study I of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal C;~environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emiSSions. in all of the six Normandy Park. overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? Term Projects. 


I Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
I Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, ~~ world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise aSSOCiation, correlation. causation, or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. I 



I Wait For Pending New I Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port i underway, include assessment of the results of critical

I
i 

proceeding without I ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 0;.\2>waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study , 


; directly relating to Sea- from Department of i 

Tac Airport? Commerce. I 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I 

' ~unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and I from noise on elderly citizens and rWo 

noise on elderly citizens children from 

I 

children.
i 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
 Q}%
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique· Full Time 3rd Despite historical I Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and ! 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the I r 

the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 0f!6 I 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the I 

IRunway? 	 3rd Runway. 
! 	 What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that ~ 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if ~~ 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

/1 1--L-
Name: C'Bk-O I.- S\f-LEAf-\ Signature: k.LfM~ C1/,_,I 

Address: ,J.. '6 Co 3(0 -Rt?o o()d.o~act" -=0 «. s 

E-mail: c s TRe A A/\ €..: 0C i\.A C A s.--'C, ('J LT 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP pyblic Comments· mceachel@aol com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:23:04 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment McEachem.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Laurie McEachern of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Ms. McEachern be deemed unacceptable, please reply 

to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Dear Ms. McEachern, Please confirm this form to be your submission, sadly you forgot to sign it, but did 

initial and provide your contact information. Thank you! 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 

t 	I' fenvlronmen a Impacts 0 

the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four I 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

Ianticipated to begin when 
• capacity is reached in 

! 2027? 

IAdequate Geography? 

. Will Port study unique 


human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

! 

i SAMP Executive ISummary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key.» But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

. 	Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

from th I fgrowth east our years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 
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Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 

I	unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight-\-

, 

Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fliQhts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 

IWrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now fuJl
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

i Please include a review and 
assessment otthe results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
I study revi~w and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 

I from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throuQhout the entire region. 

I 
f 

-:1-11 ! 
I 

\, . 
~ 

I 
/' 

/'

I
I' 

I 
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i 

i 
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r 

I 
I 
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i 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental review. 


Name:;:, ,;., l ;.- 1/ (,,:'1"/ (1 R [.( Signature: ___________ 


Address: .;; v / 


/ 

/;. I)?/ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments: dps042@gmaj!.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:18:38 PM 
Attachments: Seoping Comment Seiler.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Debra Palmer Seiler of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email ofpublic comment to this address is one ofthe 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Ms. Seiler be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
. years? 

, Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 

, human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision l	anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

,2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 

Ifrom aircraft noise and 
! emissions, in all of the six 
I 	south-end airport 

nei9hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

L 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study Iof the human health and environmental 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations (i::)P--.?
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision G:)fS
projects and Century Agenda growth i 

plans. 

1 

Please include a complete study of all 

all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ~ 
~ overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 


, from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any ~ 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. I 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 

, the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 

I What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
PrOjections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 

assessment of the results of critical 

Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

before proceeding with the 

environmental review for the SAMP. 
 ~ 

I 

j 

Please include a complete assessment I 
of the unique human health impacts I 
from noise on elderly citizens and CR7 

I 
children. 

I 
Please include a complete scientific i
study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 
 ~0
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and ,I 

environmental impacts from the ~ 
i 
I~~ I 

I 	exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. I 
To determine the risks of error in Port j 

projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts <s ~ 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term i 
Operations. I 

Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment ~yf< . 

...Jin the six airport neighbor cities if S-
growth is more fairly distributed 	 i 

ithroughout the entire region. I 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name~4;;1~P~l~nc:Y .t;;e~ le.v- Signature~ r~~ 
Address: bD '-t ~. ~1A..-\'\d.S+. Oe-~ ("'Y")C> l~S l0A l ~ 19.8: 

E-mail: cLr6 0 L\. J..,(:?/~~ l t £!...'t.'. ~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 

To: SAMP Pyblic Comments; onehealintouch@gmail.com 

Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:16:13 PM 

Attachments: Scoping Comment Numrich.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Diane Numrich of Normandy Park, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Numrich be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027?

IAdequate Geography? 
i Will Port study unique 
Ihuman heatth and 

environmental impacts 
. from aircraft noise and 
Iemissions, in all of the six 
I south-end airport 
! neiqhbor cities? 
, Use Current Science? 

Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

• Please include a complete assessment 	 i 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97.000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. tJ1"...) 


: 

Please include a complete assessment Iof the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 

[ Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth ~~ 
plans. 

! 

lIPlease include a complete study of all 
r of the human health and environmental 


impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
 ~0 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

' Near-Term Projects; and for Long r 

Term Projects. 
I 
i 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the ! 
extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 
 .~ 
association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft I 


overflights and impacts on human I 

health or the environment. I 




I Wait For Pending New Regional studies I Please include a review and 
I Science? Why is Port underway, include I assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle I Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. D-rN 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
T ac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and b-;1~noise on elderly citizens children from children. I 


and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from , 


I)I\t--Jscientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? i noise. 

Unique - Fu" Time 3rd I Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 


i Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
I the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over \)~

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? 3rd Runwav. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that DTN I 

i 
I 


if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term : 


growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
 £)jNbenefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throughout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 


Name: U"IQ.V-\e NL)fY\f tC V, Signature: D:e=~ IVlt~~ 
Address: \ lv SLY ~ \\,)fS-\-C{ .12-,d &0 ~O\ry--o~~?ar \L W!i y.b\l£A.o 

E-mail: 0'(\e ~,eCt\ '.f'\\-V0 CV\@~Ma.\ \ . (DM 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP public Comments: pro516@hotmail.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:14:21 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Petruska.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Patti Petruska of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Petruska be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of ' Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does Ioverflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the ! 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations \,rf>

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 

years? ! 


! Why No Study of Your !SAMP Executive I Please include a complete assessment 
I Own Long-Term Plan? ISummary; Port's I of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and ! says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental impacts of Istudy is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth ~f 
anticipated to begin when i studying total plans. 

, capacity is reached in growth plans for 

1 2027? potential harms. 
, Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all
IWill Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
I environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ~f 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, I overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. ' Near-Term Projects: and for Long 


i neighbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any ff
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. i 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port . underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea from Department of 

Tac Air ort? Commerce. 


: Sensitive populations? Studies have found ; Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studyi ng the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight , Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect I concluded I study review and assessment of the 
and assess global ! increased risk of I unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating Ihuman harm from Inoise from overnight flights. f¥f 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd . unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full !environmental impacts from the t'f 

the impacts of the full- time. i exponential increase in overflights over • .
I 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. I To determine the risks of error in Port 

PrOjections Are Summary Iprojections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. : the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that !~fP 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

Qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. I 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits I 


Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional Iin the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
 Vf

Ithroughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed abov~he sc f the SAMP 
environ~ntal revi+1 De)adline for commenting Sep mb~~ 2 th 018. 

Name: rJtlTP C/ kCf<)k A Signature:' . 

Address: r6 Bx 9t';;;5 0:::0 !l0~~ al1 9B19'5' 
E-mail: p!'p,5I~la fuftk{/#G-E~tj;.-,-

hc1)r~ I I , Cey't--L

Submit form on your own/ada comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

i 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP public Comments; dedc1212@ao!.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19,20185:12:46 PM 
Attachments: Scoojng Comment Deddckson Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. David Dedrickson of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one ofthe 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Dedrickson be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

'. Why No Study of
iWhat's Already
i Happened? How does 
i Port intend to study the 
i human health and 
) environmental impacts of 

the 97,000 new flights 
i already added in last four 
• years? 
• Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 

, human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I Four-year increase ! Please include a complete assessment I 
i raised annual Iof the human health and environmental I
Ioverflight total from I impacts, including from noise and 
I 316,000 to 

413,000. 


, 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

I Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

• emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

: 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 

i overflights and impacts on human 
I health or the environment. 

I , 

J£~ 
; 

I 
J)E) 


i 
I 

J>E9 


J:0 


I 



I Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
i Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
I proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceedi ng with the DrS;the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 


!Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment i 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts ;j)eJ) 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and I 


noise on elderly citizens children from children. ,j 

and children? aircraft noise. I 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded I study review and assessment of the !J)F]) 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 

Unique - FuJI Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
 ])8 
Port separately assess Runway now futl- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over I 

Itime usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
 2k-~Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. i 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits I 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment JA i 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
I 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comment:i; ken olson@comcast.net 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:11:12 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Olson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 


Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Ken Olson of Des Moines, Wa, regarding 

the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 

website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 


We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 

At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 


Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Olson be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 


*Please accept this email as the valid submission, previous submission had errors. 


Kind Regards, 


Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 




The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
~ears? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

,2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

I Four-year increase 
I •

[ raIsed annual 
I overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 

' The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment ! 
of the human health and environmental I 

Iimpacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations I 
~ 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment i 
I 

Iof the human health and environmental I 
Iimpacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 
 ~iplans. 

Please include a complete study of a/l 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
 Woverflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long I 


Term Projects. 

,Please include all studies (worldwide) I 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or 
 Wother potential linkage between aircraft 

, overflights and impacts on human 
I health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

I noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 

I	to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 

i Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
. Port separately assess 

Ithe impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 

I Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

I

I	Regional studies 
underway, include 

, ultra-fine particle 
study from UWand 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398.910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 

I for siting a regional 
1airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the / / I 
environmental review for the SAMP. V~ 

I 	 ~ ~ 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the unique human health impacts 

from noise on elderly citizens and 

children. 


Please include a complete scientific 
, study review and assessment of the /pII

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


i : 
Please include a complete study of the I ! 

unique human health and I I 

environmental impacts from the pi
exponential increase in overflights over I 

neighborhoods beneath and near the " 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port I 
projections. please include a study of I 
the health and environmental impacts J4--l 
from increased aircraft operations that I 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: K£N OjSi:JN Signature: ~ 
Address: ~ 8¥~ 0 I<ufiktflr ~ Jy .I 

..br ~J~S h,JA C;!l"iC 
E-mail: I:.n_O/!Dh. e Cu~c!.S'1 Vlj 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP PubliC Comment>; sandeenk@gmajl.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:07:43 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Sandeen.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Katrina Sandeen of Auburn, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Ms. Sandeen be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 

Why No Study of Four-year increase 
What's Already raised annual 
Happened? How does overflight total from 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to 
human health and 1 413,000. 
environmental impacts of I 

. the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four I 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

I 2027?
I	Adequate Geography? 

Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science?I	Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

I 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key. n But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 

I growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
a/l of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional I J/.{

97,000 aircraft overflight operations '\ ...J 

growth from the last four years . 


I 
I 

Please include a complete assessment ,I 
of the human health and environmental I 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 

J

kSPort's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ! 

projects and Century Agenda growth 
i

plans. 
I 

I 

Please include a complete study of all i
of the human health and environmental 

Iimpacts for all of Des Moines. Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ksand SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 


Ifrom at least the last ten years, to the 
. extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any K_S 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human i 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 

I Sensitive populations?
I	Are you studying the 

unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight

I flights noise? 
1 Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the Impacts of the full 
time usage of the 3rd 
Runwa? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 

I	accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

• 	 rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
' underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 

Ichildren from 
' aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-

Itime. 

I SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 

1413,000 now. 
! The Port has 
! refused to join calls 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 

i environmental impacts from the . .i 	exponentIal Increase In overflights over : 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts k5from increased aircraft operations that 

exceed estimated Near Term 

0 erations. 

Please include a study of the benefits 

to human health and the environment 


for siting a regional I in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. I growth is more fairly distributed 

! throu hout the entire r ion. 

I 

KS

I 

k5 
! 
I 

ks 

K.5 
: 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 


Name:j{"+V'!Vlq ~to'fJecf1 Signature~?---'" 

Address:"). 711 1.2.. '38 th PL 5, .A uhlAvlI1,. Wit '1 )soc I 


E-mail: 5c~V/J cc'" ke j ""qt /, l.Ow, 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP publjc Comments; rkathyo@comcast.net 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 20184:43:14 PM 
Attachments: Scopino Comment Ohar.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. R. Kathleen Oljar of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Oljar be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request.» Ju~t initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
col/ect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I	Why No Study of 
Whafs Already 

I Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 

I	capacity is reached in 
2027? 

• Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 

I 316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key: But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Oes Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional UD 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


I 

Please include a complete assessment ,I	of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional ~l:t)
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

I 

Please include a complete study of all Iof the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
 ~f&
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 
 I 

extent such studies explore, find, 
j 

suggest, or hypothesize any ~Wassociation, correlation, causation, or 
iother potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 
i health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 

I directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 

I Are you studying the 
i unique impacts of aircraftlnoise on elderly citizens 
and children? 

I What About Overnight
IFlights? Will Port collect 
, and assess global 

scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

I Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 

1 refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessm~nt of. the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and I 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study revi~w and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

~.~ 


I 
I 

~ 


~ 


t~ 
I 
; 

. 

W> 
I 

\XO 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

Name:~. t\{<0""'.keAt C (jev
Address: be l ~ ;}d..76 a. Lt~ 3f1S 

~ '- S" ¥\rl o~f..\ £.,v~ 'l~ c? i> 
E-mail: 

R~+~u~ G""n1(1tt!+. nLt 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


-----------------------------------------------------------------

From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP public Comments; dlknuts@msn.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 4:38:36 PM 
Attachments: Scopinq Comment Knytson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Diane Knutson of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Knutson be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

!Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 

Iemissions, resulting from the additional 

~(I,' 
I 

human health and 413,000. ! 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
i environmental impacts of
Ithe 97,000 new flights 

, growth from the last four years. 

i already added in last four 
~ears? 

i 

I I 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment I 

! 
I 

Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 

Summary; Port's 
own consultant 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional ~~i 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
the Long-Term Vision Ianticipated to begin when 

Port's will not be 
studying total 

projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 
12027? potential harms. i 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all I 

Will Port study unique 
human health and 

committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal t:-{ I 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 

Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

: 
i 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, ~Y~ 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

I health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New IRegional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port Iunderway, include assessment of the results of critical ...... ~¥-
proceeding without . ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway ~. 

waiting for the results of I study from UW and before proceeding with the 


I the pending studies in Ithe airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
I the State of Washington I mitigation study 
: directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the • risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts ~/,( 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific I 


Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
 cplC 
I 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from ovemight flights. 

to impacts from overnight ovemight flight 

fliahts noise? noise. 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the I 


Runway Use. How will statements,3rd unique human health and 
 J)( I 
Port separately assess Runway now full- Ienvironmental impacts from the ~. ! 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 

time usage of the 3rd I neighborhoods beneath and near the I 


lRunway? 3rd Runway. • 


What if Your SAMP Executive. . To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
 '('K
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that i 

if your estimates of 12019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term I 


I 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. I 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

I Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment Cfj-1\, II benefits of a regional for siting a regional I in the six airport neighbor cities if 
i airport? airport now. Igrowth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commentin~~,~ptember 28th 018. ) ~ 

Name: \C':) 1.<;' '1 e. \Z V\~:7 0 r'-... Signature:( '../K, ~ 
"). ! C l s: -I 1~ r \ '5 ... 

Address:, \..Q.. {'." "' \(1/,)..~ (\'\..J <2:7 1\;\ 0 \ V\ e ~ ) L0 / l - \.) ,.) 

E-mail: d \ K '" \4.\'5 @ VV'\<) r\.. <- C "Y\ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; edie.staiger@gmail.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 20184:35:14 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Staiger.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Edie Staiger of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Staiger be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

i the 97,000 new flights 
I	already added in last four 

years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 

Iimpacts from aircraft 
I noise and pollution? 

COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Four-year increase ! Please include a complete assessment !raised annual Iof the human health and environmental 
overflight total from , impacts, including from noise and 
316,000 to 

413,000. 


SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

! 

emissions, resulting from the additional t5 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. i 

! 

I 
Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional ! 

!aircraft overflight operations for the {'> 
I 

! 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

l 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, t~ 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any ~$ 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. i 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 

I Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 

· and assess global 
I scientific studies relating 
' to impacts from overnight 
· f1iahts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

I Runway Use. How will IPort separately assess 
· the impacts of the full-

time usage of the 3rd 


Runway? 

What if Your 

Projections Are


I	Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 

i if your estimates of 
I arowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regiOf;\'\ 

I airport? \,~\ \,\ • 

IRegional studies 
I underway, include 
Iultra-fine particle 

study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 

I increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements. 3rd 

Runway now full-
Itime. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 


I noise from overnight flights. 

I 

i 
! Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 

IprOjections. please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 

i from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: E&,t. S\o.:~~~ Signature: ~/.l~~t{ <' 


Address: ::2101»- \~\i,.~ 5. 


E-mail: 't&\ \.., c;\~\ ~'te:.~' ~'I\.l\JY'r\ 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

l 

f> I 
I 

: 

I 
I 
I 

: 

~.~ 

~'> 

! 
~~ 

I 

I() 


I , 
I 

Cl ) I 

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments: ~ 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Tuesday, September 18, 2018 2:07:23 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Harper Doreen.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Doreen Harper of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Harper be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 

IHappened? How does 
. Port intend to study the 
, human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 

I ears? 
I Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 

i Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
Impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
, Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 

: from aircraft noise 
and emiSSions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

• 

I	Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

I , 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental I 

INITIAL 

~ 


impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 

I from at least the last ten years, to the 
I extent such studies explore, find, 
I suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

\~ 


I\)~' 




Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port . underway, include assessm~nt of. the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway I 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the ,lthe pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. \ 
the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- . 
 ~~~~=~!~ment of I. T ac Airport? 

! Sensitive populations? Studies have found ! Please include a complete assessment 
I Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I 

! unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and I from noise on elderly citizens and \,;tJ-Inoise on elderly citizens children from children.I 

and children? aircraft noise. 
I	What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded Istudy revi~w and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of , unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating i human harm from noise from overnight flights. if 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
fliahts noise? noise. i 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and I 

iPort separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
I the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over \r i 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
I 
j 

I Runwav? 3rd Runway. 
IIWhat if Your SAMP Executive. i To determine the risks of error in Port 

i Projections Are Summary 1 projections, please include a study of 
I Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
, accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that \~ 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

arowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has , Please include a study of the benefits 


I Are you studying the ' refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if \0). 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 	 i 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. ," JI 
Name: ,~".f'.e __ 	 Signature: /erfit>tJ. ,ft?l;..-~,-
Address: 2G.{P 2 ') 

E-mail: ro I ~! 
/1. 

.', , 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; qligmom@icioud.com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Tuesday, September 18, 2018 1:42:47 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Gliqorea.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Mitzi Gligorea, regarding the NEPA 
EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, 
email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Gligorea be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



i 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of 
i What's Already 

Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

I already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

! Four-year increase 
raised annual 

Ioverflight total from 
. 316,000 to 
413,000. 

i SAMP Executive 
i Summary; Port's Iown consultant 
says long term 
study is "key.n But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

1 otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

IPlease include a complete assessment ! 
I of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional ~.•..• 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations ! 

growth from the last four years. ! I 

I 
I 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Deadline for commenting Septem er: 

Signature:t..<·~~_I.r-~_~--'~_ 

Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 1 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway i 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the VJ
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

Tac Airoort? Commerce. I 


ISensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment I 
I Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts i 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. i 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from ji
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight VV : 

flights noise? noise. I 


, Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical 	 Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and ~ I 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the I I 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over ~. 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. ! 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts LJaccounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that ~ 

if your estimates of 20 19; we are at exceed estimated Near Term i 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 


, Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
I benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if ~ Iairport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the sco 

environmental review. 


Name: a-/z:, t£l:lo,"--,p~ 

Address: CJ7tb<7 M::l ;Jur- S. 


E-mail: f?/.C7vYJDffl @rcix-... cI. (d~ 
Submit 't6rm rt your own/add comments at: SAMp@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMp@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; Ijzjack@seanet com 
Subject: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 11:48:40 AM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Jackson adt 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Elizabeth Jackson of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding these comments on behalf of the Ms. Jackson be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

!	Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 

, Why No Study of Your
I	Own Long-Term Plan? 

Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

I	Adequate Geography? 
2027? 

Will Port study unique 
human health and 

I	environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

I	emissions. in a/l of the six 
south-end airport 

I	neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

I	Four-year increase 
raised annual 

I overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 

I committed to study 
a/l of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and , 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 

INITIAL 


of the human health and environmental I 
impacts resulting from additional 

I aircraft overflight operations for the 
I Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of aI/ 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for a/l of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. I 
Please include aI/ studies (worldwide) Ifrom at least the last ten years, to the i 

extent such studies explore, find, 
I 

suggest, or hypothesize any 
association correlation, causation, or , 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 




Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
i Port separately assess 
I the impacts of the full-
I time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
qrowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 

I	The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and ! 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

! 
Please include a complete assessment I,of the unique human health impacts I 

from noise on elderly citizens and i 


children. 

i 

Please include a complete scientific ! 

study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 

Inoise from overnight flights. 
I 
,Please include a complete study of the 

unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port : 

projections, please include a study of i 
the health and environmental impacts ! 

from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term , 

IOperations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. /1 '/ \ ~'"'?

,.i1v-· -If 



From: Jackie Benster 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: Comment sheets 
Date: Friday, September 28, 20183:49:28 PM 
Attachments: Airport form Ace H #204S pdf 

Airport Form. Dianne H #2105 pdf 

More comment sheets from Mariner Manor. 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request.~ Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

Whafs Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and ,413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 ~ environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights I 

already added in last four I 
vears? ! 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
OWn Long-Tann Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long tenn aircraft overflight operations for the p}
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Tenn Vision 

the Long-T enn Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth I 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
 I 
capacity is reached in i growth plans for 

2027? I potential hanns. I 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all I 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way. Burien, Tukwila, Nonnandy Park. 

from aircraft noise and BUrien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
 I 
emissions, in all of the six Nonnandy Park, overflights. from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Tenn Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 

world relating to human potential hanns suggest. or hypothesize any 
 ~ 
health and environment from aircraft noise Iassociation, correlation, causation, or I 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. ' other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 

--- """-----------"" 

"- "--"------ 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 

, the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About OVernight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from ovemight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3ni 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runwav? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now?IAre you studying the 
benefits of a regional 

Iairport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 

I from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 

: aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398.910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413.000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete SCientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

* 

Ip-fJ-
I 

~I 

I

pli 
I 

! 

QIf 

I 

[)/f-

I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental review. Dea.dline for co.mmentin9__rmber 28'" 2018. , 
1) < IL r/e- ..~ /J/)

Name:..-V' t4'/11f?... ff.lN!:. Signature: ~ U~ ~ 


Address: &~/ S r ;2J 77£...,$.If- lU M~; "''' ,S wA 1'2 '1' 

~l..Jo;5 

E-mail: 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 


mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request.° Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of I Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
Happened? How does over1light total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 316.000 to emiSSions, resulting from the additional 
human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft over1light operations ~environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your $AMP Executive Please include a complete assessment , 

i 
: 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental i I 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key: But 

impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~\1\ 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and 
environmental impacts 

all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way. 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien. Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~ 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac. resulting from aircraft 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights. from 2013-present; for the 
south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 

harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation. or 

ijvff 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

! 
, overflights and impacts on human 
I health or the environment. 

--- .....--.-~--......-~ 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
SensitiVe populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from ovemight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3R1 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 

, Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 

I Despite historical 
statements. 3Id 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398.910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human liealth impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections. please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Ooerations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire reaion. 

~4 


~~ 


~~ 


~ 


~Jr 


ill~ 

I 

Pie.. include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 2P 2018. 

Name: {tce /-l t/r.' SJ" Signature: rkuJ ~ 
Address: ~-.J \ $ L. '2..1"/-'- St:. #"<,,-.),3:; &.1> f1II~;I1.# ~ wA *'t' Blq&

E-mail: 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

----- ---""------

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Jackie Benster 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: Comment sheets 
Date: Friday, September 28, 2018 3:50:07 PM 
Attachments: Airport form #208S.pdf 

More comment sheets from Mariner Manor. 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request. n Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 1316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. ~C.)'V) 

the 97,000 new flights if 

I already added in last four 
'years? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

says long· term 
studY'is "key.# But 
Port's will not be 

aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 

\jCY'1 
if 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in a/l of the six 

Federal Way, 
Burien. Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

'1[1\1 
v I 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neiahbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human 
health and environment 

potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or S}·Ctl1

C/ I 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

I health or the environment. I 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
f1iahts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 310 
Runwav? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
arowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway. include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 

i Studies have 
I concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 310 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est 
398.910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413.000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for Siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and i 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. ~C~ 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the unique human health impacts 

from noise on elderly citizens and 9-L~ 

children. 


Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from () _. 

noise from overnight flights. >-l~ 


Please include a complete study of the 

unique human health and 

environmental impacts from the 

exponential increase in overflights over }C h--l 

neighborhoods beneath and near the 

310 Runway. 

To determine the risks of error in Port 

projections. please include a study of 

the health and environmental impacts 

from increased aircraft operations that }.C"1 

exceed estimated Near Term 

Operations. 

Please include a study of the benefits 1 


to human health and the environment 

in the six airport neighbor cities if 
 ~C~ I
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire~on. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAft1P 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: ..:JOl'YlV/./i!. W'tc!j'r5 signature:~ CrJ.JLff_ ~ 
Address: '0 1 s- 2 -::L-, 'by, SI ~ I .). 0 ?-S 

E-mail: .-::S- c c.. L ~ S"0 ((j) G- m A- .\"" L 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMp@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMp@portseattle.org


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review. for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 

What's Already 

Happened? How does 

Port intend to study the 

human health and 

environmental impacts of 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in fast four 

years? 

Why No Study of Your 

Own Long-Term Plan? 

Why not study of the 

human health and 

environmental impacts of 

the Long-Term Vision 

anticipated to begin when 

capacity is reached in 

2027? 

Adequate Geography? 

Will Port study unique 

human health and 

environmental impacts 

from aircraft nOise and 

emissions, in all of the six 

south-end airport 

neighbor cities? 

Use Current Science? 

Will Port review all 

studies from around 

world relating to human 

health and environment 

impacts from aircraft 

noise and pollution? 


COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
raised annual of the human health and environmental 
overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
413,000. v 97,000 aircraft overflight operations i-Bgrowth from the last four years. ro.) ;Y\ k.!~ , 

I~QQ at Neu Po ;rp()~t 
I 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila. 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the C;p.
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision v........ 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
 q~and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studi~.tworldwide) ~./ 

from at least the last ten yo;;al .. , LV Lilt: 


extent such studies explore, find, 
 yr}suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

U",/y\ 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request: Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
Whafs Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
raised annual of the human health and environmental 
overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
413,000. ~ 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

(0-:) yY\ k. ~ ~ , growth from the last four years. i-B 
tJQoc;{ Neu A~rpc)rf 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key. H But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision C;(?/ 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien. Tukwila, Normandy Park, q~and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studi~.lworldwide) ...., L 
from at least the last ten y.::;o,.,., .v .1 It: 

extent such studies explore. find, q-8suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. qe
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
T ac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and \ 4lf3>
noise on elderly citizens children from 	 children. W<z Ww-< 9'Vl1lt"j .LJ~ ) 
and children? aircraft noise. '/ '" \J ~ b iA1.)J I ~ .' 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complet~cientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of 	 unique human health impacts from qB
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight '-Je / ') ',w-fcv+avJ"- ~.
fliohts noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rc! unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time.. ' cl J exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd 'Jon. h~ . neighborhoods beneath and near the ~~ 
Runway? I 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that ql~~
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
orowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

,Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment , 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if ~ airport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed 

throu9hout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP . . 	 .
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Signature: _...:::g~t1::;..!.1-==~==---:...:...:::;.;...IL-__·_ 

-~" ..'---".--- 



From: Shelley Merryfield 
To: SAMP public Comments 
Subject: Comments - Mr. Steve Rybolt 
Date: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 1:28:22 PM 

Please see attached comment sheets. 



From: Bemedine Lund 
To: SAMP publie Comments 
Subject: Comments on SAMP and seoping requests 
Date: Wednesday, September 26,2018 10:52:58 AM 
Attachments: SAMP 10 aX foun sent in pdf 

See attached form. 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations /:lz{ 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 80<:. 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des MOines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 13-£ 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, tJ;J.
suggest, or hypotheSize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



I 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: Signature: ~ ~ 
Address: PItt.«. J ~~.Lutr..l' Wei11 uJlI 

E-mail: Phtl "VlcJ h~f1 ,«.1. ~ ..1 <.J()~ c9 'If.! h <:V•• <:"()~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

Bc.i 
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B~ 

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; petestream@outlook.com 
Subject: Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Doreen Harper of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA ENSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle"s website, email 
of public comment to this address is on ... 

Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 5:27:09 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Stream Pete pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Pete Stream of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Stream be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 

mailto:petestream@outlook.com


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I	Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 

anticipated to begin when I studying total 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 

I impacts from aircraft 
! noise and pollution? 

. growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

I
I 

and emissions. 

i 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 


Igrowth from the last four years. lJ 
Please include a complete assessment I 

of the human health and environmental . 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
 IJprojects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
 fJ 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 


i from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or IJ 
other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 


i 

I 



i 
Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port ' underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in I the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington i mitigation study 
 1& 
directly relating to Sea- I from Department of 

Tac Airport? ! Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found IPlease include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
 /)
and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have I Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
 /)I to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

I flights noise? noise. 
I Unique - Full Time 3rd I Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
. Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- : environmental impacts from the 

the impacts of the full- time. i exponential increase in overflights over 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
 fj
Runway? 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 


I Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 111
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

I Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
I benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed Ifj

throuQhout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental rev~ew. Deadline for commenting M~018. 

Name: re,:\--e S..\:r ec...~ ~"'------Signature: -+~=...:...-..... 

Address: 2~b Sb ~e.A(\'AJ t p(~\. Dr 

E-mail: 'fe;\-e s~rectM(c) ,,"'u f-(vc1k .(p,t-, 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

,, 

I 

i 
I 

i 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Dave Ramey 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: FW: Airport master plan 
Date: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 7:25:02 AM 
Attachments: sca nOD18.pdf 

Please see attached. 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP sea ping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request," Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 

, years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 

capacity is reached in 
: 20277 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 

. Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT seOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Four-year increase IPlease include a complete assessment 

environmental impacts of Istudy is "key.» But 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be Ianticipated to begin when Istudying total 

raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

, 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 

growth plans for 
1 potential harms. 

The Port has not 
committed to study I of the human health and environmental 

I	of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional C~ 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the ce./.. 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 

all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, (Gte
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
.Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects . 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 	 iLl?
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the ,<./..
{/
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

T ac Ai rport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and ~ 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded !study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
 tP.scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 


I fliQhts noise? noise. I 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
 ~ 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd i neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runwav? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts t!U 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
Qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if tLL I 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above In the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting sePt~~er 28~ 2018. 

Name. C 0P-1l- !!..l..-lflC-Y *' Signature: tl1)/LI~ ~ 

7-11 (() Vi Lj-:1: PJ,


Address: 1/ <.J 
(1 

E-mail: t ~~~mN7>1 tt bfYll.-ll",LiJ IV1 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Dave Ramey 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: FW: Airport plan 
Date: Monday, September 17, 20187:53:46 AM 
Attachments: scan0001 pdf 

Please see attached. I am very concerned about health effects from the huge increase of aircraft 

over our neighborhood. No more expansion! Dave Ramey 
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10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 
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RepGrl1ll 208·181·5393 


Welcome to the SAMP seoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review. for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. I}#-f

r-. 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 

years? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
 ~t~environmental impacts of study is Ukey." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines. Federal 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~....e... 
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
emiSSions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any ~i~ 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the fl 


the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
 ~+~
the State of Washington mitigation study 

I directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
. T ac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and y~~ 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. ~1-~ 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
 \t;l-Q.the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? I 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate: est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
 \f~ 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
Qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
 \)J--benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throughout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting S 

Name: 1)0-1It.-~ 
Address: 1-).." <;\ >.q"i .... fL 0~\ 

E-mail: J.. v-~{t lA1'v~ ~t. VvC; 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

tember th 2018. 

<-04 W~ 9rs~o ~ 
Signature: -"'"-=------"------;1---

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Jackie Benster 
To: SAMP public Comments 
Subject: FW: Comment sheets 
Date: Friday, September 28, 2018 3:47:42 PM 
Attachments: Airport form Dayna A 404S.pdf 

Airport form Kathryn C #211S.pdf 

Hi. I have attached a bunch of comment sheets from residents at my Condo building in Des Moines, 

Mariner Manor. Flights from the third runway go right over our condo. There are more to come as 

well. Thanks. 

Is there any chance of you accepting more forms on Monday Oct 1? I only got on this today. My 

bad. I am just running out of time. Thanks. Please let me know. 



---

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 ~J/Jr 
environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 

years? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP~ve Please include a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human heafth and environmentat 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
 f)tft
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~tA-
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long I 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any ~LPr
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. 

(.f,Ll C/, I. I /
~111 v 

.-~-.... 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway. include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 

study from UW and 
the airport 

before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. (JJJr 

the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 

risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 

of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. tJIJt 

and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 

increased risk of 
human harm from 

unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. ~ 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flIghts noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the fuU

statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 

tUA
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 

inaccurate; est. 
398.910 flights by 

the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that /ILk 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. OQerations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed Cit
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: 'lltl,/N>'I L I"h..d~ Signature: ~,;!~~ 
Address: (POI S. CJd1itt 3{-y.u.k/ LfO,+S I De~ }101-.~ Wlrq rz q,f 
E-mail: {)~ ft.6\.-S now ~..{.-t) fa..vtil ~ ~ ~< 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request. 0 Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmentai impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmentaJ impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is 8key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 

I growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila. 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

I 
I 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, induding from noise and 

emissions. resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 
 (IV 
Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 
 I#VPort's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please indude a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila. Normandy Park, 
 (f
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights. from 2013-present; for the 

INear-Term Projects; and for Long ! 


Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore. find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 
 ~ 
association, correlation, causation. or I 
other potential linkage between aircraft 

Ioverflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. I 



_____ _ 

Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and I 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical I 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway I 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. ~ the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 1 

Are you studying the risk of harm to 	 of the unique human health impacts r/li /unique impacts of aircraft eldeny citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and chi/dren? I aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete SCientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from \t# 
Scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3"' Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and }pPort separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
RunwaY? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections. please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398.910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that ~~{)
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits I 

IAre you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if lrv
airport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. I 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 281h 2018. 

Name:/4r-'lhf~rt(brJuy'1.... Signature: ~~"'""'-. 
Address: ~(J' 5 r3rJ 1-~~'&- *Z-II5 

fiJ.e..-5 tL ert ,v;3 W 14- if ~ (q~< 

E-mail: !LIJ-c-tV-eC~'vh 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@porlseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@porlseattle.org


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request. b Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 1316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
human health and 1413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. ij--lM 
the 97,000 new flights ./ 

already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the \/rCl'1environmental impacts of study is "key .. But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

1} 


the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 

2027? potential harms. 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ~C~ 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park. overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 


I Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation. or 
 )ferry I 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potentia/linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. 




From: Rhonda Cavanaugh 
To: gyietskiespygetsound@gmail com 
Cc: $AMP Public Comments 
Subject: Fw: Scanned document from HP ePrint user 
Date: Monday, September 24,20181:13:41 PM 
Attachments: filename-1 pdf 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 

----- Forwarded Message ----
From: "eprintcenter@hp.com" <eprintcenter@hp.com> 
To: "rcavanaugh@rocketmail.com" <rcavanaugh@rocketmail.com> 
Sent: Mon, Sep 24,2018 at 12:38 PM 
Subject: Scanned document from HP ePrint user 

This email andattachmentaresentonbehalfofrcavanaugh@rocketmail.com. 

If you do not want to receive this email in future, you may contact 
rcavanaugh@rocketmail.com directly or you may consult your email application for 
spam or junk email filtering options. 

Regards, 
HPTeam 

mailto:rcavanaugh@rocketmail.com
mailto:andattachmentaresentonbehalfofrcavanaugh@rocketmail.com
mailto:rcavanaugh@rocketmail.com
mailto:rcavanaugh@rocketmail.com
mailto:eprintcenter@hp.com
mailto:eprintcenter@hp.com


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port ot Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I Why No Study of 
IWhat's Already 

Four-year increase IPlease include a complete assessment 
raised annual ' of the human health and environmental 

! 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including trom noise and 

i ~~~!~t~:~I~~ ~~~ the 
I environmental impacts of 
I .

the 97,000 new flights 

316,000 to 
413,000. 

emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

I 

\¥G 
already added in last tour I 

years? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

says long term 
study is "key." But 

aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~~G 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027?

IAdequate Geography? 
potential harms. 
The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique 
human health and 

committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 

of the human health and environmental Iimpacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

I emissions, in all of the six 
Isouth-end airport 

Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, Iand SeaTac, resulting trom aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

i~ 

neighbor cities? 
IUse Current Science?IWill Port review all 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 

Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 

. studies from around , 
world relating to human 
health and environment 

harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

extent such studies explore. find, Isuggest. or hypothesize any 
aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or 'ltV 

impacts from aircraft 
i noise and pollution? 

and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 

. health or the environment. 



From: Rhonda Cavanaugh 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: Fw: Scanned document from HP ePrint user 
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 1:12:29 PM 
Attachments: filename-1.pdf 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 

----- Forwarded Message ----
From: "Rhonda Cavanaugh" <rcavanaugh@rocketmaiLcom> 

To: "quietskiespugetsound@gmail.com" <quietskiespugetsound@gmail.com> 

Cc: "samp@portseattle.com" <samp@portseattle.com> 

Sent: Mon, Sep 24,2018 at 1 :09 PM 

Subject: Fw: Scanned document from HP ePrint user 

Scanned docs coming one page at a time. Apologies for this. 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 

----- Forwarded Message ----
From: "eprintcenter@hp.com" <eprintcenter@hp.com> 
To: "rcavanaugh@rocketmaiLcom" <rcavanaugh@rocketmaiLcom> 
Sent: Mon, Sep 24, 2018 at 12:43 PM 
Subject: Scanned document from HP ePrint user 

This email andattachmentaresentonbehalfofrcavanaugh@rocketmail.com. 

If you do not want to receive this email in future, you may contact 
rcavanaugh@rocketmail.com directly or you may consult your email application for 
spam or junk email filtering options. 

Regards, 
HPTeam 

mailto:rcavanaugh@rocketmail.com
mailto:andattachmentaresentonbehalfofrcavanaugh@rocketmail.com
mailto:eprintcenter@hp.com
mailto:eprintcenter@hp.com
mailto:samp@portseattle.com
mailto:samp@portseattle.com
mailto:quietskiespugetsound@gmail.com
mailto:quietskiespugetsound@gmail.com


Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 

, the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Air rt? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 

I and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fIi hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 

I accounting for the impact 

I if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underwayI include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now ful/
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 

, environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 

I children. 
: 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the <,:=:',\ 

unique human health and 	 /'uv')" 
environmental impacts from the ! 

exponential increase in overflights over f,~ 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 

I 	 from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Orations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 

, growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire r ion. 

! 

j' \'0r " 1,/ 

'" 
\ 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental revi~w. ~adlin~ for commentin~~tember 2 th ~o,18. " 

( f /, I LA v1) ,-,if
Name: ' '-...." v 

. ·-tL c 
I ' I ~ 'J -~,

Address: I ~2 
\' /Yl i~ .,;..;14 Ji:t i J:.

E-mail: ti I \;..{ vjllli q7 Z 

' I) I /Ii 1J 1; 'If/A /"L
Signature: 	 1 V {.,. v v 

Ji' I' ' 
h I \..Y 1...::/ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Rhonda Cavanaugh 
To: gUietskiespugetsound@gmaj! com 
Cc: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: Fw: Scanned document from HPePrint user 
Date: Monday, September 24,20181:15:06 PM 
Attachments: filename-1 pdf 

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android 

----- Forwarded Message ----
From: "eprintcenter@hp.com" <eprintcenter@hp.com> 
To: "rcavanaugh@rocketmail.com" <rcavanaugh@rocketmail.com> 
Sent: Mon, Sep 24,2018 at 12:35 PM 
Subject: Scanned document from H P ePrint user 

This email andattachmentaresentonbehalfofrcavanaugh@rocketmail.com. 

If you do not want to receive this email in future, you may contact 
rcavanaugh@rocketmail.com directly or you may consult your email application for 
spam or junk email filtering options. 

Regards, 
HPTeam 

mailto:rcavanaugh@rocketmail.com
mailto:andattachmentaresentonbehalfofrcavanaugh@rocketmail.com
mailto:rcavanaugh@rocketmail.com
mailto:rcavanaugh@rocketmail.com
mailto:eprintcenter@hp.com
mailto:eprintcenter@hp.com


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
coliect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

W::-7h;-"y---=-N;-"o-S=-t-u-d:-y-o-f::-------r-=Fo-u-r-.y-e-a-r-jn-c-r-ea-s-e---r-P-'-ea-s-e-in-c-Iude a complete assessment I 


What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316.000 to emissions. resulting from the additional 
 JI 

I 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 ~ Ienvironmental impacts of growth from the last four years. : 

Ithe 97.000 new flights 
already added in last four 


i years? I 

Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental I tJ 

1 

; Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive IPlease include a complete assessment i 


Own long-Term Plan? 
1. 

.
Why not study of the own consultant I impacts resulting from additional i 

human health and says long term , aircraft overflight operations for the i 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But IPort's post-SAMP Long Term Vision I . 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be Iprojects and Century Agenda growth I 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. I 

2027? potential harms. 


---f-1
Adequate Geography? The Port has not IPlease include a complete study of all I 

Will Port study unique committed to study Iof the human health and ~nvironmental i 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des MOInes, Federal I 

environmental impacts Federal Way, IWay, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 


capacity is reached in growth plans for 


'I: 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, I and SeaTac. resulting from aircraft 

emiSSions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the I 


south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long I 

neighbor cities? Term Projects. ' 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world now exist on i from at least the last ten years, to the t:fl I 

studies from around harms and , extent such studies explore, find, ru 
 1,1 

world relating to human potential harms Isuggest, or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise Iassociation, correlation, causation, or I I 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft II I 


,I, 

"_______________...L________---'  health or the environment. _____-'--__ _ 
noise and pollution? Ioverflights and impacts on human 




From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; calvingligorea@bhhsnwre.com 
Subject: Fwd: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19,20186:35:15 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Gligorea Caluini.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Calvin Gligorea of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Gligorea be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of 

IWhat's Already 
, Happened? How does 
I Port intend to study the 
I human health and 

Ienvironmental impacts of 
. the 97,000 new flights 
, already added in last four 
I ears? 
: Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 

: Adequate Geography? 
I Will Port study unique 

human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 

, south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

, noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

i Four-year increase 
! raised annual Ioverflight total from 
316,000 to 

I' 413,000. 
I 

. 

I SAMP Executive 
I Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

IPlease include a complete assessment i 
I of the human health and environmental I 
I impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

Igrowth from the last four years. 

i 

I / 

I

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 

Iplans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

!overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
: Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

/1
It: 
L 

I 

,r 
/ /

./(; 

~ 



I 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceed'mg WI'thout 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

! Runway? 
i 	What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

i growth are too low? 
i Regional Airport Now? 

Are you studying the 

benefits of a regional 

airport? 


Regional studies 
underway, include 

I fi ' Iu tra- Ine partlc e 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 

I Despite historical 
Istatements, 3rd 

~unway now full
! time. 

I SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac A'Irport s u t d'les now un derway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

I 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children, 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of Ule-SA 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Septemb~ . 

Name:" 	 Signature:~",,..tA 
Address:0/7t?o) /d ..::S~~S A :;fN.c',;, L/ii

/ 

E-mail: r:::-C:~//l/9/7"""C"'Cf C? j).J;) 114.) re c'{::J":;lI 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@porlseattle.org 
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From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; lizjack@seanet.com; Rybolt Steven; Purcell Arlyn CEnv&Sus) 
Subject: Fwd: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2018 11:57:49 AM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Jackson.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Rybolt, The public comment you rejected in your email to me this morning had 

been submitted on Sunday September 23rd and was not returned as "undeliverable", therefore 

we deemed it as a valid list of comments to consider. 


Please see below and confirm receipt of this email. 


Sheila Brush 


Time Stamp: 

On Sun, Sep 23, 2018 at 11 :48 AM Quiet Skies <quietskiespugetsound@gmail.com> wrote: 


Quiet Skies<guietskiespugetsound@gmail.com> 

sam p@portseattle.org, 
lizjack@seanet.com 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Elizabeth Jackson of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 

• filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding these comments on behalf of the Ms. Jackson be deemed 
unacceptable, please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 

mailto:lizjack@seanet.com
mailto:p@portseattle.org
mailto:Skies<guietskiespugetsound@gmail.com
mailto:quietskiespugetsound@gmail.com


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

i the 97,000 new flights
!already added in last four 
! years?
IWhy No Study of Your 
I Own Long-Term Plan? 
; Why not study of the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiahbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

I Four-year increase 
I raised annual 
i	overflight total from 

316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's Iown consultant 

: says long term 
i study is "key." But 

Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 

Ipotential harms 

Ifrom aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and I 

emiSSIons, resulting from the additional I 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

! impacts resulting from additional 
i aircraft overflight operations for the 
IPort's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
I projects and Century Agenda growth 

Iplans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental I 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Proiects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 

I from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. i 



I Wait For Pending New 
, Science? Why is Port 

proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fliQhts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwav? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

I Regional studies 
', underway, include I ultra-fine particle 
I	study from UW and 

the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 

I 

i increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 

statements, 3rd 


Runway now full

time. 


SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 

assessment of the results of critical 

Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

before proceeding with the 

environmental review for the SAMP. 


' 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the unique human health impacts 

from noise on elderly citizens and 

children. 


Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 


i noise from overnight flights. 

i 
i Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 

[ exponential increase in overflights over 

Ineighborhoods beneath and near the I 
I 3rd Runway.
ITo determine the risks of error in Port 
I projections, please include a study of 
i the health and environmental impacts 
, from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 

Operations. 

Please include a study of the benefits 

to human health and the environment 

in the six airport neighbor cities if 
 I
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 11 I \ L;, It 

/1 L/L--,,-'. \;7\.l.'/ 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting S~ptember 28th 2018. 

/ /' ,1 . ,~
/.. ,(/((' /5c~Name: '~r , ! Signature:4/~i 6> ,i v '*(1=6 



From: Glen Urquhart 

To: SAMP Public Comments; guietskiespugetsound@gmail.com; Candace Urquhart 

Subject: Glen Urquhart SAMP public comment 
Date: Friday, September 28,20184:50:28 PM 
Attachments: IMG 20180928 0004- GU Samp public comment pdf 

Sent from Mail for Windows 10 



, 


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. ~ 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 

years? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
 iftf 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 

2027? potential harms. 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental \ 


human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
 iAffrom aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
 r&)
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. 



I 

Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 
 .W 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
T ac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment \ 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and r;&V
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
 g/t)and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
 eNthe impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
 qf)
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join ca lis to human health and the environment 
 qkJbenefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throughout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: ("") LfYJ U(2.-~H.AULT Signature: 9t- 0 Crr 
- - / D C A.'Address: Z 5 ~ <0 S iI'-\ If~ ''''' €..- U ~ e.........., ~r" ? . D t2-S \;

'4. 
-0 . \1"\ iLS. 

IAJ rt CZ ~\ <t r 
E-mail: S.vr.LY ·~t e2. L &;) ~ LZ<-S 1_~--e-
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments: Susan Tegler Petersen 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 10:02:37 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Peterson pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Susan E. Petersen of Federal Way, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mrs. Petersen be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
coliect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to emTssions. resulting from the additional I 
413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. I 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a c~mplet~.~sessment I' 


of the human health and environmental 

.rmpaas, incluaing from noise and -; 


Nat P0 _ :-S tuj)~ V\. ----- i \' 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key.- But 
Port's will not be-
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
.atj.·.of Des-Mpines, 
Federal Wa,y;:; 
Bl.frTer'l,lukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

. and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world nowexisfon 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

/" J' I \ 
~~ e 0V\c>\.UI'\ -\-. c/~'" 
Please in ude a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

IPlease include complete study fall 
of the human hea nmental .Iimpacts for all of Des Moines, Federal I 

; Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore. find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation. or 

I other potential linkage between aircraft 
Ioverflights and impacts on human 
I health or the environment. 

5..0-' 

1 

http:0V\c>\.UI


Wait For Pending New r- Regional studies 
Science? Why is Port ':71 underway, include 

proceeding without ,,\9.
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relati ng to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 

II ultra-fine particle 
study from UWand 
the airport 

i mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 

.1 risk of harm to 
unique impacts of aircraft, elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 

! scientific studies relating 
: to Impacts from overnIght I overnight flight 
i flights noise? 
, 

, Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-

I	time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa ? L\ 
What if Your 

! Projections Are
IWrong? How are you 
I accounting for the impact 
I if your estimates of 

. rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 

benefits of a regional 

airport? 


Ichildren from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 

I noise. 
I 

I' 	 Despite historical 
' statements,3rd 

Runway now~lI-
time.. . i'I. \ .~ 

SAMP xe 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

I Please include a review and 
}assessment of the results of critical 

.S.. e.... a-T a ....c...A.. I.·.r.p..... ort studies now underway 
befor~,_p(Q£~~d!l1SLwith the 
environmenfafreview for the SAMP. 

i . .111' f f ,( ,.
NL 5 I ~ \ I,... L ~.it;t...11' ~ 


F~')~ '\.. {-, o..t""Y 

Please intlude a complete assessment ! 
of the unique human health impacts I 

I 

Please include a complete study of the I! 

unique human health and I 

\ -tv \}J\ ~Vf'.'1\ neighborhoods be.nea.th and ryear the 

l.. l il' :pI.Y\ 3rd Runwa. N" '. ,:J I· ! 


. environmental impacts from the iJ i exponential increase in overflights over I 

.5.' ..v 
1 ~ I I 

from noise on elderly citizens and ~IJ ! y£ 
children.j1'\ Ad hvY1 t.1... ,/It... GJ: ~,vl<' 

i .,/ ,,, I ~'t.:J I.S£J (.\1 i 
4 

Please include a complete scientific 
! study review and assessment of the 
I unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 
C,l '~" C\. -\ tUV.J t \ -'" 0 

! 
! 
· .')I --FI 	4'rk; 

I 

I' r, £J
L6\ 

. 
I, 

To determine the risks of error in Port i 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
0 erations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Se.,ptember 2~t.4()18. 

~ ':) 	 4. c . 1/'-1 
j'Name: ~)U.SCU\ ~ te.+el.s e VI Signature: (,- t./~JGi I Le ~ 'I.e~ LA-/ 


Add a...q~ r.: r +h c.J I.' L.U~ ,-'t ')0 u )
ress: -~{) -} \v A~v.R.;:1o. Te(''tt.4''.J.. ~ 

E-mail: .p r2 lee.:; .2 _q I lC. M 7~\ . LOW} 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseatt/e.org 

http:SAMP@portseatt/e.org
http:children.j1


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; penelopeeu2020@yahoo com 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 1:28:44 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Edlynd pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Penelope Edlund of Federal Way, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking 
At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Ms. Edlund be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP seoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

IWhy No Study of : Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
!What's Already ! raised annual of the human health and environmental 
i Happened? How does Ioverflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 1413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 


! the 97,000 new flights I 
! already added in last four 
jlears? : 
Why No Study of Your I SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment f 

Own Long-Term Plan? I Summary; Port's , of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the lawn consultant !impacts resulting from additional 

human health and : says long term ! aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of I study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

the Long-Term Vision I Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 


I 2027? ' potential harms. 
! Adequate Geography? The Port has not I Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental ~I 
human health and all of Des Moines, ! impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts Federal Way, ! Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, ' and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, Ioverflights, from 2013-present; for the 
south-end airport and SeaTac. I Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
nei hbor cities? Term Pro'ects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the i Please include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human I potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
health and environment Ifrom aircraft noise ,association, correlation, causation, or 
impacts from aircraft ! and emissions. lather potential linkage between aircraft 

I noise and pollution? I Ioverflights and impacts on human 
I I i health or the environment. 

I 

i 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-

I 	 Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

I noise on elderly citizens 
I and children? 
I What About Overnight 

Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 

I	benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
! underway, include 
i ultra fine particle -

study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 

statements, 3rd 


Runway now full-

time . 
. 

SAMP Executive. 
. Summary 

inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 

assessment of the results of critical 

Sea Tac Airport studies now underway 
-
before proceeding with the 

\7lenvironmental review for the SAMP. 
I 

I 
I 
I 

Please include a complete assessment i 
of the unique human health impacts (t-from noise on elderly citizens and 

children. 


1 Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 

II	unique human health impacts from ,fl ! 

noise from overnight flights. 

I I 

Please include a complete study of the I 

unique human health and 
 I .~ 

, 

environmental impacts from the 
i exponential increase in overflights over 

\ 

neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway__ 
To determine the risks of error in Port I 

! 

projections, please include a study of 

the health and environmental impacts 
 fL 
from increased aircraft operations that i 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. I 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment ~l 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. I I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

~~ 
Name: ~hC \Of->c. tr\\u.~ Signature: -'--- ) 

Address: 100 <c S .'0l0I\V\e. m\\~ \-06.;.1) ~-ed€r <-.J:: '-.0°~6 

E-mail: ?e("\~\O ?e€ u..202..G ~'fCJ...\r\(;o CCfYI-... 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; fyoung8924@comcast.net 

Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 11:30:00 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Young.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. & Mrs. Frank and Elaine Young of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 

website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comments on behalf of the the Youngs be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request.~ Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

IWhy No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
:lears?

IWhy No Study of Your 
i 	Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 

- environmental impacts of 
! the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

,2027? 
: Adequate Geography? 

Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiqhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 

I Will Port review all , 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
nOise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

I and emissions. 
I 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

i impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

I overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Prolects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 

I association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and Impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

I, 

~1 


I 

C~0-
'_. 

" 
kkto 

I /j I 

l -, 
.~ 



I 

Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- I from Department of ~~~ 


I \Tac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? IStudies have found Please include a complete assessment I 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 1 
 1,
unique impacts of aircraft ' elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and {- .lA 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. i\,../-? "., 

,and children? aircraft noise. I 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific J 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

' scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. AIto impacts from overnight overnight flight v(Iflights noise? noise. 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
 11 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over ' . ~ 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the I I 

Runway? 3rd Runway. ! 


What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
 I 
Projections Are Summary I projections, please include a study ofI IWrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
 ~0-:growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits ! 

I 


Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
 Ji;.

throughout the entire region. 
II 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: 
\ 

K\r--Jl<t 
\ 

I //~ 

~t-J 5, \f'l.(Nt1 Signat-'::~~~"--.:..~~~"'-""-=--""::"----:;:H 



From: Wendy Hall 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Cc: shebrush@gmail.com 
Subject: Public comment for SAMP 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2018 10:56:53 AM 
Attachments: SAMP NTP EnvrReyjew HaliComments.pdf 

Attached are my comments regarding the SAMP. 

Thank you. 

~ Wendy Hall 




The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your

IOwn Long-Term Plan? 
i Why not study of the Ihuman health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique Ihuman health and 
environmental impacts 

I from aircraft noise and Iemissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 

I neiQhbor cities? 
IUse Current Science? 

Will Port review all Istudies from around 
world relating to human 

i health and environment Iimpacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

IFour-year increase 
I raised annual 

overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien. Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way. Burien, Tukwila. Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 

I from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest. or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

I 

I W~ 


Iwt 

I 
I 
I 

Nt 

i 
I 

I 
I 

I~W 




Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
 ~~ I the State of Washington mitigation study 

I directly relating to Sea- from Department of
i Tac Airpc:'"t? Commerce.ISensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
!Iunique impa:::ts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

I noise on e:cerly citizens children from children. ~~ 
and children? aircraft noise. I 
What Abo_~ Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? 'N ! Port collect j concluded study review and assessment of the \ 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from I 
scientific stud;es relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. I 
to impacts Lorn overnight overnight flight I ~~ I 
flights noise? noise. II	Unique - Fu:1 Time 3rd . Despite historical IPlease include a complete study of the 
Runway eSE:. How will I statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port sepaca:e:!j assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the Ithe impacts e;f the full- time. 	 . exponential increase in overflights over 

! 	

W~ I! 	 time usas ~:,f t'1e 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. i 

What if Yo_' SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projectki;;::. Are Summary Iprojections, please include a study of I 

Wrong? _ i are you inaccurate; est. . the health and environmental impacts 'wtt i 

accounk:; ~or :he impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estirr.ates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are :00 low? 413,000 now. Operations. 


, Re9iona:~;(iJcrt Now? , The Port has IPlease include a study of the benefits 
Are you st.-dying the refused to join calls . to human health and the environment t 
benefits o· a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if W~airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed I 

II throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Se~"~1_8.nn 

Name: \N ~L l ( Signature:\lJ"~ 

E-mail: \.)j~\eol~l~®~I\. 9~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: s~p@Portseatt/e.org 

http:s~p@Portseatt/e.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; a.alan.davis@gmail.com 
Subject: Public Comment of Scoping of SAMP 

Date: Sunday, September 23,20186:55:01 PM 
Attachments: 5coping Comment Davis Alan.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Alan Davis of Des Moines, Wa, regarding 
the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Davis be deemed unacceptable, please reply 
to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 

IWhy No Study of I Four-year increase 
What's Already raised annual 
Happened? How does overflight total from 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to 
human health and 413,000. 
environmental impacts of I 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 

I 	Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 

I committed to study 
Iall of Des Moines, 

Federal Way, 
IBurien, Tukwila, 

emissions, in all of the six I' Normandy Park, 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 

II impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

, and SeaTac. 
I 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

I	projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 

I	impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

!
,of! : 

I 

~gJ

~ 4 	 I 

I 
I 

/71ri
i 

(.1<.'/ 	 I 

I 
I 



Wait For Pending New . Regional studies 
Science? Why is Port underway, include 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle 
waiting for the results of study from UW and 
the pending studies in the airport 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
T ac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found 
Are you studying the i risk of harm to 
unique impacts of aircraft I elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 

I and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

I	children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements. 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398.910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and i 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tae Airport studies now underway P$ ,
before proceeding with the I I 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

I I 
I i 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the unique human health impacts ~' 

from noise on elderly citizens and 

children. 


I 
Please include a complete scientific ! 

I 

study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from ,t2- i?noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the I 

unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 0(. ~I 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections. please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that I~ 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. : 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment ~$)--- iin the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed I • ~ 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review ..Deadline for commenting septem~n. 

Name: Itl~"" ~A-v' ~ Signature: _~~c:.."_~_~....,~~::;..._----.;:=-
Address: 	 I '16/'2- S-~ ~e.. S. 

De.s fl1o,~eJ/ w* 9811.([ 
E-mail: 	 • ,...;:;) I 

.4.AIA-.v. l)Avd ~~ ..., Pr\ . """'" 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comment:;; losieo@vahoo.com 
Subject: Public Comment on SAMP Scoping Rose Stratton 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 8:26:51 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Stratton Rose pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Rose Stratton of Seatac, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Stratton be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for eaeh question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 

COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Four-year increase 

raised annual 


I overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

I 
_i .J 1,IfJ/f'S 

~e~a~rs~?~.~~~~~__-+~~~~__~__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_'~~ 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 

i 	Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Po~'U 
own consultanDJA 
says long term 
study is "key." B t b 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
otential harms. 

The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
i world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

Please incl e a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

and emissia s.. 
-4 

6 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea from Department of 

Tac Air art? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from tJ2 !lLjchildren.
and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight i Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts fromJi> might eight flight 

fli hts noise? ~ /' fot0 

Unique - Full Time Despite historical Please include a complete study of the I~Hk.
I' I 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rt! unique human health and .LJ 'u v 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the fA:'-?:-V ~ ~. 

the impacts of the full- time. ' exponential increase in overflights over 
 7:::. ;-;( ~:.)_ 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and r t e \i L;....PN 

Runwa ? - 3rt! Runwa .I 

What if Your SAMP Exe~ut~,.e; ) To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary C::!f:,,~' projections, please include a study of 


, Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est.~ the health and environmental impacts 

I accounting for the impact 398.910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
rowth are too low? 413.000 now. 0 erations. ,Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits IAre you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
I airport? 1-l.,Q ~ airp rt no\X. growth is more fairly distributed 

f -U'AV throu hout t e entire re ion. 
"\ ~,A'>~ 'J- vf.,(J /, " \ 

Please include the requ~ts rha\l81~aled above in the scope of the SAMP :i/vl'-:r;~~ 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting~~ber 28th 2018. ~ 

Name: (i(j~~;tt;;\ Signature: ~ 7n .~ 
Address: ) 7/tJ ~ -<tO~J ~ 

E-mail:~~d tt:>~() fJ- Ll(A_\) 00· C£)f'ff'l 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; opheliallavasseur@gmail.com 
Subject: Public Comment on SAMP Scoping 
Date: Tuesday, September 25,20183:58:26 PM 
Attachments: ScoPing Comment Ophelia McPonaldpdf.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Ophelia McDonald of Burien, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. McDonald be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The SUstainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request.· Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impaCts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INmAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. fjNv 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. ~ 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft I~overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or ~ 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies 	 Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include 	 assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle 	 Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and 	 before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport 	 environmental review for the SAMP. GV\/\~ 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found 	 Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to 	 of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and 	 from noise on elderly citizens and I~noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. ~~v 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full TIme 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the N0b 
Runway? 	 3rd Runway. 
What HYour SAMP Executive. 	 To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary 	 projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. 	 the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by 	 from increased aircraft operations that ~v 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at 	 exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. 	 Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has 	 Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls 	 to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for Siting a regional 	 in the six airport neighbor cities if ~ airport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed v 

throughout the entire region. 

Please Include the requests I have Initialed above In the scope of the SAMP 

environmental ~_. Deadline for commenting September 2B"' 2018~ ~ 


Name: 0~\u.\U'- 'ri\tJcVc,,-( J Signature: (1121,lilA. '7&t~~ 
Address: \'L bl\ () \L+-~ ~ ~~\.... 

E-mail: Of~~\\'a.Jlc\'V<ASse\A:~ ~<A...~l. (OM. 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; bogai214@hanmail.net 
Subject: Public Comment on SAMP Seoping 
Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 2:53:44 PM 
Attachments: Seeping Comment Eunbok Sadowitz.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Eunbok Sadowitz of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Sadowitz be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



I 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

,Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment !II
What's Already I raised annual of the human health and environmental I

I 
Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and I 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional I 
human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations ! .. /'b 

, environmental impacts of 	 growth from !he last four years. it /,
the 97,000 new flights 

I already added in last four I 
years? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the Iown consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

Ithe Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth L:f. ,h
anticipated to begin when studying total plans.Icapacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. 

I Adequate Geography? I The Port has not Please include a complete study of all , 

Will Port study unique Icommitted to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines. impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien. Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
 C;, J.J

I 	emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
south-end airport and SeaTac. I Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
nei hbor cities? I Term Pro·ects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation. or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New IRegional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. ~/ 

" 


'z Pthe State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
 ,
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and ,from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from I children. ~ n 
and children? aircraft noise. i 
What About Overnight Studies have I Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

/ .... I 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. ~£, /)
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. ! 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical . Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will ' statements, 3rd I unique human health and 


IPort separately assess IRunway now full- Ienvironmental impacts from the 

the impacts of the full- time. 
 Iexponential increase in overflights over c:; /) 

! time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the II Runway? ! 3rd Runway. 
What if Your ISAMP Executive. ! To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are ISummary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you I inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact I398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that t:i- b
if your estimates of I 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
Qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment t 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if L'{: bairport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed 


throughout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Sept~JJlber 28th 2018. 

~/ 	 c- /') ,
Name:pnbt)jL:, r5(\.J t [v',',+? Signatur~ ;;?tdizl( ~t~A---l--f(; 

Address: )Jlv1 [) ?+-h pL 5' F~j(?n~, (,vc/ I NA '9 ?c'(? .2,.;> 

E-mail: bt Jet, I ;).1 tf r!? ACI/1»U~ ~ I, /) e t 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

I 

l

! 

I 
I 
I 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments; dcrepeay@msn.com 
Subject: Public Comment on SAMP Seoping 
Date: Monday, September 24,201810:12:10 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Gloria Crepeay.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Gloria Crepeau of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Crepeau be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, fer each question we've added a related sample 
"seeping request.· Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of 
What's Already 

i Happened? How does 
I Port intend to study the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 

: Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 

: Will Port study unique 
I human health and 

environmental impacts 
: from aircraft noise and 
j 

I emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
ne; hbor cities? 

; Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Four-year increase !Please include a complete assessment 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

I 
I 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key.' But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

I otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, TukWila. 
Normandy Park. 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

--~--

of the human health and environmental 

impacts. including from noise and 

emiSSions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 
 \1Yv 

I 

'-j 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental I 

, impacts resulting from additional !Iaircraft overflight operations for the . 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision Tf~{I projects and Century Agenda growth y
plans. l 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for aU of Des Moines, Federal 


.,Way, Burien, Tukwila. Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft '>:I~.t 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the ~ 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Pro'ects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 


I from at least the last ten years, to the 
I extent such studies explore, find, 
1 suggest, or hypothesize any 
Iassociation, correlation, causation, or ~v 
, other potential linkage between aircraft {' 

Ioverflights and impacts on human 
' health or the environment. 



• 


Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ae Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and Ibefore proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study I \. ;.' . 


I 

\;1 
i'}.L. 

I 

directly relating to Sea from Department of ,! 

Tac Air art? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found . Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the I risk of harm to Iof the unique human health impacts 

Iunique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and I from noise on elderly citizens and 
I

I 

I noise on elderly citizens children from children. U 

, I 

I and children? aircraft nOise. i 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded Istudy review and assessment of the ,'j 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from r 

, scientific studies relating human harm from Inoise from overnight flights. \{1'r-
to impacts from overnight overnight flight I 

flights noise? noise. I 

Unique· Full Time 31d Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the Ie 

I 

.. / 'J}. the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over vI 
Ji time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

1 
I Runway? 
i What if Your SAMP Executive. I To determine the risks of error in Port 
: Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

IWrong? How are you inaccurate; est. 
I 

the health and environmental impacts 
~ 1 

clyL
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that ~

I if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
i growth are too low? 413000 now. Operations. I 

, 

I· 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has IPlease include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment , 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional I' in the six airport neighbor cities if 1'[J/ ,airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

i I throughout the entire reQion. 

II 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting ~eptember2~ttl2018. 

, ...-' /<" 0./·, (~I"l EI'~' 'I. v 1ft .. ..Je/I) . ~ 
Name:~/c I,f f'\. . Signature: at~t.tet/t: (i.L rt~If,«-'<f 

-/-< <"~ 
Address: ~7~j );.::. eA'f 1..--\ 

E 'I' J. 2 h !)'_{.~/('I 7Yt" I:, (,::'7I-t 
-mal, erc ~"'''l~' ~-

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 

To: SAMP Pyblic Comments; Denise@philiDSpublishing.com 

Subject: Public Comment on SAMP Scoping 

Date: Monday, September 24,201810:01:14 PM 

Attachments: Scoping Comment Denise Philips. pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Denise Philips of Normandy Park, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Philips be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



I 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
• What's Already 

Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

i Why No Study of Your
IOwn Long-Term Plan? ,Why not study of the 

human health and I

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 

! says long term 
environmental impacts of i stUdy is ~key ButQ

Ithe Long-Term Vision 
I anticipated to begin when 
1 capacity is reached in 
12027? 

Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port reviewal/ 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts. including from noise and 

: emissions, resulting from the additional 
i 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years . 

• 

i Please include a complete assessment 
. of the human health and environmental 
\ impacts resulting from additional 

I! Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
aircraft overflight operations for the 

projects and Century Agenda growth 
Iplans. 

I 
I 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

i 

) f 

I,/)f 


~r 

I 

I~f 




Wait For Pending New Regional studies I Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
 i 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle I Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

i 	waiting for the results of study from UWand before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study I 

I»"
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 	 ! 

I 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment i 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and I from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. ~f 
and children? aircraft noise. I 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
 »1to impacts from overnight overnight flight I 

!

fliahts noise? noise. i 


Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 

the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
 I»'1I time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 1 

I 
, Runway? 3rd Runway. i 

i What if Your SAMP Executive. I To determine the risks of error in Port i 
1 Projectic.ns Are Summary Iprojections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
 ~fif your estimates of I2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

arowth are too low? 413.000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 


I Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. lgrowth is more fairly distributed ;rl 

throughout the entire region. 	 i 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. " 

Name: ';) tNS-c 'P~~ Signature: dd~'/~ 
Address: If~71 ~~ ( 0r:0 ~~ StU 


. A/J/YYr1.f:Vo.1 P~.k ((/1+- 9flt, ?

E-mail: \. . ' f ~ 

~ 9..f@ ~4: s Pt< Uf j. ~ ( uJYvr 


Submit form on your own/aCid comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:Projectic.ns


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; Sather Gim 
Subject: Public Comment on SAMP Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 9:48:51 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Gigi Sather. pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Gigi Sather of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Sather be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all ofthe six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key. n But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~ 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP long Term Vision ,~'
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for aI/ of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft fi 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or Pi 
other potential linkage between aircraft ' 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3ni 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. fL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. V 

) 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. ~Vi 

U 
Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

.~ 

j 

fv 

~' .~
0 
v 

Please include the requests I have initialed 

'---t . 

abo 
environmental review. Deadline for commentin 

Name: G~.. ;.. . I S.·"j,c:::b-7" b"'~'k,' Sii9Q§lturetG"' .7J t-"fC,/~, 

Address:. ?,~~ ~ 
", [,U Vrg-oCL-s 

E-mail: ~iI' <:: I t " ~ J."\,.,.-v-.n·-; ~ ~U+-~~/r/~·lJIln 
Submit fo your own/add comments at: SAMp@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMp@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; rebecca.maltos1@gmall.com 
Subject: Public Comment on SAMP Seoping 
Date: Monday, September 24,20189:42:31 PM 
Attachments: ScoRing Comment Maitos.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Rebecca Maltos of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Maltos be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard, If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request.' Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of publie record to the Port, 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase " Please include a complete assessment, 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from i impacts. including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to Iemissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000, I' 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

I environmental impacts of growth from the last four years, 
: the 97,000 new flights
Ialready added in last four 
, years? ' 

~~"-'l 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term j aircraft overflight operations for the 

., 

environmental impacts of study is "key .. But j Port's post-SAMP long Term Vision li {'"'
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capacHyisreachedin growth plans for I 
2027? potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal (j

\{,~~environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila. Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emissions, in aU of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 


, . 
nef hbor CItIes? \ Term Pro ects, 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

! Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
i studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human : potential harms suggest. or hypothesize any 

Ihealth and environment 1 from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
, impacts from aircraft ! and emissions, other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? I overflights and impacts on human 
________ ._.....L_______.LI~he::::a=.;l.::.th.:..o::;;r~t::.:h.=.e,.;:e:.:..n:..:.v;,;;.iro;::;n;.;,;m.:..;.;:;;e:..:.nt:.:..,____--''--__~ 

http:he::::a=.;l.::.th.:..o::;;r~t::.:h.=.e,.;:e:.:..n:..:.v;,;;.iro;::;n;.;,;m.:..;.;:;;e:..:.nt


- -

I 

• 


Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why IS Port underway, Include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without I ultra fine particle Sea Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of I study from UW and before proceeding with the 'L i l-'
II 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
 '; 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

Tac Airport? Commerce. j 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment! 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I ~ 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
 ~L("1
and children? aircraft nOise. I 

What About Overnight Studies have i Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect I concluded Istudy review and assessment of the 1\, ' 


[ and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from I	scientific studies relating human harm from ' noise from overnight flights. V~ (~\-f 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight ! 
flights noise? noise. I 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the \~~lthe impacts of the full- time. , exponential increase in overflights over 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? 3rd Runway. 


,IWhat if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary Iprojections, please include a study ofIWrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts vi tV I 

,
, accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
I	if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term ! 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. I 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls Ito human health and the environment IVL 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. 1growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 	 iI 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental review. Deadline for commenting Sep~r 28th 2018. 


Name: (c< becc,,:... L ~(~Signaturt_--"~,,..·-"-,,.;..-,_.,_._____ 

Address: J- I 0 3 7 7f'Y\ ft v'< j 0;.1 ). () l, 11e) rv'" V \ /V' ~ L,..}.;f
(,.-/ Yt 1 f 

E-mail: R~bt.t:L.. .-i.fV.\..vi.{tv~i..f.J(Yl~c.II.c c.-).\ I 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:i.fV.\..vi.{tv~i..f.J(Yl~c.II


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; what list@yahoo com 
Subject: Public Comment on SAMP Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24, 20189:38:15 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Schindler.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. John Schindler of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Schindler be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

! Why No Study of 
What's Already 

: Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97.000 new flights 
already added in last four 

! years?
IWhy No Study of Your 
! 	OWn Long-Term Plan? 

Why not study of the 
human hearth and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 

Icapacity is reached in 
20217 

• Adequate Geography?I	Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, In all of the six 
south-end airport 

i neiQhbor cities? 
: Use Current Science? 

Will Port review all 
I studies from around Iworld relating to human 

hearth and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Four-year increase IPlease include a complete assessment I 
raised annual Iof the human health and environmental 
overflight total from Iimpacts. including from noise and I 

emissions, resulting hom "'e additional I~316,000 to 

413,000. 


SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is ~key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. I	The Port has not 
committed to study 

j all of Des Moines. 
Federal Way, 

Burien, Tukwila, 

Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

i97,000 aircraft overflight operations , 
I growth from the last four years, I 

I 
"- --.--.-- -< 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

i impacts resulting from additional 
, aircraft overflight operations for the I 

1 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
I projects and Century Agenda growth Iplans. 

: 
Please include a complete study of all i 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines. Federal 
Way, Burien. Tukwila. Normandy Park, ~. 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long ITerm Projects. 1 

Please include all studies (wortdwide) I 
from at least the last ten years, to the 

I extent such studies explore, find. 
suggest. or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or i 

!other potential linkage between aircraft II
overflights and impacts on human 

I health or the environment. 



- -

• 


Wait For Pending New i Regional studies I Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port I underway. include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without Iultra fine particle Sea Tac Airport studies now underway ! 


waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the ! 


the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. i 
j 


the State of Washington mitigation study I , 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of . 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 
 ; 	 I I
Sensitive populations? Studies have found, Please include a complete assessment, ! 

Are you studying the risk of harm to i of the unique human health impacts I 
unique impacts of aircraft eldeny citizens and 'from noise on eldeny citizens and I(-

, 

noise on elderly citizens children from 	 ' children. 
: and children? aircraft nOise. I . 

What About Overnight Studies have i Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded i study review and assessment of the I,and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. I 

to impacts from ovemight overnight flight I 

flights noise? noise. I 


Unique· Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the j 

Runway Use. How will statements. 3rd unique human health and ! 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
 ge', the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 

i time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
I Runway? I 3rd Runwav. 
I What if Your ISAMP Executive. ' To detennine the risks of error in Port 
I Projections Are I Summary I projections, please include a study ofIWrong? How are you . inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 11.Iif your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

, Regional Airport Now? i The Port has Please indude a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the . refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for Siting a regional I in the six airport neighbor cities if 

iairport? airport now. 	 I growth is more fairty distributed 

I throughout the enbre region. I 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28ttl 2018. 

Name: J.l..,.., S~M41lt/ Signature: • ~ 
I 

Address: l'~a., ,,.*,4,.,., 'S. ~ 1"\I;~C.SI t("l~ 

E-mail: t..:'&vt.t_ lis ... ~~lut.o. c.4t __ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

! 

I 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:1"\I;~C.SI


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP PUblic Comments: Cheryl Evans 
Subject: Public Comment on SAMP Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 9:29:53 PM 
Attachments: Scooing Comment Evans.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Cheryl Evans of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking Af'? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Evans be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 

I 

What's Already
I
l 

Happened? How does 
IPort intend to study the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 

I the 97,000 new flights 
. already added in last four 
i years? 
IWhy No Study of Your 
IOwn Long-Term Plan? 
. Why not study of the 

human health and 

I 
environmental impacts of 

I the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

I 	2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiohbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around .. ' 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

IFour-year increase 
, raised annual 
I overflight total from 
316.000 to 

413,000. 


SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key. n But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
a/l of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

I and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms' and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

Iand emissions. \ 

I 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
Impacts, Including from nOIse and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

, 
Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term ViSion 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of aU 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 

I from at least the last ten years, to the 
, extent slJcnstudies explore, find, 

'\ .,..... '", . "\ 
suggest, or hypo~heslze any . • 
.associ~tion, corr~lation, causation, or 

I~other po~ntfaf linkage between. aircraft 
I overflights and impacts on human 
I heaiitil,:or the e!!nv~rol'lJl1.ent. . 

INITIAL 


! 

u 

I 

I 
I 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 
 C(I

i 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
T ac Airport? Commerce. 

, Sensitive populations? Studies have found . Please include a complete assessment 
[ Are you studying the risk of harm to I of the unique human health impacts iIunique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and !
Inoise on elderly citizens children from children. ,1(#and children? aircraft noise. 
IWhat About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific ! iIFlights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the I

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from I 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight Co 
 ,flights noise? noise.IUnique - Full Time 3" Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

, Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over U
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port I 

I 


Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
 (jaccounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of ,2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are too low? . 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if

Iairport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed V 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting 

Name: eJ.lGt-'/' 'C3v~ 
Address:2Ij,6!t( ~g;~~ ~W14 

E-mail: cqf ~~@ f;-J-{. (#}1., 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

tember 28th 2018. 

Signature: ---+l----4L-=~--

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; 77tommy77@outlook.com 
Subject: Public Comment on SAMP Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20188:17:12 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Pelzel.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Thomas F. Pelzel of Burien, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Pelzel be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



I 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom. and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of
IWhat's Already 
I Happened? How does IPort intend to study the 

human health and Ienvironmental impacts of 
, the 97,000 new flights 
I already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 

, south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT seOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

IFour-year increase IPlease include a complete assessment I 

raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413.000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is Ukey." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. I	The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

Iand emissions. 

i 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 


I 	

hWgrowth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
 J1f 
projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


I 
I 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way. Burien. Tukwila. Normandy Park. 
 --rrPand SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights. from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 


i Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find. 
suggest. or hypothesize any <~ 
association, correlation. causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 

I overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

I 



I Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
, Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
I proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 
I Ydirectly relating to Sea- from Department of 	 I 

i 
: T ac Airoort? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 'J-FP

I 
I 	

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
: and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have ' Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from $scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 
 i 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the lIRunway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and IPort separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the wPthe impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 

Itime usage of the 3ro neighborhoods beneath and near the 
I Runway? 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To detennine the risks of error in Port , 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
 -/fP

I	accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term I 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
 JW 
airport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. i 

E-mail: 77+.om)lkI71€)[~/TLC;q::.Cd1( 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Septe ber 28th 2018. 

Name:;J/t;m!)r; J::-fet '2:£1 Signature: ~ 
Address: /37)/0 It' ~~ 5t(,1 BLlK-/ ~JI/ tt,;4 ~ 16 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments: cebrhb@camcast.net 
Subject: Public Comment on SAMP Seaping 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2018 2:08:20 PM 
Attachments: carol belland adf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Carol Belland of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEP A EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding these comments on behalf of the Ms. Belland be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request. n Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

, Why No Study of I Four-year increase Ii Please include a complete assessment I
IWhat's Already Iraised annual of the human health and environmental 
! Happened? How does overflight total from , impacts, inclUding from noise and 

Port intend to study the i 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional (l\ R. 
i 	human health and 1413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~' 
environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four I 

i ears? 	 I 

Why No Study of Your 'I SAMP Executive Please include a c.ompiete assessment 

OWn Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term 
 , aircraft overflight operations for the I l K,I',.,' 

! 

I environmental impacts of study is "key." But , Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~ 
I the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

I capacity is reached in growth plans for 
i 2027? otential harms. 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to of the human health and environmental 

human health and 0 es Moines, impacts for aI/ of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts eral Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
 leU)'
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emiSSions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? I I Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? IStudies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all ! world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
 c1)
studies from around ' harms and extent such studies explore, find, ' 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any v 


health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Air ort? 

Regional studies 
underway, in~lude 

i ultra-fine particle 
I study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 

. from Department of 
i Commerce. 

i Sensitive populations? I Studies have found 
I Are you studying the i risk of harm to

Iunique impacts of aircraft i elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens i children from 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight ,. Studies have 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded 
and assess global increased risk of 
scientific studies relating human harm from 
to impacts from overnight . overnight flight 
f1i hts noise? 
Unique· Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runwa ? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the imp 
if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

. noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3ni 

Runway now full-
i time. 

ro==~.::'~~~s 
I refused to join calls 
I for siting a regional 
Iairport now. 
I 

Please include a review and 
I assessme~t of the re.sults of critical 
i Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

before proceeding with the 

environmental review for the SAMP. 


Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
I study review and assessment of the 
i unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneatn ana near tne 
3ni Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
prOjections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 

. in the six airport neighbor cities if
Igrowth is more fairly distributed 
I throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental reVie: Deadline for commenting Sey!m~r 28'" 20~ ?". ) 
Name: ~.cL... ts~DSignature: ~W~ 
Address: ~~4-( 'S t tF;:. S C DeS I--tt ( I--..:.:J c2S l ~ 11 '8" 

E-mail: C ~.. \0 X' h\.() ~) 0...e"rv\C~+. f\. 0
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP pyblic Comments; gbwick@earthlink net 
Subject: Public Comment on Scoping SAMP 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2018 2:21:29 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Georgina Wickland,pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Georgina Wickland of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email ofpublic comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding these comments on behalf of the Mrs. Wickland be deemed 
unacceptable, please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

IWhy No Study ofIWhat's Already 
Four-year increase 
raised annual 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

, Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
, growth from the last four years. -( J) 

the 97.000 new flights 
already added in last four 

Iyears?
!Why No Study of Your 
i Own Long-Term Plan? 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 

! 
Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

! 
J 

I 
1 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 

study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. VJ 

I capacity is reached in 
2027? 

growth plans for 
potential harms. 

, 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all I 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental I 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines. Federal 
t environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~ from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila. and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

em issions, in all of the six Normandy Park. overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find. 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 

\}J 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

I health or the environment. i 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 

I Sensitive populations? 
, Are you studying the 
I unique impacts of aircraft 

noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 

I and assess global 
Iscientific studies relating 
! to impacts from overnight 
I flights noise? 
!	Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 
What if Your 
PrOjections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 

. rt?I alrpo . 
i 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical I 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway I 
before proceeding with the 

environmental review for the SAMP. 


Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


I, 
I 

I Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 

i 	neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

uJ 


i 

\,V 

I 

: 

vi 

! 
I 
!\~ 
I 

,I 
i 

I 
I 

I 
! 

~ 


~ 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environ~~ntal re~ew. D~adline f~r 5Pf1menting Septem~r 28th 2018. . 

Name: ~?/11<t-- itJ~,?~~(j'4w..t<::t &#,I/)i tJ<t 
Address: ///c> -1; 41"f'i:-j/1 /~ ;{1i7~U---11 ~ 1&I?}er 

7;J~
on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments: jylie98055@yahoo.com 
Subject: Public Comment on Scoping SAMP 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2018 1:54:35 PM 
Attachments: Scopjng Comment Julie Pangjljnan Pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Julie Pangilinan of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding these comments on behalf of the Ms. Pangilinan be deemed 
unacceptable, please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
coHect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 

Why No Study of ! Four-year increase 
What's Already I raised annual 
Happened? How does II 

i Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of II 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four ! 

I years?

!Why No Study of Your 

IOwn Long-Term Plan? 


Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

I anticipated to begin when 
, capacity is reached in 
, 2027? 
Adequate Geography? 

I Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of aI/ 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

/tfl

:;; ~' 

f ' ,I
.':; V 
II 

I 
i 

/ !) 
~./'.1r' 
i 
/:

I!
/' II I l, 

i !! l 

V!J 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies 	 Please include a review and IScience? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 


Iwaiting for the results of study from UW and 	 before proceeding with the 'i)L;j·,I	the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. ;,'1 

ii 

i'1 

the State of Washington mitigation study ,j j, 	 • I 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of i ,; 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 
J 

iSensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment , ~ 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I f 

unique impacts of aircraft ! elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and <:.1. .. jl 

noise on elderly citizens Ichildren from children. I . i 


r 	 jand children? aircraft noise. ,
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific i 

I 
Flights? Will Port collect conduded study review and assessment of the f) Iand assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from I 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. ~"1Ito impacts from overnight overnight flight 	 iI}IIi 
i fliqhts noise? noise. l ! \J I 

Unique - Full Time 3rc! Despite historical I Please include a complete study of the I 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd I unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over ,1fjftime usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the , ) i 

Runway? 3rd Runway. 1'
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections. please include a study of 
 . 	-.1 ~ 
Wrong? How are you Iinaccurate; est. 	 the health and environmental impacts A ffc i 

I ,Ii1 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
 !' IJ 
jf your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term ~ '1 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. n. 


Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
 ~(h) I 
airport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. ' !~ J 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. D~adline for commenting Se ember 2~ ~8. 

Name: .j U I , t ~ tUj ((( f[4't/l Signatu~ ,4 !f/~ 
Address:~llrA.7 IJ-IIz Jvt'~ y}d£/~/VLl!.dM 

E-mail: Jr< Ilf tjJ(J5~jinp. ~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; Sheila Brush 
Subject: Public Comment SAMP Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24,20189:31:13 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Sheila Brush.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Sheila Brush of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one ofthe 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Brush be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



i 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
·scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
. What's Already 

Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

. the 97,000 new flights 
I already added in last four 

ears? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

i antiCipated to begin when 
I capacity is reached in 
! 2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 

I from aircraft noise and 
Iemissions, i~ all of the six I Normandy Park, I	south-end airport 

neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
stUdies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 

I and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

Iand emissions. 

I 
I 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 


Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years . 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 


impacts resulting from additi~nal I ~(

. aircraft overflight operations or the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
I projects and Century Agenda growth 
i plans. 

, 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
 cJ!1overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

i Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 

! 
I 

from at least the last ten years, to the tft 
extent such studies explore, find, / 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or , 
other potential linkage between aircraft I 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. I I 



I 

I Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations?IAre you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraftInoise on elderly citizens 
and children? IWhat About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 

i and assess global Iscientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 

Unique - Full Time 3rd 


Runway Use. How will 

Port separately assess 


I the impacts of the full-Itime usage of the 3rd 

Runwav? 
I Whatif Your
IProjections Are 
! Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 

-r Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

I It 
I 

Studies have found ' Please include a complete assessment 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

IRunway now full-
I time. 
I 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls I to human health and the environment 
for Siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. growth is more fairly distributed Vil' 

i 

throuahout the entire region. I 

of the unique human health impacts 
J ~ifrom noise on elderly citizens and til 

children. 
IIPlease include a complete scientific 

I 
! 

study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from f:
noise from overnight flights. 

I 
i 

?'trY 
I 

I Please include a complete study of theIunique human health and 
i 

environmental impacts from the 
t exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the ~tI 
3rd Runwav. 

To determine the risks of error in Port 

projections, please include a study of 

the health and environmental impacts 

from increased aircraft operations that 
 {ifI exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations.

IPlease include a study of the benefits 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 


Nam..6/Iz;Itfl j?Jt.tl S -/-/ :lnature: -L I 

Address~'h/4 rr-lj ' ~ ~/1{~~, 


E-mai~5t1£~s'llftfJu~L' ltf"h-/ 


Submit form on your own/add oomments at: SAMP@portseattle.org • ~ 


7~ ~ t;'ukl/'~ tr»-~£ //?'..L~~£'( 

~~1--' 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP pyblic Comments; hanbornlee@hotrnail.CQ!D 
Subject: Public Comment SAMP Seoping 
Date: Tuesday, September 25,20182:59:52 PM 
Attachments: Seoping Comment Han Lee.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Han Lee of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Lee be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a -list of·$8II1pIe questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Poft·of Seattle. Ask 1he Port personnel theSe, or any questions you want We 
aiso want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subjectmalter' fA any of these questions 
included in the soope of the environmental review. for each question we've.added atelated sample 
-scoping ~uesl" Just initiai any request you want. sign at 1hebottom, and find asPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUES110N 

WIly No Study of 
Wbars Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environrnenlal impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study ofYour 
Own long-Term Plan? 
Why not studyofthe 
human health and 
enviroItmentaI impacts of 
the long-Tann Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is·mact1ed in 
202n 
Adaqlaam Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacIs 
from aireIaIt noise8Rd 
emissions, in aD of1he six 
south-end airport 
I.,NIWUI cities? 
Use Cuuem:Science? 
Will Port review all 
sb.Idies from around 
world relating to human 
heatth and environment 
impads from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316.000 to 

413,000. 


SAM? Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long tetm 
study is "key.~ But 
Parrs wilt not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
vv-Ria. harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
aD of Des Moines. 
FedeIaI Way, 
,Burien. Tukwila. 
Nonnandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potentiat harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please inClude a coinptete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise-3ld 
emissions. resulting from the·additionaI 
97,000 aircmft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a compIele;ass!?ssment 
of the human health and enWonmemat 
impacts resutting from additional· : 
airaaft overflight operations for the 
Parrs post-SAMP long Term Vision 
projects and CenIury Agenda growth . 
plans. 

PIease·incfude a complete study of all 
of the humanhealh and ~ 
impacts forat ofDes MoineS~ FedeJal 
Way. Buden. Tukwila. Nonnan~iyPark, 
and SeaTac. resuIIiDg from airaafl 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term "'i~. 
PIease·incIude at.shJdies{wortdwide)· 
from at least the last ten years. to the 
extent such SWdies explore, find. 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, c:.oneIation, causation, or 
other potential\inkage between airc1aft: 
overfligh1s and impacts on human 
health or the environment------'-----_. 



r.Wait~·::-:F;;-or--=Pendlng-=-· ----::N-:-e'l-w--r"""R-eg~iona'-I-stud-ies-

Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the resufts of 
the poodihg,studies in 
the State of WCIShington 
directIy,reIating to Sea-
Tac . 
Sensitive populations? 

:Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

underway, include 
uItra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 

risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 

noise on eIdedy citizenschi1dren-from 
and children? 
What About o.migflt 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assessgJobal 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 

noise? 
Unique - Full Tune 3"' 
Runway lise.. How-will 
Port separatetyassess 
the i:,tpaCts ofthe fuR
time usage of the 3R1 

Runwa . 
What ifYour 
Prcjedio.-. Ate 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
ifyour estiluates of 

are too low? 
RegionaI'Airport,Now? 
Are you studying1he 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

aireIaft noise. 

Studies have 


,conctuded 
increased risk of 
human hann from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 

statements, 3RI 

Runway now full.. 

time. 


$AMP Executive. 

Summary 

inaccurate; est. 
398.910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join caMs 
for siting a regional 
airportnow. 

piease- -incl--=--ude-:--a-re-vrew-:-·-a-nd-,---

assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now undefway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the $AMP. 

Studies have----:---fou-nd-:-t-=-~-:---c---~--

(tk 
Please include a oompfete scientiftc 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight fIighis. 

" 

Please include a complete of1he 
unique human heafth and 
environmental impacts from the _ 
exponential increase in overflights over-
neighborhoods bef1eath and near the ~ 
JtU Runwa . 
To determine the risks oferror in Port 
projections. please include a study of 
the- heaHh and environmental impacts 
from increased aira'aft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 

Please includea study of the benefits 
to human heaIIh and the. erMronment 
in the siX airportneighboraties if 
growth is morefairty distributed 
throu the entire . 

Submit form on your own/add comments at SAMP@portseat1le.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseat1le.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments: cornbd@hotmail.com 
Subject: Public Comment Scoping on SAMP 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2018 11:46:36 AM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Cornwall.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Comwall of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Cornwall be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

t Why No Study of 

IWhat's Already 
Happened? How does 

I Port intend to study the Ihuman health and 
, environmental impacts of
Ithe 97,000 new flights 
I already added in last four 
! years?
IWhy No Study of Your 
1 Own Long-Term Plan? 
I Why not study of the 
i human health and 
Ienvironmental impacts of
Ithe Long-Term Vision 
Ianticipated to begin when 
. capacity is reached in 
12027?
IAdequate Geography? 
. Will Port study unique 
Ihuman health and 

environmental impacts Ifrom aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 

Isouth-end airport 
I neiahbor cities? 

Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

, 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 

: overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

I SAMP Executive 
ISummary: Port's 
.! own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 

I 

committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

I and SeaTac. 
I 
Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

! Please include a complete assessment 

INITIAL 


of the human health and environmental I 
impacts resulting from additional . 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 

.plans. 
! 

• Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

AWay, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

. Term Projects. 
I Please include all studies (worldwide) ! 

. from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

i 



I Wait For Pending New 
I Science? Why is Port 

proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Air ort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

, noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 

, Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 

I Regional studies 
·underway, include Iultra-fine particle 
I study from UW and

Ithe airport 
mitigation study 

.,' from Department of I 

sCi.entific studies relating 
to Impacts from overnight Iovernight flight 

Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 

. increased risk of
Ihuman harm from 

fliQhts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
! Port separately assess 
the impacts of tne full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runwav? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 

, accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
Qrowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

noise. 
! Despite historical 
i statements. 3rd

IRunway now full-
IfIme.. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 

J inaccurate; est. 
398.910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413.000 now. 

. The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 

. Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
i before proceeding with the 
I environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 

I unique human health impacts from 
' noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
: unique human health and 
Ienvironmental impacts from the 

exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections. please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: Signature: .....1_···_'~__C'_,,---,--~~~_'("t 

Address: 

E-mail: 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

..' 


p 


! 

I 
, 

I 
I 

! 

, 
~ '.,i' 

t" 

I 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: $AMP Pybljc Comments: wendyleahall@gmaj!.com 
Subject: Public Comment Scoping sAMP 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2018 11:44:39 AM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Hall pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Wendy Hall of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking Af'? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Hall be deemed unacceptable. please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom. and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

, Why No Study of Your 
• OWn Long-Term Plan?I 
i Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

! emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

I	SAMP Executive 
Summary' Port's , 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
j)Otential harms. 

The Port has not 


. committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 

I harms and 
i potential harms 
Ifrom aircraft noise 

and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park. 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

I overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
I	Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 

Ioverflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 


ruJ~ 

i 
I 

Nit 


I~~ 




Wait For Pending New 
Science? W:y is Port 
proceeding'Nithout 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of \VZ-shi:;gton 
directly rela:::ig to Sea
Tac Airpc -''; 
Sensitive t:'':iJl;'ations? 
Are you s" ,r 9 trie 
unique imps :ts of aircraft 
noise on 2:,08:11 :::itizens 
and chi:drsr? 

I What Ab:L :J'ernight
IFlights? :;):::.r:: collect 
i and asse::3 :::: ;JaiIscientific s ._;~t8s relating 

fli hts ro:s~ ., 
I to impact:: overnight 

i 	Unique - , ~;:ne 3rd 

Runway;"se. ;-;'JW will 
Port sepE. assess 

I the impac:::- "f tre full
! 	time usc:;:" = "Ie 3 rd 

Runway? 
What if \)_. 
Projectic. ; A;,~ 

Wrong? :., are you 
accourIi."~ Jr ~he impact 
if your es;:.r:2t8S of 
qrowth a:eJO lOW? 

, Regiol1;c !.:,:;crt Now?
IAre you $,_, - jL;~ the 
i benefits :" :e;;ianai
Iairport'! 
I 

IStudies have found i Please include a complete assessment 

/
' risK of harm to Iof the unique human health impacts 
elder!y cltizens and Ifrom noise on elderly citizens and 
c:lJidren from 

ai:craft noise. 


! S,:...:dies have 
concluded 
ir.::::reased risk of 
human harm from 
ove;::ig'1t flight 
noise, 
Despite historical 
state:Tlems, 3rd 

R ..u;way now full
tirne. 

i 

i SA:J1P Executive. 
! S.;:rmary 
! ir,a~curate; est. 
I 398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 

i T-,e Port has 
i refused to join calls 
Ifo:- .siting a regional I in the six airport neighbor cities if 
i airport now. Igrowth is more fairly distributed 
, I throughout the entire region. 

children. 
! 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 


I noise from overnight flights. 
! 
I 

i Please include a complete study of the 
,unique human health and I
! environmental impacts from the 
. exponential increase in overflights over 
I neighborhoods beneath and near the 
13rd Runway.
ITo determine the risks of error in Port 
; projections. please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 

' Please include a study of the benefits 
I to human health and the environment 

1 
i 

I~~~ 

I 

Pk;;..;;;s ..:clude the req...Jests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
en'", "m~lental review, Deadline for commenting sep~..~01,8'0r1 

Nan e \1'kl,djt\"d! Signa:ure:W Q , ttzlYY~ 
A('G.,,-=>s:<62?;;, 9, l"l\c,lV\V\Q., th\, ~S \.~~>1- f-e&,;cJ)W~,\ll\-
E-mail ~U<:'A,~.~\eo1!\(,l~~®9\>'W:l'\ .~ 98X' 
Subr:1!t form on your own/add comments at: s~p@Portseattle.org 

mailto:s~p@Portseattle.org


From: Javier Tordable 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: Questions for environmental study 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2018 9:35:01 AM 
Attachments: Plane noise SAMP questions.pdf 

Please see attached questions that should be asked to the Port 

Thanks 

Javier 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a Jjst of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
 -:Jthuman health and 413,000 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 

years? 


"_~ M,'''~ ~___ ____ __"_,_--._--""._----" 	 -- -----,-""---

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment , 
I 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But IPort's post-SAMP Long Term Vision \jr 

I the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. I	Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and envlronmentaJ 
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

~\from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emissions, in all of the six i Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any '1-r 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
T ac Airport? Commerce 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time yd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rt! unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rt! neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neigh bor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region, 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: J/Htfk., ~\}~L-t Signature: ~ 
Address: "0T€ Ji-\1.1 \E~\bRS>p.,t.L"E. CO M 

SW' 
(E-mail: 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

JT

0\ 

0\ 

(}t

~ 

J) 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Gerry Wieder 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: Questions for SAMP 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 3:18:40 PM 
Attachments: Gerry 10 sample.pdf 

To whom it may concern, please add my questions to the others that will be fielded to SAMP. 


Thanks. 


Gerry Wieder RN 

206.234.8384 




The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting I We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations (~ 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional Ck/ 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

{:W 
overflights, from 20 13-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, ~ 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UWand before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. tlJ 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

I au 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

i 


What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. aJ 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over CtJ 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runwa)'. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that ttJ 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits i 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

i 

wJ
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

i 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: (JI=-~]) W,CDI£1t1- Signature: Ovt/J~.z::;;/YL . i 

Address: '-H 30 :>tAl 3'd-S-71-I sr. P6J)~ CAl Jfk( t{jjf-qgo ~ 
E-mail: 5w t.es::lev- @ 5 1J1Ct ; f. C.t> t1-t . 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Darcy Battershell 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: questions 
Date: Friday, September 14, 2018 2:27:41 PM 
Attachments: SAMP Questions.pdf 

Please see attached questions requested to be addressed. I'd also like to ask about flight paths and 

why planes are turning early and flying directly over our Federal Way neighborhood at such low 

altitudes. Also, many that are coming from the south are on a flight path more to the west than they 

used to be which caused them to drift closer to the neighborhood. 
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10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS
He"''''8 itT U ....al.... II. 
Mtnn.II'lI!fl:fll:l:S
_l'u~ 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

I the 97.000 new flights 
I already added in last four 

years? 
Why No Study of Your 

Own Long-Term Plan? 

Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

1 2027? 
I Adequate Geography? 

Will Port study unique 
I human health and 

environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

-
raised annual 

overflight total from 

316,000 to 

413,000. 


i 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 

I Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way. 

I 
' Burien Tukwila 

Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 

: potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

I and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 

I aircraft overflight operations for the 
'. Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
i projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien. Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

. and SeaTac resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest. or hypothesize any 
aSSOCiation. correlation, causation. or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

I 

I 

v9 


V~ 


I 

~ 




Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of ! 


Tac Airport? Commerce. 
 I 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment i 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 


, to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
fliqhts noise? noise. ----------f---------; 

l

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the \-JU.... 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights overvv 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runwav. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts pi) 
accounting for the impact: 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019: we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. OJ2erations. ~ 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has PleaselnclUde-a- study of the benefits I --
,Are you studying the refused to join calls . n..to human health and the environmeZnl 
b, e,nefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if ~V 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
_______, -----'----_____---1_ throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environ~ental review. Deadline for commenting e~tem.ber 28th?~~~ .. ,/ ~; / 

Name Du,rc0 fuwtshe I~ Signatu~e . ,Ii V 0:J) l[(j 
Address: ~'8'8ID {fit ki 5 I /-fdt'Ira..1 l()ttt 1?VL):j 

E-mail: Cia(~b5t)@CtYv]Ct~.St.n.tt 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
mailto:Cia(~b5t)@CtYv]Ct~.St.n.tt


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments; car!.craven033@gmai!.com 
Subject: Re: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 20187:15:29 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Craven,pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Carl Craven of Burien, Wa, regarding the 
NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Craven be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
··scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

;Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
 (t-I,,\.,' ,Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 

years? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the ' own consultant impacts resulting from additional ! I' ~ 


human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is ~key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~ 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans.


i capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. 

I Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
. Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~ 
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, I and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 


I Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the \. '~ 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 

vworld relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


, health or the environment. 



I 	Wait For Pending New Regional studies ! Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include /' assessmento{the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and i before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport Ienvironmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea from Department of : 

Tac Airport? Commerce. I 


, Sensitive populations? Studies have found 1Please include a complete assessment 
! Are you studying the risk of harm to I of the unique human health impacts 
, unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and I from noise on elderly citizens and 

Inoise on elderly citizens children from children. 
, and children? aircraft noise. 
I What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
IFlights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
I and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
I scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights, 

Ito impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 

,I Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the i (iff':IRunway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and lIL.-/' 
1 Port separately assess Runway now full environmental impacts from the ' 
: the impacts of the full- time. Iexponential increase in overflights over i
ItIme usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
i Runwa ? 3rd Runwa . 
! What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
I Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
i Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
I accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 


rowth are too low? 413,000 now. 0 erations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has , Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. I growth is more fairly distributed 


throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

I f), '--I,·~t' ~'. 
Signature: ___,_.~_~'__'_'_'___Name: 

Address: 2 St" ''SC<.i 11{i~ At ~! 
'I ~ 0c'iC'.I;;A.{ Lvr'l (fQt 1jE-mal: 	 I '1 t·.) Wfp 

('.~t.( I, C1/ G<.-{,,,,-.D -;) ~ t9 "'1Z~~J. C:~rl{ 
Submit form on your own/add comMents at: SAMP@porlseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@porlseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; peteholder@comcast net 
Subject: Re: Comment on the Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) Environmental Review 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 10:36:49 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Holder. pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Peter Holder of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 9 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Mr. Holder be deemed unacceptable, please reply to ali 

in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
coliect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 

I Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights , 

I already added in last four I
I;tears? ,

IWhy No Study of Your 

I Own Long-Term Plan? 

: Why not study of the 


human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

II SAMP Executive 
. Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. IThe Port has not 

, committed to study 
I all of Des Moines, 

Federal Way, 

Burien, Tukwila, 

Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac. 


I 
Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 
 ,/tL
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


I 
i Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the V.L,L!.: 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all Iof the human health and environmental rL I, 
iimpacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Proiects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the i 
extent such studies explore, find, II~/C,' I,--.0..1suggest. or hypothesize any i 

association, correlation, causation, or I Iother potential linkage between aircraft I 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. I 



/'i~· 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in t scope of the SAMP 

environmental review. Deadline for commentin ept er 28th 2018. 


Name: / 'YJ'#-79- j, /~ M1-~ 


Address: / ;&/7 c/,~""..c./ry Cr. J. 


E-mail: p t..- fbi.. U~~ eoAA. C-~/~ 

I 

Submittorm on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

i 	Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 

! directly relating to Sea-
I 

I T ac Air ort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fli hts noise? 
Unique· Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
Qrowth are too low? 
Regional Airport NoW? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies Please include a review and 

underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

mitigation study 

from Department of 

Commerce. 

Studies have found , Please include a complete assessment I " / 

risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts . I. U-

elderly citizens and I' from noise on elderly citizens and I i 

children from children. r 

aircraft noise. I 


Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

concluded study review and assessment of the 

increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

overnight flight 

noise. 

Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
 ,r
time. 	 exponential increase in overflights over 


neighborhoods beneath and near the 

3rd Runway. 


SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port I 

Summary projections, please include a study of j) t"- ' 
inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

398,910 flights by , from increased aircraft operations that 

2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

413,000 now. Operations. 


• The Port has 	 Please include a study of the benefits 
refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if ~ 
airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

I 

throughout the entire region. 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments: booaI214@hanmaj! net 
Subject: Re: Public Comment on SAMP Scoping 
Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 2:56:05 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Sadowitz.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Eunbok Sadowitz of Federal Way, 

Wa, regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Perthe 

Port of Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 

acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking Af'? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Sadowitz be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 

What's Already 


I 	Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 

I south-end airport 
I 	nei hbor cities? 

Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
otential harms. 

i The Port has not 
I 

committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 


Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

• Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the C/'
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ';t,L I , 

I projects and Century Agenda growth 
'/ 

' plans. 

: Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Pro'ects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 
 ,I j
suggest, or hypothesize any lJ--iI association, correlation, causation, or ' ' i 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human I
health or the environment. 	 I 



Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 20,S. 

i '; ". ". ){ 
Ai '/ /i:d,-I I 

Signature: )/ /£.dJ;~(i,1 

Address: 1 'lu 3 (; 

E-mail: S(\.d 0 t.V It z T3e ~ Ir\~, i {. ( L' (VI. 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@pot1seattle.org 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Air ort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 

'I What About Overnight 
. Flights? Will Port collect 

and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 

i Regional Airport Now?IAre you studying the 
benefits of a regional Iairport? 

I Regional studies 
Iunderway, include 
I ultra-fine particle 
i study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 

I concluded 
I' increased risk of 

human harm from 
ovemight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 

i statements, 3rd

IRunway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional . in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. Igrowth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

II Please include a review and 
I assessment of the results of critical 

Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway I , 
"' ___'" lbefore proceeding with the 
\. . 

~ -. Ienvironmental review for the SAMP. 
. 

I 
Please include a complete assessment, 

of the u~ique human h~~lth impacts ilJ---:
from nOIse on elderly citizens and i / 


children.t-/ 


Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from ovemight flights. 


i 

I Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights overr/j i 

neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 

I 

\ i
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mailto:SAMP@pot1seattle.org


From: Ophelia McDonal 
To: Ouiet Skies 
Cc: SAMP public Comments 
Subject: Re: Public Comment on SAMP Scoping 
Date: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 9:32:06 PM 

Looks good to me. 


On Tue, Sep 25, 2018 at 3:58 PM Quiet Skies <quietskiespugetsound@gmaiJ.com> wrote: 


Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Ophelia McDonald of Burien, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port 

of Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable 

ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. McDonald be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 

mailto:quietskiespugetsound@gmaiJ.com




From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP public Comments; istrattononhaven@msn.com 
Subject: Re: SAMP Public Comment Joyce Stratton 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20188:24:38 PM 
Attachments: ScoPing Cpmment Stratton Joyce.pdf 

Please see the correct attachment of Joyce Stratton. 


Rose Stratton was sent as the attachment to this email. 


Thank you, 


QSPS 


On Sun, Sep 23, 2018 at 3:09 PM Quiet Skies <quietskiespugetsound@gmail.com> wrote: 


Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Joyce E. Stratton of Des Moines, Wa, regarding 

the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, 

email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 7 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? 

As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Stratton be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 

mailto:quietskiespugetsound@gmail.com


I 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 

Whafs Already 


. Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
~ears? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

I emissions, in all of the six 
Isouth-end airport 

neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

IFour-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

I 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 
 V 

I 	
, 

II	Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental Iimpacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision Iprojects and Century Agenda growth 'yfVplans. 

, J 
I 

f 

!	Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long y
Term Projects. 

I Please include all studies (worldwide) 
: from at least the last ten years, to the 
i extent such studies explore, find, 
' suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 

,ather potential linkage between aircraft V 
overflights and impacts on human 

! health or the environment. 

I 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Air art? 

i Sensitive populations?

IAre you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

Inoise on elderly citizens 
, and children? 
IWhat About Overnight 

Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight Iovernight flight 
flights noise? 

• Unique - Full Time 3rd
!Runway Use. How will 

Port separately assess 
I the impacts of the full-
I time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the Ibenefits of a regional 
. rt?Ialrpo . 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 

i study from UW and 
'I' the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 

i noise . 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

I 
SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls I to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. growth is more fairly distributed i~ 

"'-. .o.u>. 
\ throuQhout the entire region. 

J 
·i'1~ w>.~ 

Please include a review and 

I assessment of the results of critical 

' Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

before proceeding with the 


I
environmental review for the SAMP. 


Please include a complete assessment 

of the unique human health impacts 

from noise on elderly citizens and 

children. 


Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


I 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 

i environmental impacts from the 
' exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwav. I 

, To determine the risks of error in Port 
II	projections, please include a study of 

the health and environmental impacts I,
I from increased aircraft operations that Iexceed estimated Near Term IOoerations. 
I Please include a study of the benefits 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: J tr') (~£. S t >"4 17~ Signature: I (r f-.-~~ 
Address: fio? ~ Z-tffif.. ~~t) HJD~ J)~$ mo!>. YJt"s j.y~ ')6J9j 

/' 

E-mail:~; 5tr-4 1ToV} bV\ha. V?Y1{;_ rYfS,]. C.6 Vk 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; bscottsmith@vahoo.com 
Subject: Re: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 

Date: Tuesday, September 25,20182:06:15 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Barry SMith.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Barry Smith.of Burien, Wa, regarding 

the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable 

ways of filing. 

We believe the 6 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Smith be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 

http:Smith.of


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts. including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316.000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413.000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 'BS
environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 

years? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 

2027? potential harms. 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien. Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft -s S 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 


, south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. . 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore. find, 

world relating to human potential harms suggest. or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. 

i 



...------ ---_. 


Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 

I 	 unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth a re too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. -g5 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from ]S
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the BS
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if ~5 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

Name: f:>A-(J-fZ-Y 5 It( 1111 

Address: '( D3 > BtU ktI£- S 0 

5 ~A- )wit' 18 I/' v 

E-mail: ~ 5CO 7( 5M I Til e. YkH(){) &tJM 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Deadline for commenting ptem r 28th 2018. 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP pyblic Comments; erica.hillmon@gmail.com 
Subject: Re: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24,201811:03:22 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Erica Schindler.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Erica Schindler of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port 

of Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable 

ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking Af'? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Schindler be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request.· Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom. and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

!	Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional I ,human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations V6environmental impacts of 	 growth from the last four years. i 

I 
Ithe 97,000 new flights 	 j 

already added in last four 
I 

vears? I ! 
I 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

I environmental impacts of study is "key.' But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision qyIthe Long-T arm Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
I anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
i capacity is reached in growth plans for I 
, 2027? ootential harms. 1 

Adequate Geography? I The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park., 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
 fy
emiSSions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neiahbor cities? Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all Iworld now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around ,harms and extent such studies explore, find, 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any , 

health and environment Ifrom aircraft noise association, correlation. causation. or 

I rY 

impacts from aircraft . and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 


! 	 !noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


I i health or the environment. ! 




Wait For Pending New Regional studies I Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-tine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and betore proceeding with the ~ the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-

mitigation study 
from Department of \ 

Tac Airport? Commerce. [ 
1 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 

of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and rx 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fliahts noise? 

Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 

Please include a complete SCientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

~\ , 

I 
I:::;, • ! 

! 
Unique - Full Time 3rd

IRunway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 

Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 

/()'\\I 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

time. exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the ~I 

Runway? 3rd Runwav. 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
arowth are too low? 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaocurate; est. 
398.910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413.000 now. 

To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Ooerations. 

V 
I 
! 
i 

!,, 

! 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 

I 

~I 
i throuahout the entire reQion. i 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

onvIronme~tal review. ~line for commenting tlr'mber ~~ 

Name: EY1cP\ Sck1lndleV" Signature: 1L~a 

Address: 110l..\ \1."""" ~S. \)U lY\\\H';~.\A).A q~lq(?' 


E-mail: eri~ .~·,llll\m 00~~"·~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments: alli@alark net 
Subject: Re: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 10:07:23 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Alii Larkin Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Alii Larkin of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port 

of Seattle's webSite, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable 

ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking Af'? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Larkin be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



i 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request.» Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 

, Why No Study of Four-year increase 
What's Already raised annual 
Happened? How does overflight total from 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to 
human health and 413,000. 

, environmental impacts of I 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four I 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
! Own long-Term Plan? 

Why not study of the Ihuman health and 
, environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

I anticipated to begin when 
I capacity is reached in 
i 2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in aU of the six 

i south-end airport 
i neighbor cities? 
I Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

I potential harms. 

I' The Port has not 

committed to study 

I aU of Des Moines, 
I Federal Way, IBurien, Tukwila, 

Normandy Park, 
Iand SeaTac. 

IStudies around the 
: world now exist on
Iharms and 
I potential harms 
! from aircraft noise 
iI and emissions. 
' 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment ! 


of the human health and environmental 

impacts. including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

I impacts resulting from additional 

Iaircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

i projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 


j extent such studies explore, find, 
I suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 

I health or the envIronment. 



• 


Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tae AirpOrt? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft Ielderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens I children from 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Ovemight Studies have 
Flights? Will Port colfect concluded 
and assess global Increased risk of 
scientific studies relating human harm from 
to impacts from overnight , overnight flight 
tli hts noise? I noise. 
Unique. Full Time 3M ! Despite historical 
Runway Use. How will i statements. 3rd 

Port separately assess . Runway now fuU
: the impacts of the full- i time, 

1 time usage of the 3rd I 

\
 

I 
. Runway? 

, What if Your ISAMP Executive. 


Projections Are ISummary 


I 
Wrong? How are you i inaccurate; est. 

accounting for the impact I 398,910 flights by 

if your estimates of i 2019: we are at 


i rowth are too low? 413 000 now. 
Regional Airport Now? : The Port has 
Are you studying the refused to join calls 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional 
airport? airport now. 

: Regional studies 
I underway, Include 
I ultra-fine particle 
I study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the /...c 
environmental review for the SAMP. """":r 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts ,"i/...t'

I from noise on elderly citizens and ""fr;!

I children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
!	study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 4j'l 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 

unique human health and i 


environmental impacts from the i 

exponential increase in overflights over I 

neighborhoods beneath and near the 1 

3rd Runway. 

To determine the risks of error in Port 

projections, please include a study of 

the health and environmental impacts 

from increased aircraft operations that 

exceed estimated Near Term 

Orations. 

Please include a study of the benefits 

to human health and the environment 

in the six airport neighbor cities if 

growth is more fairly distributed 

throu hout the entire r ion. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: 	 Signature:ALL~ l,-A~f\1 ~/J~ 
Address: :f Ltt, g ( 7-rvt.A\l.e?D ti.:)t() Qe& H,c, I\S~.:S( W~ 

E-mail: at La: ~. a.L Qtr'-k. n-e.."-t 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Jesse Hart 
To: Ouiet Skies 
Cc: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: Re: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 10:36:07 AM 

Looks good to me. 

On Sun, Sep 23, 2018, 6:44 PM Quiet Skies <quietskiespugetsound@gmail.com> wrote: 
Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

. Please accept the public comments attached by Jesse Hart of Burien, Wa, regarding the 
NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Jesse Hart be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 

mailto:quietskiespugetsound@gmail.com


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP pyblic Comments; gesankey@comcast.net 
Subject: Re: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20186:51:46 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Cgmment Sankey Glen pdf 

Correction on attachment. 


Please see signed form for Glen Sankey. The previous email was the signed form from Mrs. 

Sankey. 


Thank you, 


Quiet Skies Puget Sound 


On Sun, Sep 23, 2018 at 6:47 PM Quiet Skies <Quietskjespugetsound@gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Glen Sankey of Seatac, Wa, regarding 
the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 

. website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Sankey be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 


Kind Regards, 


Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 


mailto:Quietskjespugetsound@gmail.com


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 

I years? 

: Why No Study of Your 

I Own Long-Term Plan? 


Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 

! capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emiSSions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

! Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 

I committed to study 
Iall of Des Moines, 
. Federal Way, 

Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 

I from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 11 

of the human health and environmental 

Impacts, including from nOise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment 
II' of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 

I aircraft overflight operations for theI
; Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision Iprojects and Century Agenda growth 
, plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental I' 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal ~L <) 


I 
I Way, Burien, Tukw~la, Norma.ndy Park, I 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft i 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the I 

, Near-Term Projects; and for Long . 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the ~ 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

I 



I Wait For Pending New IRegional studies Please include a review and 
S . ? Wh . P rty IS un assessment 0 f h If"CrltlcaIclence. 0 erway, Inc ude t e resu ts 0I d . I 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway ~t..S. 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport , environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 


! directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 

! Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 't-,:>,unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and I from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from I children. 

and children? aircraft noise. I 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded . study review and assessment of the 
 1"tL<;,and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

I 

I to impacts from overnight overnight flight I 
I 

I flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

-'t.L') , Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
PrOjections Are Summary projections, please include a study of ~~~ 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

Iaccounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that i 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

I 

Qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has . Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment \LS. 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed I 

i throughout the entire region. I 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

, ,. ISignature: . I~".~
<=\Address: \ 2.Cc.A '0 2..L.t'I.\ I\~ "-!,. CZJ ~ 

"':>l!.cr-0'o..c. wc,,, qCOdo$ 

E-mail: ~<t.c;o.. ",,, ~ ...\ ~~ \I....,c..O-:~ \;. \1\.': \ ~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

: 

! 

I, 
! 

! 

j 

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; jenwren9@comcast.net 
Subject: Re: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2018 2:48:23 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Jennifer StoCk.Ddf 

See below: resending for email correction. 

On Thu, Sep 27, 2018 at 2:46 PM Quiet Skies <quietskiespugetsound@gmail.com> wrote: 
Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Jennifer Stock of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEP A EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 6 comments below pertains to "Are There Other rmpacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment fom1. 

Should us forwarding these comments on behalf of the Ms. Stock be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 

mailto:quietskiespugetsound@gmail.com


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I 
i Why No Study of ! Four-year increase ! Please include a complete assessment 
What's Already I raised annual Iof the human health and environmental 

. Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
I Port intend to study the 316.000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
' human health and 413.000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
/ environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
, the 97,000 new flights 
I already added in last four I
Iyears? ! 
! Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment ! 
i Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long tenn aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key.U But IPort's post-SAMP long Term Vision 

the long-Tenn Vision Port's will not be ! projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total i plans. 


!I capacity is reached in I growth plans for 
I 2027? Rotential harms. IAdequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
i Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way. Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Tenn Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? Term Proiects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years. to the 

studies from around Iharms and extent such studies explore, find, 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
i 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. , other potential linkage between aircraft ,

I noise and pollution? Ioverflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

i 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea

,Tac Airport? 
I Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from ovemight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3m 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 

I
I 

airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 

II 	 concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate: est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

I Please include a complete scientific 
I study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

! 

IPlease include a complete study of the 
I unique human health and Ienvironmental impacts from the 

\t» 

c....·< ' 

1 

• 

I 

I 
I 

NP~ 


for siting a regional I in the six airport neighbor cities if f((~airport now. ) growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

exponential increase in overflights over ( 
i neighborhoods beneath and near the 

3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 

I 
I 
I 

exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 1 

! 
I 

Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 

I I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmenta~, review. Deadline for commentin~ sept~er 28th 2018. r-7/ . 

Name:1(\",\kJZ 5 be Signatu~ .~~I'= &-<3 ;...-l_ 
-'1 (} '--"'/'. tI-c ~ 	 /

Address: [41::, ) ?- y' 8 C 10 ~ tv s 1, () I ,1f3! b· 1 ~A 

E-mail: y ;'\c"') (t:yt <1{01 ('dPY"lrc'~ C,lf- I'.JL t. 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:C,lf-I'.JL


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; fsoeto@msn.com 
Subject: Re: SAMP Seoping Public Comment 
Date: Sunday, September 23,201812:10:26 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Peto.pdf 

On Sun, Sep 23, 2018 at 12:08 PM Quiet Skies <quietskiespugetsound@gmail.com> wrote: 
Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Frank Peto of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of the Mr. Peto be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 

mailto:quietskiespugetsound@gmail.com


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom. and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

IWhy No Study of 
, What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 

IOwn Long-Term Plan? 
• Why not study of the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision IantiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
~027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

i emissions, in all of the six 
south-end ai r ort p 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

i Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

j 
I SAMP Executive 
I Summary; Port's 
I own consultant 

says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal· Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

I overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Pro·ects· and for Lon gJ 
Term Pro·ects. 

I Please include all studies (worldwide) 
, from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 

. suggest, or hypothesize any 
aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 

i health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

1<)0} 


I 
\ 

-ifJJ 


~j> 

I 



Wait For Pending New IRegional studies -, Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port Iunderway, include ,assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle . Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UWand 

I 
before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. .-~p 
the State of Washington mitigation study 

!directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
. T ac Airoort? Commerce. I 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and h3i-'noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 

I What About Overnight I Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
! Flights? Will Port collect . concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from . noise from overnight flights. 
 3P 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
fliahts noise? noise. I 

I Unique· Full Time 3rd . Despite historical Please include a complete study of the
IRunway Use. How will statements, 3m unique human health and I
IPort separately assess Runway now full- I environmental impacts from the J .P 
; ths l~nacts of thp. fult- time. pr- . ex onential increase in overfli hts over g 
! time usage of the 3rd I neIghbOrhoods oeneaU I &nd ilea; the
IRunway? I :3rd Runway.
i What if Your ISAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
. Projections Are I Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you , inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts ---jJ 
accounting for the impact I 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 12019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 


rowth are too low? . 413,000 now. 0 erations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional I in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: NA,.J/(VPCrCl signature>~L=2 _.../~
f 

Address: ¥/G. S 2ft-~ Sr Tc:.../Dw 


.. !Ji-~$ #6riv~ WJi. 9'i-/7'.f" 

E-maIl. . 

~:5pe-c.o @ YnSf'7 .. <..OM 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 


mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Sara Aguilar 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: Requests to be included in the scope of the SAMP 
Date: Monday, September 24, 20183:24:25 PM 
Attachments: o SAMP Questions-Reqyests 24-Sep-2018 14-59-08.pdf 



---------

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questio,ns - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle, Ask the Port personnel these, or any questIons you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 

.......,: ........-..4.-.... ..., 

. .. .rI·~ 


;r,;.liilli;;i1ii,',. '... 

collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 

: Adequate Geography? 
I Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

. emissions, in all of the six 
i south-end airport 

nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316.000 to 
413,000. 

SAM P Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts. including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

I 	Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years. to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 




Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline fo< commentin~. , 

Name: S.v-...:.. ~uA./a.,,-- Signa~ ... ~ 
Address: zeBJ2 ~ ~ S h MCC!/ tVA 
E-mail:pnllCLSSlrJ7.1.@d~.!C/YYl. 1~{)03 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 

I directly relating to Sea
I Tac Air ort? 

ISensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 

i 

and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fli hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 
Runwa ? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the I, benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

= 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights ove 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
mailto:E-mail:pnllCLSSlrJ7.1.@d~.!C/YYl


From: Thomas Wingard 
To: SAMP public Comments 
Subject: SAMP - comments 
Date: Friday, September 14,2018 1:35:15 PM 
Attachments: SAMP Comments.pdf 

Dear Port, 

I am vary concerned about the major issues affecting us directly in Marine Hills. As 
part of out Safe City group I would like some answers to the attached form. 

Regard, 
Tom 
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10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 7S"111 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 7S'if1
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 7S'if1
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 7S"111
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
fliQhts noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runwav? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
Qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: Thomas S Wingard Signature: 74om.u S ~ 

Address: 1121 S 287th St. 

Federal Way, WA 98003 


E-mail: tomswingard@gmail.com 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

7S1f1 

7S1f1 

7S1f1 

7S1f1 

7S1f1 

7S1f1 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
mailto:tomswingard@gmail.com


From: Dan S 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: SAMP Comments Attached 
Date: Friday, September 28, 2018 10:16:08 AM 
Attachments: Scan ned-image-1.pdf 

Please Log this PDF in for my comments 
Thank you 
Daniel M Schwartz 
Burien, WA 
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10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED seOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
OWn Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hOOr cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

tential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 

I from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila. Normandy Park, 
and seaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Ai rt? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderty citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from ovem:qht 
fli hts noise? 
Unique· Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3n:t 
Runwa ? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underwayI include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Deparbnent of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderty citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3n:t 
Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderty citizens and 
children. 

Please include a compJete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3n:t Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 

Iprojections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o ations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairty distributed 
throu hout the entire r ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September th 201 • 

Name: 'D&v ~WAJCr'L 

Address: 21()l1 SIAJ tr2/1t/It-. 

E-mail: ~(,A-\¢.i~~.~ 

Subm .:t:lbml on yourown,add CXlIl1 m ents at: SAM P@ pon:seatte Dlg 


Signature:/--l-=-j---IL-H1-F::I<.-7"f-__ 

B«tt.I~ wA 



From: Adelle Comfort 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Cc: larrvcripe@comcast.net 
Subject: SAMP comments for public record 
Date: Thursday, September 20,20185:20:50 PM 
Attachments: ~ 

Please see the attached document regarding public comments on SAMP. 

All 'health concerns' mentioned should include the concern of the health of 

Puget Sound and its related mammals, fish, birds other sea life; pets and 

livestock; wildlife in our forests; Zoo animals; our Eagle population, etc. 

Adelle Comfort 

14810 16th Ave SW 

Burien, WA 98166 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request" Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase 
Whafs Already raised annual 
Happened? How does overflight total from 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to 
human health and 413,000. 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive 
Own Long-Tenn Plan? Summary; Perfs 
Why not study of the own consultant 
human health and says long term 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be 
anticipated to begin when studying total 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not n9l~-i:K;qmplete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study on:.04ft"Ian health d environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, im Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts Federal Way, 
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, 
emiSsions, in all of the six Normandy Park, 
south-end airport and SeaTac. 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? Studies around 
Will Port review all world now exist 0 
studies from around harms and 
world relating to human potential harms 
health and environment from aircraft noise 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. 
noise and pollution? 

ay, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, f) M~ .; 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ()J If l 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro' ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any t1 ~.rIi. 
aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or UU' , ( 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
hea or the environment 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
TacAi 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from ovemight 
1r hts noise? 
Unique - Full TIme 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 
Runwa . 
What ifYour 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for Siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a com~te assessment 
of the uniqw:®an iiMiifRmpacts 
from noise On elderly citizens and 
children~ . ~ 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
uniq~n hiiIth impacts from 

nas;:r:t4fl~~ 
Please include a complete study of the 
uniq~~and
environmental Impacts from the /I Mil 
exponential increase in overflights over £,Uf't '-1-

neighborhoods beneath and near th 
3rd R .~ • 
To determine the risks error i Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts II h1A 
from increased aircraft operations that (;VI' \..
exceed estimated Near Term 
o ons. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Se tember 28th 2018. 

Name:f/j)f:LIIt ~-FtJte..T 

Address: / 'frglO /{pflif CIJJ.e soJ 
E-mail:adtJ..f.Llt/itt~.~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMp@portseattJe.org 

~ 
Signature: ...,....,tfbf~~f--;--+-I.~-+-:,~Uoof' 

mailto:SAMp@portseattJe.org


From: Walter Bala 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Cc: S!1g Larry Cripe; jonstruss@comcast.net; Caryl N. Utigard 
Subject: SAMP Comments from Mr. Jon Struss 
Date: Thursday, September 27,20185:11:44 PM 
Attachments: SAMP 10 Questions - Jon Struss.odf 

Please add the attached comments of Mr. Jon Struss to the SAMP Scoping process. 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request. .. Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions. in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 	 INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment Iof the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and I 

emissions, resulting from the additional 01 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 91M
Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision @NJ~
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

i 
I 

I 
Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft J&4overflights, from 2013-present; for the 	 I 

INear-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 
 prM)
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



I Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

i waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 9~
the State of Washington mitigation study Idirectly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. I 

I Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. »~

I,and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
 p~
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. I 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the ~WOthe impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runwav? 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
 19M~ 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
 ~i 

I"i, 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

- throughout the entire region. i 

Address: 2W 5"S W 
E-mail: 3uA/~W4 131be; 

CUbmit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portsealtle.org 

-;> J cVlstY-J 5'S f? Ot111c s'l-i J1 B-r 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Sep!~~ber 28~~018. 

Name: ~I'l l;>.~r Signature: _r.:..-,~~.q".£-?~.,t-A--"-:?~~/,,,,->~ 

mailto:SAMP@portsealtle.org


From: Peter Leveson 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: SAMP Comments 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2018 8:21:58 PM 
Attachments: 2018 09 20 SAMP Comments peter Leveson pdf 

Get Outlook for Android 

From: Nancy Leveson <nancyleveson@gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday, September 20, 2018 6:19:49 PM 

To: pleveson@outlook.com; pleveson@comcast.net 

Subject: SAMP Comments 

mailto:pleveson@comcast.net
mailto:pleveson@outlook.com
mailto:nancyleveson@gmail.com


i 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request. Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will n 

collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

1 Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of I study is "key," But IPort's will not beI the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 

I	Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 

, human health and 
, environmental impacts I	from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 

, south-end airport 
! nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

i noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316.000 to 
413.000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 

! own consultant 
. says long term 

studying total 
i growth plans for 
,I otential harms. 
I The Port !las not Icommitted to study 
, all of Des Moines, 
I Federal Way, 
IBurien, Tukwila, 
t 	 Normandy Park. 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 

of the human health and environmental ' 

impacts. including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 fv 
growth from the last four years. 

• 

j 

Please include a complete assessment I 1 
of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ?v 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans, 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for a/l of Des Moines. Federal I 


. Way, Burien. Tukwila, Normandy Park. 
Iand SeaTac. resulting from aircraft 

j ?l
! overflights. from 2013-present; for the 
f Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro'ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Ifrom at least the last ten years, to the 
I extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any ~?L./
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port coliect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fliohts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full

. time usage of the 3rd 
Runwav? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you Iaccounting for the impact 

I if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 

I	Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of I 
Commerce. I 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
elderly citizens and ,from noise on elderly citizens and (L,children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
ovemight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time, 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused io join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessm~nt of. the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the Pt
environmental review for the SAMP. 

: 
Please include a complete assessment -I 

children. I 
Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from ovemight flights. PL.

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and I 
environmental impacts from the I 

I 

exponential increase in overflights over ?v I
neighborhoods beneath and near the I3rd Runway. I 

To determine the risks of error in Port 
I 
! 

projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that PI-
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human healtl-, and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if tL 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

Name: '?ete.r Le.ve;Sc:rJ Signature:G ~ 
7 

) 

Address: 214l 0 4~ f\iJC-S , 
T.) ~"5 t."" 0 l'''le s w A '1 '<:3 1'iB 

E-mail: PLl~viZ~uJ@)CuMC!A..ST.Ai~, 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

i 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
mailto:PLl~viZ~uJ@)CuMC!A..ST


From: Rorie Zajac 

To: SAMP Public Comments 

Subject: SAMP Comments 
Date: Tuesday, September 25,2018 12:28:22 PM 

Attachments: rorie.zajac.pdf 
ATTOOOOl.txt 

Hi, 

Please find my attached SAMP comments. 

Also, a note to say your open house community outreach at Highline College on September 10,2018 was very 
disappointing. I left work early to attend and came away having learned nothing. There was very little actual 
communication from the Port, most answers to questions pointed us to someone else who used the same runaround 
tactic. There were blank boards that held the same amount of information that the people manning the stations 
communicated - nothing. 

It very much felt like the Port checking a box for the required community inclusive meeting. This was a sham of an 
attempt to engage with the community. My only take away is that you saw my face, you saw my neighbors, so you 
know there are actual people impacted. Hopefully you took note ofthe people you are affecting. 

Rorie Zajac 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these. or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
vears? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 

, Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key.» But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potentia! harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment i 
of the human health and environmental 

I 
I 

Iimpacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional ( 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~ 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
 (~ 
projects and Century Agenda growth ~_/ 

plans. 

.. 
Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ( /0
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ....;. 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the V·~...... 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any ( ~I 

~~aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage· between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 




Wait For Pending New Regional studies I Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port undelWay, include i assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle ISea-Tac Airport studies now undelWay 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the ( 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. ~ the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts ( 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and Ifrom noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. "-~ 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from ~~~ scientific studies relating human harm from i noise from overnight flights. ~~.jto impacts from overnight overnight flight 
fliqhts noise? noise. I 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the· 
the impacts of the fuJt- time. exponential increase in overflights over ,§)
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you . .inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts ( '-~ 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
 ~ 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 


i Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment Ibenefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if
I airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire reqion. ~ 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Se Jember 28th 2018. 

Address: '2--~1....1...' l(]J~ k./G::. S () 6$ 
f 

E-mail: ~OrZ-\~~e.bM~t L .6:::>1'v\ 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@porlseattle.org 


Signature: --r"'=---.-.:;:..-----F-~~-

mailto:SAMP@porlseattle.org


From: Brad McKeown 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: SAMP Comments 
Date: Friday, September 14, 2018 1:59:26 PM 
Attachments: FjghtTheFljght,pdf 

Please see my attached list of SAMP questions and comments, 

Regards, 

Brad McKeown 
7005 Marine Hills Way 

Federal Way, WA 98003 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human hearth and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

,j.5'ft( 
Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Jj;;/fr 
Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. P.Jjl'L 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. ~YftY. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 1.5M 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and -1}5/11
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. /t411>5 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over SJIJ-r 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runw<!y: 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections. please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that Jj5!'1 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the bene'fits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if ]?5t'(growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire rejlion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: Bru.d l1e KeDW>t."- Signature: ~j;LI'b 
Address: 11Ji:.> S (Y16-n~ HtII5 iJ<.-1 !iJi2{r~ LVu.y,; t-vlt 78t:it...,~~ 

E-mail: b;;jVJ:./(eo(L"tj CCy'''k_.:< '>1: /Ie r 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Dan S 
To: SAMP pyblic Comments 
Subject: SAMP Comments 
Date: Friday, September 28, 2018 10:17:37 AM 
Attachments: Scanned-image.odf 

Please log the attached PDP as my comments on the SAMP 
Thank you 
Amy Glassman 
Burien, WA 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP sroping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
OWn Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 

IPort's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

tential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
aU of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila. 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. / 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, FederaJ 
Way, Burien, Tukwila. Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pr . cts. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years. to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

Name:~y Gt~ 

Address:'Z,o+ 5w \S2~~ ~L ,Bue\€ N 

E-mail: -AN..,:(. ~~~1-@~L . <:OM 

Subm .i:fbml on yourown,ki.dd com m ents at: SAM P@ po:rmeat:te Dlg 

Deadline for commenting S embe th 2018. 

Signa."tU:re~·::L....:....!....!..:.~f----':.....:::.....--=~--

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Ai rt? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from ove:m;ght 
fli hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3n:1 
Runwa . 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements,3n:1 
Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3n:1 Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o ations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire r ion. 

http:yourown,ki.dd


From: Lynn Meyer 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: SAMP input 
Date: Monday, September 17, 2018 3:43:32 PM 
Attachments: SAMP input. pdf 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

tential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
BUrien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Air rt? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
f1i hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 
Runwa? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now ful/
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Orations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: {-IIVIV HB,lE-tC s~ --

Address: 2-q 2-\,\ .,~ r l S . q ~?-;<' 
~c-l \.A::'k~ wf\ Q~l 

E-mail: . r-:\ c::J
I~ nnC-(""bfS ~~ -~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments: istrattononhaven@msn.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment Joyce Stratton 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 3:09:35 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Stratton.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Joyce E. Stratton of Des MOines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 7 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Stratton be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all 

in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
I raised annual 
i overflight total from 
1316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Po~'U 

" own consulta~~ 
says long term 

I study is "key." B h 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
otential harms. 

The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila. 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissio s. 

-4 J1Y.
I 6 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 


, emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the I~our yea.rs~ 
~ 'VVvt II-vY\. a v~ 
~~1£- ~ 
L~ ~ O~ 

Please inclu a com ete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional ~ 
ircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
ts and Century Agenda growth 
~ .--\ 

Please incl e a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 

, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, , 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

I overflights. from 2013-present; for the 
, Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



I 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 

. the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
TacAir ort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 

I scientific studies relating 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 

! to impacts from,.9 might eight flight 
fli hts noise? 

" Unique - Full Time Despite historical 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

, Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. ~(l LI 
Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


jf2hiJ 
Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 

. environmental impacts from the 

. exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 

I

Runway Use. How will 
, Port separately assess 
I the impacts of the full

time usage of the 3rd 

. Runwa ? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 


Regional Airport Now? 

Are you studying the 

benefits of a regional 

airport? 

"\ ~ ~~, 'J- V'f;fJ 

lib. ..M.J-"--I 


statements, 3rd 
Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Exe~ut~e; ) 
Summary ~~. 

Please include the requ~ts rha~Wiifit\aled above in the scope of the SAMP ~~..;:;W~ 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting~~r 28"' 2018. ~ 

Name: Ci}&....,J.;J;;a>tt;\ Signature: ~ in .~ 

Address: J7(1).;J ~O:*vvtJ ~ 

E-mail:~~jD~~() (!2-~L\)OO. cp(Yf\ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

inaccurate; est.~ the health and environmental impacts 
398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
413,000 now. 0 erations. 

/ , ~ \ 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; olgakovgan@yahoo.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment of Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20183: 14:29 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Drayton.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Olga Drayton of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Drayton be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all 

in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

iWhy No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six INormandy Park, 

I	south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 

and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 

Iand emissions. 
from aircraft noise 

I 
I 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 

Iother potential linkage between aircraft 
,overflights and impacts on humanI
! health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

OD, 
I 

I 
I 

K1L>. 

, 

O,D. 
! 

O,/). 

I 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and I 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessme~t of the re.sults of critical . 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway i, 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the I 


the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
 (7e /lthe State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
I I 

, Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I'~ 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 0.;) 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. ! . I 

Iand children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
 I 

I	Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 0,0, scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

I 

i
to impacts from overnight overnight flight ,

: flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the i 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3m unique human health and , 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the I 

ILi,1)the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
itime usage of the 3m neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? 3mRunway. I I 
,IWhat if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port I 

I
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of I 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts ~,p
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term I,growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. : 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits I 
Are you studying the . refused to join calls to human health and the environment Ibenefits of a regional ' for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if IOf), 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

~ IlIIA/'Name: {)L611- j)RAVjtQ?<j 
Signature: --H\VH-t!-I:f1iV.,~H· ____-1In~lL=,;:.,-,,-// 

Address: 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; g.e.gibsong@gmail.com 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment of Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24,201811:10:28 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Gary Gibson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Gary Gibson of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Gibson be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
Iflcluded in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoplng request: Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom. and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase I Please include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised annual . of the human health and environmental 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

overflight total from 
316,000 to 

i 413,000. 

: impacts, including from noise and 
I emissions, resulting from the additional 
: 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
I growth from the last four years. 

f //1
/1t/
L t 

the 97,000 new flights I 

already added in last four 
years? 
~-~~~~~--~~--~--~----------~--------------~------------~-----~ Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's Iof the human health and environmental I 

: Why not study of the own consultant . impacts resulting from additional ' 
. human health and i says long term aircraft overflight operations for the I.· 0 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision . I // ,. 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth Iri~{1 
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. I / 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 

; 20277 olential harms. 
! Adequate Geography? i The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental I 
human health and all of Oes Moines, impacts for all of Oes Momes. Federal I 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
from aircraft noise and I Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

I emissions, in all of the six INormandy Park, Ioverflights, from 20 13-present; for the 
! south-end airport I and SeaTac. ! Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

nei hbor cities? I Term Proeets. 
! Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
. Will Port review all wond now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
; studies from around harms and extent such studies explore. find. 
world relating to human potential harms suggest. or hypothesize any /J7{1health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft L' 

I
/'I 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment 



I 

• 


• Wait For Pending New Regional studies I Please include a review and 
: Science? Why is Port underway, include i assessment of the results of critical 
'I· proceeding without ultra-fine particle II' Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 


· the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. li1 ·1 
the State of Washington mitigation study : .. ! ,
directly relating to Sea- from Department of I I 

Tac Airport? Commerce. j1 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment I 

I Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
I unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and . I (/I I 

noise on elderly citizens children from 	 children. 1['"1 II II {and children? aircraft nOise. 
iWhat About Overnight Studies have I Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded i study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of i unique human health impacts from ! 

Iscientific studies relating human harm from 	 noise from ovemight flights. 
I.i~b !i I 

to impacts from overnight ovemight flight 
f1iQhts noise? noise. I !IUnique. Full Time yet Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements. 3rd unique human health and & 

· Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
I the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over . [1 7 
I time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the j '/ 

Runwav? 3rd Runwav. 
,What if Your SAMP Executive. To detennine the risks of error in Port i

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of I 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts i r t 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

;ILlllif your estimates of 2019; we are at 	 exceed estimated Near Tenn 
i 
!growth are too low? 413000 now. 	 Ooerations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
 {{7airport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed , 

throuQhout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadlin~ for commenting September 28th 20,18. 

Name:~1t.':>1/ c7/.65/?~ Signatu~ : ./t;!., ~ /' 

Address: 2-J..t.YI 7 If~'£ .s. £;7~:; frN Vft'&-s;.. 9f"9.'-f/' 


E-mail: 6 I F (7/6'>61/S7 (!:eJ Gt?:::'1-4/~. ~<F' '~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 

To: SAMP public Comments; bstrattononhaven@msn.com 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Seoping Bobby Stratton 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 3:07:46 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Stratton Bobby pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Bobby Stratton of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Stratton be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards. 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 

Ienvironmental impacts of 
I the 97,000 new flights 
• already added in last four 
LYears? 
IWhy No Study of Your
IOwn Long-Term Plan? 
I Why not study of the 

human health and 

COMMENT 

Four·year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 

environmental impacts of : study is "key: But 
the Long-Term Vision 

Ianticipated to begin when 
, capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

! 

I	Port's will not be 
studying total 

I growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment ! 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts. including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations If}LSgrowth from the last four years. 

' Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision .ALSprojects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


IPlease include a complete study of all ~ 
i of the human health and environmental 
i impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, "- '3 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the I 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

. Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest. or hypothesize any f)LS
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

I 



I	Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical I 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the f}L.Sthe pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study i 


directly relating to Sea- from Department of I ! 

T ac Airport? Commerce. I i 


,Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment I 

Are you studying the risk of harm to i of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and Ifrom noise on elderly citizens and 18 L 'S 


1 noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

! and children? aircraft noise. i ! 

IWhat About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific i I
1 


Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
1 

i 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from Inoise from overnight flights. ~LS 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight Iflights noise? noise. iIUnique - Full Time 3" Despite historical I Please include a complete study of the 

1
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd Iunique human health and 	 I 

. Port separately assess Runway now full- Ienvironmental impacts from the t)LSI
the impacts of the full- I time. ; exponential increase in overflights over i 

time u a e of th rd I ne 9 oocIs beneath and near the Is g e 3 	 i hb 0 rh 
Runwa ? . 3rd Runwa . 

What if Your SAMP Executive. ITo determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary " projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you I inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by Ifrom increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 


rowth are too low? 413,000 now. 0 erations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls Ito human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 2~th 201 .J- ++
Name: l3; 0b:t L. 3--r r{ filIoN Signature: 	 1&1 cvfA.~6/\. 

c 7 S '" iC'.·-t"ST t-tleS-Address: 0 (;; 0A. 

H\4 ve tV(£? M") IV (6 v...-.,
E-mail: g::::. T RA-ll0 (" eN 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@porlseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@porlseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; bld522@yahoo.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping Bruce Dennis 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20185:49:15 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Dennis.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Bruce Dennis of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Dennis be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of 
I	What's Already 

Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and I	environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

i already added in last four 
. years? 
. Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of I study is "key." But 
the Long-Term Vision 

I anticipated to begin when 
I capacity is reached in 
12027? 
I Adequate Geography? 
I Will Port study unique 

human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 

! neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

!Four-year increase 
I raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
I Summary; Port's 
lawn consultant 
I says long term 

Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study I of the human health and environmental i 

all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

IPlease include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental i 
impacts, including from noise and I 

emissions, resulting from the additional 
I 

/97,000 aircraft overflight operations II I 
growth from the last four years. I 

I 

I 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental I 

impacts resulting from additional I 
aircraft overflight operations for the I i 
Port~s post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 1 

:I plans. 
! 

I ! 
Please include a complete study of all ! 

I 

I	impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the i 

I Near-Term Projects; and for Long I 
i 

i 

( 

Term Projects. I 
Please include all studies (worldwide) I 

1from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 

other potentiailinkage between aircraft 


: 

, . 

i 
overflights and impacts on human 

[health or the environment. 



IWait For Pending New
IScience? Why is Port 
I proceeding without 
I waiting for the results of 

the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
TacAir art? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fli hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
i Port separately assess 
, the impacts of the full

time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
r Regional Airport Now?I	Are you studying the 

benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 

, inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 

I f~r siting a regional 
I aIrport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

I Please include a complete scientific 
, study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 

' exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections. please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

I 

I 

I ,liJIJ 

! 
I0 
i 

, ,#12", :",'

Ii , 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the S 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Sep ber 28th 2 1 

NameE~t'/ L ~!pI// \' Signature;:'-'-9-~o.L..r..:::;....;;......"."---,;e...=~~_ 

Address:/3PzZ /~>'k ~q 5'/~~ .&r//r'~ I///?f'/j/£ 
E-mail: B'-U52.Z t5P Y4/~?>?J. C"/J~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

I 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAfVlP Public Comments; cindycripe@comcast.net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping Cindy Cripe 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20183:41:32 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Cindy Cripe. pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Cindy Cripe of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Cripe be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography?

I 
i 	

Will Port study unique 
Ihuman health and I	environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

I emissions, in all of the six 
I south-end airport 

neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

I 
I 

COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

>Four-year increase I Please include a complete assessment 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

, SAMP Executive 
ISummary; Port's 

own consultant 
I says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

! potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

i 
Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

I	of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional rut 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment ! 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the te.. 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
 t~ 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the I 

I 

! 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 


, from at least the last ten years, to the 
' extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any tc~
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 

Ioverflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



I 

IWait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in Ithe State of Washington

I	directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 

. Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa ? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies Please include a review and 
underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

, mitigation study ,
Ifrom Department of I 

Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 

. Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

. Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

! Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
enVIronmental Impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 

, projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environ~ntal rev~~w._ Deadline for commentin~ 5e te~be~ 281 2~18. 

Name: (i t tLl{LI t~{ fU-' Signature: ~/. 
Address: {4-.~/t :J3rd!tvLSLJ~knUL ~1 qc 

E-mail: f.!.lfL~(GL{~ ~ UJncW+.!1Lt 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

C[ 

I, 
l 

C!(L 

I 

i 
(L~_ I 

. 

I 

I-

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments· dsdennjs@pacbell.net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Seoping Deborah Dennis Correction 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20186:11:50 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Dennis pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Deborah Dennis of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Dennis be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

i Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment I 

I What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 


i 

!r I 

I 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional I / 
human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations Ienvironmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 

II already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

, 

I I 

! 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the i 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port~s post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth Ianticipated to begin when studying total plans.

I capacity is reached in growth plans for I
I 

12027? potential harms. I 

I Adequate Geography? The Port has not IPlease include a complete study of all I!Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental i 
I human health and aI/ of Des Moines, ' impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal Ienvironmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
I from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

(Iemissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 	

I 

/ , 
, 

I 
Isouth-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

I neighbor cities? Term Projects. J 
I Use Current Science? Studies around the i Please include aU studies (worldwide) 1 

I Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
I 	

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. I I 

I 

, . 

I 



i 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the S 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Se ber 28th 2 1 

Name:E//L'/ L U&I// ," Signature~:~.:;pjG~~~'---,Ic..=\-",::"",::",_ 

Address:/3t?Z2 /~>'k ~q S'/{~ Er//~ I//~?f'/Y£ 
E-mail: Bt...u.szz ~ ;;4/rL)/-J. C'£)~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 

i unique impacts of aircraft 
I noise on elderly citizens 
i and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refUSed to join calls 
for Siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and I 
assessment of the results of critical #I
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway . 
before proceeding with the /. iI 

environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment I ; 
of the unique human health impacts '~ 

from noise on elderly citizens and i . 


children. ~! / 


Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the I 

unique human health and 
 I &«}
environmental impacts from the ~' 
exponential increase in overflights over /~ i 

neighborhoods beneath and near the ., 
3rd Runway. i 

To determine the risks of error in Port I 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if ,
growth is more fairly distributed ~

i " 
throughout the entire region. i 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; Liz B 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping Elizabeth Burn 

Date: Sunday, September 23,20185:56:41 PM 

Attachments: Scoping Comment Burn Elizabeth.cdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Elizabeth Burn of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Burn be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
Whafs Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 

, from aircraft noise and Iemissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 

Ineighbor cities? 
I Use Current Science? 
I Will Port review all 
I studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

I Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 


Please include a complete assessment I 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the I	Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

K 
i 

, 

'f
i 

i I 

! 
I 

i- I 

I 
,I 
I 
I 

I 
I,
I 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of criticali 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
 <Tac Air ort? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts ~;B
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

I	noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded ' study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
f1i hts noise? noise. ~ 
Unique - Full Time 3rd . Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over / : 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runwa ? 3rd Runwa . ~ 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of i 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term /~rowth are too low? 413,000 now. o erations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 


Name: ELi 2~ e...'ii1. 7> q J!!A- Signature: ~~""~i;;;~:u..;;/,__ 
Address: I~lf S ~5s> ~ ST Dt=-5 W FAItS Iv A- fcf7tj ~ 
E-mail: ~~ Jww....@ tpvLu;;,j}" ea-m r 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; jSiburg@hotmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping For Jeanette Siburg 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 5:28:58 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Siburg.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Jeanette Siburg of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Siburg be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom. and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment ! 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overllight operations 
environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? I i 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive i Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's . of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional l

I:.:.. 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the l,r'
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision r..i 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
 I 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 

2027? potential harms. 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and aU of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights. from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
i 

neighbor cities? Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation. or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. 



IWait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in

I
I 

the State of Washington 
i directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airoort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 

I	What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fliQhts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full

! time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa ? 
WhatifYour 

I Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 

" if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies Please include a review and 
underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
ultra-fine particle Sea-Tae Airport studies now underway 

<jlstudy from UW and before proceeding with the c:the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
mitigation study 	 , I

I i 
from Department of I 	 I 
Commerce. 
Studies have found : Please include a complete assessment 

", 

risk of harm to I of the unique human health impacts 
elderly citizens and I from noise on elderly citizens and 	 ,f 

children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full

, time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

children. 
i, 	 I 
Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the ' i 

I "unique human health impacts from I 
noise from overnight flights. I 

I 
, Please include a complete study of the t 

Iunique human health and 	 i 
.I '< /"environmental impacts from the I '-' , 


exponential increase in overflights over 
f 

neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 

To determine the risks of error in Port 

projections, please include a study of 

the health and environmental impacts ) 


from increased aircraft operations that 

exceed estimated Near Term 

o erations. 

Please include a study of the benefits 

to human health and the environment 

in the six airport neighbor cities if 

growth is more fairly distributed 

throu hout the entire r ion. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name:S("'4f'f't-· ;,0 1(9 si9natur~~j.tpS;£ ~?[~, 
Address: C .t:";: .~ ~ ..-' _ \ ~ .-""1,:"I' / i""'I '-3 

,,) I., 	 ~ ) I "' ,," 

E-mail: .~.b 	 I + \ 
--..J S, \1\'\ ;'1K'> r\ . 1(0""I 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; hmsbibby@gmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping Heather Bibby 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20186:36:23 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Biddy.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Heather Biddy of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment fonn. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Biddy be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 

i	Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

I anticipated to begin when 
Icapacity is reached in 
! 20271 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 

COMMENT 

, Four-year increase 
. raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 

from aircraft noise and , Burien, Tukwila, 

emiSSions, in all of the six INormandy Park, 

south-end airport • and SeaTac. 

neighbor cities? ! 


• Use Current Science? Studies around the 
. Will Port rftview all 	 world now exist on 
studies from around harms and 
world relating to human potential harms 
health and environment from aircraft noise 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. 
noise and pollution? 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 


I	emissions, resulting from the additional ~ 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations "'{ I 1./ 

growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment ' 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the YrV2.... 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision "\ \ V 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

I Please include a complete study of aU 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal \ W 
Way, Burien, Tukwila. Normandy Park, D\7 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the , 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects . 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find. ~ 
suggest, or hypothesize any "\ IV 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 

! Unique - Full Time 3rd 

I Runway Use. How will 
i Port separately assess 
I the impacts of the full-
I time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 

i Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Reg{onal Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

i 

I Regional studies 
i 	 underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 

I from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 

I growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

! 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

~! 
\ I 

I 

! 

\Th 

i 
I 

~ 


~ 


~ 


\W 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: lt~« IDlY»1 Signature: ~ 'fYl9!:; ~ 
Address: ~? 'b2? l~ f'JvC 5) t2eb I UVIY\e5. u.f¥1 qe> lq~ 

E-mail: ~(Y\-S 101 'oVj (t) 9~1 CfVY1 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments· stevenpedersen@comcast net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping Kay Pedersen 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 2:56:05 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Kay Pedersen.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. V. Kay Pedersen of Federal Way, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Pedersen be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I Why No Study of I Four-year increase : Please include a complete assessment I 

I What's Already I raised annual of the human health and environmental 
Happened? How does Ioverflight total from impacts, including from noise and • 
Port intend to study the I 316,000 to em issions, resulting from the additional 
human health and I413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
environmental impacts of I growth from the last four years . 

. the 97,000 new flights 
II' already added in last four 
, ears? 
I Why No Study of Your SAMP EXecutive , Please include a complete assessment IOwn Long-Term Plan? 'Summary; Port's , of the human health and environmental I 

Why not study of the Iown consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and ! says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of i study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

the Long-Term Vision IPort's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

antiCipated to begin when studying total I plans. 

capacity is reached in Igrowth plans for I 

I 


i 2027? I potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not !I Please include a complete study of all I 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal ' 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft vrP 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. I Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neiQhbor cities? Term Projects. 
I 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
i 

! impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

Inoise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

i 

i 



I Wait For Pending New IRegional studies Please include a review and 
! Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without I ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study I 

r directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
T ac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found IPiease include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and Ifrom noise on eidMy citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. ' 
What About Overnight Studies have IPlease include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of ; unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3n:1 Despite historical Please include a complete study of theIRunway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- I

i 

environmental impacts from the 
I the impacts of the full- time. j exponential increase in overflights over 
I time usage of the 3rd Ineighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runwav? , 3rd Runwav. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

PrOjections Are Summary projections, please include a study of


I	Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by i from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at I exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scopeQf the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2&18. 

-- , ) ~- "'/" '1'-'/ "',,-",,' I' "r*
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From: Quiet Skies 

To: SAMP Publjc Comments; Larry Cripe 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping Larry Cripe 

Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 3:43:56 PM 

Attachments: Scoping Comment Larry Cripe.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Larry Cripe of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Cripe be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

IWhy No Study of
IWhat's Already
IHappened? How does 
I Port intend to study the 

I	Ihuman health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

I already added in last four 
! years?
IWhy No Study of Your 
, Own Long-Term Plan? 
i Why not study of theIhuman health and 
I environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 

, Use Current Science?IWill Port reviewal/ 
studies from around 

Iworld relating to human 
health and environment 

I impacts from aircraft 
Inoise and pollution? 

COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST 

Four-year increase ; Please include a complete assessment 
raised annual 

, overflight total from 
1316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 

! The Port has not 
I	committed to study 

all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

i Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 

, plans. 

I 
I Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

i Term Projects. 
I	Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

y;.vL 


';t\C 


*l_ 


~I
l-! 

I 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway. include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-TacAirport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. I\J<C
the State of Washington mitigation study I 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of i i 
Tac Airport? Commerce. I 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment I 
IAre you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 


unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
 ~Lnoise on elderly citizens children from children. 
I and children? aircraft noise. 	 i,rWhat About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

I 

IFlights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
' and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
I 'ckscientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. I 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight I 
!

flights noise? noise. I 	 i 

I Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of theIRunway Use. How will statements. 3rd unique human health and I 

I 

I Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the I I 
II, 
II	the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over I'ttt 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the I i 
I Runway? I 3rd Runwav. 
, What if Your 1SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port IiProjections Are ISummary projections. please include a study of 

I 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts I 

Iaccounting for the impact . 398.910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that ~l 
. if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term ! 
I growth are too low? 413.000 now. Operations. I 
rRegional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits II 

Are you studying the refused to join calls i to human health and the environment 
I benefits of a regional for siting a regional ; in the six airport neighbor cities if Ick i 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

I 

i 

throuohout the entire reoion. i I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAIlt!P 
environm~ntal re~iew. Dead.line for commenting Se~mber ,2rO;,S. 
Name: LJ)ny l!.JL1 fU-.- , Signature: ~ . L4.1~ 
Address: 14;;'/7- ~...,Jiv-<: ~ ~ 0<- 01/ q'?i(P b 
E-mail: laj\.1.u(fu~~Gtrn1C£af.I1..i~T 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 
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From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; oeter@philipspublishing.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping Peter Philips 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 5:34:31 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Philips Peter.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Peter Philips of Normandy Park, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Philips be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of 
IWhat's Already 
. Happened? How does 

Port intend to study the 
human health and 

, environmental impacts of 
I the 97,000 new flights 
Ialready added in last four 
years? 

Why No Study of Your 

Own Long-Term Plan? 

Why not study of the 


COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 

, overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 

Summary; Port's 


lawn consultant 
human health and says long term 
environmental impacts of Istudy is "key." But 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be 
anticipated to begin when I studying total 
capacity is reached in 
20217 
Adequate Geography? 
WIll Port study umque 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 

I Use Current Science? 
IWill Port review all 

studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

I growth plans for 
J potential harms. 
,The Port has not 
! commItted to study 

all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

' Studies around the I
, world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

I 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
Impacts, Including from nOise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 

, 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
Igrowth from the last four years. 
i 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

I	impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
, of the human health and environmental 
! impacts for all of Des Moines. Federal 
IWay, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

Iand SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

I Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore. find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

I~ 

18' 


I 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 

I Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 

I 	to impacts from ovemight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 

i benefits of a regional 
, airport? 
I 

' Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements. 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and ! 

assessment of the results of critical 
 I 

I 

Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

before proceeding with the 
 ()[Ienvironmental review for the SAMP. 


! 


I 
Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. f~ I 

1 

Please include a complete scientific I 


study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. ~r 

Please include a complete study of the 

unique human health and 

environmental impacts from the 
 pfexponential increase in overflights over 

neighborhoods beneath and near the 

3rd Runway. I 

To determine the risks of error in Port 

projections, please include a study of


Ithe health and environmental impacts 
. from increased aircraft operations that ifP 
exceed estimated Near Term 

Operations. I 

Please include a study of the benefits 

to human health and the environment 

in the six airport neighbor cities if 
 Rr 
growth is more fairly distributed 

throuQhout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting ptember 28th 2018. 

Signature: .u...:.~---IL2::::::::::::::=+~--

Address: fiG ft1 ~"'J vJ Vf'~VJ I) f. <; vv, NJ rV1.A.fA07 ?tzr ~ tvA- '4~{ '..k 
E-mail: r(~jQpi\.~\-?~qfAbC.S L-~/I). ( J ~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; dedson@fwps.org 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping Review 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 2:14:31 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Edson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Danylle Edson of Federal Way, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Edson be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 

I Port intend to study the 
I human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 

I human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 

! own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment 
I of the human health and environmental 
II impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmenta 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Pro·ects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest. or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 




~---"----'----'-:::--------'-------:--'---:----:-----,-------, 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Air art? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from ovemight 
f1i hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3n:l 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runwa? 
What if Your

IProjections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

I...--T-f'-..L 

Please include the requests I have initialed abov 
environmental review. Deadline for commentin 

Name'H~1"-;;\\ \ <-(c{C;[)A~ignature: 
Addre~s:;; C)t Ltg /)<"7Z0) }qv~ 

. / ~{,liY/ lUC{)1 l ,( \ OJ 

study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 

I noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of ! 

the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Orations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re 

, 

_-=:> 

E-mail: "'- -:.;) Of ~ '-./rAe .5~ 6l LJ ~<;" . O;/..
Submit fonn oncf#,.own/add comments : SAMf@port~.ol!/ '3 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

II 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway, 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

I 

mailto:SAMf@port~.ol


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; smouse@seanet.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping Sheila Murray 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20186:43:07 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Murry Sheila.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Sheila Murray of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Murray be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of 
I	What's Already 

Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 

I environmental impacts of
Ithe 97,000 new flights 
, already added in last four 
years? 

Why No Study of Your 

Own Long-Term Plan? 

Why not study of the 

human health and 

environmental impacts of !

I 

study is "key." But 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
I Summary; Port's 
lawn consultant 
says long term 

the Long-Term Vision 
, antiCipated to begin when 
Icapacity is reached in 
,2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 

J Burien, Tukwila, 

Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac. 


Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and i 
emissions, resulting from the additional I ~.,:>
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. .I~. 

i 

Please include a complete assessment ! 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 

! 

aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 1~u1 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. /1' i 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 

I 	impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

' Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

1 
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Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
T ac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

I noise on elderly citizens 
[ and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 

i to impacts from overnight
I flights noise? 
i Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 

Port separately assess 

the impacts of the full-


I time usage of the 3rd 
i Runwav? 
! What if Your 
i Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 

, from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

r ~I 
Name: V 111 ,(" I} I,< >h' 0 Signatu~e:,"" ----) ,4 /, .d,) / )/um;,
Address: 15 ItJ ~ Iv ti) ~f ,) j}!. , 

.f., I • '- / f\../., J q~)i f' 
E-mail' 5 Jl . " /' 

, /. U vi~ t L~ 6 /Ci /1.j,} t , c.:rtv, 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Cc: Susan plecko: Larry Cripe 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Seoping 
Date: Friday, September 28,20188:52:41 AM 
Attachments: susan plecko comments. pdf 

ATTOOOO1.htm 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Quiet Skies Coalition member Mrs. Susan 
Plecko of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEP A EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment 
Review. 

Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 
acceptable ways of filing. We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other 
Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment 
form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Plecko be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain today, so that we can arrange for an alternative delivery method. 

Thank you, 

Scott Stevson ICommunications Director 
Quiet Skies Coalition 
206.913.8454 
info@guietsklescoaltion.net 
scottstevson@me com 

mailto:nfo@guietsklescoaltion.net
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The Suatalnable Airport ....., Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPlE QUESTlONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scopmg meetingl We're prcMding a last of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle, Ask the Port personnel these. or any questions you want We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
tnduded in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request· Just initial any request you want. sjgn at the bottom. and find QSPS volunteers win 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and en~ronmental 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human heath and 

overflight total from 
316.000 to 
413.000. 

impacts. including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97.000 aircraft overftight operations 

• 
-<IJ 
~ 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
~al'$? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a COIl'tfJIete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 

Summary; Port's 
own consultant 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 

I 

I 
humanhealtb and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental inpacts of 
the Long-Term VISion 

study is "key,· But 
Port's win not be 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term VIsion 
projects and Century Agenda growth 

~

":1-) 
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capadty is reached in 
20271rAdequate Geography? 

growth plans for 
PQtenliaJ harms. 
The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

I Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines. impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts 
from airctaft noise and 
emissions, In aU of the six 

Federal Way. 
Burien. TUkwila. 
Normandy Park. 

Way. Burien. TUkwila, Nonnandy Park. 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present: for the 

:j{1 
sou1h-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
~ighbor cities? Term Proiects. 
U..Current Science? Studies around the Please include al studies (worldwide) 

, 

Wil Port review aU world now exist on from at least the last ten years. to the 
studiee from around 
world relating to human 
hearth and en~ronment 

harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

extent such studies expbre, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 

/ .., 

~J/..' 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment 



IWalt For Pendll1g New Regional studies Please include a review and 
I Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
, proceeding wtthout ultra-fine partide Sea-Tac Airport studies now underWay , it 

waiting far the results of study from tJW and before proceeding with the .~)f/I 

the pending studies in the airport i environmental review for the SAMP. 
I. the State of Washington mttigation study 

\~~~S-	
from Department of 

Tac ~? Commerce. 
Sensitive popuIationa? Stud... have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of hann to of the unique human healttt impacts 

i unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and ~J I 
noise on elderty citizens chlklren from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a comptete scientific 

, 

/1' I 

I
Flights? WiD Port coIect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm f1'om noise from overnight flights. .:fi 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 

Unique. Full nme 3"' Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway 0.•. How wiD statements, 3"' unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now fuR- environmental impads from the 

the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overftights over 
 j(J
time usage of the 3ft' neighborhoods beneath and near the 

R" -1 I 3"' RulM'ft. 

What HYour SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Prajections Are Summary projectionl, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you Inaccurate: est. the heafth and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 fights by I from increaed aircraft operations that (;I) 

if your estimates of 2019: we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

V'~-:-. are too low? 413.000 now. Operations. 

RegjonIII Airport Now? The Porthaa Please indude • study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join cals to human health and the enWonment 

benefits of • ragiona' for siting a ragional in the IIx airport neighbor cities if jfJ

airport? aifport now. growth Is more faifty distributed 


throughout the entire region. 

PIe_ include the tequesta I have Initialed above Ip the .cope of the SAMP 

environ~ntal~. ~une for commenting se~ber~~1~. .~ 
Name: :X/,JA#-) l'Lt Signature: i ~. 4!4...-.- f ~!lt !.k:o 
Address: fo I1(JX '10. ·~1Hll/h?.s T'j' A 41 fOfc,.J.. 

E..mail: ,S.(/~ {Jc~ L'!_~:!tJtlt!.A..sr A~~7 
Submit form on your ownIadd comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Cc: Erik Peterson; Larry CriDe 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Friday, September 28, 20188:50:04 AM 
Attachments: erik peterson comments. pdf 

ATTOOOO1. htm 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Quiet Skies Coalition member Mr. Erik 
Peterson of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA EA/SEP A EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment 
Review. 

Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 
acceptable ways of filing. We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other 
Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment 
form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Peterson be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain today, so that we can arrange for an alternative delivery method. 

Thank you, 

Scott Stevson ICommunications Director 
Quiet Skies Coalition 
206.913.8454 
info@guietskiescoaltion.net 
scottstevson@rne.com 

mailto:scottstevson@rne.com
mailto:info@guietskiescoaltion.net
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The Suatainable AIrport .....r Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPlE QUESnONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP &cOPing meetingl We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review. for each question we',", added a related sample 
"scoptng request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom. and find asps volunteers wiH 
collect and provide them as a matter of pu~ic record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

.	whY No Study of 
What's AJready 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97.000 new fights 
already added in last four 
years? 

; Why No Study of Your 
OWn Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

, anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
202n 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental Impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions. in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor dties? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
wortd relaflng to human 
health and environment. 
Impacts from aircraft

Inoise and pollution? 
\.... 

COMII£NT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Four-year increase IPlease include a complete assessment I 
raised annual 
overftight total from 
316.000 to 

i 413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary, Port's 
own consulsnt 
says long term 
study is "key.II But 
Port's will not be 
study1ng total 
growth plans for 
potential hanns. 
The Port has not 
committed to study

I all of Des Moines. 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila. 
Nonnandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential hann$ 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

.I. 

. of the human health and environmen1at I ,
impacts, including from noise and 

amisstoos, f8Sutting from the additional 
 ,.,
97.000 aircraft: overflight operations 

~ 
.~~ 

'i, < ..

growth from the last four years. 

Please inclUde a compfeIe asseument 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft ovet1Iight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP long T8nn Vision 
 -
proJects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of al 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien. Tukwtta. Normandy Park, 


'Fand SeaTac. f8SUlting from aircraft ,
; overflights. from 2013-present; for the 
! Near-T8nn Projects; and for long 

Term Proieds. 

Please incfude al studies (wortdwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore. find, 

suggest. or hypothesize any 
 '" I~ .,,'association, correlation. causation. or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 
 ..-----J 

I 



Walt For P....... New Regional studies P..... inaude • review and 
aeience? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 

underway. include 
ultra-flne particle 
study from lNIand 
the airport 

.......-nent of the results of Ctlical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding wah the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

,-:
( 

)t 
').> 

the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly· relating to Sea-
T ........8C.--_.r 

from Oepar1ment of 
Commerce. 

SenaIIYe populations? Studies have found Pteae include a complete 8S1e11m8nt 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 

of the unique human health impaclI 
from noiIe on elderly citizens and l;e:-,() 

noise on eIderty citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About OVernight 
FIIghta? WIt Port coleet 
anct ..... gIobal 
,ci...tik studies relating 
to fmpaeta from ovemight 

StudIes have 
concluded 
inaeaIed risk of 
huma.n harm from 
overnight ftight 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human healh impadl from 
nolle from overnight ftightI. 

~.('
~.-- /.~~ ; 

- "d---,,-.--
flights noise? noM. 
UnIque - Ful TIme ant 
Runay Use. How wli 

DeIpile hiltoricat 
statementl. 3"' 

Please Include a complete ttudy of the 
unique human health and r:::\f 

l· 
Port separateIy_ 
the inpada of the 1uI

Runway now fuR
tine. 

environmental inpeds from the 
exponential increate in owerftights CMf 

,~ 
." 

.---.. 
time usaae of the 3Rt neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Ru"tnly-? 
What IfYour 
Pro)eetIoM Ale 
Wrong? How are you 

$AMP Executive. 
S...-.".,y 
inaccurate; est. 

3ftt Runway. 
To determine the riIb of enor in Port 
projections. pIeaIe incktde a study of 
the health and environmentat inpacta 

F-(f
~~ .... ~ 

accounti1g for the Impact 398.910 flights by from increased aJrcraft operations that 
if your estimates of 

.&.L .,.100 low? 
2019; we are at 
413.000 now. 

exceed estimated Near Tenn 
'" .... ns. 

RegIonIJ Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 

The Porthaa 
refused to joi1 call 
for Iiting a regional 

P..... include a study of the benefttI 
to ht.man hedh and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 

r-~r... ,,) _..•.,. 

akport? airport now. growth Is more fairly diltributed 
th.vuYitVUt the entire ,., • 

P..... lnclude the -.qUllta I have initialed above In ... .cope of ... 8AIIP 
envif'OlHMntaI nwIew. 0...dine for ___ng~... 2011. 

Name: 6· 'L ('(2;.rers tI .1 ..... -.--------SIgnature:F-IIw, 

Add.....: I tIll 7 if A.~"" s·v \: I'A III"...." ;W\. "" .'"! I 

E-mail: 
;/t(.. e r, L.rt""t\' II ( ~ ""'1 

Submit fonn on yourownladd comments at: ~.0tJ1 



From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments 

Cc: schmidt-olympic@comcast.net; Larry Cripe 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 

Date: Friday, September 28,20188:46:55 AM 
Attachments: dave schmidt comments.pdf 

ATTOOOO1.htm 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Quiet Skies Coalition member Mr. David 
Schmidt of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment 
Review. 

Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 
acceptable ways of filing. We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other 
Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment 
form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Schmidt be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain today, so that we can arrange for an alternative delivery method. 

Thank you, 

Scott Stevson ICommunications Director 
Quiet Skies Coalition 
206.913.8454 
info@guietskiescoaltion.net 
scottstevson@me.com 

mailto:scottstevson@me.com
mailto:info@guietskiescoaltion.net
mailto:schmidt-olympic@comcast.net
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The Sustainable Airport M....' Plan (lAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED &COPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meetingl We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainty have for the Port of SeatUe. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the sc:cpe of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
·s.coping request." Just initia' any request you want. sign at the bottom. and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUesnoN COMMENT 	 SCOPE REQUEST INIT1AL 

rW·~h~y-No--S-~~-~~--'~F~--------~I~p.~~.-~----~--~~-------t~1r----~~t 	 our-year Increase asem a assessmen 
rudy'~f.AJ(Happened? fiowdoes 

f 	Port intend to study the 
human h ealth and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
alreedyadded in last four 

ara? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human h ealth and 
environmental impacts of 
the long-Term VISion 

to begin when

I~is reached in 

~ Geography? 
.. 	 Wit Port study unique 

human heaIthand 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and .
emissions, .n all of the SIX 
south..end airport 
ne' hbor cities? 

raised annual 
overflight total from 
316.000 to 
413,000. 

$AMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consulant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's witt not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
JIV.v1,,_, harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines. 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila. 
Normandy Par1t, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

. of the human health and environmental 
impacts. including from noise and 
emissIOnS. resulting from the additional 
97.000 aircraft OWH'fIght operations 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 

, Port's post-SAUP long Tenn Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

~se include a comptete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impads for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien. Tukwila. Nonnandy Par1t. 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights. from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for long 
TermP . 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore. fand. 
suggest. or hypothesize any 
association. correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraftI	overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment 

. 

OJ 


f)j 

jlP.J 

I 



IWalt For Pending New • Regional studies IPlease include a review and l-~ 

Science? Why is Port underway. include 'assessment of the results. of critical i 


, proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway ~ 

, waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 


the pending studies in the airport I environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study ~ 


directly relating to Sea- from Department of ' 

rac Ai Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please indude a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft ekferly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 'PI< 

=~=rfydtizens :'::'":tn,:. \' children. 	 ~!~../iI	WIIat About Owrnlg/lt Studies have, Please indude a complete scientifIC " . 
Flights? Witt Port coiled conduded study review and assessment of the 

and --global Incnoued risk of !unique human heal!! impaCtS from ! ?5
' scientific studies refating human harm from noise from overnight flights. ! I 
! 	 to impacta from overnight overnight flight ' 

flights noiIe? . noise" 
Unique - FuU Time 3'" Despite hiStorical ' Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How wiD statements. 3'" unique human health and 

! Port separately assess Runway now fuJI.. environmental impad$ from the 
! the impacts of the fuJI.. time. exponential increase in overflights over I;E!tof the 3'" neighborhoods beneath and .....r theRunwa . 3"' Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Ala Summary projections. please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398.910 fUghts by from increased aircraft operations that 

If your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Tenn 


. growth are too low? 413,000 now 0 ns. 
I RegioMl AIrport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the beneftts 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities If Z 
airport? airport now. Igrowth Is more fairly distrlbuted-(';J/ 

throughout the entire n!gion. i 

Please include the req...... I have initialed above in the .cope of the SAMP 
environmental review. DeadU.,. for commenting Sep~ber ... 2018. 

Name:/?,4VGfLII/fNPI Signature~4 
Address~7t'.:r :5'U) I b"'?';" PI 
E-mail: 5Lhl1A rJI - O/YM.{7I'! &!I! ~~I I JtJC/ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@porlseattle.OIf1 


mailto:SAMP@porlseattle.OIf1


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP PUblic Comments; jenwrena@comcast net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2018 2:46:34 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Jennifer Stock.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Jennifer Stock of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEP A EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email ofpublic commentto this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 6 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding these comments on behalf of the Ms. Stock be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of I Four-year increase IPlease include a complete assessment 

What's Already I raised annual Iof the human health and environmental 1 

Happened? How does Ioverflight total from • impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emiSSions, resulting from the additional 
k-l-~Y? 
human health and 413.000. 97.000 aircraft overflight operations 
env;ronmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97.000 new flights 
already added in last four 
vears? i 

I Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 1 
iI 	Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the \ L \,I environmental impacts of study is "key.» But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ... / 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when . studying total , plans . 


I 

I
I capacity is reached in growth plans for I

2027? potential harms. IAdequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
i Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
I human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for alf of Des Moines. Federal 


environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila. and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park. overflights. from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
 \\\world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any e---,\
health and environment Ifrom aircraft noise association, correlation, causation. or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft ~. 


noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

i 	 1 health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 	 ! 

Science? Why is Port underway. include 	 assessment of the results of critical I
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

I 
I 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the \\I the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. Ithe State of Washington mitigation study 
(~ , 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 	 i 
II Tac Airport? Commerce. j 

! Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment IAre you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from I 


Iscientific studies relating human harm from 	 noise from overnight flights. Ito impacts from ovemight overnight flight 
( flights noise? noise. 
! Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical j Please include a complete study of the
IRunway Use. How will statements, 3rd i unique human health and r ]
I Port separately assess Runway now full- Ienvironmental impacts from the ~y".::l
! the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over . 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the iI 

Runway? 	 3rd Runway. I 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of i I 

IWrong? How are you i inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts ! 
accounting for the impact 1398.910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that l 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. I, 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits I 

I 

1 ,.,!Are you studying the refused to join calls Ito human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if ( Df(C.~~ 


I 

airport? airport now. I	growth is more fairly distributed Ithroughout the entire region. t 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting SepteJriber 2.8th 20.18.... 7/' 

i' (:>.c" \ . .. p . .....\.. / //.0, f;~/ ~r:L
Name:,1. (\'(I\\{( \~ ,""5 \7JC~ Signatu e:4-f/i/.+. ~~ c~{ 

_ ('y <:-. I ' 12-.c • ~ 	 / . 
Address: 1L-{ ~ ;; ?- l/r. c,,r,, Iq ~ 


b-e S &<\.1, 0 . r' e'3 i • b .~. 

E-mail: . J.e l'\uJ re,,' c'I(J r(l?,yrCA. ')1: 1'.i2... !

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAtvlP Public Comments; bennelt@comcast.net 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Thursday, September 27,20182:37:52 PM 
Attachments: ScoDing Comment Elizabeth Bennel.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Elizabeth Bemlel of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding these comments on behalf of the Ms. Bermel be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request.· Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 

I Port intend to study the 
I human health and 
Ienvironmental impacts of 
I the 97,000 new flights 
, already added in last four i 

ears? 
I Why No Study of Your 
I Own Long-Term Plan?
IWhy not study of the 
, human health and 
Ienvironmental impacts of 
r the Long-Term Vision 

antiCipated to begin when 
• capacity is reached in 
I 2027?
IAdequate Geography? 
I Will Port study unique 
i human health and 

environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in aI/ of the six 
south-end airport 
neiohbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

I 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase Iraised annual 
'I overflight total from 
316,000 to 

1413,000. 
/' 


I	growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 

I potential harms 
Ifrom aircraft noise 
I and emissions. 

I 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
, of the human health and environmental 

Iimpacts. including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 

I 97,000 aircraft overflight operations ;'
Igrowth from the last four years. [tt~1) 

Please include a complete assessment 
I of the human health and environmental 
I impacts resulting from additional 

I' 

. ,

Iaircraft overflight operations for the I l~\fJ 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision JI 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans . 
 I 

i 
Please include a complete study of all I 
of the human health and environmental I 

;~.~"limpacts for all of Des Moines. Federal v v' I 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

Ioverflights, from 2013-present; for the INear-Term Projects; and for Long I 
ITerm Projects. 


Please include all stUdies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 
 t\\Dextent such studies explore. find. 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 
 ! 
health or the environment. i i 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
 ~l/V~~ 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment I 
Are you studying the risk of harm to i of the unique human health impacts ; \ ,M I

{ 	 I \\ij Iunique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and \JI	noise on elderly citizens Ichildren from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

I 
to impacts from overnight 

! fliqhts noise? 
overnight flight 
noise. : 

Unique - Full Time 3rc! Despite historical , Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 

statements, 3rd 

Runway now full
' unique human health and 

environmental impacts from the t>:'\ t~~ ,~-
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 

To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections. please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 

I, ' 
i (~~9 

if your estimates of 
qrowth are too low? 

2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 

exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. I 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits I 
I 

Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 

I airport? 

refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 

iw0 
I throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018.

1£ j.'7,. "'). ,-',1, ,'/-f" if' - .';Name: 	 . . Signature:. <fA!>fLAk iJ" /!L jj r/H ILx-L/i 

a '(''II ,1',; .' /. IV il.l .' /7 Of 'f' 
Address: ;< 45"'D I / -:- "'t{(!t' ~ce J/es i/61/)E~1 lVti /1; -1'5"'Iv) 

E-mail: her-tne /frg' Ct'I)7Cd-)t Ih.:--rj-

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; tiuberg2001@yahoo.com 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Thursday, September 27,20182:17:18 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Terri Juberg.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Terri Juberg of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding these comments on behalf of the Mrs. Juberg be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request: Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

IWhy No Study of 
What's Already 

I Happened? How does 
I Port intend to study the 
I human health and Ienvironmental impacts of 
, the 97,000 new flights 
I already added in last four 
I years? 
I Why No Study of Your 

Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-T enn Vision 
anticipated to begin when 

I capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

!Four-year increase 
I raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
sayslongtenn 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential hanns. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Nonnandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential hanns 
from aircraft noise 

Iand emiSsions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 


iit!)growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment ,i 

of the human health and environmental I 

impacts resulting from additional 
 ;j-f
aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


i 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Nonnandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
 iii 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

i 


Tenn Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 
 :;0
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 

/ 

health or the environment. I 



r 28th 2018. 

Signature: --"A;"",,=,:,,--;~'-""'---r---+..;' 

• 


Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical i 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway I 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the fI 9
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. I 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

T ac Airport? Commerce. I 


Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 
 Vi
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from I noise from overnight flights. 
 Iito impacts from ovemight overnight flight 


I 
flights noise? noise. I /


I Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical i Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will I statements, 3rd unique human health and ~ 

Port separately assess Runway now full-	 environmental impacts from the . 

the impacts of the full- time. 	 exponential increase in overflights over I 


neighborhoods beneath and near the 

3rd Runwa . ' 


. time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa ? 
. What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 


Projections Are , Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you Iinaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 


rowth are too low? 413,000 now. 0 erations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has I Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls Ito human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. I growth is more fairly distributed 


! throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Septe 

Name:;;f""r " J ube4~ '87l, 
Address: ~O I 5.," u~ Cftfl98' 
~m t:" /"}e.5~ vr,J/7 

E-mail: -rJube...r~CJO/e!~tXJ 'C:t?1Yl 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

i 
I 

! 

! 

I 

I 
, 
! 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; oomark@gmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Tuesday, September 25, 20184:39:28 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment 0 Mark.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 


Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. OP Mark of Des Moines, Wa, 


regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 


Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 


of filing. 


We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 


Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 


Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Mark be deemed unacceptable, please 


reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 


Kind Regards, 


Quiet Skies Puget Sound 


Team Member 




The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

i already added in last four 
I ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
vvny nOt sludy of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 

I capacity is reached in 
!2027? 
I Adequate Geography? 

WHI Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in alf of the six 
south-end ai rport 
neiQhbor cities? 

IUse Current Science? 

Istudies from around 
Will Port reviewal/ 

world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 

, overflight total from 
316.000 to 

413,000. 


SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 

i own consultant 
I 

says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 

: committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

, Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental I 

INITIAL 


impacts resuiting from additional I 
aircraft overflight operations for the ' / 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth " 
plans. 

I 
Please include a complete study of all I 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ,KI 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 'i 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



f Wait For Pending New I Regional studies I Please include a review and 
, Science? Why is Port i underway, include I assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ' ultra-fine particle ! Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of I study from UW and Ibefore proceeding with the 
the pending studies in Ithe airport environmental review for the SAMP, 
the State of \Vashington IT'itigation study 1 

I directly relating to Sea- I from Department of I 
: Tac Airpcrl:? \ Commerce. , 
I Sensitive pcp<..lations? ,Studies have found . Please include a complete assessment 
! Are you stucJ!r;; the Irisk of harm to i of the unique human health impacts 
I unique impa:::;ts)f a:rcraft . elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
: noise on citizens ,: chi,dren fr?m children. 

and chl'.!d~.Ar"'. .I. - a'r~'afti ",i ,inOise 
IWhat AbeLL Overnight Studies have IPlease include a complete scientific 

I 
Flights? W; ::lorl: coliect cO:lcluded i study review and assessment of the 

I and assess Q;obaf increased risk of Iunique human health impacts from 
scientific sk.,es relating hJr.lan harm from I noise from overnight flights. 

Ito impacts f 'om overnight ovemight f!ight 
Iflights no;se~. i noise. 
; Unique· Ft..l 7ime 3rd , Despite historical . Please include a complete study of the
IRunway L:s:::• ...:..ow will I statements. 3rd Iunique human health and 
i Port sepa~a~2·i assess : Runway now full- I environmental impacts from the 

fIthe lmpec:s --;-I':'"'e full- !time. I exponential increase in overflights over I \(, tl'me usa" "'0 't,.,.=. ~rd 
fI .~~ v. "'y v Ineighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? I 3rd Runway. iI
i 

What ifYc_," l SAMP Executive. I To determine the risks of error in Port ! 
I ProjecticflsAre . Su:nmary , projections, please include a study of I' 

, Wrong? '-JON a.e you inaccurate; est. ! the h~alth and e~vironmental ,impacts 
,: account:·~g. :he impact 398,910 flights by i from Increased aircraft operations that i 

if your estirrates of 201 9; we are at ! exceed estimated Near Term I 
rowth a,-e.-,o low? , 413,000 now. ' 0 erations. ' 


Region2' t.. ;;crt Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you s:~'::ji:~~ the Irefused to join calls i to human health and the environment 

benefits 'egio.'1al If:y siting a regional : in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? . airport now. Igrowth is more fairly distributed 


I throughout the entire region. 

Please ;,":clude the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
en',i:-0l"i.nental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: 

ifi 

I 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; seattleDaula@comcast.net 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Tuesday, September 25,20184:33:11 PM 
Attachments: Scoping COmment Paula McDonald.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Paula McDonald of Burien, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. McDonald be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INmAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and ~ 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~t 
environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental impacts of study is "key.- But Port's post-SAMP Long Tenn Vision Vrf-V 
the Long-Term VISion Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 1 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal '\ 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the t'

~ 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 



--

-


Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical J 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study ¥directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment /'--"


'~ Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts " !
~/unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 


noise on elderly citizens children from children. \ 

and children? aircraft noise. \ 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the ../ 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 
 r-
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the VRunway Use. How will statements,3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the '1r-J 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights ove",<J"time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. \ 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of ;r-~/ 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment .~y
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed Ithroughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have Initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environ~al review. Deadllr; for commenti~~ Sep~~th 201So i, ~ 

c 

Name: J-;Y+t'lJ~ jGl~Dr~ature~£Jn4J'~. 
Address: /2 (P 'it) iNA ~£__ SD~7t,;rtc1Jt 'is- /U 
E-rnail:~~i£:A TTl~.£'fJ4vLA (1~~. ,4-:';1. /) d-
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Publjc Comments; missvickyh@gmail.com 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Tuesday, September 25, 20184:06:25 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Vicky Hartley.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Vicky Hartley of Burien, Wa, regarding 

the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 

website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Hartley be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

IWhy No Study of 
! What's Already
IHappened? How does 
. Port intend to study the 
I human health and 
i environmental impacts ofI	the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 
I	years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 

, capacity is reached in 
i 2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 

I Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four.year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

I 
I
I 

ISAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key.' But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 

, The Port has not 
i committed to study 

all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

I and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations \~~ 
growth from the last four years. \. 

, 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP long Term Vision \~projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines. Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft I~ 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or :# 
other potentia/linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



I Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 	 I
I	Science? Why is Port underway, include assessm~nt of. the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. \~

\; 
I, 
I 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

T ac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found 	 Please include a complete assessment 

i Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. vdk 
and children? aircraft noise. i 
What About Overnight ! Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

I

Flights?. Will Port coliect Iconcluded I study revl~w and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating Ihuman harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the I 


I 

I 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and I ~ 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the . '. 
the impacts of the full- i time. exponential increase in overflights over I~~ 

time usage of the 3rd I neighborhoods beneath and near the I 


Runway? 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact i 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
 ~~ if your estimates of 12019; we are at 	 exceed estimated Near Term 

! 
Igrowth are too low? 413,000 now. 	 Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? I The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
I Are you studying the I refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
. benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 1$

I 

airport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 


I 

II 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@porlseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@porlseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; hightrailrider@gmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Seoping 
Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 2:04:46 PM 
Attachments: Seoping Comment William Vogal.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. William R. Vogel of Burien, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Vogel be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human heatth and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-T erm Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiahbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT seOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
raised annual of the human health and environmental 
overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. Wff! 
SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

saYSlong~ aircraft overflight operations for the 
study is "k Port's post-8AMP Long Term Vision Wff!Port's will t 
studying total 
growth plans for 
Potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
wor1d now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


I	Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, Wff!and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (wor1dwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 
 {).J~f!association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 




Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 	 ! 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. lNRrI 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tae Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and {).!(.rI
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 	 {).!(.rI 
fliahts noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rt! Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3m unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. 	 exponential increase in overflights over {).!(.f/
time usage of the 3m 	 neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 	 3m Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary , prOjections. please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. , the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by 	 Ifrom increased aircraft operations that {).!(.rI
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. 	 I Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if lNgri
airport? airport now. 	 I growth is more fairly distributed 

I throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
envirorunental review. Deadline for commenting Seplamber ::w. 
Name: William R Vogel Signature: WRU~ 
Address: 1252 South 115th Street 	Burien Wa 98168-2150 

E-mail: hightrailrider@gmail.com 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
mailto:hightrailrider@gmail.com


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; bsco7tsmith@yahoo.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 2:02:46 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Barry SMith.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Barry Smith of Seatac, Wa, regarding 

the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 

website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 6 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Smith be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



.------ -----

IWait For Pending New I Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3nt Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

I Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
, accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

Ibenefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

i throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting ptem r 28th 2018. 

Name: 'E>AP-fZ-Y SMITH 

Address: UD3 r; Bf'tt /r:Vf- 5 ~ 
50A I~'I/tt' 'fBI!' 


E-mail: ~5C07(5MITl/ e. YIt'H()O &tJM 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

1;> 


]5 


BS 


~5 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 

I human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 

i overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

I -

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment Iof the human health and environmental 

impacts. including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 'BS
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft -g S 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. . 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 

I extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP pyblic Comments: dougkimo@mac com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 11:25:38 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Kim Douglas pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Kimo Douglas of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Kimo Douglas be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP seoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If yqu want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
'seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I	Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
i Own Long-Term Plan? 
, Why not study of the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

, anticipated to begin when 
!capacity is reached in 
: 20277 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental Impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 

. south-end airport 

. nei hbor cities? 
i Use Current Science? 
, Will Port review all 

studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

I Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 

1 413,000. 
I 
I 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 

. study is "key.» But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

tentisl harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des MOines. 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac . 

I Studies around the 
I world now exist on 
, harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INmAL 

IPlease include a complete assessment I 
i of the human health and environmental 
Iimpacts, including from noise and 

I 

i 

IemiSSions, resulting from the additional '9'..... ~ 
; 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

'I'. 

, 
I growth from the last four years. ! 

I 
, Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental i 
impacts resulting from additional i

Iaircraft overflight operations for the ' 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

Iprojects and Century Agenda growth 

Iplans. 

Please include a complete study of ail 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila. Normandy Park. 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 


I	Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation. causation. or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 

I	overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Runwa? 
I What if Your 

• 


Wait For Pending New : Regional studies : Please include a review and i 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical Ii 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway . r 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the I' 1-/
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. -r 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of I 
Tac Air rt? Commerce. I 

! What About Overnight I Studies have i Please include a complete scientific I
IFlights? Will Port collect I concluded i study review and assessment of the I 
I and assess global ! increased risk of ,i unique human health impacts from I ~!/,"~"""
I scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. ,
I to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

I 

: f1i hts noise? noise. 
t- Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical I Please include a complete study of theIRunway Use. How will statements. 3rd j' unique human health and i 
! Port separately assess Runway now full- ! environmental impacts from the ! 
i the impacts of the full- time. Iexponential increase in overflights over I 
; time usage of the 3rd , neighborhoods beneath and near the /(;: 

3rd Runwa . I 
SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in PortIProjections Are Summary projecttons, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations thatI 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at i exceed estimated Near Term 

rowth are too low? 413000 now. i 0 rations. 


Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
II 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional 1 in the six airport neighbor cities if 
Iairport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

• throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting septem~th 2018. 

Name: '(.\ _!\ I"'. (,\" ,I •., Signature: ~,;y~
•"u U'JV"~ iA ') .r /' 

Address: 'l-\6'S1 \'\¥\ ~·JLS_. Q~1't\c. lIe.) \l\~ C\q,\ \/\~ 
\ 

E-mail: J. q '-.1.,\~ \ f/\O ~ t\\ \J£. L()fr\ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; ashleyn.baker@gmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 11:08:27 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Ashley Baker.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Ashley Baker of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Baker be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to a" in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 
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The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for eaeh question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

! Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port Intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six INormandy Park, 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight tota! from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

tential harms. 
,The Port has notI	committed to study 

all of Des Moines, 
i Federal Way, 
i Burien, Tukwila. 

: south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 

; Will Port review alf 
! studies from around 
I world relating to human 

health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
wond now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 
of the human health and environmental i 
impacts, including from noise and 11.1 
emissions, resulting from the additional I~\'.'I97,000 aircraft overflight operations 1'- \ . 

1 growth from the last four years. I" 

I 	 I
i 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental ~/} 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

. Way, Burien. Tukwila, Normandy Park. 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Pro'eels. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, ~ 

suggest. or hypothesize any Iassociation, correlation, causation, or . , 

, other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 
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Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Ai ort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 

Iand children? 

I	
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global Iscientific studies relating 

I to impacts from overnight 
fli hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3m 
Runwa? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 

. Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 

I aircraft nOise. 
I Studies have 

concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements. 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

I SAMP Executive. 
. Summary 

inaccurate: est. 
398,910 flights by 

i 2019; we are at 
I 413,000 now. 

The Port has 
I refused to join calls 

for siting a regional 
airport now. 

I 	Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health Impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3mRunwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections. please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o tions. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental r.evi.ew... D.eadline for commenting Septe,.. Y_~ 2018. 

Name: I~ IV1 J3L~ IW Signature: ~V' 
1 

Address: I .::-..jr' 9 i1,y, Ii.e'-LOco ~~-. .rrvt» 
11/- 11 Ie;) I/l 

'i 

E-mail: 1 h( /' ... 
(po.) ~.. 'I' VA I--{j e i~n{A?~.' Cdit1A 

Submit form on ke: r own/add comment$¢: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:r.evi.ew


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; erica.hiilmon@hotmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24,201810:14:47 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Erica Schindler. pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Erica Schindler of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Schindler be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review. for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request.· Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom. and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

f Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
vears? 
Why No Study of Your

IOwn Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 

, human health and 
Ienvironmental impacts of 
i the Long-Term Vision 
!anticipated to begin when Icapacity is reached in 

2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 

: neiQhbor cities? 
I Use Current Science? 
. Will Port review all 

studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

! 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 

1413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long tenn 
study is -key: But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 

! The Port has not 
committed to study 
aD of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

. and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

! 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 
of the human health and environmental I 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include a/l studies (WOrldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 
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Wait For Pending New Regional studies IPlease include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the f(('
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of \ 

Tac Airport? Commerce. j 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment lAre you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and I Vi
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

I 

and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the ~1 Iand assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from ovemight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 
 ~·I 
Unique - Full Time 3M Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements. 3«1 unique human health and l()' \\ I 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the .·1 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the ~! 
Runway? 3rd Runwav. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398.910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that I V 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
arowth are too low? 413000 now. Ooerations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

1 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth Is more fairly distributed ~I 

throuahout the entire reaion. I 
i 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

envIronme~1 reView. ~adline for commenting ~?1f:~ 

Name:tv1CP\ Sck1l h cUe v Signature: ~a 
Address: 1101..\ \1.~ ~S'. \)u tY1\\,';t.1.Wf\ qf'lt>f rt 

E-mail: eYI tc\ . ~·\l\rn()1. V0t11V\4'. ~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:tY1\\,';t.1.Wf


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Commen~; a!!j@alark new 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 10:06:01 PM 
Attachments: Scooing Comment Alii Larkin pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Alii Larkin of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Larkin be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAM? seoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoplng request: Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

i Why No Study of 
, What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 

I
l 

years?
!Why No Study of Your 
: Own Long-Term Plan? 
. Why not study of the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

i anticipated to begin when 
I capacity is reached in 
: 2027? 

Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 

Ifrom aircraft noise and 
, emissions, In all of the six 

south-end airport 
! nei hbor cities?! 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 

I health and environment 
I impacts from aircraft 

noise and pollution?: 

COMMENT 

I Four-year increase I	raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000.' 

I 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 

Iall of Des Moines, 
I Federal Way, 
/' 	 Burien, Tukwila, 

Normandy Park, 
I and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on Iharms and 

i potential harms 
i from aircraft noise Iand emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

i Please include a complete assessment 
II of the human health and environmental 
I impacts, including from noise and 
i emissions. resulting from the additional 
" 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
i growth from the last four years. 

j

I
IPlease include a complete assessment 
!of the human health and environmental 
i impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
Impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila. Normandy Park, 

i 	and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro ects, 
Please include a/l studies (worldwide) 

I from at least the last ten years, to the 
I extent such studies explore, find, 
' suggest, or hypothesize any 
Ii association, correlation. causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 
: overflights and impacts on human 

INITIAL 

Ii 

i 
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Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 

IWhat About OvernightI	Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from ovemight 
fliahts noise? 
Unique· Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-

I time usage of the 3m 

i Runway? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 

I benefits of a regional 
Iairport? 

Regional studies 
underway, Include 
ultra fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 

-

II Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

-

Studies have found . Please include a complete assessment 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 

! children from 
I aircraft noise. IStudies have 
,concluded 
I increased risk ofIhuman harm from 

overnight flight 
I noise. 

I~:~::~~!~~~~I 

IRunway now full-

time. 
.I 

The Port has 
refused to join calls 

I	of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 

i exponential increase in overflights over 
Ineighborhoods beneath and near the 
13m Runway. 

Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 

for siting a regional I In the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throu hout the entire re ion. 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28tt1 2018. 

Name: 	 Signature:A["L~ l--A~\..t\1 ~~;M..j 
Address: ~ Ltt. :5 7 7"C1A; f\.'\l e ?D t*~tD ge? HOI I\S ~.$( W A; 

E-mail: 0{lLte:.a.lCitf.-k.lll.-e..""-t 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; badgerwest@comcast.net 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24,20189:59:08 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment patrick Smith.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Patrick Smith of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Smith be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a relatad sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase i Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual Iof the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts. including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to ! emissions, resulting from the additional ~ \ 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations ! ~ 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 


i already added in last four I 
years? 

. Why No Study of Your I SAMP Executive • Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's , of the human health and environmental Ii 'I 

Why not s u t dyof the own consultant ' . If from a I lonalIi Impacts resu, :og ddT 
human health and says long term : aircraft overflight operations for the !1f)f\~ 

i 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But i Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision I 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth i
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. i 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines. impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal " 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien. Tukwila. Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ~.~ 


i .emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the t 

south..end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
; 


neighbor cities? Term Projects. I 

Use Current Science? Studies around the IPlease include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around harms and Iextent such studies explore, find. 
 l.J.) I 
world relating to human potential harms Isuggest, or hypothesize any i 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or i 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. Iother potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? Ioverflights and impacts on human 

i health or the environment. i 



IWait For Pending New 
I Science? Why :5 Port 
I proceeding withOut 
i waiting for the results of 
~ the pending studies in I the State 'IVc3hington 
i directly rela:"":g ~c Sea-
I Tae Air"'c-'.:? 

Sensitive p;:;pulations? 
I Are you s:~.rI; the 

unique irnpa~:E of aircraft 
noise on s :itizens 
and chi!cken? 
What Abo ~ 0\ 3rnight 
Flights? \IV ::JOr! collect 
and asses:; 
scientific s=ct::;es relating 

! to impacts .t'cm overnight 
i fli hts ncse'"
IUnique· -:-:me 3rd 

IRunway~'.;s.. -:~:::ill 
, Port sepe.. .';,_ "'::i::'~ss 
I th~ impa~:s ~: :08 .u:l


time usaQ:;; .~: ne 3'~ 


Runway? 

What ifY.: . 

Projectk (;~ 


Wrong? -;: 2,2; YOu 

accoun::;:; :cr :ne impact 

if your estir- ates of 


rowth a'"E:: :::'0 lOW? 

Regionzi f: :tjJ:: 11 Now? 
Are you s • ...i'-' /:-9 the 
benefits -e~:onal 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-f:ne particle 
study from UW and 

\ the ai rport 
mitgation study

I~om Department of I' 

I vO::lmerce. 
IStudies have found 
I risk of harm to 
Ielderly citizens and 
I children from 
aircraft noise. 
Stdies have 

! cO:1cluded
Iinc;;:;ased risk of 
,'human harm from 
I ove~r:ight flight 
neise. 
Despite historical 
state,llents, 3rd 

R..l,-,.tay now full-

I 

The Port has 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tae Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment I 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

I 
i Please include a complete scientific 


study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 


I noise from overnight flights. 

I 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 

I neighborhoods beneath and near the 
I3rd Runway. 

I Please include a study of the benefits 
re~used to join calls , to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional I in the six airport neighbor cities if 

I airport now. I' growth is more fai~ly dist~buted 
I , throJghout the entIre region. 

I
aOi n
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
en\I!,.ofh'11entat review. Deadline for commenting September 2~ 20l: .til ___ 

Na'(:e r-n., c..k j) S/?], f h Signature: ~~1~ 
Acaraas. r/6 ~ /llN/~~ H)~ i1~~ / h/.r,,; j1/~ irll 9~tlJ3 

E-mail: ~(,( ljerJ,,1/(:>s Ie c t7/n,~,fft I? ei 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@partseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@partseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; tinkedill@vahoo.com 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24,20189:57:16 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Jill Tinker.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Jill Tinker of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Tinker be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

Ianticipated to begin when 
, capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiahbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts frOm aIrcraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

I 
. Four-year increase 

raised annual 
I overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

, 

SAMP Executive ISummary; Port's 
own consultant 
says !ong term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 

i growth plans for 
I potential harms. 
The Port has not 

I committed to study Iall of Des Moines, 
! Federal Way, 
. Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac. 


Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

INITIAL 

I 

I", W,C\'..}

i 

, Please include a complete assessment 
i of the human health and environmental I 
I~~~C!s:,::UI:ti~~ ~,:>~_~:d_~iti~~a!,-

01.,-,.3., vYcrfl.gl" UjoI!;,ouvll::. IVI Llle' I 
I Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~;I! 

',I projects and Century Agenda growth ~ 
!plans. I \J 
, I 

Please include a complete study of all 
! of the human health and environmental 
I impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
I Way, Burien, Tukwila. Normandy Park, 
! and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
! overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
\ Near-Term Projects: and for Long 
. Term Projects. . 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. I 

http:vYcrfl.gl


I 

Wait For Pending New I Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. \:;~ 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
T ac Airport? Commerce. i 

, 
i Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and \) 

, 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
I and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific I 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
 I 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. V~ 
I	to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the I 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the ~ 
the Impacts of the full - time. 	 exponential Increase In overflights over I 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runwa ? 3rd Runwa . 

What if Your SAMP Executive. ITo determine the risks of error in Port 

PrOjections Are Summary i projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. ·the health and environmental impacts I, accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

rowth are too low? 413,000 now. o erations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: -::sl\\\\"'~~) '(- Signature: 1.tQ.1V~ 
Address: C:\ \.\,0 S ~,. V \. ~\\-\. t\ <::;. ~ 

f'" J~~c,....JL ~~ Gv '1\ ~~~ 
E-mail: L.' \,-. • '\\0 ~:x...t ,,~r "Yv' \"'-_-' \ \1\ K Q \C'') \ _' ~ _.v-. <.' v '-....-(; ''\ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; andrewmwood@aol.com 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24,20189:54:12 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Andrew Wood.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Andrew Wood of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Wood be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four .. 
 cl0.
years? I 

i 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include 'a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key: But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
 (~
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacrryisreachedin growth plans for 

2027? potential harms. 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the , 
~Isouth-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

I 

neiQhbor cities? Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around harms and extent sueh studies explore, find, 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 

\ 


health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft ~ 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of ~ Tac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and {\ 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 
 i~ 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from ovemight overnight flight ~ fliQhts noise? noise. I 
Unique - Full Time 3M Despite historical Please include a complete study of the I
Runway Use. How will statements, 3m unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over ~ time usage of the 3m neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port : 
Projections Are Summary projections. please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398.910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that I 

I 
Iif your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term ~ 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed dw 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental review. Deadline for commenting ,::ber:"20~ 
Name:M~~~ Signature~ c,j ,,/ 

Address: ~R ~2e4 flc« c..t... t F~o.O vJ~ I ~A; '1~ 

E-mail: ~~~ <2..- ..u:.\. ~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; scottstevson@me.com 
Subject: SAMP Publie Comment on Seoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20186:20:36 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Stevson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. David Scott Stevson of Burien, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Stevson be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97.000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions. in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 

I Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316.000 to 

413,000. 


I 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key.n But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park. 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

i 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 


i emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include all studies (worldwide) i 
from at least the last ten years, to the _ ~A 
extent such studies explore. find, ~7 . 
suggest, or hypothesize any "..f"f . 

association, correlation, causation. or I 
other potential linkage between aircraft i 

overflights and impacts on human I 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New I Regional studies Please include a review and I 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical I 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle i Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 1v~ 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. I 	 i 

: Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft Ielderly citizens and Ifrom noise on elderly citizens and - p//'"

.....
noise on elderly citizens Ichildren from I children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight IStudies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from i 

i 	 IsCi.entific studies relati~g human harm from noise from ovemight flights. Jr~//'
to Impacts from overmght overnight fhght 
fli hts noise? noise. 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements. 3rd unique human health and I 


Runway now full	 environmental impacts from the 'tt>~ 
time. 	 exponential increase in overflights oven / 

neighborhoods beneath and near the I 
3rd Runwa . 

SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Summary " projections, please include a study of 
inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that I 

2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
413,000 now. 0 erations. 
The Port has ! Please include a study of the benefits 
refused to join calls : to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional I in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. I growth is more fairly distributed 

I throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the S/~MP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 2~j1,.,s:/, 

/' / ..,',' 

Name: ·~/'vt. 5'-rlt S~v' .50..- Signature::('~...6~~ 

Address: ?It)() -5 (..J rfct-\"" 4t
:;'-'..y ;t-Y'- v->.a. q )' l 4 I( 


E-mail: S LA>tt $1-<i!:.v50..... e- f""l e. eo vV' 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle,org 

I 

Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa ? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

~~ 



From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; Anne Kroeker 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Seoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20186:18:21 PM 
Attachments: Seoping Comment Kroeker.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Anne Kroeker of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Kroeker be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



I 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP seoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

IWhy No Study of 
i What's Already
IHappened? How does 

Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

I already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

I 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 
 O:K,
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 
 {IrK
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
 r;y(: 

~and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 


I
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 
 /,/"'/~I suggest, or hypothesize any '"I: ~/\ 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



p. 

• 

Wait For Pending New Regional studies I Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
 I 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

\~ 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of I 
T ac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

(+' 

(/K 
1 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and I, , r", 
-noise on elderly citizens I children from children. 


and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded , study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of I unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from Inoise from overnight flights. U0~ 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. I 

, 
i 


Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the ! 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and i ~ ! 

Port separately assess IRunway now full- environmental impacts from the II"ivK . 


! the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over - I 

! time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the i I 

I Runway? 3rd Runway. 

I What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

i Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts arK! 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 


Ij¥owth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment Ie.:/(benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


1throughout the entire region. I 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: A(1,1e /(rOe.);eF a.,,k ~~-&/f •Signature: 

Address: ? ·lfls-/!J;!iAv~ -f tJ,'S /1blj~,( 
, I 

//C) /1/·-1 / / 
E-mail: 0 ,'7e/« <.) {£:,.':> A v C'CJI'J? 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; dedennis@pacbell.net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 5:53:32 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Dennis Debra.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Deborah Dennis of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Dennis be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"sceping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 

Why No Study of Four-year increase 
What's Already 'I raised annual 
Happened? How does overflight total from 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to I 

human health and 413,000. 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

, already added in last four I 
! years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 

I Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

i 
! SAMP Executive 
ISummary; Pert's 
' own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Pert's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 

,The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

Iand emissions. 

i 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment i 

of the human health and environmental I 
I limpacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

I Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro'ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 
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,Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
 I 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceedi ng with the 
 I{j\the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

I _ 


the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 1, 

; 


Tac Airport? Commerce. I I 

,

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
 ~ 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port col/ect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
 ~I 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight , 

fliQhts noise? noise. 

Unique· Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 


. Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
i the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over ~iJ ~Itime usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 


Runway? 3rd Runway. i 
i 


What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port i 

I Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of
IWrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts Iaccounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that ~ if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 


growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations.

I	Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refu~~d to join.calls I~o hum~n ~ealth an.d the en.~iro~ment 
benefits of a regional for sitIng a regional In the SIX airport neighbor CIties If 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

Name: ~~~ ~L> 

Address: \ ~C~ \ b~ .pVt. ~ ~I@"J L1J~ Or ~ \i ~ 
E-mail: d.:S~<?~'(\'"\ ~@ ~)..C-~t;L\.\ • \'\~~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

, 

I 

Deadline for commenting September 28th 18. 

Signature. ~..a..I:::~~~~~~~p"r' 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; hsslaw@me.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 5:51:29 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Steinmetz. pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Harry Steinmetz of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Steinmetz be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all 

in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiahbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 

I impacts from aircraft 
Inoise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 

i committed to study 
, all of Des Moines, 

Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

I 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment !of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 
 /I~
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 


I plans. 

I 

Please include a complete study of all , 

of the human health and environmental : 

impacts for all of Des MOines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 




i Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
 /V.55
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- i from Department of 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and //~ 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have I Please include a complete scientific 


I 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded i study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 11.5:? 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
fljghts noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical IPlease include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 117the Impacts of the full

I 
exponential Increase In overflights over Itime. 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the ' 

Runwa ? 3rd Runwa . 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of
I 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts II??accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 


rowth are too low? 1413,000 now. o erations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

I Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
I benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if Iliff 
I airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed II I throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental reVie'::. Deadline for co~menting S~Ptember ~~. 

Name:/J/f/f~>- ~FQ#?~ rz Signature: if 
Address;!1';.5. Z!fi<ff~rL/tJ~5/11<?/.Y'7 4J1f /. // 

E-mail:/i$.£A#.I!2-JII.f .674/ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

! 

i 
I 

I 

: 

i 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 

To: SAMP Public Comments; jsiburq@hotmail.com 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20185:02:17 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Siburg Jim.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Jim Siburg of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Siburg be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

IWhy No Study of 
: What's Already 
, Happened? How does 

Port intend to study the 
human health and I	environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

I already added in last four 

~ears? 
Why No Study of Your 

Own Long-Term Plan? 


I 

. Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts ofI	the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 

Summary; Port's 

own consultant 


! says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 

of the human health and environmental . 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 
 ., 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 

; 

I 	 ! 
:IPlease include a complete assessment 

. of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 

\ 	 (aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision i 

Iprojects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

i 

I Please include a complete study of all 
t of the human health and environmental 

'" :impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. I 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 
 ~;
suggest, or hypothesize any j
association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 


I	overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



I Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 

I proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 

, directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 

I unique impacts of aircraft 
I noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwav? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

I SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

I Please include a review and 
: assessment of the results of critical 
I Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 

environmental review for the SAMP. 


Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


, 

• Please include a complete study of the 
! unique human health and 
Ienvironmental impacts from the 
i exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwav. 
To determine the risks of error in PortIprojections, please include a study of 

I 	the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

:;: ~ 

I 

I 

'll . 

" ''', 

\ 

(" 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: ""f""i", t/V\ ..:. ~ r ... Signature: --"';....,..==-.'"--__•. _'t'_-_~-+-_-
-...j " " J \ U'v" "-J -'"'~ , 

C ~ 	

~ ;:'6Address: ':...0 \ 
1 

E-mail:j S \ b f ," ~ 0-+ r(1 C.j I , • 

Submit form on your own~dd comments at: SAMP@portst:;;?t,e.org 

http:SAMP@portst:;;?t,e.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; jhs253@comcast.net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20184:58:44 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Schneider. pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. John Schneider of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways offiling. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Schneider be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all 

in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP seoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

i already added in last four 
I~ears?
IWhy No Study of Your 
, Own Long-Term Plan? 
i Why not study of the 
Ihuman health and 

environmental impacts of 
! the Long-Term Vision 
IantiCipated to begin when 
I capacity is reached in 
i 2027? 
I Adequate Geography? 
: Will Port study unique 
i human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiahbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 

I studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

I noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

ISAMP Executive 
ISummary; Port's 

own consultant 
. says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
I 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

I 
! 
: 
I 	Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision· 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

i Term Projects. 
I Please include all studies (worldwide) 
I from at least the last ten years, to the 
' extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest. or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 

I
I other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 
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IWait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and I 
I Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical I 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway J' 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the ~, II 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. . ; // 

the State of Washington mitigation study ,¥ 


directly relating to Sea from Department of &1 


Tac Airport? Commerce. 
 i 
Sensitive populatio.ns? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment I 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I -, 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and / 


, noise on elderly citizens children from children. ~,.:i'/:<

I and children? aircraft noise. 

, What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
 I 
, Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the ,i ,and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from I 


scientific studies relating human harm from ! noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements,3rd i unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 

the impacts of the full- , time. exponential increase in overflights over 


I time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runwav. ,r	What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28~018. 

Name: -::- ~ , ~v' Signature: _>'4c-.:...I1'..:...y.:::.!"p)'---.:.r1..:..i,,-/~:;.~_(_·;_·~_·;:....;',"_':i--",-':, 

V?' i"" 1 <"' "....Address: .J bOt ~' n 1/..... , If. W, 
E-mail: 

J 
\ k 'S 'WI ,t>,e1 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseatt/e.org 

http:SAMP@portseatt/e.org
http:populatio.ns


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments: polishpc@ao!.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20184:26:08 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Cheslock.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Pauline Cheslock of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Cheslock be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all 

in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase IPlease include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised annual , of the human health and environmental ft!!/ ! 

Happened? How does overflight total from ! impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 

, already added in last four 
I years? i 
IWhy No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment l 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental f'V" 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 


I,capacity is reached in growth plans for 

2027? potential harms. 

Adequate Geography? ! The Port has not Please include a complete study of aI/ 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental pt
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neiahbor cities? I Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the I Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all Iworld now exist on I from at least the last ten years, to the r 

studies from around harms and ' extent such studies explore, find, 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? ~ overflights and impacts on human 


I 
I I health or the environment. 



!Wait For Pending New Regional studies I Please include a review and 
i Science? Why is Port underway, include I assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

T ac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded I study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from Iscientific studies relating human harm from ! noise from overnight flights. 

Ito impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise.

IUnique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical 
I 

Please include a complete study of theIRunway Use. How will statements, 3rd i unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- Ienvironmental impacts from the 

. the impacts of the full- ,I time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd Ineighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runwav? 3rd Runwav. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

jf your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Ooerations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name:IPiu(,/~e. c..H[...£(...oCf<: Signature: ~~ 
~ 1"-. ~. L>i:S /i7o/p £.5, W 17 9~1 f i" 

Address: :;,. 7 i~' - la - /"k'T £.., u 

E-mail: 1'0iJsfc..,,(!" & a..I. ~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 
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From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; polishpc@aol.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20184:26:08 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Cheslock. pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Pauline Cheslock of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Cheslock be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all 

in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of I Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already Iraised annual of the human health and environmental f~ 


Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the I 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 

years? 
 , 

!IWhy No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? ISummary; Port's of the human health and environmental f'l/

Why not study of the I own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key.» But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for i 

2027? potential harms. I 

Adequate Geography? I The Port has not IPlease include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental ~ 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emiSSions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? i Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the i Please include all studies (worldwide) 
 rI Will Port review all world now exist on I from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. . other potential linkage between aircraft . 

noise and pollution? . overflights and impacts on human I 


j
I health or the environment. 

I 



f Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 1~Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of criticalIproceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

\ the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. Ithe State of Washington mitigation study 
I directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
, T ac Airport? Commerce. I 
ISensitive populations? Studies have found I Please include a complete assessment ~ : Are you studying the risk of harm to I of the unique human health impacts I	unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and Ifrom noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific t«
Flights? Will Port collect I concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from Iscientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

i to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
i flights noise? noise. 
I Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the ~IRunway Use. How will statements, 3rd Iunique human health and 
: Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 

the impacts of the full- • time. I exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd I neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runwav? I 3rd Runwav. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections. please include a study of ~ 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Ooerations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits P6Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throuqhout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: !;tu.c"pe.. C,Hl..S/.--oC.f.c Signature: ~~ 
~ A__ S. "b~s li7o/p £5, W fl 9<:Ylf'? 

Address: :l- 7 i ~~ - to - J"t7 & 

E-mail: flO iJsfc.. fJl!.- e ~~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public comments; djanedon3@omail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20184:22:24 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Collier.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Diane Collier of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Perthe Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Collier be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
I What's Already 
I Happened? How does 

Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

! 	Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 

I 	Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

I	Four-year increase 
raised annual 

, overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 

Summary; Port's 


lawn consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
I The Port has not 
I committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 

·from aircraft noise I, and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions. resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila. Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 




Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Air ort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

I noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fli hts noise? 
Unique· Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 

! 413,000 now. 
, The Port has 

Please include a review and 

Ii assessment of the results of critical 
. Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

. Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 
 ~ 

I Please include a complete study of the ~ 
I unique human health and 

Ienvironmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over' 

refused to join calls I
I 

to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional . in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. I growth is more fairly distributed 

I I throughout the entire region. 

I neighborhoods beneath and near the 
i3rd Runwa . 
. To determine the risks of error in Port 
I projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 

. from increased aircraft operations that 
l exceed estimated Near Term 
0 erations. 

. Please include a study of the benefits lri2 /1 1 

~ 

! I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SA 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting S em er 8th 18. 

Name: 0, ~(J ~ll(W Signature .../,A.~-=::.c.::::;;~~~~~'P 
Address:&'f,. SZlfe, '!! SJ- ~_~ ~ \0 I tKs iI~ 
E-mail: ~tthe.dOll c3 6) h".,A - 0 • PiJ ~ [Lvf+I 

Submit form on your own/add c~jnts a't:'§jMP~e~tle.org 'I 8'/Yi! 

I 

http:a't:'�jMP~e~tle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; vsamseidel@aol.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20184:17:26 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Sejdel.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Joan Seidel of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Seidel be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

IWhy No Study of 
. What's Already
IHappened? How does IPort intend to study the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
~rs? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316.000 to 
413,000. 

I
, 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 

I	97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

I 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

I and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
: overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
• Term Projects. 

i Please include all studies (worldwide) 

I from at least the last ten years, to the 

; extent such studies explore, find, 


suggest, or hypothesize any 
' association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 

! health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

'I 


I-' 

p 

I 

f I 

I 

I 

~. 


i 



• 


IWait For Pending New 
I Science? Why is Port
' proceeding without Iwaiting for the results of 
I the pending studies in
Ithe State of Washington 
i directly relating to Sea
! Tac Airport? 

Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 

I unique impacts of aircraft 
I noise on elderly citizens 
, and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from ovemight 
flights noise? 
Unique· Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
Qrowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

IRegional studies 
Iunderway, include 
I ultra-fine particle 
I study from UW and 
Ithe airport 

mitigation study 
i from Department of 
I Commerce. 

I 

I 


i, 

I 

I 

I 


, 

i 

Studies have found I Please include a complete assessment 
risk of harm to i of the unique human health impacts I 
elderly citizens and : from noise on elderly citizens and , 
children from 

aircraft noise. 

Studies have 


i concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the--;~/ 
environmental review for the SAMP. I 

refused to join calls Ito human health and the environment 
for siling a regional Iin Ihe six airport neighbor c~ies if 
airport now. growth is more fairly distributed I 

I 
IthrouQhout the entire region. 

children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 


I noise from overnight flights. 

I 
I 

I Please include a complete study of the 
I unique human health and Ienvironmental impacts from the 

exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwav. I 

To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations.

IPlease include a study of the benefits 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018.. 

.... / /. /~
Name:,)", ftN C,; ,,s IF) I) E''-' Signature: /~"'/7 L /(:/4-<.&<;./ 

Address: ,'1/ ..J . I b '7-) S r; (,"- V 1·). ;;/ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 
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From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; Imeinecke@wesleyhomes.org 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20184:10:56 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Meinecke.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Lisa Meinecke of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Meinecke be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all 

in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

IWhy No Study of 
i 	What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four I 
:iears? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

, emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
stUdies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 

of the human health and environmental 
/'\impacts, including from noise and I 


emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 jJlfrgrowth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth ~ 
plans. 

' Please include a complete study of aI/ 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal '" 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

' and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ~ 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

i Term Projects. 
! Please include all studies (worldwide) 
Ifrom at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 
 R-
overflights and impacts on human 

i health or the environment. 



IWait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
I Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results ofcriticalI	proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
I the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
I the State of Washington mitigation study , (L
Idirectly relating to Sea- from Department of ! 

Tac Airport? 	 Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and Il) 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. I~and children? aircraft noise. 	 i 

IIWhat About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
I Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the i
I and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from i 
i scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. lIto impacts from overnight overnight flight ,I fliohts noise? noise. 

! Unique· Full Time 3rd Despite historical ; Please include a complete study of the 


nI	Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd Iunique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- I environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over ~ time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runwav? 3rd Runwav. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

PrOjections Are Summary I projections. please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. Ithe health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by I from increased aircraft operations that I)y
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 	 I 

iorowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 


I benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
I airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed ! ~ 
I throuohout the entire reoion. I I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above i e scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting S p. mber ~~.~h20~ : 

/ - IiiName: ((J " fJ(C(",// f clCiL Signature: _~~I!::..;.,___";;;""___ 

Address: 11r,. (, r,}t j'!& 1. ZI&~! t£i 
E-mail: Ip11(1.1Nftf~tJ~j1(N~7fl.CI) 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:Ip11(1.1Nftf~tJ~j1(N~7fl.CI


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; gcme@msn.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 3:59:35 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Utigard.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Caryl Utigard of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 1 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Utigard be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 

I Happened? How does 
III Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

I the 97,000 new flights 
' already added in last four 

years? 

Why No Study of Your 

Own Long-Term Plan? 


, Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 

! neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

I 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000 

: 
II 

II SAMP Executive 
; Summary; Port's 
• own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 

! The Port has not 
I 	committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

I 
Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 

. potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
I of the human health and environmental 
I impacts, including from noise and I 
I emissions, resulting from the additional I 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find. 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. I 



i 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 

I	unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 


Runway Use. How will 

Port separately assess 

the Impacts of the full 

I time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa ? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

i Regional studies! Please include a review and 
I underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
I ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
! study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

mitigation study 

from Department of 

Commerce. 


, Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
children from children. 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
concluded study review and assessment of the 
increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical , Please include a complete study of the

I	statements, 3rd unique human health and 
~unway now full- environmental impacts from the 

! time. 	 , exponential Increase In overflights over 
I neighborhoods beneath and near the 
i3rd Runwa . 

SAMP Executive. t To determine the risks of error in Port 
Summary I projections, please include a study of 
inaccurate; est. ' the health and environmental impacts 
398,910 flights by ! from increased aircraft operations that 
2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

1 
413,000 now. 0 erations.i 

The Port has IPlease include a study of the benefits 
refused to join calls to human health and the environment I 

for siting a regional 'in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throu hout the entire re ion. 


I 
II II 

I 

,--' J1 [L 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name:C~I~ j i LA t t~dC.'d Signature: (~K' 71 fl.,~ 

Address: d-'tQ-7 SuJ I '7oi:\ t 

E-mail: cJ C (,) e @::.- I V) 5 I) , C61 r1 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; ntosta@comcast.net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 3:55:29 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Tosta.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Nancy Tosta of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Tosta be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom. and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment I 
! What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
I Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
! Port intend to study the 316,000 to I emissions, resulting from the additional }J\

~Ihuman health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

! the 97,000 new flights 
I already added in last four 
: y-ears?
i Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive I Please include a complete assessment 
I Own long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental i 

! Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the ~fl
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision v 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

: anticipated to begin when studying total . plans. Icapacity is reached in growth plans for 
I 
I 

,2027? potential harms. 
I Adequate GeOgraphy? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all
IWill Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and a/l of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal ~-Ienvironmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~A ~ from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
I	emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? ! Term Proiects. I 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) I 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the i 

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore. find, ~/

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


I health or the environment. 	 I 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 

: Are you studying the 
Iunique impacts of aircraft
Inoise on elderly citizens 

and children? 
rWhat About OvernightIFlights? Will Port collect 

and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights nOise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if YourIProjections Are 

I Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
'fI your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 

, benefits of a regional 
, airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 

! Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive, 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 

I	2019, we are at 
413,000 now. 

i The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway ---{-' 

before proceeding with the rJv
environmental review for the SAMP. 

, 

I 
Please include a complete assessment 1 

i rl. of the unique human h?~lth impacts 
from noise on elderly Citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


I 
IPlease include a complete study of theIunique human health and 

environmental impacts from the 
: exponential increase in overflights over 
, neighborhoods beneath and near the 
I 3rd Runway.
ITo determine the risks of error in Port 
. projections, please include a study of 
: the health and environmental impacts 

, from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estlm ated Near Term 
0 erations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 

i in the six airport neighbor cities if 
I growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion, 

! 

, 

----\ 
~. 

}.i ~ 

I 

if 
~ I 

,~ , 
i 

I 
I 

--1 
! 
I~\ 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: 	 Signature: ___t~~'{T::::-STA 	 f~V-..::c.._·l~G(j-'-/.::...-_l~_"--_ 
/C; 7 ,~). I -. ( ~ - a V I ( /

Address: (:;;'/'.)( rlur~,,-LJ>! ..\..J{pIIe"", Lo lA-jb 

E-mail: ~oz;-bt(2~t~ ~--
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP public Comments; blockact8th@outlook.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Seoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 3:34:52 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Leffler.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Stephanie Leffler of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Leffler be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request: Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of 
! What's Already 

Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 

i Why No Study of Your 
I Own Long-Term Plan?IWhy not study of the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 

I capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique I	human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiohbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

I Four-year increase 
! raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
com m itted to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

I 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations \ 

r 	 t",~.lgrowth from the last four years. .,r'" ~ 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth I

0":Jplans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal l" 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, I 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the S J 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the , 
extent such studies explore, find, I 
suggest, or hypothesize any , ! 

association, correlation, causation, or 'i:\ I 

other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. i 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Air ort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 

Iscientific studies relating 
I to impacts from overnight 
. flights noise? 

Unique - Full Time 3ni 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
PrOjections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 

I 	Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 

I Studies have 
. concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 

1413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the unique human health impacts 

from noise on elderly citizens and i 


tI ~ 
. 

~6children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 

i ....

unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

i 

Please include a complete study of the i 
unique human health and 

I	environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the I 
3rd Runway. . 
To determine the risks of error in Port I 
projections, please include a study of I 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 

! 

exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits i 
to human health and the environment 

in the six airport neighbor cities if I . .\ 


I L,,;I\growth is more fairly distributed 9, 


throughout the entire region. 
') 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting S~tember 28th 2018. 

t I J 

Name: ~ P ',ve h,.z ) I ,"7 t.i/-i (' Signature: it.,,!1.'1k" v<- '7 P!" k='"'-"""1"1 	 .,../'/ H 
) I 'vi 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; max2mm@aol.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 3:28:54 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Maces.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Dorothee Maces of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Maces be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 

I Port intend to study the 
Ihuman health and 
I environmental impacts of 

Ithe 97,000 new flights 
I already added in last four 
: years? 
I Why No Study of Your 
i Own Long-Term Plan? 
I Why not study of the 
I human health and 
I 

I
I environmental impacts of 
I the Long-Term Vision 

anticipated to begin when 
I capacity is reached in 

1 2027? 
, Adequate Geography? 

Will Port study unique 
human health and 

Ifrom aircraft noise and 
environmental impacts 

! emissions, in all of the six 
, south-end airport 

neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review ail 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

I noise and pollution? 
I 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 

1316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federa! Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 

of the human health and environmental I 
impacts, including from noise and ! 

emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional I , 

aircraft overflight operations for the II~\ '. 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision \ \ \ ~ 
projects and Century Agenda growth I \ ') J 

~M. JI 

I 
Please include a complete study of all I 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal ; ~\\ 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, i \ \J\II 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft .'~ 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 1 
Please include all studies (worldwide) I 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, ~~ 
suggest, or hypothesize any ~ \\\A 
association, correlation, causation, or \ \ I'. 

other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

i 



IWait For Pending New Regional studies i Please include a review and I 

; Science? '"Vhy ;s Port underway, Include I assessment of the results of critical i 


I~~~~~di~(t:~t~~~~lts of ~~~~~f~~~~~rt;l:nd i ;::a-~a~r~::~d~n~u~i~~St~~W underway , ~ ,~
I the pending studies in I the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

Il 

\N \
/ 

il 

the State:/ 2shingcon i n::::gation study 


I 
i 

directly ,8Ia::r.9 to Sea- If D f 
i 

i -...j..-/
ron: epartment 0 I 	 I 
! Tac Airpc'? CO:-:'lmerce. , 
ISensitive f:,c; ;>u!ations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment I ~, 
: Are you ~. C i the ris:'. ;)f r.arm to Iof the unique human health impacts : \ ' 
Iun~que ;:s::;f a:rcraft i e,dar:y citizens and fr~m noise on elderly citizens and I \) \. 
: nOise on e c:itizans I ch:,drer, from I children, ' j 
and chi~crer:? ai:craft noise. 


: What AJ:LL. J.ernight St...:Jies have i P;ease include a complete scientific 
i 


II Flights? , ,,::l:;r: collect cO;1cluded study review and assessment of the 
 I 
I 

i
and aSSeE?- 3i ir:::8ased risk of unique human health impacts from 
ISci,entific.s:;_:'es re!~tj~g hJman harm from noise from overnight flights. 
 1~J1iI t~ Impac,c :JtY ove,nlght OV2~1tg.it flight 

I 


, noise,
fll hts:1- sSe " 
• Unique· :: ~'l1e 3rd ' Despite historica! Please include a complete study of the ~ ;\jIRunwc.j; ; ... 5;.;. ;-.ow will slarements, 3rd Iunlqt:e human health and 	 i 
• Port sepe ':'. 3ssess Rt..:nway now full- I environmental impacts from the ~ \ \ i 
, the impa:ts JC the full- t:.-ne. !exponential increase in overflights over \. \ " i 
! time usa:;:;·~ :M e 3rd : neighborhoods beneath and near the I i
IRunwa/) I I3rd Runway, I I i 
, What if Y; : S;;j~p Executive. ' To determine the risks of error in Port I) 
ProjectbL.<.!..re IS...!mrr.ary prOjections, please include a study of ' ~ 
Wrong? . - J ae you I inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts '~ 


I accour.::'", :" ::-,e i'11pact 1398,910 flights by i f:-om increased aircraft operations that \\ \J 

i if your eS::M~.ates of '20'9; we are at i exceed estimated Near Term 

, rowth a';,; _~: lOW? i 4 -: 3,000 now. 0 erations. 

i RegionCl:' .."; .. :1 Now? T:tz ?ort has : Please include a study of the benefits 

I Are yOJ'! ,g the I' refused to join calls I.to, human health and the enviro~ment /' ~.',:, 
benefits <-e,;10nal I for siting a regional I in the six airport neighbor cities If i \

i airport'! I a;eport 'low. I growth is more fairly distributed i I I 

illtn:-o.Jghout the entire region. ! I i 

2,;;;.,;: ;Aclude the fe.:j..Jests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
en. ii.ur.mental revie'w. Dea~line r 28th 2 1 . 

Il~ CL~ Signature: ~=-'~~_=-><.__--" 

for commenting rrtem 

Na m,,:: 	 !) 0-1 \jfit eQ 

- . ,.q' 9-' th fi b ,/


'..!;/~(9'VW f1v~JA:...::..r6:.:iS. v a 

E-ma::: vv" CA. X :z VV\ /V\/t / r'/.... e [ , G D ~~ 
Submit '=arm on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

I' 
' 
~' 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:OV2~1tg.it


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; nye2003ticketexchange@hotmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 3:23:36 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Burn.odf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Malcolm Burn of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Burn be deemed unacceptable, please reply to ali in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
·scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental I 

iHappened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
I 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional I
human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

, environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four r 

years? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
 i 

II Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
Ihuman health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the I 
I environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
Ithe Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
I antiCipated to begin when studying total plans.
Icapacity is reached in growth plans for 

2027? potential harms. 

Adequate Geography? . The Port has not ' Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique !committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal I 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

I 

i , 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport I and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neiohbor cities? Term Projects. I 


Use Current Science? Studies around the I
I 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 
 I
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 

, world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any i 
I

i health and environment from aircraft nOise association, correlation, causation, or 
I impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
Inoise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 



I	Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? I	Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 

I unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fliQhts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
nOise. 
Despite historical 

I statements, 3rdIRunway now full
. time. 

I 
SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has I	refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

I 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment I 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
. study review and assessment of the 
I unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
Iunique human health and 

environmental impacts from the Iexponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3m Runwav. 

ITo determine the risks of error in Port
Iprojections, please include a study of 
I the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits I 

to human health and the environment I 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throuahout the entire region. 

I 

/' 

~ 

~ 

Lu6/~ 


i 

<
I 

~/ 

i 
J 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting ~~~ 

Name: ftA-f&f!11?<L.Q..0 Signatur~,,---
Address: l'd--ol{ S ~~8 T/.....$! ~Srte{AJl5 /AJfJ t~L~~ 
E-mail: .(.H/e. ;)tJo j 7icl(dex~tI4t~€A~_ !z,;l;;,u:i..P ~ ~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public CommentS; istrattonhaven@msn com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Seoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 3:04:06 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Stratton Joyce pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Joyce E. Stratton of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEP A EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 7 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Stratton be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

. Why No Study of Your 
I Own Long-Term Plan? 

Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

, 2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

: Four-year increase 
i raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 

! says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

i 	potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 

Ipotential harms 

I from aircraft noise 

and emissions. 


SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aIrcraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 


I	overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Air ort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

. noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 

I	What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 

I	the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 

to impacts from overnight I overnight flight 
flights noise? 

, Unique - Full Time 3rd

IRunway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 

I the impacts of the full
! time usage of the 3rd 

I Runwav? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 

I airport?
I 

. noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 

. 2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls i to human health and the environment 
for Siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. growth is more fairly distributed (~ 

-.).. WI.~ ........... \ throuQhout the entire region. 
I 

Please include a review and 

assessment of the results of critical 

Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

before proceeding with the 

environmental review for the SAMP. 


Please include a complete assessment 

of the unique human health impacts 

from noise on elderly citizens and 

children. 


Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the i 

unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. , 

I 
, 

iPlease include a complete study of the 
! unique human health and 
I environmental impacts from the 
i exponential increase in overflights over 

II	neighborhoods beneath and near the I
3rd Runwav. , ,

I To determine the risks of error in Port Iprojections, please include a study of 

i 

the health and environmental impacts 

IIfrom increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term IOperations. 

I Please include a study of the benefits 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: J~-'Y(~£ StV'A-.fT~ Signature: (~ I--~ 
i 

Address: 6D7 5; 'Z,{fft{ s't) HIDb/ J)~s m.t'> nes 1Vr1 '}cf-fF-t 
/' 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

I 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:StV'A-.fT


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; nancvlstephan@gmail.com 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20183:01:37 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Stephan.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Nancy Stephan of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Stephan be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Memher 



I 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly I have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included' in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scopingi request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happeli\ed? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 

I Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision I	antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

,2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

I	emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 

I world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

IFour-year increase 
i raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

I and SeaTac. 

I	Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

I and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

! Please include a complete assessment 
I of the human health and environmental 
I impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 

: 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
i growth from the last four years. 

I 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

i 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of~inesl Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila. Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

. Term Proiects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 

i suggest, or hypothesize any 
I association, correlation, causation, or 
: other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 

i health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

1 
i 
I 
I 

'~. 

: 
\ 

I 

Ji::1J 
I 

I 
I 

1 J i~ 

I 
I 
I 

19
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, 

I 
!, 
I 

I, 
I 



IWait For Pending New IRegional studies I Please include a review and 
, Science? Why is Port underway, include i assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without , ultra-fine particle • Sea-Tae Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea from Department of 

Tac Airoort? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment ~ 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts ' , !

I unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and I! .'V . 
I noise onelderl~ citizeD.§_ children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight I Studies have . Please include a complete scientific 


i Flights? Will Port collect , concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
fliQhts noise? noise. 

Unique -full Time 3rd Despite historical I Please include a complete study of the 

Runway USe. How will statements, 3rd I unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- Ienvironmental impacts from the 

the impacts of the full I time. , exponential increase in overflights over 


Itime usage of the 3rd Ineighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runwav? 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398.910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

Qrowth are too low? , 413.000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls I to human health and the environment 
 jiA.,benefits of a regional for siting a regional i in the six airport neighbor cities if Iairport? airport now. • growth is more fairly distributed 

I I throuQhout the entire reQion. I 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in th scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting ber 28th 2Q18..._ 

Signature: -L.~~~~~~~~'" 
Sept 

Name: N~1r1CL/[)fGphof; 
1Address: Cf'15 )5. 11 &;'11 £1:) 1Pfe" 


E-mail: lto.f1~J.{LMef 1m Vi ~ tj(TJ(V I, cc tJ1 

Submit form on 'lour own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; Dana Hollaway 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20182:58:25 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Hollaway.pdf 

--~~----------------~----~~------------------------------------
Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Dana Hollaway of Federal Way, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Hollaway be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
Whafs Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
I raised annual 
. overflight total from 
316,000 to 

413,000. 


SAMP Executive 
i Summary; Port's 
Iown consultant 

says long term 
study is "key. Butn 

Port's will not be 

studying total 

growth plans for 

potential harms. 

The Port has not 


I 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

I 

SeOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment \ 
of the human health and environmental OC/
impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
 I iprojects and Century Agenda growth !
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all . ,\ 

of the human health and environmental 
 Wimpacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 


,\) ..)Wi from at least the last ten years, to the 
if 'extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft ! 

i 

overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. i 



I 

I Wait For Pending New 
• Science? Why is Port 

proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Air ort? 
Sensitive populations? 

I Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fli hts noise? 
U . d",que - Full Time 3r 


Runway Use. How will 

Port separately assess 

the impacts of the full-

time usage of the 3rd 


Runway? 

; What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 

I from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 

, Studies have 
! concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements. 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

I 
I 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

. Please include a review and 
I assessment of the results of critical 

Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 

I from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


i Please include a complete study 0 f the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections. please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

vJ 

IV\ \ 
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I 

!
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental re\View. Deadline for commenting Septem~~r 2~t(;2018. , 

Namel)ANA. t\o\\I\\t! r-y Signatur~QTJ~ \ 

Address: 2...0 20 S't'J 3OLf-rl cr FbP€RAL WAy ufJ\ q 0 l 
\. 1\.1 \ VVN j u(123 . 

\
E-mail: 60\ dO@. \1\.0 I AWAy '1\ 0Me.. Co CV\ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; stevenpedersen@comcast.net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20182:53:34 PM 
Attachments: ScoPing Comment Steve Pedersen. pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Steven Pedersen of Federal Way, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email ofpublic comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Pedersen be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 

· Own Long-Term Plan? 
I 	Why n,* study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts ofIthe Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 

· capacity is reached in 
'2027?
IAdequate Geography? 

Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in ~ of the six 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 

· impacts from aircraft 
Inoise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 

' The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 

(Feeeral WaY. 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

I
i Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, Incluaing from r}9i.se and 
 5;;1' 
ern.i.s.sions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


I 
! Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the c;;1Port's post-SAMP LQng 1em1)Asion 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


; 

Please include a complete study of a/l 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, F~®ral '5/1 

W.;ay, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Proiects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any ~~)/ 

association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 


I 



I Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
! Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle . Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 511 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
 i 

i Tac Aiq;~ort? Commerce. 
I 

I Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
I Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 5.lf'Iunique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
i noise on ~Iderly citizens children from children. .- 
and children'? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific -1 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 7"1'/ I
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from i 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. I 

: Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of theIRunway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
I Port separately assess Runway now full- Ienvironmental impacts from the ~//
j the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
Itime usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? 3rd Runway. 
, What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of ~/I
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact I 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
I 

growth are too low? 413.000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 15/~

airport? airport now. growth is m.Q.mla[bLdi~uted 


throughout the entire region. I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

~ ~ 11 rL;:-Pt;l2s.::~ ~~ / ~//Name: "Sic I/cJV r. Signature: ~ L < ~ 
7' 

Address: "'l.o Spt.,' 21 .~ h;! S rr {::;:;Jt;;~ '- lA-*// ~7f ~ tfo L.:l 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; tcnnusselman@yahoo.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 2:47:20 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Musselman.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Tina Musselman of Federal Way, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Musselman be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 

I	Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

i already added in last four 

I~~~s~o Study of Your 
I Own Long-Term Plan? 
! Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

Ithe Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to ..begin when 

, capacity is reached in 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 

I overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

ISAMP Executive 
I	Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

t 2027? "otential harms. 
Adequate Geography. 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 

. Science? 
Will Port review a/l 

I studies from around 

Iworld relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
F~deral Way, 
aurien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

! Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental I 
impacts resulting from additional i 

INITIAL 


aircraft overflight operations for the ,)"'/ 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ' 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects . 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

i 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 


\ the State of Washington mitigation study ! 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of I I 
Tac Airport? Commerce. I i 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 1

IAre you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I
I 

. unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
I 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. t 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from ! noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical : Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 


! the impacts of the full- time. 	 exponential increase in overflights over 
I time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 


Runwav? 3rd Runwav. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. ITo determine the risks of error in Port 


IProjections Are Summary prOjections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that I"· 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment f 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if Iairport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. I 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the s~ope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting SeptemlSer 28th 2018. 

,6'!r/ 

.. 	 .', 

Submit form on your own/add comrh'~tsl~t:·SAMP@Portseattle.org 

Name:~~·\ 
Ii I (;( 

Address: 

E-mail: 

mailto:comrh'~tsl~t:�SAMP@Portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; dedson@gwps.Org 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20182:10:48 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Edson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Danylle Edson of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Edson be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

R,.." III 208 787-5383 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 

, Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

I Four-year increase 

I raised annual 
. overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmenta 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 




Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts I _-+-'<.J 

from noise on elderly citizens and 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the ( 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 

To determine the risks of error in Port i i 

projections, please include a study of / 
the health and environmental impacts' 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 

Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 

hout the entire re 

Please include the requests I have initialed abov',-Jrr1fiee)(oe~~ 

.. A~.I~nature: ...,.\.:::..:/~.,....."..~-,boI~-:----

I Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway, 

I waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
i the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea from Department of 

Tac Air ort? Commerce. 


, Sensitive populations? Studies have found 
Are you studyi ng the risk of harm to 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and 

· noise on elderly citizens children from children.I
i and children? aircraft noise. 
i What About Overnight Studies have 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded 

and assess global increased risk of 


I scientific studies relating human harm from 
to impacts from ovemight overnight flight 
f1i hts noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rt! Despite historical 

I Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd 


Port separately assess Runway now full

the impacts of the full- time. 


I time usage of the 3rd 
! Runwa ? 3rd Runwa . 
What if Your SAMP Executive. 

Projections Are Summary 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. 


! accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by 
i if your estimates of 2019; we are at 


rowth are too low? 413,000 now. o erations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has 

I Are you studying the refused to join calls 
, ~~nefits of a regional for siting a regional 
Lrport? airport now. 

throu 

envi~nmental review. Deadline f~r commentlntpt 

Name,BC\i"-;;1\ \ '->." . :.. 

Address: ;; C)~ q~ /. 6.' Y1fJ. /I~0.'.AZ. • 3-'
~"r . J ,.) l i!..)L.. ut.. \,K \

E-mail: .-\::::.··¥(.·;•• a !~' ':"-" . 

c{.r~ 5>~ (it -+\"')PS/~ O;/?)
Submit form '6l'Y~own/add comments at: SAMR@Ports~/e.org () 

http:SAMR@Ports~/e.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; robinrawlings@sbcglobal.net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20182:00:10 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Rawlings.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Robin Rawlings of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Robin Rawlings be deemed unacceptable, please reply to 

all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request" Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiahbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is -key.· But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INmAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~ 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-5AMP Long Term VISion V?~projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please incfude a complete study of alf 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Nonnandy Park, !vI(
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (lMlridwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 
 tf,(
association. correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway ~~ waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts E~unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? ajrcraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from ;f,escientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from ovemight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full TIme 3"' Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3111 unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now ful/- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over d~ 
time usage of the 3111 neighborhoods beneath and near the 
RunwaY? 31'11 Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections. please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts /(~
accounting for the impact 398.910 flights by from increased airaaft: operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
YIV"UI are too low? 413.000 now. ~rations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment £;(..benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport nefghbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: J?I? b; ~ /2 lt vJ r,*"" S' Signature: ~~~ 
Address: '12 ~ J', ~7¥ t!! /l' f'4 "-, ... +/ w";Y ;,v t+ , tr('p? 

E-mail: ~tlb;n;-. .. I.Il//· ... i' {i2 ,rb c-/4 6~J r J, ~ -J 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: $AMP Public Comments; billcorbin14@me.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,2018 1:41:19 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Corbin.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. William Corbin of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Corbin be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP seeping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request. It Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
20271 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiahbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key. ButIt 

Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
wortd now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

seOPE REQUEST INITIAl 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

~ 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~ projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, TUkwila, Normandy Park, ~ and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest. or hypothesize any ~ 
association. correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wail For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tae Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 

the airport 
mitigation study 

environmental review for the SAMP. u#
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of hann to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 

elderly citizens and 
children from 

from noise on elder1y citizens and 
children. /#IV 

and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientifIC 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global 
scientific stUdies relating 

increased risk of 
human harm from 

unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

fflt~ >-

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
f1iahts noise? noise. 
Unique - Full nrne 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the ~ the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 

inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 

the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that ,U/4..-I-

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
arowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 

refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 

to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if i~ 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental review. Deadline for commenting S~~~J'::. 

Name: WttL/!?/YI f. ~/rf Signature: ~~ 
Address: ;256~3 m/f~IY£I/~JJR. 5' 

L¥'S~/#.PS ?tA'J ~ ~".2-3 
E-mail: 	 L.... /I I. • / 

v( f/~;'I?'1'7 1Y-(i2..r7J1..e... . c:::J:;~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMp@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMp@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; wahaley0907@gmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,2018 1:37:49 PM 
Attachments: ScoDing Comment Haley.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Wendy Haley of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Haley be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment I 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
I 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to I emissions, resulting from the additional «\-; 
human health and 413,000. I 97,000 aircraft overflight operations VN 
environmental impacts of I growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 
 Ialready added in last four i Iyears? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment i 
Own Long-Term Plan? ISummary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

~!Vhuman health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision I ~~ 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
 !
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. i 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. I 

I 
! 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of aU I 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal I ,i 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ii J; ,
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft vJemissions, in all of the six I

i 

Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Isouth-end air ort and Tac. ear-Term Pro'ects' and for Lon p Sea N ~ g I 

I nei hbor cities? Term Pro'ects. 
Use Current Science? , Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potentia/linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 



I Wait For Pending New I Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port Iunderway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in Ithe airport environmental review for the SAMP. I y~./ 

!the State of Washington ! mitigation study AJ'v 


directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

Tac Airport? Commerce.


ISensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment I 

Are you studying the risk of harm to I of the unique human health impacts ~~,
: unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and I tv" 

Inoise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and Children? aircraft noise. I 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific I 
 !I Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 	 I 

iI	and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from .V I 

scientific studies relating human harm from : noise from overnight flights. v 
IVI	to impacts from overnight overnight flight I

fliqhts noise? noise. I 
I! Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical IPlease include a complete study of theIRunway Use. How will statements, 3rd , unique human health and 
!

Port separately assess Runway now full- Ienvironmental impacts from the y~' 
vIthe impacts of the full- time. 	 exponential increase in overflights over /1.1I 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the ! 

Runwav? 3rd Runway. I 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

I Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of IWrong? How are you inaccurate; est. , the health and environmental impacts kJ I 

, accounting for the impact 398.910 flights by Ifrom increased aircraft operations that ,V
\.! 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. IOperations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has IPlease include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls I to human health and the environment tJ'
benefits of a regional for siting a regional I in the six airport neighbor cities if ,0 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed v 

i throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: Signature: 1/1...)vtLL'hl o 
Address: :2 '1 () I 8' :;z & rlt f L- $ t1- 1-1 3 c ( 


DES ,) Ic.'}-J£s q 8/9 ~ 


E-mail: (..vu.. il Cl Ie j c~qC7 (gl g,;rlU; / CON! 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; hnrmmw@gmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 1:34:33 PM 
Attachments: SCORing Comment Wollam.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Marcia Wollam of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Wollam be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 

IAdequate Geography?
I	Will Port study unique 

human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

I emissions, in all of the six 
I south-end airport 
I neiQhbor cities? 
I Use Current Science? 

Wil! Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

I noise and pollution? 
I 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 

I overflight total from 
i 316,000 to 
413,000. 

. 

SAMP Executive 
. Summary; Port's 
I 	

own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
Iworld now exist on 
I 	harms and 

potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

l 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment i 
· of the human health and environmental 
, impacts, including from noise and I· emissions, resulting from the additional 
· 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. . 

Please include a complete assessment 
· of the human health and environmental 
: impacts resulting from additional r\JyIaircraft overflight operations for the 
: Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
i projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 

t 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 1'" "/'
VV\ 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long i 

Term Projects. I 
Please include a/l studies (worldwide) i 

I from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such stUdies explore, find, I 	

y(~1suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft I 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. I 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies I Please include a review and 
I Science? Why is Port underway, include assessm~fltotthe results of critical f 

! proceeding without yltra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of ~stucly fromUW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in j 'ffi'e-airport environmental review for the SAMP, 
the State of Washington mitigation study 

i directly relating to Sea- from Department of I 
i 	Tac Air ort? Commerce,! 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

i unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
I noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 

i What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
I Flights? Will Port collect concluded I study revi~w and assessment of the 
• and assess global ! increased risk of 	 Iunique human health impacts from 
I scientific studies relating : human harm from Inoise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight Iovernight flight 
fli hts noise? noise. I 
Unique - Full Time 3ni Despite historical I Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd : unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now ful!- environmental impacts from the 

Y'c, the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over ~ 

) 

f 

1/ I 
I time usage of the 3rc! neighborhoods beneath ana near me 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 

! What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port
IProjections Are Summary , projections, please include a study of 
i Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts Irl ' 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 


i Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment l'Io11{/f \1."I benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if Iairport? airport now. 	 , growth is more fairly distributed 
I throughout the entire region. : 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

N /4(1 , ' 
arne: ,', ,(\(, t[,--, 

Address: Pc.- . I)Ur (: it S-~ ~ 
Ii (\\J [. C( ~"I ~ ~ 

E-mail: \. .,. 
Y\\-i'\'\\y'W to It~. 1\ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP pyblic Comments; margaret nelson 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20181:16:10 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Nelson.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Margaret Nelson of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Nelson be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

! Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 1n71 

Ienvironmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 


Ialready added in last four 
~ars? iIWhy No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
I Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
I Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and I says long term aircraft overflight operations for the )111
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 


potential harms. 2027?1 Adequate Geography? . The Port has not I Please include a complete study of all 
i Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
. human health and . all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal ,,1 'r1environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neiahbor cities? Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
 . 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any '11111 ,
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

I,I	impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

i health or the environment. I 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 

. directly relating to Sea
Tac Airoort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwav? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
Qrowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
nOise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full
, time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 

assessment of the results of critical 


· Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

I Please include a complete assessment 
I of the unique human health impacts 
I from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
i study review and assessment of the 
: unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

· Please include a complete study of the 
!unique human health and 
Ienvironmental impacts from the 
:exponential increase in overflights over 
Ineighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwav. 

ITo determine the risks of error in Port ,projections, please include a study of Ithe health and environmental impacts 
· from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Ooerations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throuQhout the entire reQion. 

1111 i1 	1 
I 
I 
l 

/;1,1 	i 
i 

I 

)'); 71 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

E-mail: 	 C~.(.\f.".1~t@t.fm4.1. f!om 
..,J 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Address: ~2q04f t..I 1:1. H. SvJJ 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
mailto:C~.(.\f.".1~t@t.fm4.1


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; Kurt Moss 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Seoping 
Date: Monday, September 24, 20189:47:11 PM 
Attachments: Seoping Comment Kurt Moss.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Kurt Moss of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's webSite, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Moss be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request. ~ Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 

I own consultant 
, says long term 

study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

tential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 

. all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

--H---"<~.and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft<:::~ 
overflights, from 2013-present; for t 
Near-Term Projects; and for long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include aU studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, r 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



'~ 

Please include the requests I have initialed 
environmental review. Deadline for cOQURelQ1lI[Ut~· 

Name~ .....::>..2.....\' M-~';;:.'-~ Signa 

Address:~Lf~ SD2-G[~~ Q(. ~c5('7 r.:.s--:"I\·';;;t"§·~-e::s.~ 

E-mail: /V\..~ ':5~"T ~ ~ '~"5;""""', C~'" ' 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Ai ort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fr hts noise? 

I,' Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 

I Port separately assess 
I the impacts of the full-

Itime usage of the 3rt! 
Runwa? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies Please include a review and 
underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
mitigation study I 
from Department of I 

Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of hann to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

I 
Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

i Please include a complete scientific 
I study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
! 	unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the, 
3rt! Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations tDOilt'...,......../ 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Orations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; carolvn.corbin@icioud.com 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24, 20189:44:59 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Carolyn Cobin.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Carolyn Corbin of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one ofthe 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Corbin be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions. in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
stUdies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studyi ng total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Stud ies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional ~ 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the Ck:c 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, Occand SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any Cccassociation, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



-


Wait For Pending New Regional stud ies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP, Ccc
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and Gee 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientifIC 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from ovemight flights. c.Cc 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
f1iQhts noise? noise. 
Unique. Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3m unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time, exponential increase in overflights over Ccc
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3m Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive, To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that Cccif your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413000 now. Operations, 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed ~ 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Septem 28tt1 201 

I 

Name~1\l COR..Q, N Signature. -=---L.::~'-T-~'-'::'---

Address:1-..S64--S ~Vl~v;~ ~.. S. 
E-mail: ~.uk.ccvbtv.~lC.\O.ol\J...co.....". 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattie.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattie.org
http:uk.ccvbtv.~lC.\O.ol\J...co


From: Quiet Skies 

To: SAMP Public Comments; billfeldt@comcast.net 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Monday, September 24,20189:40:16 PM 
Attachments: Scooing Comment Wjlliam feldt.odf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. William Feldt of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Feldt be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request.· Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term VISion 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Cummt Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overftight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is -key.D But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien. Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional ~ 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the tunan health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the yf.f
Port's post-8AMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of aU 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, yJf
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any ~ 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Fun Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 31d 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway. include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements. 31d 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398.910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
31d Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
O~rations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire re~on. 

~ 

~ 

~ 

v-If 


yJrf 

Vt-~ 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
enviromn~n~1 review. Deadline for commenting Se~tember ~8. 

Name: W,)\,v..ft' r~lt9:t Signature:_~ _____ _ ___0 
Address: (00 \ .s~ &-qlJ.," ~t.1 f~ yl~1 'fit, q~<b3 

E-mail: b~II.IJ.:rQ..OlJMu.st . .",t-

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 

To: SAMP Public Comments; Lewis Steve 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 

Date: Monday, September 24, 20189:35:27 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Stephen Lewis.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Stephen Lewis of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Lewis be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



/ 
The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 

10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review. for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 

: Why No Study of I Four-year increase 
i What's Already [ raised annual 
, Happened? How does overflight total from 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to 
human health and 413,000. 
environmental impacts of 

I
. the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four i 
: years? 

! Why No Study of Your

IOwn Long-Term Plan? 

I Why not study of the 
I human health and 

environmental impacts of 

the Long-Term Vision 


IantiCipated to begin when 

, capacity is reached in 

I 2027? 

I Adequate Geography? 

Will Port study unique 

human health and 

environmental impacts 


I
I 

from aircraft noise and 
I emissions, in all of the six 
i south-end airport 

neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

' 
I SAMP Executive 
II' Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines. 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I Please include a complete assessment 
!of the human health and environmental I 

II 

I impacts, including from noise and I /1' 
emissions, resulting from the additional I t4V 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations I 
growth from the last four years. I 

• 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional A 
 '1 
aircraft overflight operations for the l 4 \. 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 	 I 

I 
Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
 tlf 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the I 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 


I
I 	

from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



______________ 

• 


Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise . 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
chIldren. 

~/1 
! txl/ / "
I 
I 	 i , 	 i 

! 

Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 

to impacts from overnight i overnight flight 
I flights noise? 
IUnique - FuJI Time 3~d 
i Runway Use. How WIll 

IIPort separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

LRunway?
IWhat if Your 
I Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

: rowth are too low? 
I Regional Airport Now? 
! Are you studying the 

benefits of a regional 

airport? 


L

.~~---4----------------------~-=----+-------

I noise 
IDespite historical 
: statements, 3rd 
! Runway now full-
I time. 
I 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 

, The Port has 
I refused to join calls 
, for siting a regional 

airport now, 
__________________~ 	 ~~~~~~ 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

l Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 

i 3rd Runway. 
! To determine the risks of error in Port 
i projections, please include a study of 

the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 

Please include a study of the benefits 


i to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

It/I

i, 

I 

It4'1 

! i 
I --~ 

till 

I 

I 
I{!//I 

I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

Name: ~. jwfhen ~eWL'5 
Address JfJ~'I.J 7tA Ape 5. , f~!l>~ I Wit ?ilocJ3 
E-mail: Ie'1J/(~c!.S~ sed...Yl et Co wt V 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Deadline for commenting September 28th 201 

Signature:......:t~.~~~~~~ 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; jansleez@aol.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Seoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20188:31:59 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Janet Siezak.odf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Janet Slezak of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Slezak be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPL.E QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 

Why No Study of IFour-year increase 
II What's Already raised annual 
. Happened? How does overflight total from ,Port intend to study the 316,000 to I
Ihuman health and 413,000. 

environmental impacts of I 
I the 97,000 new flights I 

already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's 
Why not study of the own consultant 
human health and says long term 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be 
anticipated to begin when studying total 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not 

I	Will Port study unique committed to study 
human health and all of Des Moines, 
environmental impacts Federal Way, 
from aircraft nOise and Burien, Tukwila, 
emissions, in a/l of the six Normandy Park, 
south-end airport . and SeaTac. 
neiahbor cities? i 

. Use Current Science? Studies around the 
Will Port review all world now exist on 
studies from around harms and 
world relating to human potential harms 
health and environment from aircraft noise 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. 
noise and pollution? 

I 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts. including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

. Please include a complete assessment 
I 	of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all stUdies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 

i other potential linkage between aircraft 
i 

overflights and impacts on human 
I health or the environment. 

INITIAL. 

l 



I
IWait For Pending New 
i Science? Why is Port ,proceeding without 

I
:/< waiting for the results of 

the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 

Idirectly relating to Sea-
I T ac Air art? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

: noise on elderly citizens 
, and children? 
i What About Overnight

IFlights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 

,. scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fli hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the fUII
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa ? 
What if Your 
PrOjections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 

J..-.--! Are you studying the 
'f'- benefits of a regional 

. airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 

Iultra-fine particle 
I study from UW and

Ithe airport 
, mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 

i Despite historical 
'I statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 

12019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
: assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the unique human health impacts 

from noise on elderly citizens and 

children. 


Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the I 
exponential increase in overflights over I 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
prOjections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 

Please include a study of the benefits 

to human health and the environment 

in the six airport neighbor cities if 

growth is more fairly distributed 

throu hout the entire re ion. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Signature: ~ d4J 
Address: 'i! t S S 21t.. +-t., Sf t:r= c s....

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP public Commenl::i; sadowitz93@gmal!.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20188:13:45 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Sadowitz pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Daniel Sadowitz of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking Af'? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Sadowitz be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

; Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 

I impacts from aircraft 
Inoise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 

1316,000 to 
413,000. 

, 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 

' growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 

I committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 

I	harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

i Please include a complete assessment 
! of the human health and environmental 
: impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

I Please include a complete assessment 
. of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 

i plans. 

I 

INITIAL 

<fd

I 

I 

I I /',,/I,' ,C.,-:j-"I,L , 

I : 

! Please include a complete study of all~I, " ,', 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal /) : 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ,)/ 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

,~. 

I .J 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. I 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 

I from at least the last ten years, to the 
, extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 

I overflights and impacts on human
Ihealth or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fliQhts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 
Runwav? 
What if Your 
PrOjections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
Qrowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwav. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

I ! ; 
' 

v ) It
)f--"Ij 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting SePte~~r 2~th ~8. 

'/' (' I . J..._) - 1/ f,b/"'tt.~v[DName: ctv\ Ie ,Jc\..(lOw,+L Signature: L.Z~ ,tr ?1 
I . "

Address: ). tjv3 Ci 7 -i- h (J I .[ I j--e cJ e v-tl l /'-1/v- / vvA 16' oa] 

E-mail: 5ctdolV,t2ISejJr.t-tll. C () m. 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP pyblic Comments: hillarystein@hotrnai!.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Seoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 8:11:37 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Britt pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Hillary Britt of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Britt be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
I raised annual 
I overflight total from 
316,000 to 

413,000. 


SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 

, says long term 
i study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
I of the human health and environmental 
I impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 

, Please include all studies (worldwide) 
I from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

I 

t1'~i 


~ 

I 

~ 

I 
I 
I 

t,s 

! 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical
r 

I proceeding without i ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

J the State of Washington mitigation study Idirectly relating to Sea- from Department of ; 
I T ac Air ort? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to Iof the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft Ielderly citizens and I from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of II unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. sCientific studies relating human harm from 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

I,flights noise? noise. , 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements. 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the r 

Runway? : 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. ITo determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary 'I projections. please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. , the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by I from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
Ii 

_£rowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? I The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
i 

! Are you studying the ! refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
i benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. i growth is more fairly distributed 
! throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environ~~ntal review. Deadline for commenting:r:mber 2~ 2018. , 

Name: 1"~ltLfV\ b{)·..\+ Slgnature:t:ii:Vu::{fuvl,~
I ';J 

Address: \1,05 S. ;).3 (i~ fl· 
E-mail: 'A~ \l~~btt-\'r-..@~~\· tjf\¥) 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comment:;; dbmyrray@seanet.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20188:06:26 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Myrray Don pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Don Murray of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

offiling. 

We believe the 13 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Murray be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
~scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

i Why No Study of 
! What's Already 


Happened? How does 

Port intend to study the 


t" hu.ma~health ang 
; environu e ~l impacts of 
! the 97,000 new flignts 

already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? ,Why not study of theIhuman health and 
~--- ,-?I environmental Impacts of 

~I anticipated to begin when 
I	capacity is reached in 

2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from arrcraftnoiseand 
emission~Tn al1 of the six 
south-end airport 
n~ 
Use Current Science? 

• i 	Will Port review all 
studies frornarouna 
world' relatinQtO human 
health and environment 

II impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollufton? 

-~ 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
I Summary; Port's 

own consultant 
says long term 

" study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental ! 
impacts, including from noise and . I ' ,emissions, resulting from the additional ~ ,,', 


97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment ~" 
 i 

of the human health and environmental , 
impacts resulting from additional , ~ 
aircraft overflight operations for the "/IfIi 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision "/ 
projects and Century Agenda growth I' 

plans. 
I 

Please include a complete study of all ~ : 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal. I m 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park. / '1 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 

i Please include all studies (worldwide) 
, from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore. find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Are you studying the 
I unique impacts of aircraft 

noise on elderly citizens 
and children? -
What Abou Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific stUdies relating 
to i.Q1Pacts from overn~ht 
f1i hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rt! 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full

unwa . 
time usage of the 3rd 

What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 

Regiottal ~irport Now? 
Are you studying the 
b~nefits of a regional 
airport? 

~ 

:ciz1(r' 

e-j(fl , 
~ r 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 

I waiting for the results <2.!-.. 
. the pending studies in 

e ate 0 Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Air ort? 
Sensitive populations? 

Regional studies 
' underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UWand 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 

i 	Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive.,'To determine the risks of error in Port 
Summary projections, please include a study of 
inaccurate; est. ' the health and environmental impacts 
398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term ~1!
413,000 now. 0 erations. 
The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

Please include a review and 
I assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 

~~~________________~______________~t~h~ro~u~h~o~ut~t~he~e~n=tir~e~r~e~io~n~.________~~~~ 

~ ~ Please include the requests I have initialed above in scope of the SAMP 
- environmental review. Deadline for commenting S mber 28th 2018. 

Name: J) D(}It"1f ~1-/' 
? 

Signature: """"-~~~~~r--

Add ress ffjj.f,~16 7f!$11 ·1;65 rJ~;V~5 
E-mail:nk J/M.A..,";? r!!., ~~ 

Submit for~ ~~ ~;o--;;rladd comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 


i 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP pyblic Comments: mmarkkanen@comcast.net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 7:22:42 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Markkanen pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Marianne Markkanen of Seatac, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEP A EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Markkanen be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 

. says long term 
I study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

. Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

iri'pacts resu:t;.·~ from ~ddi+ional
, " 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

,projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal I 

! 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 


~ overflights, from 2013-present; for the I
Near-Term Projects; and for Long I 

Term Projects. ! 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 


j 

I 

Ifrom at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any I
~ 
association, correlation, causation, or I 
other potential linkage between aircraft I 

I 

overflights and impacts on human I 

health or the environment. I 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle ! Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea from Department of 
Tac Air ort? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and n\/\t I 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. i 

! 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific I 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
I and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 	 !(J'v\J'/ 

!I	SCientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
! 

.Port separately assess Runway now full- ! environmental impacts from the 
lhe Impacts of the full- tIme. Iexponenttal mc...ease m overflIghts over f\~/7! 

I 	
I ~ / i 

time usage of the 3rd , neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runwav? 13rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. ITO determine the risks of error in Port ! 

Projections Are Summary I projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. Ithe health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact . 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that (\/\1,\ 
if your estimates of 12019; we are at I exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? ! 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

. benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if vI/L1airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
I i throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name:;n11tR."'lttl'1 e... ft7ItI/2../~t-'1 Signature: /JL.4~~~~ 

Address: ~(p 13 /-;)....;1:/'" t~-.~O cf~ 

E-mail: fhlhJ1(l ~ Q CO ·ne-tl§ I'vk!--:: 
I 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: $AMP public Comments; moldvchum@gmail com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 7:20:02 PM 
Attachments: Scopjng Comment Bennett pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Brian Bennett of Federal Way, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Bennett be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 

Why No Study of Four-year increase 
What's Already raised annual 
Happened? How does overflight total from 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to 
human health and 413,000. 
environmental impacts of I

1 

I the 97,000 new flights 

I already added in last four ! 

I ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
'Nhy r!O! study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 

I Use Current Science? 
I 

! Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

Inoise and pollution? 

. 

I SAMP Executive iSummary; Port's 
. ('wn consultant 
says long term 
study is "key.' But 
Port's Will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 

I 	 Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 

I harms and 
I potential harms 
; from aircraft noise 
i and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I 	Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations rs 
growth from the last four years. 

IPlease include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

I impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the fIj
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Pro·ects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 
 -(?b
association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 


I	overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea j from Department of 

Tac Air ort? I Commerce. I


ISensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
I Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens . children from children. 
and children? I aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight I Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect Iconcluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global , increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating Ihuman harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight i overnight flight 

i fliohts noise? i noise. 
l 

I 
IrUnique - Full Time 3rd ! 

1 
Despite historical IPlease include a complete study of the 

I 

IRunway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and i 
II Port separately assess Runway now full- I environmental impacts from the ~rt 1 

! the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 'ru IItime usage of the 3m neighborhooas beneath and near the 
. Runway? 3rd Runwav . 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that I lij 

! 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
orowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. i I 

Regional Airport Now? I The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the ! refused to join calls to human health and the environment 1tbbenefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
. . 

I throu hout the entIre re Ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

;:/ ;-; --) ~ 
Signature.. : .&-0 kf·~,/ . 7 .. 

/' / 

Address: Z"1<),vC: 2/4 {) lL.e>"'v(L('~1 

E-mail: n!~U(ljC~ ~ >'h4J6f1V'C' i{ . (" J" ~ -' 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

ifJB 

I 

Name: 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments; valerie.constantino@gmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20187:14:14 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Constantino.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Valerie Constantino of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEP A EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Constantino be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
'I' What's Already

Happened? How does 
i Port intend to study the 
I human health and Ienvironmental Impacts of 
! the 97,000 new flights 
Ialready added in last four 
i ears? 
i Why No Study of Your 
I Own Long-Term Plan? 
I Why not study of the 
!..buman health .and 
i environmental impacts of
Ithe Long-Term Vision 
,anticipated to begin when Icapacity is reached in 
: 2027? 
I Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 

human health and 

environmental impacts 


COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
otential harms. 

The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 

from aircraft noise and ' Burien, Tukwila, 
emissions, in all of the six INormandy Park. 
south-end airport , and SeaTac. 
n or citie ? 

I Use Current Science? , Studies around the 
, I Port review a .,- world now exist on 
studies from around harms and 
world relating to human potential harms 
health and environment from aircraft noise 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. 
noise and pollution? 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts. including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

\1'(\ 
, \.......

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the '\ r~ 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision \JL
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. ~~Qe.c::",-~) lY'e\,,~
\/lel..0 \ ~\;.&L 10 VC>J...es;.':1<-;' . 
Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of pes Moig~Federal \{C 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro'ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) ~ 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

http:VC>J...es


Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UWand before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 


I Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess globa! increased risk of unique human health .i!!1J?~g~ from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. eLl!1J 

I to impacts from overnight overnight flight .$Je_"Cf~~-v~;-
flights noise? , noise. 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
I 	 I 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd Iunique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 

the impacts of the full- time. \ 'cAl exponential increase in overflights over 

time usage of the 3rd ~'-(\'\C1 \ 1 neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? i 3rd Runway. 


i What if Your SAMP Executive. 'To determine the risks of error in Port 
, Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. I Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the i refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional i for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if Jc
airport? airport now. 	 i growth is more fairly distributed 

I throughout the entire region. I 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

enviro~m.~mtal. review. Deadline for commentinVm~er2,?20: _J.I-~..j./_,--_ 
Name: t-t le(f,~an~k:ti1t\J1O-Signature:¥:t,lUM ~ZL)

'/'I Address: \lQletie . CO rI"i:>tan f-\vfC' @ ,J l'Y¥-"-- \ I . (.0 rvV 

SiE.mai.: 1t41 .5·/f-yfIC&4~ :w.'>Mt~'\!)). 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; jamesmccartney@hotmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20187:12:16 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment McCartney.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. James McCartney of Auburn, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. McCartney be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 

i studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 

I study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Nonnandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

! 

SCOPE REQUEST INITiAl 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional SfJ1 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
i of the human health and environmental I

I 

Iimpacts resulting from additional I 
aircraft overflight operations for the 

I Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision \fYI1
projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
 -:rM 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any I ,J~!/
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



IWait For Pending New 1Regional studies Please include a review and I l
I Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 	 I 

I
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
 JV\j~the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

Tac Airport? Commerce.
I	Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

I unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and ~V! 
InOise on elderly citizens I children from children. " and children? aircraft noise. 


What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
 jrv1;
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

fliQhts noise? noise. I 


i Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical . Please include a complete study of the I 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and b 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the . M 

the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over i,J 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
 i 

Runwav? 	 3rd Runwav. I 
i 
IWhat if Your SAMP Executive. ' To determine the risks of error in Port I 


PrOjections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts JyJi

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 


1if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
Qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. I 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 1 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
 jy:l\benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

I airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
; throuQhout the entire reQion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name:J~ vnt$ !'1(;!o.rtvt"Y Signatur::;.~ ~ 5 

Address: ).7gt-t,A ~rtfh PI- S, ,AI;IJ~l'"~ WIl'1 gool 

E-mail: J.1. .......ilsY?7Lcor-!!1c;ye£.OfV>7CA.11. '00-'1 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:ilsY?7Lcor-!!1c;ye�.OfV>7CA.11


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; Kathryn L. Enlow 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 7: 10:47 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Enlow.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Kathryn Enlow of Des Moines, Wa, regarding 
the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Enlow be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

r	Why No Study of 
What's Already

I
i 

Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97.000 new flights 

I already added in last four 
i years?
IWhy No Study of Your 
i Own Long-Term Plan? 
. Why not study of the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision Ianticipated to begin when 

Icapacity is reached in 
2027? 

I	Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and Iemissions, in all of the six 

, so~th-end ~!rport 
nel hbor cItIes? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413.000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 

lawn consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines. 
Federal Way, 
Burien. Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

Iand SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I Please include a complete assessment 
Iof the human health and environmental 
. impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional \(bJ 
97.000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~ 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

i 
I 
f 

Please include a complete study of aU
Iof the human health and environmental 
, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila. Normandy Park. '{lL,
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft I 

I overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
I Near-Term Projects; and for Long I 
Term Pro ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years. to the \I ~ fllII,. 

extent such studies explore. find, \--'~ 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and i 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical I 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. ~. 

! 	the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. I 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment , 

i
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts ! 

I unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and k)YInoise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. I 

I What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific I

IFlights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the I 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. k-tL 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 

Unique • Full Time 3rd IDespite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will , statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the )(,lL 


I the impacts of the full- time. 	 exponential increase in overflights over r 

I 

1 time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the I 
l Runwa ? 3rd Runwa .
IWhat if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

Iaccounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

rowth are too low? 413,000 now. o erations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 


I benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: ~"fY\. L. &Jew . Signature: ~ ;t, tJ2!~J 
Address: d.-.fti01 rno.))'(\.).. 1/,<ZVi) tw So J' n1~·1"'\,..t4-') GO A '1 E:3 \q8 

E-mail: ~V)Jk0 e..,.. f~ltvoo; ~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Publie Comments; joanb222@msn.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Seoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20187:00:09 PM 
Attachments: ScoDing Comment Baily pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Joni Baily of Des Moines, Wa, regarding 
the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Baily be deemed unacceptable, please reply 
to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment ! 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
human health and 413,000. , 97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~ 
environmental impacts of I growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four , 

years? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's i of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
 4b 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 


12027? potential harms. I 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
from aircraft noise and IBurien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the ~ 
south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any $ 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

impacts from aircraft Iand emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. 

i 



IWait For Pending New Regional studies r Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

I proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

I the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. ~ 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce.

I	Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

! 	 unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. ~ and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port coliect concluded I study revi~w and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. ~)\~.to impacts from overnight overnight flight 	 \! 

flights noise? noise. : 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the IRunway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and ! 


Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 

the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the ~ 
I \ 
Runwav? i 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port I 


I
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of I 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that ~ if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now . Operations. 

. Regional Airport Now? The Port has I Please include a study of the benefits 
i Are you studying the refused to join calls Ito human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if \Pairport? airport now. 	 i growth is more fairly distributed 


I throughout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

Name::- ;/N; i3fil1r Signature~9*~lfivl5 
Addressi.)d /cbll I~ 1A-/hJf --S (~/ 
E-maUoafLJJ~~~([i)rmlJ, ~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; alan.jane@goneagain.net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 6:57:03 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Davis.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Jane Davis of Des Moines, Wa, regarding 
the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Davis be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of 
. What's Already 

Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 

I	human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 

. Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
stUdies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key.» But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines. 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment i 
I 

of the human health and environmental 
Iimpacts, including from noise and 


emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 ,;P
growth from the last four years. 

IPlease include a complete assessment I 
. of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~D 
projects and Century Agenda growth ! 

plans. 

i 

Please include a complete study of all 
I 
Iof the human health and environmental I 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal I 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ! 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft -.JD 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Prolects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 

I 

I from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 3D 
association, correlation, causation, or I 

other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human I 

Ihealth or the environment. i 



IWait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in I 

I 

the airport environmental review for the SAMP. JV 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- I from Department of 

Tac Airport? I Commerce. 
 I 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and TD 
 inoise on elderly citizens children from children. I 
and children? aircraft noise. 	 i

I	What About Overnight 
I 

Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the I 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

I 	

I JD
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 

Unique. Full Time 3rd Despite historical IPlease include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 


I

the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over JD 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? 3rd Runway. 


I What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
! Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398.910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that IJD 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

I 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. i 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits I 

! Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
I benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 3Dlairport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2,018. 

Name: :JClV\,<' pC{, Vt \ Signature: ::TaV\Z. Dcuy 
Address: ~ 'tlOl2. 0~ Av-t- ~ Pc s.. Y7'lO;\A..vr 

E-mail: AlaVl.jqV\<-§qOY\.Lct4C1.tM , n cT 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:AlaVl.jqV\<-�qOY\.Lct4C1.tM


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; mb2photo@gmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20186:53:27 PM 
Attachments: ScoRing Comment Bell.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Morgan Bell of Burien, Wa, regarding the 
NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Morgan Bell be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I Why No Study of IFour-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
human health and 1 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~ 
environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four I ! 

! 

years? , 


Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

jOwn Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 


Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth ~~0 

anticipated to begin when studying total Iplans.


: capacity is reached in growth plans for 
!

2027? potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

i Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
. human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
emisSions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the MQ) 

, south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? Term Prolects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) ! 

I 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the ! 

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, I 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any ! 

health and environment from aircraft noise aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or ~ i 
impacts from aircraft and em issions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. ! 



i 

~ 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Se~ember 28th 2018. 

Name: f{l~~ Signature: n, I 

Address: {J;2-5 ~. Wr-n\-.\/(..,.- ~"\eX 
E-mail: M\:;2-~~btD €~, ~.~~ \. 6V\..IJ 

Submit form on your own/add commenVat: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port. 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-

i T ac Airport? 
I Sensitive populations? 

Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 

: to impacts from overnight
I flights noise? 
IUnique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 

. benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies Please include a review and 
underway include assessment of the results of critical , 
ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the airport environmental review for the SAMP. f{UJ;
mitigation study ! 

from Department of 
ICommerce. , 

Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts ! 

elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and A r(t~~ r;children from children. 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
concluded study review and assessment of the 
increased risk of unique human health impacts from ! 

human harm from I noise from overnight flights. 
overnight flight 
noise. I ~ I 
Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
time. exponential increase in overflights over ~\j\J~

neighborhoods beneath and near the I 
!3rd Runway. 

SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Summary projections, please include a study of 
inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that I fV\J~ 
2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
413,000 now. Operations. \ 

The Port has Please include a study of the benefits I , 
Irefused to join calls Ito human health and the environment 

for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. Igrowth is more fairly distributed ~~ 

throuQhout the entire region. I 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; sankevtl@comcast.net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 6:49:38 PM 
Attachments: ScoRing Comment SankeY.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Terri Sankey of Seatac, Wa, regarding the 
NEP A EA/SEP A EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Sankey be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
col/ect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four I

I 

years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027?IAdequate Geography? 

I Will Port study unique 
I human health and 

environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 

i 	Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

. Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 

i potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 
Iof the human health and environmental 
iimpacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional ~0 
i 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations i 
growth from the last four years. 

, 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

! 
Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Prolects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 

i from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies ex plore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

I 
I 
! 

; 
l 

i 

/ I 

~'3 
i 

I 

1v0 


i 
l 

I 
,I ! 

I 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 

i the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 

! Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique .. Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
i What if Your 

Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

IRegional studies 
. underway, include 
i ultra-fine particle 

study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study I 
from Department of i 

Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 

. aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 

i 398,910 flights by 
I 2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

II children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

. Please include a complete study of the 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 

I 

~ 

i 
!, ., 
il.J I 

1v~ 	 I 
i 

1 

i1v0 
I 

I 
unique human health and. 
environmental impacts from the "1vS 
exponential increase in overflights over I \ 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

~C; 


I~S 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: Ter:' . L. 5«,:k~7 Signature: ~d· 
Address: 	 '.:281~). l.v -Ave.. So. 

Seq 10. C . wA 981l.?~ 
E-mail: 	 ) -,-.J....

SA ~k r:.j T \...@ (..c .V\CGt. (~I _ ne.. ( 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

~k1---~'/ 

~j 

i 

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; gesankey@comcast net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Seoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20186:47:52 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Sankey.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Glen Sankey of Seatac, Wa, regarding the 
NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Sankey be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
inCluded in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

, Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 

, environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 

I	human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft nOise and 
emiSSions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 

I impacts from aircraft 
I noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
i raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 

I study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental I 

impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 

, plans. 
I 

I 
Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the i 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 


I from at least the last ten years, to the i 
I extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human II 

health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

+'9: 

I 
! 
! 

.. 

~ 


I 



I Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 

, waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if YourIProjections Are 

. Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 

I children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 

I exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

~ 


. 
 I 
11v~ 


~ 


""S 


.~S 


! 

~S 

I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: Terr\ L. '5 «"kef Signature: ~";"d.~~~ 
Address: t;)' g , & :J.l.v ~ Ave... So. 

Seq 10. c:: ) vJ A 9 ?? ito&=' 
E-mail: :t: ..LSA ~k. [;/ T L @ Lc ,,,,Cd_ <:> •• ne... ( 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments; jesserhart@gmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 6:44:37 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Hart.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Jesse Hart of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 
EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, 
email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Jesse Hart be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



I 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review. for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment I 

What's Already raised annual Iof the human health and environmental L 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
I 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to ; emission~, resulting ~rom the a~ditional " I 
human health and 413000 97000. aIrcraft overflight operatIons . 	 1\t1i \

01 }I	environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 

i already added in last four i 

years? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
 tIRH· 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for I 


: 2027? 	 potential harms. I 

I Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and a/l of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukw~la, Norma.ndy Park, -~K~ \ 
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aIrcraft 0 I; 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the I ~ 

!so~th-end ~!rport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long ! 
nel hbor CItIes? Term Pro ects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around I harms and extent such studies explore, find. 

world relating to human potential harms suggest. or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
 lJ 
the State of Washington mitigation study I 

Idirectly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. I 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment ! 

i 

Are you studying the risk of harm to I of the unique human health impacts 
! 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and ~"~ 
IJ Kitnoise on elderly citizens children from children. 


and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific I 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the ! 


and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from \ 1\1 

,,J RI \1scientific studies relating human harm from . noise from overnight flights. 


to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
 Iflights noise? noise. I i 
i Unique - Full Time ard Despite historical Please include a complete study of the ,IRunway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and I 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the . R' ~ 

1 

i the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over rs I ,11 . 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the I 
Runway? 3rd Runway. ! i 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port I
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
b~H 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at . exceed estimated Near Term 1 

I 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. I 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
IAre you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment Ibenefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if -~~ " 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
• I 

throughout the entire region. j 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Septembe~~8th 2018. 

/" //,' '''' 

Name: -::S~S5L' Ha r 
Address: {;Z 5-- S Iq Itt... P 

E-mail: ~t2S.\.erio.r+ @jMa:I.. <...0"'-'" 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP public Comments; Lisa Patton 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 6:34:52 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment patton.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Lisa Patton of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Patton be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
. Own Long-Term Plan? 

Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

, anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 

I environmental impacts 
! 	 from aircraft noise and 

emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 

Iworld relating to human 
studies from around 

, health and environment 

II noise and pollution? 
impacts from aircraft 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
, Summary; Port's 
Iown consultant 

says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

, and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 


i impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 


I impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

IWay, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 


Ioverflights, from 2013-present; for the 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 


! Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

I Term Prolects. 

i Please include all studies (worldwide) 


from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such stUdies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 


I 
I 

, 

I 

I 

INITIAL 


, 
I 
Ivf 
i 

I 
I 

0f 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 

i the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-

I Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studyi ng the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? I	Unique - Full Time 3" 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 

I	if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 

I Regional Airport Now?
IAre you studying the 

benefits of a regional 
I airport? 
i 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 

. statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 

Summary 

inaccurate; est. 

398,910 flights by 

2019; we are at 

413,000 now. 

The Port has 

refused to join calls ' to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional 	 in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed 

I 

throughout the entire region. I 

Please include a review and 

assessment of the results of critical 

Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

before proceeding with the 

environmental review for the SAMP. 
 If 

I 
i 
i 

Please include a complete assessment l 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and ~fchildren. 

i 
Please include a complete scientific i 

study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 

I noise from overnight flights. J 
I 

Please include a complete study of the 

unique human health and 

environmental impacts from the 

exponential increase in overflights over 
 tf 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 

To determine the risks of error in Port 

projections, please include a study of 
 L-P Ithe health and environmental impacts 

I 	from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. ... 1 

I Please include a study of the benefits ))'1 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Sep 

Name: L\ffi Pm'N 
Address: ISO~ &. ?At~1J:l or ,DtJ ~lnU Cf;f11Q 

E-mail: Ot. \U\Vcv\\m Q~ \. ~ tv\ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

ber 28th 2018. 
r 

Signature: ---Yf.-!.L-~"""""'---=-~-

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; hmsbiddy@gmail.com 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 20186:32:49 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Biddy.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Heather Biddy of Des MOines, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Biddy be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft nOise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 

IUse Current Science? 
i Will Port r:,eview all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, I	Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

. and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I
of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and I 

! 

I 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations W'6 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 


I 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision -t\6 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


I 

Please include a complete study of all 
I of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~ 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft , 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any ~ 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. I 

i 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 

. and assess global 
I	scientific studies relating 

to impacts from overnight 
fliQhts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How willIPort separately assess 
I the impacts of the full-

time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
I What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now?•
Are you studying the 

benefits of a regional 

airport? 


Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 

I Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

I SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 

I The Port has 
; refused to join calls 

for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

I 

\~I 

I 

i 

i 
I~ 

i 
I 

\16 

I 

~ 

i 

I 

I\1t> 
, 
1 
i 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

~ 'W''O?l--. ~ 
Name: l-\--e.oJ'Y\U rO\W J 	 ../ . ()Signature:· 	 . 

Address: ",!:J tU l~ ~. 5) tI.e6 I i{UlY\e5, W')t1 qe> l qY3 

E-mail: ~~S YJ' 'ot>j {V 9ffibU1 . ~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; afrance1959@comcast.net 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20186:30:47 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment France.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. & Mrs. Roy and Amy France of Des Moines, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 

website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of the Frances be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of , Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment Ii 

I 

i What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
IHappened? How does overflight total from ' impacts, including from noise and /--..., 
i Port intend to study the 316,000 to I emissions, resulting from the additional ~':/I,,"

human health and 413,000. 1 97,000 aircraft overflight operations ,~ 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. I() / ,',"
I the 97,000 new flights 
I already added in last four 
, ? i I 
riy~e~a~r=s~.___~_~___~____~________~____~________~____~__________~~____~ 
i Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment iIOwn Long··Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental ,I' 

, Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional I 
Ihuman health and says long term " aircraft overflight operations for the ~"~,,J"
! environmental impacts of study is "key." But I Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 'Iff/I 

Ithe Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth e(t' . 
antiCipated to begin when studying total plans. 	 : 

!I	capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? otential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all, 1 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental Ii 11 
human health and all of Des Moines, , impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal I {t{( 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~.' 
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft I 

emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, , overflights, from 2013-present; for the I 
south-end airport and SeaTac. ! Near-Term Projects; and for Long /1"', 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. 1 

Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) ( 
f' 

-
. 

$ 
world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the \ (~if 
harms and extent such studies explore, find, "\ i 

potential harms . suggest, or hypothesize any r....jl 
from aircraft nOise , aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or I
and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft I 

,i overflights and impacts on human ,i 

health or the environment. 



! Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 	 iIScience? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical I 


proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 
 I' I 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
 @
Tac Airport? Commerce. 	 A 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 7 1 
I Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
, unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and ,~noise on elderly citizens children from 	 children. I ' 
and children? aircraft noise. i /~ 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific ; 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
! 

and assess global increased risk of 	 unique human health impacts from (1)
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
 If1iQhts noise? noise. I /'. 


Unique - Full Time 3rd , Despite historical I Please include a complete study of the 1/II 

Runway Use, How will statements, 3rd Iunique human health and i ~t I 

Port separately assess Runway now full-	 environmental impacts from the ~ ! 

the impacts of the full- Itime. Iexponential increase in overflights over I 1 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? I 3rd Runway. i i 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Portj f.fl 
Projections Are Summary 	 projections, please include a study of I) I 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts I ! 


accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that \J 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term ! ,----., 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. / 


I Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if ~l 
airport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed 


throughout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental review.. " Deadline fO, r commenting Z4;.e / .'. .:tB'" 2018.' 


Name: ~ t ~ rmir~ Signature: . .. -OllLlIffZ.
Address: (7/9 ..3d,', .l~~:j· .. c 'f '. ;lmurLI:mfr- <€ 

'. ()~s/J1(j/,IW/)) l{}f ~Y'l, 	 --,' 
E-mail. , r )1) -c..A' r ,-/t r/ /lr.:fcttrW1t€.- IS c(J;.J(i !lll( '<..Jr, /I~ . 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 


mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Steve Edmiston 
To: SAMP pyblic Comments 
Cc: Steve Edmiston; Oyiet Skies 
Subject: SAMP SCOPING COMMENTS - ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW 
Date: Friday, September 28,20181:16:45 PM 
Attachments: 2018 09 28 12 31 07 pdf 

ATTOOOO1. htm 
2018 09 28 12 31 07.pdf 
ATTO0002.htm 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emiSSions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional ~E 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the ~f 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~ 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft f:;w~ 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any ~~ association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name:-?~~ Signatu~ 

Address:~1t?Y~ 1-b.f). S. 
1)e? fo'1o I AOSo t.J;' ~~ I~ f5' 

E-mail:.t.vrev~~J.Wt i~t~Q L{~e t\\N1~\ .. t~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Air ort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fli hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
rowth are too tow? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:E-mail:.t.vrev~~J.Wt


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own conSUltant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional ~t: 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the ~f 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, J, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ~'f 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects: and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such stUdies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any ~~ association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name:.?~~ Signatu/~ 

Address:41 0 Y--; 1-b.f). <;. 
1)e~ ).1101-1'\0> VJ f Va~ I';15 

E-mail: .~e",(Jl.~J.Wt "~t-~Q L{~e ti~'-'1'\ ,,{~ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Air art? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fli hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
rowth a re too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
ch ildren from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: 
To: 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Date: 
Attachments: 

STEPHEN GRIFFIN 
SAMP public Comments 
maMnehlllsfw@gmail.com 
SAMP Scoping Comments 
Monday, September 17, 20188:49:10 AM 
SAMP Scoping - Angela Gdffin comments pdf 
SAMP Scoping - Dorothv Griffin comments Ddf 
SAMP Scoping - Stephen Griffin comments.Ddf 

To Port of Seattle, 

Please see the attached SAMP scoping comments. 

Regards, 

Stephen Griffin 

mailto:maMnehlllsfw@gmail.com


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Stud yof 
What's Alrea dy 

· Happened? How does 
I Port intend to study the 

I 
human health and 
environmentaI impacts of 
the 97,000 ne w flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Stud y of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not stud y of the 
human health and 
environmentaI impacts of 

· the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Ade-q-uate G'-eo-g-r-a-p-hy-? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 

I 	south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. I 

'-Th:::.c:e~pc.::ort::c...:,:h'::::"a'-'-s'-'-n=:":o-t-II Please-inc-lu-d-e-acomplete-study of all 
committed to study of the human health and environmental 
all of Des Moines, I impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Federal Way, ; Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
Burien, Tukwila, I and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Pro·ects. 
ru:-:=se=~c:";u'-rr-C:;eCC::n':"::t-'::s":"c-:-ie-n-c-e-?-+I-s'-tu-d-i-es-a-ro-u-n-d-t-he---1'-:Please include a II studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all I world now exist on 
I studies from around I harms and 
I world relating to human I potential harms 

health and environment ,from aircraft noise 
· impacts from aircraft I and emissions. Inoise and pollution? Ii 

, ___, _______L._ 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

. impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

, projects and Century Agenda growth ,
I plans. 

from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 

I association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 

INITIAL 

(l~ 


I 

I(}Y 
I
I 

! 

health or the environment~.____--L___-' 



IWait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

,proceeding without i ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway Iwaiting for the results of study from UWand before proceeding with the 
i the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
I the State of Washington mitigation study 
Idirectly relating to Sea- from Department of 
IrT~a_c_A~irp~o_rt_?__~______+i_comm.~e~r=ce~.______+-______________~~--__----~__----~ 
I Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
IAre you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I 

I 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and ! from noise on elderly citizens and a~Inoise on elderly citizens children from I children. 
and children? I

I 

aircraft noise. 
IWhat About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect I concluded study review and assessment of the 
Iand assess global Iincreased risk of i unique human health impacts from 
I scientific studies relating I human harm from noise from overnight flights. aSt 
~o impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? I noise. 
Unique· Full Time 3rd 'Despite historical I Please include a complete study of the 

, Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd Iunique human health and 
I Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
I the impacts of the full- time. Iexponential increase in overflights over i lI~& 
I time usage of the 3rd ' neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? I ' 3rd Runway. I 

I 
iWhat if Your ISAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 


Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts tat,
I 

accounting for the impact 1398,910 flights by , from increased aircraft operations that 
Iif your estimates of 12019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
, growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
I Regional Airport Now? Please include a study of the benefits IThe Port has IAre you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment j 

benefits of a regional I for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if ai:;( 
I airport? , airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
I 

\ I throughout the entire region. J 
Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: tM1g(t/l. (;;rt'[-0iv Signature: (j,p~.~ 
Address: 030 [) 2- '2:1.th 8b, 


. . pe~.CJ UJa~v;:;-) tvrt- -Jf)!){0 

E-mail. tLbfjrff?7iL @tjrYI-A~. 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:2-'2:1.th


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 {)!j
growth from the last four years. 

I 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 
 RJM 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
 tJA 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 
 D!J
other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 




1 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 


I the State of Washington 

directly relating to Sea

\, Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft Ielderly citizens and 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 

Imitigation study 
from Oepartment of 

• Commerce. 
I ,IStudies have found 
i risk of harm to 

noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fIi hts noise? 

i children from 
I aircraft noise. 

Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa ? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

! statements, 3rd 

IRunway now full-
Itime. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 

I' 2.0,19; we are at 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 

I unique human health impacts from 
• noise from overnight flights. 
il! 

Unique - F-:--U-:CII:-:T=j:-m-e--:C3::::;rd-'I-'=Oc.c:e:':":s::":p=-=-it-e-h-is-t-o-'ri-ca-:I--+l-=p-le-a-s-e-=-in---:clUde a complete study of the 

growth are ~t.".o_o_l_o_w_?__-+-,113,000 now. 
Regional Airport Now? I The Port has 
Are you studying the Irefused to join calls 
benefits of a regional ! for siting a regional 

i unique human health and 
i environmental impacts from the 
II exponential increase in overflights over 

neighborhoods beneath and near the 

3rd Runwa . 

To determine the risks of error in Port 

prOjections, please include a study of 


• the health and environmental impacts 
I from increased aircraft operations that 
Iexceed estimated Near Term 

Opera::.:ti:::..o:.:.ns=':.~__--,---::-:---:-_-=---+___-j

I	Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 

• in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? 	 ! airport now. Igrowth is more fairly distributed I 

'----_________--.L.________IL...t:.:.;hrQI:lghout the entire region. 	 ..J 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

. Cj)-, f .. A (1\.11' 
Signature: k'JD1(jR~C7'\&A~.) 

Address: W~ ~\"60B 7J V 

Name: 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:Opera::.:ti:::..o:.:.ns


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
·scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. ~ 

e 

the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own conSUltant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~~ 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 

Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Sik 
south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or ~ 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 



! Wait For Pending New : Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical

Iproceeding without ultra-fine particle • Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the I 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. ~ 
the State of Washington mitigation study 

i directly relating to Sea- II from Department of 
,! Tac Ai~ort? Commerce. 


! Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

I Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

I unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and · from noise on elderly citizens and ~ 


noise on elderly citizens children from Ichildren. Iand children? aircraft noise. I ! 

What About Overnight Studies have IPlease include a complete scientific ,
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

I 

~ 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

I, to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
fliQhts noise? noise. I 
Unique. Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the I 
Runway Use. How will I statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess I~unway now full- · environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- I time. i exponential increase in overflights over ,~I

I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: ~~ G-,~-t'+',":' £2;;?'~Signature: 

Address: I () >c $, - -z...~(r~"" :fl"A' q !? C)03
F'...c2..~c,( IA.,)~ I 

E-mail: S!<.G6-«..\F.f="I/.J@..-c...e:.Mc:...c...sf-"; ~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
mailto:S!<.G6-�..\F.f="I/.J@..-c...e:.Mc


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; jWjohns1@comcast.net 

Subject: SAMP Scoping Public Comment 

Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 3:44:58 PM 

Attachments: Scoping Comment John Johnson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. John Johnson of Burien, Wa, regarding 

the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 

website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Johnson be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of I Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment I 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. ~~ 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 
 Iyears? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
 ~'O 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 

2027? potential harms. 
 -_..,._------
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines. impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal ( 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
 ~~ emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport I and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? Term Proiects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) I 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the I. \~ 

stUdies from around harms and extent such studies explore. find. 
 lC?" 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any " 

I health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 1\' 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 

I 

I 



Wait For Pending New I Regionalstudles Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
 1 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway ~i\~ 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the .~ 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. i \ ., 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of i I 
Tac Airport? Commerce. : 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment i 
Are you studying the I risk of hann to of the unique human health impacts ~.: 16. 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and I. ~.( 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. ! 

ii-_a=,n:..:_d=--=c~hi:.::ld::.:r-=e.:...:n..:..-?____-+--.::a:::ir-=c::.-ra::-ft~no~i....s-=e~.__ ... ________~_+_ ..__ .__ ... _ 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific I 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from I~.i~ 
scientific studies relating human hann from noise from overnight flights. U J() 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. I 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical rPlease include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 

the impacts of the full time . \ exponential increase in overflights over 


'\ II?L. \.,time usage of the 3rd '( J.:::.. J 	 neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? ~ 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To detennine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

~owth are too low? 413,000 .n:...:.o.::..w~.__-+-O=-)pl:...,e=-r-=a=-=ti-=.o'-'-ns=-.'--______.__ ._~_._ ___:_-_+---

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
I Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
t benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. 	 growth is more fairly distributed 


throuQhout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: JJ\,,' [,U Tolo".sc '" Signature:~ LJ~"'=-
Address: 1J. 4. ..ll.i - IJ fj,,(W.. S 

E-mail: JU)3i)t1.tlSj~ C'O-ACAst.jtJj 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:Tolo".sc


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; yhkjmlee630@yahoo.com 
Subject: SAMP Scoping Public Comment 
Date: Tuesday, September 25, 2018 3:41:05 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Young Hee Lee.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Young Hee Lee of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Young Hee Lee be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary, Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-5AMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INmAL 

AL 


,. <~ 


I 
f 

~/oY-~. 

~' i 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 

ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 

Sea-Tac Airport studies now undeJW8y 
before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-

mitigation study 
from Department of 

J 

~. " 
,,\..L« 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and " 

, 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. ~c\.~ 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 

increased risk of 
human harm from 

unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

/ 
/" 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight ~ 
fliahts noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3"' Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 31d unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the I 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over I 

/ 

time usage of the 31d neighborhoods beneath and near the v~9 
Runwav? 31d Runway. 
What if Your $AMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that ~~ if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly disbibuted 

/

tb< 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: yciJlViJ- 11if;; U:::~ Signature: ~ 

Address: d..-'}O 3 'j J-{,~ pL };' fd<2ril k'1f AJIl fdt03 

E-mail: yhk; 1111 ee.. b?>~ether' ' C t'I-m. 

Submit 'onn on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; keshjonsmith@hotmail.com 

Subject: SAMP Scoping Public Comment 

Date: Monday, September 24, 2018 11:06:00 PM 

Attachments: Scoping Comment Keshjon Smith.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Keshjon Smith of Normandy Park, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Smith be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP seoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask: the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question weve added a related sample 
"seoping request.» Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

IWhy No Study of 
What's AlreadyiHappened? How does 

. Port intend to study the 
human health and 

! environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

i Why No Study of Your 
: Own Long-Term Plan? 
, Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

. 2027? 

Ii Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 

i human health and 
environmental impacts 

, from aircraft noise and 
I emissions, in all of the six 

south-end airport 
i nei hbor cities? 
i Use Current Science? 

Will Port review all 
studies from around 

i world relating to human 
health and environment 

: impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

IFour-year increase Iraised annual 
overflight total from 

I 316,000 to 
1413,000. 

I
: 

SAMP Executive 
I Summary; Port's 
: own consultant 
Isays long term 

study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
otential harms. 

The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, I	Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

i and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAl 

Please include a complete assessment ! 
of the human health and environmental I 
impacts, including from noise and I 
emissions, resulting from the additional! '\( <
97,000 aircraft overflight operations ! ./ 
growth from the last four years. I 

I 
I 

Please include a complete assessment I 

of the human health and environmental I 

impacts resulting from additional ; 

aircraft overflight operations for the I\/ t(: 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision r ) 

projects and Century Agenda growth I 


~~. 	 I 

I Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental , 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal :. \/ L... 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, \ r- ) 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft i 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
i 	Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Proects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 

I from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 

I other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment 



• 


Wait For Pending New Regional studies IPlease Include a review and 
, Science? Why is Port underway, Include 
, proceeding without ultra-fine particle 
waiting for the results of study from UW and 
the pending studies in the airport 

i the State of Washington mitigation study 

Tac Air ort? 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Commerce.' 
Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts ! \/ t::" 
from noise on elderly citizens and \"- ) 
children. 

! What About Overnight IStudies have IPlease include a complete scientific 
! Flights? Will Port collect concluded I study review and assessment of the 

Iand assess global IIncreased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating Ihuman harm from noise from overnight flights, 

.. 
I to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
i fli hts noise? noise. ·Unique - Full Time 3~d Despite historical Please include a complete study of theII

Runway Use. How Will statements.3rd unique human health and 
1 Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
I the impacts of the full- time, exponential increase in overflights over 
,'; time usage of the 3m , neighborhoods beneath and near the 

I 

Runway? , 3mRunwav.IWhat if Your ISAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
! Projections Are I Summary projections, please include a study of 
IWrong? How are you i inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

I 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
, arowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations.

IRegional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional I in the six airport neighbor cities if 

, airport? airport now. Igrowth is more fairly distributed 
I throughout the entire reaton. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: \ / ~\ ". \. , ".. . L \ Signature: V e b\'V1~ 1 &t1If~ 
f"iL0 ~0V'\ I,.) YV1 (JI ~ /:l 7'vc 


Address: \'7-g31 ISJ It ~27B 

.... V~ S V()\%VtJI.o r 


E-maiI.M......·l/....c1 ~.' S; ~@."... '/ 'C1 Y b- I. l L1 /1' cw~ 1'-'.-0 by, . U LI -....J <..! vv "., <.- ,C:-;Jc;):,.. . \fV\ I nDr .~~ ,. L. o.,~ ~ -yU 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 

To: SAMP Public Comments; pat-kurtmoss@msn.com 
Subject: SAMP Scoping Public Comment 

Date: Monday, September 24,20189:52:12 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Pat MOSS.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mrs. Patricia Moss of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mrs. Moss be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



-

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 

10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 
Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 

316,000 to 
413,000. 

emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

p/~ 
environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
~ears? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please indude a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 

Summary; Port's 
own consultant 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional PJ1( 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
antiCipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 

committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal fl11! 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all 
stUdies from around 
world relating to human 

world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 

from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 

/lJr 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 



I Wait For Pending New
IScience? Why is Port 
I proceeding without 
Iwaiting for the results of 
Ithe pending studies in 
i the State of Washington 
I directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
f1iQhts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

I Runway? 
I What if Your 

Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 

I from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 

I neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throuQhout the entire region. 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenti Se ember 28th 2018. 

-:I:)
Name: -+ CL~ I\. -' 0 .,---. __

I -\.. -~.2> 

Address: f...? '-( 0 G,;) 9' 5 

/
I

Signatu e: ~ 
--<.:7 IU ~ r ------( 

E-mail: 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; Chris Hall 

Subject: SAMP Scoping Public Comment 
Date: Monday, September 24, 20189:33:24 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Chris Hall.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Chris Hall of Federal Way, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

offBing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Hall be deemed unacceptable, please 

reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 

i Four-year increase 
i raised annual 

Please include a complete assessment I 
of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 

316,000 to 
413,000. 

emissions, resulting from the additional 
, 97,000 aircraft overflight operations I tll

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your ISAMP Executive I Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the 
human health and 

own consultant 
I says long term 

impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the , 

I 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 

t-/f. 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 

studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 

plans.
I 
I I 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study , of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, I impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal I 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ({frI, 

emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 

Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
i Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? I Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all stUdies (worldwide) 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human 
health and environment 

potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or t,1/· 

! impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

: health or the environment. I 



I 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight

Iflights noise? 
I Unique - Full Time 3rd 

IRunway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa ? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 

Ithe a'rport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 

i Studies have 
I concluded 
I increased risk of 
i human harm from 
I overnight flight 
! noise. 
I Despite historical 
I statements, 3rd 

. Runway now full-
time, 

I SAMP Executive. 
i Summary 
I inaccurate; est. 

accounting for the impa~t398,910 flights by 
if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 

Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies I Please include a review and 
underway, include assessment of the results of criticalIi 

ultra-fine particle . Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
study from UW and I before proceeding with the 

2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The~p"::"o-=-rt-h-a-s-"---~-p-=-,Le-=-as"":'e'---in·-c-'u-d-e-a-st-u-d-y-o-f-th-e-b-en-e-f-it-s-f--- I 

i refused to join calls to human health and the environment I· 

I for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if I /1/)/ ,I 

airport now. growth is more fairly distributed i ~ I 

throu hout the entire re ion. 

Ienvironmental review for the SAMP 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children, 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations, 

-
! 

t,1L 

lt~1j, 

---J 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Address: '6Z3 S, tY/>(t',\AJ2 W-: liS' tJ~ 

E-mail: £Y-:tfJ-sPCeiJB &/I1!tIL cOrvt 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments; blyfire48@gmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Seoping Public Comment 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 12:51:32 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Nymrich pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Steve Numrich ofNormandy Park, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 6 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Numrich be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
·'scoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from ,
. impacts including from noise and 
Port intend to study the i 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional ,i 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations SU'environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 


:I years? ! 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment ! 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 
human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision S[/the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all i 

Will Port study unique committed to study i of the human health and environmental 
I 
! 	

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~t/!from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, 	 and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

I
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the i 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? 1 Term Projects. i 
Use Current Science? I Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) !I 

Will Port review all Iworld now exist on . from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around . harms and extent such studies explore, find, 

world relating to human i potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or I 

I 


Iimpacts from aircraft and emissions. 	 other potential linkage between aircraft I 

noise and pollution? 	 overflights and impacts on human 
I 


health or the environment. 




I 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 

! 	 Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight Iovernight flight 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 

fliQhts noise? 
Unique - Full Time ard 

I
I 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

noise. 
I Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
I time. 

SAMP Executive. 
I Summary 

Iinaccurate; est. 
I 398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

I 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 

I	exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 

I 3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

<>k: 


I 

I 

it::>lf1 

. I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting SeptembJf'28th ~18 . 

.;, ~ .," 

Name: ..:::::::..'t ." A.I . Signature: ~d~~ L 
;; (JG 10 urn / 0 ' 

Address: i(,'l:) If SyIv ~~1;(}' RJ 'Sl!/ r1;~ v"'""'. j y Rv- k LLM 
E-mail: bf /;, {;(' ~iI-t' !£J ~' . ('

C ' ) ~ I (CD0-t. 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; 85peto@msn com 
Subject: SAMP Scoping Public Comment 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 12:08:23 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Peto.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Frank Peto of Des Moines, Wa, regarding 
the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of the Mr. Peto be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

IWhy No Study of 
I What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
20277 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

i emissions, in all of the six 
Isouth-end airport 

neighbor cities? 
I Use Current Science?
IWill Port review all 
i studies from around 
I world relating to human 
Ihealth and environment 

impacts from aircraft 
I noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

I Four-year increase 
Iraised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 

Iall of Des Moines, 
Federal· Way, 

IBurien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

i and SeaTac. 
I 

I Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 

i and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental I 
impacts, including from noise and -:J-fo-"i .emissions, resulting from the additional 

97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~p 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

I 
Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 3fJ 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Prolects. 


IPlease include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 

i extent such studies explore, find, 
. suggest, or hypothesize any ~jJ
; association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



I 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 

Regional studies Please include a review and 
, underway, include assessment of the results of critical )1 

ultra-fine particle ; Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
study from UW and ' before proceeding with the I -r () 
the airport environmental review for the SAMP.-l'Jr 
mitigation study 'I 

from Department of I,' 

Commerce. 	 I 
r-:;;-S=-en::"s':"';i:::::ti~ve::::':":'p:'-o-p-u-:-Ia-t-=-ion-S-::?:--+-:S::::t~ud:'::i~es='::h::':::av:':"e-fo-u-n-d-+-P-I-ea-s-e-:-in-cl:-"u-d-e-a-c-o-m-p-:"Ie-:"t-e-a-s-s-es-s-m-e-n-:-t-'r-----I 


Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from ovemight 
fll hts nOIse? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd

IRunway Use. How will 
I Port separately assess 
'I tr.e i~pa('ts of the full-
t time usage of the 3 rd 

I Runway? 
i Whatif Your 

Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 

I accounting for the impact 
I if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
nOIse. 

, Despite historical 
i statements, 3rdIRunway now full-
time. 

I SAMP Executive. 
i Summary 
I inaccurate; est. 

398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

of the unique human health impacts --=L..JI, I,',/::') 
from noise on elderly citizens and ~ i 

children. ,'i 
Please include a complete scientific I I 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from p

I noise from overnight flights. f-......::J 
i 

• Please include a complete study of the 
j unique human health and 
I environmental impacts from the J P 
: exponential increase in overflights over I 
I neighborhoods beneaU I dnd near the i 
i 3rd Runway. I 

To determine the risks of error in Port 


I 	projections. please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 

Please include a study of the benefits 

to human health and the environment 

in the six airport neighbor cities if 


throu 
growth is more fairly distributed 


hout the entire re ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: ;:::=:;? AN1,(VPCfC/ Signature:--...::=t:fG,n--";Z ~~ 

Address: ¥/G; S 2't-~ 5r Tc.../ow 
'. I)c$ ,"'t'OIIYG'$ WA ~/7'S>

E-mail. • 
~5per:<:;@ rnsn .<:..Ott4 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments; nancy6r1@comcast.net 
Subject: SAMP Scoping Public Comment 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 12:02:41 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Robertson pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Nancy Robertson of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEP A EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email ofpublic comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comments on behalf of the Ms. Robertson be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac" 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

Please i ude a complete study of all 
of the h man health amr-efivlron 
impacts f all of es Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac; Tesulffng frolTlalrcraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro"ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 

' from at least the last ten years, to the 
\ extent such studies explore, find, 
! suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 

I overflights and impacts on human 
i health or the environment. 



I 

I 
Wait For Pending NewIScience? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 

i the pending studies in
Ithe State of Washington 
I directly relating to Sea-
Tac Air ort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fli hts noise? 

I Unique _Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-

I time usage of the 3 rd 

, Runwa ? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
ac . the impact 

, if your estimates or

rowth are too low? 


! Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 

i airport? ~ 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 

I	Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 

i Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the l J / 
environmental review for the SAMP. ~~ 

i 
from Department of i 

Commerce. 
Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
risk of harm to ~ of the unique human health impacts \. rJ' 
elderly citizens and I from noise on elderly citizens and rj 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 

e Port has 
re used to join calls 
f r siting a regional 
airport now. 

: children. 
I 
~ase include a completesci~ntific 
study review and assessment 6f';e 
unique human health impacts from \ /L-, 
noise from overnight flights., I' 

I Please include a cOJ!J..U,.-.........~ 

~a althand 

environmental i he 

e r' rease in overflights over \~~ 


, neighborhoods beneath and near the 
I
. 3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 

I from increased aircraft operations that 
I exceed~m 
' 0 eurtlons. '-
Pliase include a study of the benefits 
to. human health and the environment ' 
in"tile six airport neighbor cities if o. i' I 

gro h is more fairly distributed / IV~. 
throu " ..,--~' 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental r~w. Deadline for commentin tember 2'/;;"'0,1 / 
Name: /i):.Vv.. e.vf t\o bt'ri c-"'(n Signatur V~)Jv-. 

<::i,., ( ., r, k < T \- 1 til
Address: /> 0 I :> ,7'-I);,j I \.- do. v 

E-mail: '(\Cl V\t<" I.o'rL~ 0 vYY\ (' a:;::\, ttzrl' 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; keYJay75@gmail.com 

Subject: SAMP Scoping Public Comment 

Date: Tuesday, September 25,20183:51:42 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Keyondre McDonald.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Keyondre McDonald of Burien, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's webSite, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Keyondre McDonald be deemed 

unacceptable, please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



--
The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 

10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request: Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 


,human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. ~ttcCe 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 

years? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key. n But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth ~ 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 

2027? potential harms. 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 


n,~ 

~~ emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
 ~fk, 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or ( t
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. 




Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique· Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to joi n calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

"Kt*. ,t:Jv-r 
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Please Include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for com'YIenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: ~t6j() nJrc V1l\c) vt"CJ--~~~ature: ~ btl1 )iJltJY)ngke 

Address: 'LC?~O \1-\~ aJe )C,v\}lo b~Y'le/~ \;JO.Jh'·''jI/on 1. 

E-mail: \).J1J.Ai1C; @J9 yY\~~ I . ( Un] . rf'/~ 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Randall and Carol Parsons 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: SAMP Seoping Request Comments 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 2018 1:22:33 PM 
Attachments: SAMP Request for Air Study CAP.pdf 

Dear Mr. Rybolt, 

Please find attached my requested scoping questions for the SAMP you are preparing. 

Sincerely, 

Carol Parsons 

2727 SW 149th PI 

Burien, WA 98166-1657 

sealodge@earthlink.net 

mailto:sealodge@earthlink.net


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
stUdy is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien,. Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. cP 
Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~(J
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, (yo
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all stUdies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, cPsuggest, or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
~he pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
qrowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

CP 


CP 


cP 


cP 


cP 


C-P. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name:~o/..- PA.R..~q,/> Signature: X ~~~~~ 
Address: 2 7--"'2.-7- ~ w I t-t9.--,r-( f'L., 

'Bvf2-/vJ f v/A ~Q;, l tOfGI - I (;.57 
E-mail: .> e?; /00/j e ~ e ~r-Ji.,1;;1 A., V\-e-..J.
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: seer303@earthlink.net 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: SAMP Scoping Request Comments 
Date: Thursday, September 27,20181:27:15 PM 
Attachments: SAMP Request for Air Study RLP.odf 

Dear Mr. Rybolt, 

Please find attached my requested scoping questions for the SAMP you are preparing. 

Sincerely, 

Randall Parsons 

17030 Sylvester Rd. SW 

Normandy Park, WA 98166-3434 

seer303@earthlink.net 

mailto:seer303@earthlink.net


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review a/l 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way. 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the addition 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental < 

impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental~ 
impacts for a/l of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Pa , 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



r.......---

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September th 

Name1<A."'~LL p~~ Signature:~~=~~~::::::::::::~ 

Address: '7030 SYt-vf?7'T"§:Z j2..j:) ;;'vJ. 
. /Vlo~ANP';/ ~, ("vA ~ ?t~b -/105'7 

E-mail: ::> - IA~I. I<5e.er"'::>0> e e3-f"<rYf ,"11 ~Y1ef-
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@poriseattle.org 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
TacAir art? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
f1i hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 
Runwa? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional stUdies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
stUdy from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

mailto:SAMP@poriseattle.org


From: Michelle Chaves 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: SAMP Scoping Requests I Comments 
Date: Thursday, September 27, 20188:26:08 PM 
Attachments: SAMP IMG.pdf 

Please see my signed requests attached. 

Thanks, 

Michelle 




The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 

. Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

I already added in last four 
i years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

I the Long-Term Vision 
i 	anticipated to begin when 
I capacity is reached in 
1 2027? 

Adequate Geography? 

Will Port study unique 

human health and 


: environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 

! neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 

I 	Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

• Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment' 

of the human health and environmental 


: impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

! growth from the last four years. 
i 

Please include a complete assessment 
I of the human health and environmental 
, impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 


I projects and Century Agenda growth 

IIplans. 

I 
I 

I	Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal , 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, I (l 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft .J\ .\.., .i,' 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the -n" 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 
 Isuggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or t· 

other potential linkage between aircraft [\'
" overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 




i Wait For Pending New ! Regional studies Please include a review and I 
I Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical !proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway i 
I waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

I 
I 

II the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. ~ t. ..}('.i' .. the State of Washington mitigation study \ " 


i directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

i T ac Airport? Commerce. 

I Sensftive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

! Are you studying the I risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

I unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

; noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

i and children? aircraft noise. 

!-What About Overnight [ Studies have Please include a complete scientific , 

Flights? Will Port collect i concluded study review and assessment of the

I
I 

and assess global I increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
1\

! scientific studies relating I human harm from noise from overnight flights. 	 I .
I 'If' .v 

: to impacts from overnight , overnight flight 	 IJ"\) \ 
I 

" 

fflights noise? ! noise. 

Unique. Full Time 3rd I Despite historical . Please include a complete study of the I 


, Runway Use. How will I statements, 3rd unique human health and I 
Port separately assess I Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- i time. I 

I 

exponential increase in overflights over! ~ .L . 
; time usage of the 3rd ! neighborhoods beneath and near the 	 Ilv1\lJ!.: 

I Runway? I I 3rd Runway. . 
What if Your ISAMP Executive. i To determine the risks of error in Port I 
Projections Are • Summary i projections, please include a study of' 
Wrong? How are you ; inaccurate; est. I the health and environmental impacts I 

II 

accounting for the impact 1398,910 flights by ' from increased aircraft operations that "' ~,,-0 : 
if your estimates of ; 2019; we are at I exceed. estimated Near Term IJt \) I 
growth are too low? i 413,000 now. i Operations. I! 
Regional Airport Now? I The Port has I Please include a study of the benefits ,: I 
Are you studying the ,I refused to join calls I to human health and the environment I 
benefits of a regional , for siting a regional I' in the si.x airport n,eighb.or, cities if '. AI' C. 
airport? [ airport now. I growth IS more fairly distributed !~v 

I 

'J 

I throughout the entire region. I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

. , . .'
·V\ ... '. 1/ ) rI, (I' III ':.ifSignature: / ,)_v~l1.....h...L/ jV\.V-'vc~ 

Address: 141 

E-mail: rrl(:.Jv..wt.S 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
http:rrl(:.Jv


From: Katie Jules 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Cc: hladick.christopher@epa.goy 
Subject: SAMP Scoping Requests from Burien, WA Resident Katie Jules 
Date: Wednesday, September 19, 2018 11:47:00 AM 
Attachments: SAMP Scoping Reqyests from Katie Jyles - 9.19.18.pdf 

To The Port: 

Please see attached for my SAMP scoping requests. 

Respectfully, 

Katie Jules 

13844 17th Ave SW 

Burien, WA 98166 



* The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAM? scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers wi!! 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I Why No Study of ! Four-year increase ! Please include a complete assessment I
!Whafs AJready I raised annual of the human health and environmental ' 
I 

1 Happened? How does I overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 
I Port intend to study the I 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 
I human health and i 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
i environmental impacts of ! growth from the last four years. 
i the 97,000 new flights ! 
I already added in last four I 
LL~ars? I 

. Why No Study of Your ISAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 
Own Long-Term Plan? I Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from addition a!'.' Why not study of the Ii own consuftant 
! human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
Ienvironmental im'p~cts of !study is ."key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
I the Long-Term VISion i Port's Will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
!anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
I capacity is reached in I growth plans for 
I2027? I potential harms. 
I Adequate Geography? i The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
I Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental I,: 

, human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for aU of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts I Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
from aircraft noise and : Burien. Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

I emissions, in all of the six INormandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
f south-end airport Iand SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
I neighbor cities? Term Projects. 
!Use Current Science? ! Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 
: Wi!! Port review all I world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

studies from around Iharms and extent such studies explore, find, 

Iworld relating to human I potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
 \<EJ! health and environment i from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
I impacts from aircraft i and emissions. other potentia! linkage between aircraft 
I noise and pollution? i overflights and impacts on human 
! health or the environment. 

~	 To ~e. 'Por+: \ V\ tonne.cnoY) wi11A -\(',s Z-~({~ i1AbMi Ss iOn J t>ka.').{ S1:! 'Pa. t 

'Z foy YI'I~ r<"Iueot~ i h -thi,s r.('~cd. l'I.!j 'nou.s<-nold u~tS 1h< Par+- to '0 
co~~\~. 

\(;{sttc#v..l\~ S1A.Pm(fffj) 
\(Ant, E. Jk.ltJ t of 2. 



lWait For Pending New 
I Science? Why is Port 
, proceeding without 

waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 

Regional studies 
underway. include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 

Please include a review and 	 i 
Iassessment of the results of critical 

Sea-T ae Airport studies now underway !~~Jbefore proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAM? i 

I 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of !Tae Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found i Please include a complete assessment i 

Are you studying the Irisk of harm to I of the unique human health Impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft I elderly citizens and ! from noise on elderly citizens and 1\Z~J 

noise on elderly citizens I children from I children. 

and children? Iaircraft noise. I 

I 

What About Overnight I Studies have IPlease include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect iconcluded I study review and assessment of the 


\and assess global Iincreased risk of Iunique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from I noise from overnight flights. I~J 

to impacts from overnight I overnight flight I 

i i 


fIi hts noise? noise. 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
i 

Port separately assess Runway now full- i environmental impacts from the 

the impacts of the full- time. Iexponential increase in overflights over I\L.e) 

time usage of the 3rd i neighborhoods beneath and near the i 


Runway? I 3rd Runway. i 

What if Your . SAMP Executive. ITo determine the risks of error in Port 
 1,1 

Projections Are Summary Iprojections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

I accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by I
f 

from increased aircraft operations that i'¥-'EJ
I if your estimates of 2019; we are at i exceed estimated Near Term 
lrowth are too low? 413,000 now. I 0 erations. 

,1,1 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has i Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls i to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional I in the six airport neighbor cities if 
 I~Ej

• airport? 	 airport now. I growth is more fairly distributed 
i 	 .. I! throughout the entire region. I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: \(a..t\{' "'E. JukS Signature: ~!ttiL ~.~A1..Lf: 

Address: \:,'g4Lt \1"", ~V{. SW} 	'&U(i-tV1) W~ 'l~I{fCp 

E-mail: 5orrirt~ek@COYVlC~. n~+ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Brett Piper 

To: SAMP Public Comments 

Subject: SAMP scoping requests 

Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 5:47:00 PM 

Attachments: samo questions piper. pdf 
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The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these. or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request" Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them 8S 8 matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase IPlease Include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual I of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from I impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316.000 to emissions, resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~ 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 

years? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human hearth and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
 ~ 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for i 

!2027? potential harms. I 
00'_'_~" 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not I Please include a complete study of all 

Will Port study uniq ue committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~ 


I from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft I
i emissions. in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 20 13-present; for the I 

south-end airport and SeaTac. ' Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please Include all studies (worldwide) I 

Wdl Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms suggest. or hypothesize any ~ 
hearth and environment from aircraft noise association. correlation. causation, or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

n~se and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique· Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
Qrowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3n:l 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. ~ 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the unique human health impacts 

from noise on elderly citizens and 
 Wchildren. 

I 

: Please Include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 

I noise from overnight flights. WI 
Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over tf 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts ~ 
from increased aircraft operations that 

exceed estimated Near Term 

Operations. 


---.~I Please Include a study of the benefits 
refused to join calls I to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

I 
V;

airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
1 throughout the entire [egion. 

I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting~ 

Name: Bfl..-t1tT ~ I~tL Signature: ~-___ 

Address: 1(0 C, 01> J...~ -& trv<. s-vi ~ J r'l {' h W A;- qf IVII 
, f 

E-mail: b re++ f I ftr@ gmflli I. CO Iv\ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Raphael Sadowilz 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments 
Subject: SAMP 
Date: Monday, September 17,20188:39:02 AM 
Attachments: scannedpoc.pdf 

Good morning, 


Please see attached signed SAMP scoping request. Thank you. 


Vir, 

Raphael 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. [f you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers wi[[ 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's wi[[ not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federa[ Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 1JJ[; J 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision Vl1 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, {)J
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, fAlsuggest, or hypothesize any i 

association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 

\ waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

Nowth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in t~~ scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Septeh;1b~r 28~018. . 

Signature: !j~~/fJI~·rMc" ;b(J~ \~ 0 '~'"'-.._ \ 
, ,,~ 

Address: 21\}~\) 'll\\. ~L .s 
ft-iJ~o.L vJ~'{ \ wet '1 dOijS 

E-mail: ~Oi)>J:;:.:{H2 br1f>1rJ....(." IV 
\ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseatt/e.org 
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From: twinlakesvet1@gmail.com 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments 
Subject: Scanned from a Xerox Multifunction Device 
Date: Tuesday, September 18, 201810:11:44 AM 
Attachments: Scanned from a Xerox Myltifunction Device Qdf 

Please open the attached document. It was scanned and sent to you using a Xerox Multifunction Device. 


Attachment File Type: pdf, Multi-Page 


Multifunction Device Location: 

Device Name: XRX9C934E5CIC68 


For more information on Xerox products and solutions, please visit http·l!www.xerox com 


mailto:twinlakesvet1@gmail.com
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The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainty have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL. 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions, resulting from the additional J/)J.

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. I 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 
 Iyears? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please indude a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
 IjiMenvironmental impacts of study is -key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term ViSion I 


the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth I 

anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 

20271 potential harms. 


-"~~~'>'-

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ;UJ;f 
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
emiSSions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 201J..present; for the 
south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long f 
neighbor cities? Term Projects. 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

-.~ 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any AiM
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. 



Walt For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 

the airport 
mitigation study 

environmental review for the SAMP. fiAA 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 

risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 

of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. /IA~ 

and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 

increased risk of 
human harm from 

unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. ;1f~ 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3nt Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements,3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 

NflIt 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 

the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 

/lAfiA 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 

refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 

to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if ru~ 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 
thro~hout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 8th 20 8. 

Name: Signature: J--!~+&=~~~+-...J..-,;",*,,~ 

Address: 111 5,J£~ gf:- * wA-1SV03 
E-mail: .lfV1.f.At2;UMo-ke(Olw..lA.sf. ~ 
Submit fonn on your own/add comments at: SAMP@porlseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@porlseattle.org
http:lfV1.f.At2;UMo-ke(Olw..lA.sf


From: Jenny Smith 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: SAMP request 
Date: Monday, September 24, 20184:51:02 PM 
Attachments: SAMP Request pdf 

Please see the attached letter with questions I request you look into as a member of the Des 
Moines community and someone who lives under the flight path. 
Thank you, 
Jenny Smith 
206-769-1626 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when ! studying total 
capacity is reached in 

2027? 

Adequate Geography? 

Will Port study unique 


, human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

I 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 

I growth plans for 
otential harms. 

I The Port has not 
, committed to study 

all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



I m---,------!--=::.:..:-=:.=.:~=~---_+_-------------,__-_!_--___i 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental review. Deadline for commenting S tember 28t 2018. 


Name: 


Address: 


E-mail: 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattie.org 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 

I the pending studies in 
! the State of Washington 
I directly relating to Sea
: Tac Airport? 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found 
Are you studying the I risk of harm to 
unique impacts of aircraft I elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from 1 

! and children? aircraft noise. 
! What About Overnight Studies have 
i Flights? Will Port collect concluded 

I 	and assess global increased risk of 
scientific studies relating human harm from 

I to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
I flights noise? noise.
I -.------,-----l-=~--'-:'-__:---,Unique - Full Time 3rdIRunway Use. How will 

Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa ? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

I Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 

Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019, we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join cal!s 
for siting a regional 
airport now 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from I 
noise from overnight flights. 

I 
J 

' Please include a complete study of the~;
I unique human health and I t 

!, 

I environmental im pacts from the , 
exponential increase in overflights over , i 
neighborhoods beneath and near the i 
3rd Runwa . ' 
To determine the risks error in Port 
projections. please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 

, Please include a study of the benefits 
i to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 

I throu hout the entire re ion. 

mailto:SAMP@portseattie.org


From: MK 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: SAMP Requests 
Date: Friday, September 14, 20186:11:06 PM 
Attachments: air noise t@ffic.odf 

To Whom It May Concern, 

Please review the attached document regarding air traffic noise that 

is causing havoc in our household. We're forced to keep all of our 

windows closed regardless ofthe weather/temperature outside 

throughout the year. We're forced to tum up our TV volume 

unnecessarily due to the noise from the air traffic above our house. 

We can't even conduct a normal conversation outside for no more than 

30secs at a time due to the loud noise caused by air traffic above our 

house. Our 3 year old daughter has the most difficult time sleeping 

at night due to the air traffic noise. At her age, she should be 

getting about 12 hrs of sleep per day and she's getting around 9. I 

have no idea what kind of long term effect this will have on our 

daughter. Please do something and help us control this noise in our 

neighborhood! 


Sincerely, 

Micha Kang Kampe 




The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
stUdies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 

I noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
comm itted to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~lL-
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth vWL
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ~Loverflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any ~tL-
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique· Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 1\W-

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and {'MLchildren. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. MAL-
Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the rw
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections. please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 

~Lfrom increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if vvUL-
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in t e scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Sep mber 28th 2018. 

Name:M(~ )4r1S ~ Signature:\-,LI..~L--_=::::::::::=---__ 

Address: ~fO l'-f 0-i. pL. S feduJ. lUA} tw+ crg7rD3 

E-mail: Me1:2-f)-Uf\~ e!fit t .L(5)A-

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 	 SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase IPlease include a complete assessment 
What's Already raised an nual I of the human health and environmental 	 ! 

IHappened? How does overflight total from : impacts, including from noise and 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to I emissions, resulting from the additional 
human health and 413,000. 	 97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~ environmental impacts of 	 growth from the last four years. 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please include a complete assessment 

iI Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 
Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional I 

I 

I 

. human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

I 
(1) ·1 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision I 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth II 

ianticipated to begin when studying total plans. 	
I 

I 
capacity is reached in growth plans for I 
20217 	 potential harms. 

.---.~ 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not 	 Please include a complete study of all 
Will Port study unique committed to study Iof the human health and environmental 
human health and all of Des Moines, 	 impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal (Denvironmental impacts Federal Way, 	 Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, 	 and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

I south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neighbor cities? 	 Term Projects. ._J
Use Current Science? Studies around the 	 Please include all studies (worldwide) ,
Will Port review all world now exist on 	 from at least the last ten years, to the I i 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, I 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any \\C) I 
health and environment I from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft Ii 

noise and pollution? 	 overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 
 I 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies 
Science? Why is Port underway, include 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle 
waiting for the results of study from UW and 
the pending studies in the airport 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Aireort? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found 
Are you studying the risk of harm to 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from 
and children? aircraft noise. -
What About Overnight Studies have 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded 
and assess global increased risk of 
scientific studies relating human harm from 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd 

Port separately assess Runway now full-
the impacts of the full- time. 
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your SAMP Executive. 
Projections Are Summary 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. 
accounting for the impact 1398,910 flights by 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has 
Are you studying the refused to join calls 

, benefits of a regional for siting a regional 
airport? airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from I
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

(\\j
\U 

I 

I

I 

l\\\; ,; -.-I 

I 

0'j 


~b 


\\) 


0'J 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: POL+n'U'tA t.J) Q...rvU'J1o I/l Signature: f41L C&/iIl-b~ 
" GN1 9g)vJ.Address: oj17 JtJ /)D-ft.-- J~ .dtt1') ie.'7, 

E-mail: re..ol i00l @ hO+M~11 UM 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Kristi Brewer 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Cc: qujetskiespugetsound@gmajl.com; Krjstj Brewer 
Subject: SAMP Questions 
Date: Friday, September 14, 2018 3:28:55 PM 
Attachments: 20180914152144058 pdf 

Port of Seattle Representative, 


Please find my attached questions regarding SAMP. 


Warmest Regards, 


KRISTI BREWER 
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The Sustairlable AIrport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUeSTS 

Welcome 10 the SAMP scoplng meeting! We-'reprov1ding a list of sample questiOns - questfons we 
certainiy have forlhe Port Of SeattJe.Ask the Port pe{$onnel the$e, Qf anyquest]ons you wan!. We 
also want 10 make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want lhesf,Jbject matter of any of t/1{lS8 questtons 
included in theSCopeofthe Elrwlronrnenti!ll review.fof each question we'Ve added atelated samplo 
·seoping request.' Justinitial any request you want. sign at Ihe bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect aodprovide them as a mattet ofpubllc recQrd to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

rWtly No Stu Four·yeaf increase !Please inc!ude a (';omple!e assessment I.. .. dy of 
What's Already raised annual of the human health and €llwitonmental 

! H.a.I>Pen.·.. tW.. 1.... HO.W.does Iovarllight total from ! impacts, Including from noise and
!Port intend to study the 316,000 to Iemissions, resulting from the additional II VK
i human health and 413,000. • $7,000 aircraft overflight operations r-J 
1enVIronmental lmpac!s of growth from the last four years.I

I the 97,000 new flJghts ! 

I~·a~:~~y added In last four I ____._. ~...~._~_._~-I--__---' 

. WhY-No -Study ofYOUI' SAMP Execu.tive Please include <l complete asses!)meht 
Own Long-Term Plan? I Summary; Port's ofthehuman ~ealth and e~yironmental ! 
Why not study of tne 1 own consultant impacts resulting from add,\I()l'Ial ! 
human health and says long term .. fC.,.ra I ~ fa 1 ... ft. ove.rfllght operaUons for t.he 
envi(orrmental impacts of $tudy is "key," But Port's post~SAMP Long Term ViSion I 
thel-cng-Term Vision Port's wlll ootbe pro.ieets and Century Agenda. growth IIa.. nticipated to beg... in when studying total plans,


. 9apacily is reached in growth plans for I' 

t 20271 potential harms. , '
I~~~~~~t~~~~:u~Y? ~~!~~~~~~~tdY ~:~~:~~~~~:a:~:~o~~~~~~~~1 j-------' 
i human healthalld. . ~II of Oes MOIMS. impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal V D---. !,:..:.,'. 

lenvlro~mental i~pacts Federal Way, Way. Burien, iultViila, Normandy Park, V / 
I fr'Omalrcn~ft nOllse and Burien, Tukwila. and SeaTac. resulting from ai(craa i 

m... iSSfonS'.i.n. allof the..SiX NormandY PMc, Ioverflights. from 2013-presenl; for the I ~south-end airport and SeaTac. ' Near-TermProjects; and for Long ; 

--------I!ne~~~lh~b~o~r~~~iti~es~?~'~~~4-~~____~~~T~e~mn~_._~p~r~o~]e~.~~ts~.~~~~~~~~~__
Use Current Sefenee?· S!udiesaround the Ptea$~ incfudeall studies (wolidWlde) I 
Will Port review all world now exist on from at I~ast the last ten years. 10 the I 

i $.tudies flomarpund ham'ls. and lexlentsuch sMifes explore, find. \U1'!:,'
I world r~ating to humM potential harms Isuggest. or l1ypothesl2:(l $rly 

I. health and envlro.·.n.m.e nt from aircraft noise sssodation. correlation, causation, or 
impacts from air(;raf~ . and emissions. 1 other potential linkage between aircraft !Inoise and pollution? Io'lerflighls and impacts on human 
,--~_____~_-,---_______......j.ht;:lalth 9rlhe environment, 

https:llscontent-seal-1.xx.fbcdn.netlv/tl.O-9/41525976 _2615102111849149_50731018798... 9114/2018 

https:llscontent-seal-1.xx.fbcdn.netlv/tl.O-9/41525976
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• 

\Walt For PendIng New IScience? Why is Port 
[ proceeding withOut 
I waWng for the results of 
! the pending studies in 

Ihe State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea· 
~e-.lt22rR_. . 
$eositivi:tpopulatlons? 
Arey~u studying the 
unique impacts or aircraft 
noise oneld.erly citizens 

I and chJtclrEJ!'l?___ .........
IWhat AboulOvero!ghtStudles have 

Flights? Will Port collaC'! 
I and assoss global!scientific studies relating 

! tOimp<J...cts fro..m ..ov~m.ighl
U!!.ghts noise? 

Unique - Full Wne 3td 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 

Region2l1studies IPlease include a review and 
undeMay, include :as3es.smentofthe results of critical 
ultra·fine panicle i Sea·Tac Airport studies nOW undecway 
study from UW and before procaedingwith the 

llhc airportenvirQnmental review for the SAMP. 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of barn) to 
&.l~e...rlY citi1:$.ns and 
chlfdren fron'\. 
aircraft noise. ~.. ... __... .... . . I 

the impacts of the full~ Itime. 

~~~V:1~Qf the 3'd! 
What if Your I SAM? Executive. 
Projections Are !Summary 
Wf'\')ng'lHoware you. i inaccurate; est 
accounting for the impact 1398.910 flights by 
if your estimates of. . 2019: we are at 

! rowth are too low? 413,000 nOw. 
',FRi;9iOnaIAirp0r1 Now? !The Port has 

Are you studying the Ir~fused to join calls 
benefils ofa regional . for siting a regional

! airport? 1airport nO\.... 
L I 

concluded 
fn¢t(:3sed risk of 
human harm from 
oll?rnight flight

nOise. 


. Despite historical 
statements,3'd 
RunViay now full

__~....ji 
_Please include a complete assessment I - -- -[ 
I of the unique human h~alth impacts I ' 
II fr<:l.mnoise on elderly citizens and \I (L. j 
children, L{) ! 

IPleaseinclilde a cQrnptetescienlific 
, study review and as~trssmel1t of the
Iunique human health impacts from 
t noise from overnight flights. 

~ 

!
i 

Please include acomp!ete study of the 
!ufiiquehuman he.'3lthand 
I environment<=!I impact:Sfromthe 
.exponer1tia! increase in overillghts(lver 

.~~iru~:~~s beneath and near the! 

Todetennlnethe risks Of ~rror in port 
p~oie<:lions. please include .;:3 study Clf 
the health and environmentaiJrnpacls 
framincreaSed aircral'toperatiot\s that 
exceed estimated Ne...t Term 
0 rallons. 
Pleas~includ~ a !;jtudy of the benefits 
to human health and Ine erwiranment 
in the six airpor1 neighbor c!ties If 
growth is mora fairly distributed 

I throughout the entire resl2!2, 

__I 
i 
! 

\( ~!,'.'... 
\'-'\./ 

f 

\rJJ 


V)II 
< 

Please. include the requests t have Initialoo <lbolli~in th~ scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Oeadline for commenting September28t1t 201S. 

Name: 'N\~ Lxe.ux:r S;gnatur.: ~~ 

Addtess; Stu~5D S~~-e 5 I t:££ Y'Y\aV\-tS\ WY\ ~~\~J' 

E·mall; Y-v "Sh b '(...e. ~ve h D+Y"Y'~\ l ,( Oy->-, 


Submit form on yourownladdcomments at,' SAMP@porlseattle.org 

https:llscontent-seal-l.xx.fbcdn.netlv/tl ,0-9/41602562_2615102275182466_53510159635... 911412018 
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From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP pyblic Comments: j2oaige@vahoo.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 1:10:06 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Janet Paige.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Janet M. Paige of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Paige be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

I already added in last four 
: years? 
IWhy No Study of Your 
I Own Long-Term Plan? 

Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

I the Long-Term Vision Ianticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

I 2027?
IAdequate Geography? 
I Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiohbor cities? 

I Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

! 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 

I growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental "') 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 
 t' 

I97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 

\ 
\ 
,~ 


1 Please include a complete assessment 
:, of the human health and environmental 

\)impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the t}\ \ 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 


. projects and Century Agenda growth \Iplans. 

Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 
 \)
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal "-'''\..Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 


i .\overflights, from 2013-present; for the I 


Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the ") 

extent such studies explore, find, ,,'\.".suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or \ 

other potentia! linkage between aircraft 


I overflights and impacts on human 
I health or the environment. 

I 



I Wait For Pending New Regional studies 1 Please include a review and , 
i Science? Why is Port underway, include I assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle ; Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway .) 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the V\,\ 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study I 

!~. 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of ,

, Tac Airport? Commerce. I 
I 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment l 
')Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts I 

','\ \ ,unique impacts of aircraft ' elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
I 

, noise on elderly citizens children from children. I,~and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific , 


Flights? Will Port collect concluded I study review and assessment of the .) I 

''Iv, \and assess global increased risk of ! unique human health impacts from \ 

i 
scientific stUdies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

I 

g J' ito impacts from overnight overni ht fli ht g 
tli hts noise? noise. 

I Unique - Full Time 3rd , Despite historical Please include a complete study of the IRunway Use. How will Istatements, 3rd , unique human health and ') 
I Port separately assess Runway now full environmental impacts from the v'\ , 

i the impacts of the full time. exponential increase in overflights over 
\ i 

Itime usage of the 3rd 

I 

neighborhoods beneath and near the J 
i Runwav? 3rd Runway. 
I What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port
IProjections Are i Summary projections, please include a study of 
I Wrong? How are you Iinaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact , 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at . exceed estimated Near Term 

Qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
 . ') 

I Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment ,rJI \ 


benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed J


i 

I throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

'\ 

Name: j ,).,,, ...{.: if\. \-"\~, , \ v'- Signature:, ~ \r v\ "\ /' \ 1\ \ \ J/


) \ 

Address: 2 ~ t." \'<'- &IJ'"- A,J",- <. 


(. Lc) "'-;\' <:-1 N c~'-L. \ v -) /\;: l\ '1'r c " 3 

E-mail: tf.
o:2 \) ~ \ \J-- (c~ ... \0... \.-,. c:lc L ~ ........... 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; karenfeldt@eomcast.net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Seoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 1:05:05 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Feldt.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Karen Feldt of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Feldt be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



i 

The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want. sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts ofI	the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

. Why No Study of Your
IOwn Long-Term Plan? 

Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 

i 2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 

I impacts from aircraft Inoise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

i 

SAMP Executive ISummary; Port's 
I own consultant 

says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
I world now exist on 
I harms and 

potential harms 
from aircraft noise . 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional (1 


97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 ~\-
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
 ~fprojects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
 nst I 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long I 

i Term Pro·ects. 
I Please include all studies (worldwide) 
! from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 
 \-<.~~ 
association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 




Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of ! study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
 ~f' 
the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment I 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
 ' V:b-t
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific ! 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 


I and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 'C-0.~scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight I 


flights noise? noise. I 


Unique - Full Time ard Despite historical Please include a complete study of the ! 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
Ithe impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over tz0.Y'

I 

time usage of the 3rd Ineighborhoods beneath and near the ,Runway? 3rd Runway. I 

What if Your SAMP Executive. ITo determine the risks of error in Port ! 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at I exceed estimated Near Term 
 I~Y 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if ~f 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental revl_. Deadline for commenting September ~ffi 

Name: K~~£,tJ FE.~T Signature: ~ <:s M:
Address: (oM ~ ~l $0,-~ W~ LV f\ q8 CD:3 

E-mail: k~.=ld.t@.CoI.Uc..&~~o f)et 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

i 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
mailto:k~.=ld.t@.CoI.Uc


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; seli@intela.net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 1:02:40 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Sell.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Phillip Sell of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Sell be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in this 

email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard, If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want. sagn at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Why No Study of Four-year increase Please indude a complete assessment 

What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental 

Happened? How does overflight total from impacts. including from noise and 

Port intend to study the 316,000 to emissions. resulting from the additional 

human health and 413,000. 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
 ~ environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 

already added in last four 

years? 

Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive Please indude a complete assessment 

Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental 

Why not study of the own consultant impacts resulting from additional 

human health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 

environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth ~ 

antiCipated to begin when studying total plans. 

capacity is reached in growth plans for 

2027? potential harms. 

Adequate Geography? The Port has not Please include a comptete study of all 

Will Port study unique committed to study of the human health and environmental 

human health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

from aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
 ~q
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

neighbor cities? Term Projects. 

Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) 

Will Port review all world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 

stUdies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 

world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 

health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or ~ 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 

noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 


health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. ~ the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
T ac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 

risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 

of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and ~ noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global 
scientific stUdies relating 

increased risk of 
human harm from 

unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. ~ to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the ~ the impacts of the full

! time usage of the 3rd 
Ru nwa v? 

time. exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts ~ accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near T arm 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if ~airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

Name: ~HJI...c..J j> c... S .... t.. '

Address: ""l... 9 " '>7 - J D-ti- 'P). oS b ~~...u_v 
E-mail: Se,J J @ ) \t\+e...\ Ct. • l-1 c..A-

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

Deadline for commenting September 28th 201 

Signature: _J..~~~~:::::""~~I4--

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; badams6456@aol.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 12:56:36 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Adams.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Bill Adams of Des Moines, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 4 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Adams be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



-
The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 

10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of 
. What's Already 
I Happened? How does 
IPort intend to study the 

human health and 
! environmental impacts of 

the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 

I Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 

i human health and 
Ienvironmental impacts Ifrom aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 

i so~th-end ~.irport 
i neighbor CitieS? 

Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

I 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 
I 

of the human health and environmental i 

impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional I 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

, 
i 
i 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth I 

iIplans. I 

I I, 
I 

iIPlease include a complete study of all I i
I of the human health and environmental 

I 

i 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal I 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the INear-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. ! 

I Please include all studies (worldwide) 
I from at least the last ten years. to the I 

extent such studies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any ! 

association, correlation. causation. or i 


other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 
 I 



Wait For Pending New i Regional studies Please include a review and i 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of
0a. Tac Airport? Commerce. 

. Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts ! 

! unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and . from noise on elderly citizens and 
I •

I noise on elderly citizens children from I chIldren. 

i and children? aircraft noise. I 


I What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific ! 

i Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

I and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
Iscientific studies relating human harm from I noise from overnight flights. 


to impacts from overnight overnight flight i
I flights noise? noise. ! ! 

! Unique - Full Time ard Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
I,IRunway Use. How will i statements, 3rd unique human health and 

. Port separately assess IRunway now full- environmental impacts from the I,Ithe impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the I 
Runway? 3rd Runway. I 

,1fL What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
. . ! Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of i 

I 	 Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts , 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of , 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
~h are too low? ! 413,000 now. Operations. ,i 
Regional Airport Now? IThe Port has Please include a study of the benefits ! 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for Siting a regional I in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. Igrowth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: 'SJit/ AJarn~ SignaturelJ;;l/~ 
Address:~2SS~2/IA.IfVf,S / ks m~/,;:es %/~q 

E-mail: b(JUJ1~r;?fJb@Jdt:J/ C(JM 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; zznewman@yahoo.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 12:47:39 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Newman.pdf 

-~~-'"--~----------------~--------------------------------------
Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Donald Newman of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 7 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of the Mr. Newman be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 

, Adequate Geography? 
I Will Port study unique 

human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park. 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 
p;97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


I 
I 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 


I 	 impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

i , 

Please include a complete study of all j
of the human health and environmental 

I 

impacts for all of Des Moines. Federal I 

iWay, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, L
~~..Y-and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

I 	overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. I 
Please include all studies (worldwide) i 
from at least the last ten years. to the 

extent such studies explore. find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human 


i health or the environment. 



I 

Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 

Ito impacts from overnight 
I flights noise? 
! Unique - Full Time 3rd 

IRunway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 

Ithe impacts of the full
time usage of the 3rd 

, Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

! Regional studies 
underway. include 

, ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation stUdY,' 
from Department of 
Commerce. 

I Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements. 3rd 

Runway now full
time. 

SAMP Executive. 

Summary 

inaccurate; est. 

398.910 flights by 

2019; we are at 

413.000 now. 

The Port has 

refused to join calls 

for siting a regional 

airport now. 


Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections. please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

/0?~ 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th,691 . 

Name:~~(/4?'"> /Y:1,/~f4;(/ Signature: ./1.1/ ,-~~ 
/' ,,/ -- '''', ~/ -~, 

Address: <1-7_-7 <.Pc> /AfA t/...;'~ V/cJd .---:R....A'?~ 
;-., r:-'" ,t-J /' { A'c~~ JA ,-J' f '7 2'I .~r.----' / t ' '-'= ;E-mal:"'-- '. .' 

Submit ;:~;:;;;t;%~ti;~fm~::::~t;;Zp@Portseattle.org 

mailto:t;%~ti;~fm~::::~t;;Zp@Portseattle.org
http:j~J:7.cf


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; cindycodonj@vahoo com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 12:45:12 PM 
Attachments: Scooing Comment Codonj.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. City Codoni of Seatac, Wa, regarding the 
NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 9 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of the Ms. Codoni be deemed unacceptable, please 
reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of
IWhat's Already 
. Happened? How does 

Port intend to study the 
human health and 

I environmental impacts ofIthe 97,000 new flights 
I already added in last four 
I years? 
I Why No Study of Your
IOwn Long-Term Plan?
IWhy not study of the 

human health and 
environmental impacts of 

Ithe Long-Term Vision Ianticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 

I	environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

I 

emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key. n But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

i 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft nOise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental ') J"'. 
impacts, including from noise and C r 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations ! 

growth from the last four years. 

,
Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional vn 
aircraft overflight operations for the ~(L
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 1 

of the human health and environmental 
'),/'limpacts for all of Des Moines, Federal I 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, IG 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights. from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. I 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the /1
extent such studies explore, find, ~,/:/'~ 

,. L-c 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
aSSOCiation, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and I " I 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical ( it I 

J
i

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tae Airport studies now underway ~~ 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the i ~. 

the pending studies in the airport , environmental review for the SAMP. . I 1. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
 I 
Tac Airport? Commerce. ! 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment I,',
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts l~ 

("'"unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and I from noise on elderly citizens and 
,1noise on elderly citizens children from children. \....-

and children? aircraft noise. i 
;What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 


Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 


:
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the i ,.., 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and ~ 


Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 1.../ 

the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over I C ! 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the I ! 

Runway? 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 


I Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
" 

~IWrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts ; ~ II accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that /'.1 

I '--....-if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. I 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

/~

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment ~~,,'1 
,(....",

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throughout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting ~ePtemb~.r 28~,~2018. . 

/ ~ ".J' , tI iJg;L 
Name: C I \JOe..( CU'"0.) / Signature!...--.. \.-'PU '1 (J { f.... 

Address: I r1 0 \~ ~D-\"- LA)J, ,5).c> 

E-mail: c::, (\0,\ C0C\ Oyt"\ ~~J.-~0[) 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Commenl::i; sysan@nwk9detectives.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 12:40:08 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Canizales pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Susan Canizales of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 5 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of the Ms. Canizales be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

I Why No Study of ' Four·year increase Ii Please include a complete assessment !
Ii What's Already raised annual of the human health and environmental I .IHappened? How does : overflight total from impacts, including from noise and 

i Port intend to study the 316,000 to Iemissions, resulting from the additional I ~ 
I human health and : 413,000. , 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

environmental impacts of growth from the last four years. 

the 97,000 new flights 

, 


already added in last four 

ears? 

Why No Study of Your I SAMP Executive I Please include a complete assessment ,
IOwn LongMTp.rm Plan? I Summary; Port's of the human health and environmental i ;;;; 
! Wh t d fthe i own cansu tant , "fTOrti aedT'y not s u yo I impacts resulting I ior.a. IWIhuman health and says long term aircraft overflight operations for the 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But Port's post·SAMP Long Term Vision 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be projects and Century Agenda growth 
anticipated to begin when studying total plans. 
capacity is reached in growth plans for 
2027? I potential harms. ! 

Adequate Geography? IThe Port has not Please include a complete study of all I 
Will Port study unique : committed to study of the human health and environmental I 

ihuman health and all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

environmental impacts Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
162 

, 

Ifrom aircraft noise and Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
emissions, in all of the six Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013·present; for the 
south-end airport and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
neiQhbor cities? Term Projects. I 
Use Current Science? Studies around the Please include all studies (worldwide) I 
Will Port reviewal/ Iworld now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
studies from around harms and extent such studies explore, find, 
world relating to human potential harms suggest, or hypothesize any 
health and environment from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or : 

impacts from aircraft and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft 
noise and pollution? overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. I 

http:LongMTp.rm


throu hout the entire re ion. 

"'I.:,:~--+------?'----r-
~ 

IWait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and IScience? Why is Port underway, include assessment of. the results of critical I 
Iproceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 


waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
 e2
the State of Washington mitigation study I 

I 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
! 

T ac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment i 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from Ichildren. 
and children? aircraft noise. I 

What About Overnight Studies have IPlease include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded Istudy review and assessment of the i 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from I 

I 
Iscientific studies relating human harm from Inoise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight I 

fliahts noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the I 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and I 

I 

II Port separately assess Runway nowt - environmental impacts from the I
the imoacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overfli hts g over !IC?! timA usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

! Runwa ? 3rd Runwa . 
SA Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Summary projections, please include a study of 
inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
413,000 now. 0 erations. 

What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
i Regional Airport Now? The Port has , Please include a study of the benefits 
I Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment Ibenefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

Please include the requests I have initialed above i 

environmental review. 


Name: ~6~ C~~ Signat 


Address2.~2.<..-~ ~fLS ,~ ffi1ow~ 

E-mail:Sv~~~ .. vc> ft;q de../..e,,:h~J. ( ,.) '-
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; nancvteeples@hotmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 12:31:43 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Teeples.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Nancy Teeples of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 8 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comments on behalf of the Ms. Teeples be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 

Why No Study of Four-year increase 
What's Already raised annual 
Happened? How does overflight total from 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to 
human health and 413,000. 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your SAMP Executive 
Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's 
Why not study of the own consultant 
human health and says long term 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be 
antiCipated to begin when I studying total 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiqhbor cities? 

I Use Current Science? 
; Will Port review all 

studies from around 
Iworld relating to human 
, health and environment 

impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

growth plans for 
potential harms. 

, The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the i 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 


197,000 aircraft overflight operations 1 
growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment I 
, 


of the human health and environmental , ,

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 
 ~/~\;~Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth i 

plans. ! 

! 

Please include a complete study of all i 
Iof the human health and environmental 


impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft ~t 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long I 


ITerm Projects. I 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 
 \'extent such studies explore, find, I .I,\\;Isuggest, or hypothesize any ~. 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and t 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessm~nt of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceedi ng with the ,~~the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study I 

Idirectly relati ng to Sea- from Department of 
,Tac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to I of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and . from noise on elderly citizens and ~~ 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. : 


What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study revi~w and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. ~~ 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. I 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical ' Please include a complete study of the I


I 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over ~{ Itime usage of the 3rd I neighborhoods beneath and near the j
Runway? ' 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port : 

Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of I 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. ,Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits , 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. 

Name: Nalll<;)!ee pie: Signature: Lf/tl/?U~f4 
Address: ) Dl5 S J 3~ri P \ . 


'De.s (\1\0 q\e.J I \.I) (.\ ~ '8 IOf 6" 

E-mail: (\ClY\CJteer?te~fiJhct-v.Y\LlL).CDI1.\ 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments.: nancvellencorr@hotmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 12:26:57 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Corr.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Nancy Corr of Des Moines, Wa, regarding 
the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's 
website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 7 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comments on behalf of the Ms. Nancy Corr be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

, the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
' Summary; Port's 
Iown consultant 

says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study I of the human health and environmental 
all of Des Moines, impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Federal Way, Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, '"?(e. 
Burien, Tukwila, and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
Normandy Park, overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
and SeaTac. Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

i Term Projects. I 

Studies around the 'Please include all studies (worldwide) i 

world now exist on from at least the last ten years, to the 
harms and extent such studies explore, find, I 

'4VLpotential harms suggest. or hypothesize any 
from aircraft noise association, correlation, causation, or 
and emissions. other potential linkage between aircraft i 

overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. i 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental i 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

jPlease include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

I 

I 
impacts resulting from additional ! 

I 

aircraft overflight operations for the :16
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 


I plans. 

I 
, Please include a complete study of all ! 



IWait For Pending New Regional studies IPlease include a review and II Science? Why is Port underway, include I assessment of the results of critical i 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle ' Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway : 

I 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the '/lL/1
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. I 

I 
I 

Ithe State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of I

ITac Airport? Commerce. I 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment I 


Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and -Z:1~ 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. I 


!What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. I 


IUnique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the I 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the I 

'7,fe.the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the I I, 
Runwav? 3rd Runwav. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
Qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. I 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
l 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment ,7c..benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throuQhout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

'-?! (~Name:#cbyJ (I - ('0 r r Signature: __ ....~_<-.p;.-_c_ =4.;;---=6,---,",4;...,..<",,--_ 

Address:;? 3::;S- l'l'h "'v"" <;, ~ 

E-mail: 0 J2~ /11':)1 hP~ Cu ,{ 9YI9~'
I 

Y~ "~'t::1 e. (I.:?n. (!c)t~r~ h h~ I. C'6yv
Submit term on your own/add comments at: SAMP@porlseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@porlseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; kccampbellWOQd@aol com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,201812:24:17 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Campbell Wood.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Karen Campbell Wood of Federal Way, 
Wa, regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port 
of Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comments on behalf of the Ms. Campbell Wood be deemed 
unacceptable, please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request.» Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
otential harms. 

i The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

I Studies around the 
i world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the W 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, J 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any '(\,J 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fljghts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 
I Regional Airport Now? 
,Are you studying the I
I benefits of a regional 
Iairport? 
! 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 

, Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 

! 413,000 now. 
The Port has 

I Please include a review and I 
I assessment of the results of critical ~ 
Sea-Tae Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 0 J 

environmental review for the SAMP 1, 

I 

Please include a complete assessment 114 J 

~~ 

of the unique human health impacts ('-\, 
from noise on elderly citizens and I 

children. 
I 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

i Please include a complete study of the I 
I unique human health and yc.v)


environmental impacts from the . 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. I

I 

To determine the risks of error in Port , 
projections, please include a study of yeN I 
the health and environmental impacts ~ 

!from increased aircraft operations that 
' exceed estimated Near Term I 

0 erations. 

Please include a study of the benefits 


I 
I 
I 

i 
I 

I 


refused to join calls II to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional I in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

, Ithroughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review, Deadline for co~mentingE::er 28th 2018. ~ 

Name:.,j(Ot~~\\ ~~(jSignatur~~;ti)~ M 

Address: q\\ -"J ~CJ~ \\ PL ~~\ WOJ C1~D ') 

E-mail: K. c..c~~b,-\\ W~t)C\e, or::J\ . CJ>~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; IIwessel@gmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23,201812:13:37 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Wessel.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Louise Wessel of Federal Way, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comments on behalf of the Ms. Wessel be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 

! all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 

i emissions, in all of the six I Normandy Park, 
I south-end airport and SeaTac. 

neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? Studies around the 
Will Port review all world now exist on 
studies from around harms and 
world relating to human potential harms 
health and environment from aircraft noise 

I impacts from aircraft and emissions. 
I noise and pollution? 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations ~oJ 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ~uJ 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ~W 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any £uJ 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



• 


I 	Wait For Pending New Regional studies I Please include a review and----~--I 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of criticalI 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway I 
I 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the I 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. ~u)1
the State of Washington mitigation study . I 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

I 
I T ac Airport? 	 Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found i Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and I 

r 

from noise on elderly citizens and ';i!U/

noise on elderly citizens children from children. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 

and assess global increased risk of ' unique human health impacts from 

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 'fcJ 

to impacts from ovemight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 

Unique· Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will statements, 3m unique human health and 

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 

the impacts of the full- I time. exponential increase in overflights over ~W 

time usage of the 3m ! neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runwav? 3rd Runway. 

What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

Projections Are Summary I projections, please include a study of 

Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
 (;fcJaccounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
 fZ~)
airport? 	 i airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


I throughout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environmental review. Dea~line for co~menting.. SePtembe~ ~8th 2018. , \) 

Name: /..-(J q I'SC: VJ ESSe L- Signature: ~~LeJ~)L. 

Address: p.O. Bex 3 ~ '00" 

FG:i)~iUtL. u./~ / ulA .. ClY0 63 


E-mail: LLWe.S c; e l-(iJ rr'YjA-i L (!C1 111
I 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; hjbphb@comcast.net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 11:55:50 AM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Bently.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Jane Bentley of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 8 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comments on behalf of the Ms. Bentley be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
coliect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

i already added in last four 
Iyears? 

. Why No Study of Your

IOwn long-Term Plan? 


Why not study of the 

human health and 

environmental impacts of 

the Long-Term Vision 

anticipated to begin when 

capacity is reached in 

2027? 

Adequate Geography? 

Will Port study unique 

human health and 

environmental impacts 

from aircraft noise and 

emissions, in all of the six 

south-end airport 

neighbor cities? 

Use Current Science? 

Will Port review all 

studies from around 

world relating to human 

health and environment 

impacts from aircraft 

noise and pollution? 


COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

IPlease include a complete assessment 
i of the human health and environmental 
impacts. including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

I Please include a complete assessment 
I of the human health and environmental 
I impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


, Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 


'70\ \ 

1 \ 11 
I 

t '-p
. Ii 
! 

i 
i 

I, 

I 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airoort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 

Iunique impacts of aircraft 
I noise on elderly citizens 
i and children? 
IWhat About OvernightI	Flights? Will Port collect 

and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fliQhts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
: Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-

time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 

What if Your


IProjections Are 
: Wrong? How are you 

accounting for the impact . .
, If your estimates of 

rowth are too low? 

I 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 

I 2019; we are at 
1413.000 now. 
, The Port has 

! Please include a review and 
. assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

I 
I 

/! 

~'-\/lf~I 7_/

' I 
\ i 

refused to join calls I
I 

to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional : in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throu hout the entire re ion. 

Please include a complete a.ssessment I .'i . 


of the unique human health Impacts i111<fl, 

from noise on elderly citizens and I P 

children. ' 


I 
I 

i Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

j 

i 

Please include a complete study of the I 
unique human health and .: 
environmental impacts from tile : f\'-¥' 
exponential increase in overflights over I· : 
neighborhoods beneath and neat the I <' 

i 3rd Runway. 	 ! 

ITo determine the risks of error in Port -: 
I	projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 

I exceed estimated Near Term 
0 erations. 

I Please include a study of the benefits 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

/fI, A ," /~ ..~ .. 
Signature:;'<J-J'h>I.t-j 

j} f};J c:) 'rAJ e"5 9 ;?/ '1J' 
E-mail: 

ItJ e I' /16 (~) ("./1")"-,, ;L-c<:::, / 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SA1v1P@portseattle.org 

mailto:SA1v1P@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; jiimd0047@qmail.com 

Subject: SAMP Public Comment on Scoping 
Date: Friday, September 28, 20187:46:05 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Public Comment Johnson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Jennifer Johnson of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 11 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding these comments on behalf of the Ms. Johnson be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP sea ping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
coliect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 
, . 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long~Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four~year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions. resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. ~ 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the ~rPort's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of a/l 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal ~y
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park. 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all stUdies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any ~ 
association, correlation, causation. or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 

study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 

before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 'W 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 

risk of harm to. 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft no.ise. 

o~ human health impacts 
fro noise n elderl~n~ 
ch I re 4 til 

- It ~4L~ 'JW.~e 
ea( 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from ~scientific studies relating human harm from noise from o.vernight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
fliahts noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-

statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 

c{ 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods belieath and near the 
Runwav? 3mRunway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
.Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that ~ 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
qrowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if ~ 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name:;:Ja.....;{:c... o-o(..."'~ ~ Signature~~ 
Address: <gOl S .. Z,g~ fJ lOt ~J-t.t;~s \. W,:)r ~ ~ ,er r 
E-mail: a--l:J"M\)oe;1.f 1 @~ . ~ 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@poriseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@poriseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; jerrypederson@hotmaii.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on SEPA Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 5:45:32 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Pederson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Jerald Pederson of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one ofthe 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 7 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Pederson be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all 

in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

Why No Study of Your 
I Own Long-Term Plan?
IWhy not study of the 
I human health and 

environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 

I 	anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 

I Will Port study unique 
, human health and 
I environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft Inoise and pollution? 

I 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

I SAMP Executive 
I Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
a/l of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 


Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 

aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 
 r 
Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Pro·ects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 


I	from at least tne last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 

Isuggest, or hypothesize any 
I association, correlation, causation, or I 
lather potential linkage between aircraft I 
, overflights and impacts on human I 

I health or the environment. I 



IWait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
I Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 

waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 


i the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. ~!)Ithe State of Washington mitigation study U'I directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. f. 

and children? aircraft noise. 

What About Overnight i Studies have Please include a complete scientific l 

Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 


~) 
, .,


and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from I~

scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 

to impacts from overnight overnight flight !/

flights noise? noise. 
 I 

Unique - Full Time 3rc:l Despite historical Please include a complete study of the
IRunway Use. How will Istatements, 3rd unique human health and 
i Port separately assess I Runway now full- environmental impacts from the Ithe impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over I
I time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 

Runway? 3rd Runwav.i 

!What if Your SAMP Executive. ITo determine the risks of error in Port 
I Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study off 

! Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
I accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by . from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of 2019; we are at i exceed estimated Near Term ~ 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? , airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


I i throuQhout the entire reQion. I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

enVironmre.ntal reVi:w..-Deadline for co~menting ~~!ember 28'" 2018. 

Name~J~ PciJG~r&;,J _t~Signature: 

Address: ),b1t'1 /)tJ I 'iH -f!2 PI- I 

E-mail: .jur,( peeler"S01§: /701 Hr;/'/, [on-

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; jerrvpederson@hotmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment on SEPA Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 5:45:32 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment pederson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Jerald Pederson of Burien, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 7 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Pederson be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all 

in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request.' Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
ears? 

i Why No Study of Your 
! Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 

! 	 Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
nei hbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
stUdies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

, SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
af! of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 

! Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
i projects and Century Agenda growth 
: plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

Iand SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

I Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Pro·ects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
aSSOciation, correlation, causation, or 

I other potential linkage between aircraft 
I	overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

uw 




I Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
· Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

I the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. *tl
Ithe State of Washington mitigation study , (j

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. I 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human heaHh impacts ~) 1, unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and • 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. Iand children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific I 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight W
flights noise? noise. 

· Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of theIRunway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
I Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
Ithe impacts of the full- i time. exponential increase in overflights over I 
I time usage of the 3m neighborhoods beneath and near the 
· Runwav? 3rd Runwav. 
rWhat if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
I Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
, Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
I accounting for the impact . 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

1 

jf your estimates of 12019; we are at I exceed estimated Near Term ~ 

orowth are too jaw? i 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? i The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the Irefused to join calls to human health and the environment 


I benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
I airport? iairport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

I 
I throuqhout the entire region. I I 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 

environ,me"ntal review. Dead:ine for commenting ~S"I te~ber 28th 2018. 

Name~JePJ,uJ Pax/<5orJ Signature: _~ 
Address:)btCl .stJ 1+t+:J PI.- . 

E-mail: Je-rr~pee!er"5{)rl§11ofl1.1a ..l > UJI4

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseatt/e.org 

http:SAMP@portseatt/e.org
http:Je-rr~pee!er"5{)rl�11ofl1.1a


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comment:i; Imbagley@comcast.net 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment Period Scoping 
Date: Sunday, September 23, 2018 11:58:30 AM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Bagley pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Linda Bagley of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA ENSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email ofpublic comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comments on behalf of the Ms. Bagley be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. if you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

IWhy No Study of 
I What's Already 

Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

I already added in last four 
j years?
I	Why No Study of Your 

Own long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 

I Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 

I Use Current Science? 
I 

, Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

i 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 

i own consultant 
, says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

otential harms. 

The Port has not 


I committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and ! 
emissions, resulting from the additional I 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 


Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

i impacts resulting from additional 
Iaircraft overflight operations for the 

I
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision ,projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 

I	overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for long 
Term Prolects. 
Please include a/l studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

I <) ./J-.. 
I 	Y . .,JeJ
.~;l\ 



Wait For Pending New I Regional studies Please include a review and -r 

Science? Why is Port Iunderway, include assessment of the results of critical I.) A-::. 

proceeding without . ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 'fi :/Y! (~ 

waiting for the results of . study from UW and before proceeding with the • 
the pending studies in Ithe airport environmental review for the SAMP. I 
the State of Washington mitigation study I ; 
directly relating to Sea- • from Department of 
Tac Airoort? Commerce. I 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found ~:
Are you studying the risk of harm to ~. I 

! 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have ! Please include a complete scientific 

I Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. , I 


to impacts from overnight overnight flight 

flights noise? noise. 

Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical 1Please include a complete study of the I~ i"l. 
Runway Use. How willii statements, 3rd unique human health and ~f'" 1,,1 II 

Port separately assess ~unway now full- environmental impacts from the I 

the impacts of the full- i time. exponential increase in overflights over I
I 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port ,{7;;r
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of -hr"'~ 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 

I accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
I if your estimates of 12019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Ooerations. 

Regional Airport Now? iThe Port has Please include a study of the benefits
I 

IAre you studying the . refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

I airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed I throuqhout the entire reqion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

,.~am;:~'/1. d~cft1!~~j t~./'c.J(.· Signature: ~Y....il-)h-!3~~~1 
ti ... ';::,1...... ':1 'd (;'7 ';'-" . .;)..( xHt-- . / 


Address: /lIJ) Lf , u//t '; 

/'>'L/j)1t t~.d tj 7f!.'1 t -i I- " (A....-r 


E-mail: 1P...... 17a j.-L£-[(4.de.41 e- ...... :.7 • 


Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org
http:j.-L�-[(4.de


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; jmzat@hotmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment Seoping Request 
Date: Sunday, September 23,201811:50:57 AM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Zatloukal.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Joan Zatloukal of Des Moines, Wa, 
regarding the NEPA EA/SEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 
Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of 
filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 
Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding a comment on behalf of the Ms. Zatloukal be deemed unacceptable, 
please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 
Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION COMMENT 

Why No Study of Four-year increase 
What's Already raised annual 
Happened? How does overflight total from 
Port intend to study the 316,000 to 
human health and 413,000. 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 

Ialready added in last four 
years?

IWhy No Study of Your SAMP Executive 
I Own Long-Term Plan? Summary; Port's 

Why not study of the own consultant 
human health and says long term 
environmental impacts of study is "key." But 
the Long-Term Vision Port's will not be 
anticipated to begin when . studying total 
capacity is reached in I growth plans for 
2027? . potential harms. 
Adequate Geography? IWill Port study unique 
human health and 

! environmental impacts 
I from aircraft noise and 
. emissions, in all of the six 
Isouth-end airport 

neiohbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 

Iemissions, resulting from the additional 
: 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
Igrowth from the last four years. 

I 
! 

IPlease include a complete assessment 
i of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

I 
! Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

INITIAL 

I 

~, i 

"~ 

I 

(' 

~ 

v () 


~. 

vV 


I 
I 
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Wait For Pending New I Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port I underway, include assessment of the results of critical I 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway I 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. fothe State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of ! 
Tac Airoort? Commerce. 

I 
I 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 

I 

unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and IlIr~ j 

noise on elderly citizens children from children. J i 
J 

and children? aircraft noise. I 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the <!f)1and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. U I ,to impacts from ovemight overnight flight 
fliahts noise? noise. I 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and I 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 'f01
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runwav. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. ITO determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of I 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. : the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by : from increased aircraft operations that I~ if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
arowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed ?o 

throuahout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name:,J04,.('1 2t:A+/o[') k.a.j Signature(',;.,..l.\'~:a:t.::::-:.!::..."!:'-:::::;~~~~oY 

Address: :r D 7 S', :Z1'8' D10 '3 Yl".s "1 e'$ tJ,4J
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E-mail: j vy\ '2..A..-t @40 f m.a..,' I (C V n1 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; ramblinon2017@gmail.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Comment Scoping 
Date: Tuesday, September 25/20184:13:34 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Carla Anderson.pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Ms. Carla Anderson of Burien, Wa, 

regarding the NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of 

Seattle's website, email of public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways 

of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be 

Looking At"? As stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Ms. Anderson be deemed unacceptable, 

please reply to all in this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INmAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 

,.impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations \growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision " 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, It,' 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft ~\' 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway " "' 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the \~ '\. .the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. ,

the State of Washington mitigation study 

directly relating to Sea- from Department of 

Tac Airport? Commerce. 

Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 

Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts :\ 
. 't,unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. \'". 
and children? aircraft noise. 

',,' 

What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from f;:,\~
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. ~ 

\.,to impacts from ovemight overnight flight 
fliahts noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3nt Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What HYour SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term \J"'~ 
arowth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 

~ / 


benefits of a regional for siting a regional \~~
in the six airport neighbor cities if ,
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed \,... 

throughout the entire ~on. 

Please Include the requests I have initialed above In the SCO~f the SAMP 
envtronmental review. Deadline lor commen1lngC"ll*' 8 \ 2018. 

! ! 1 

Namet~ 
r 

C4 tt '" Ii'" -t' Signature: \ 1/Y1 ~_ '·Jte·"'·~ \,. ,! 

<1)<," 

, r 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

Address: 

E-mail: • 
\ n 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Public Comments; j2paige@yahoo.com 
Subject: SAMP Public Scoping Comment 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20181:13:17 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Paige.Ddf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Jim Paige of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the NEPA 

EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of public 

comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Paige be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request.» Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

I Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

i the 97,000 new flights 
Ialready added in last four 

years?
IWhy No Study of Your 

Own Long-Term Plan? 
I Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 

I capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 

I 	

studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

I	Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
ISummary; Port's 
own consultant 

I says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
aI/ of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 

i and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts, including from noise and 

emissions, resulting from the additional 
 /'797,000 aircraft overflight operations 

I growth from the last four years. r 
I 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 
 -- )
aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
 ?projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ( 

and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
 1r
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 

Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such studies explore, find, 
 ysuggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft 

overflights and impacts on human I 

health or the environment. 


I 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies I Please include a review and 

Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
I 

proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 

the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 

the State of Washington mitigation study 
 "]1 

i directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
I Tac Airoort? Commerce. 

Sensitive populatio.ns? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts , 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and V 

. noise on elderly citizens children from children. ,l 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from I noise from overnight flights. lto impacts from overnight overnight flight ! 

fiiahts noise? noise. 

Unique· Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 

Runway Use. How will Istatements, 3rd unique human health and-

Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
 I 
the impacts of the full- . time. exponential increase in overflights over I 

time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
 iRunway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your ISAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 

' Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you Iinaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts lj), I 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 

if your estimates of ! 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 

growth are too low? 413,000 now. Ooerations. 

Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 

Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
 .~benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 

airport? Iairport now. growth is more fairly distributed 


throuahout the entire region. 


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmen.tal r~v~e.w.. Deadline for commenting See?er 28th 2018. 

\ \)A.I· - CName: ,..j \V-'- '=d.... Signature:, ~ 

Address: 2-C (eo 5 ,( f\\..l \;: (~ 

J :z.:vA(CCE-mail: 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattJe.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattJe.org
http:populatio.ns


From: Quiet Skies 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments; robertherzog@juno.com 
Subject: Scoping Comment on SAMP 
Date: Sunday, September 23,20182:05:10 PM 
Attachments: Scoping Comment Herzog pdf 

Dear Mr. Steve Rybolt, 

Please accept the public comments attached by Mr. Robert Herzog of Federal Way, Wa, regarding the 

NEPA EAlSEPA EIS SAMP 2018 Scoping Comment Review. Per the Port of Seattle's website, email of 

public comment to this address is one of the 4 acceptable ways of filing. 

We believe the 10 comments below pertains to "Are There Other Impacts We Should Be Looking At"? As 

stated on the Port of Seattle's own online comment form. 

Should us forwarding comments on behalf of Mr. Herzog be deemed unacceptable, please reply to all in 

this email chain immediately as to your reasons why. 

Kind Regards, 

Quiet Skies Puget Sound 

Team Member 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 

I the 97,000 new flights 

COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Four-year increase Please include a complete assessment 
raised annual of the human health and environmental 
overflight total from : impacts, including from noise and 
316,000 to I emissions, resulting from the additional 
413,000. I' 97,000 aircraft overflight operations 

growth from the last four years. 
I 

1:~~d~i~~~f_o_u_r~_______~I______________~__~ 

Why No Study of Your 

Own Long-Term Plan? 

Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiqhbor cities? 

, Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 

i says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 

. potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 

i potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

Please include a complete assessment 
! of the human health and environmental 
I impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 

! 

I 
! 

KU 
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IWait For Pending New 
I Science? Why is Port 

proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington

I directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 

Sensitive populations? 

Are you studying the 

unique impacts of aircraft 

noise on elderly citizens 

and children? 

What About Overnight 

Flights? Will Port collect 

and assess global 

scientific studies relating 

to impacts from overnight 


I flights noise? 
Unique· Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
PrOjections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 

, Studies have 
Iconcluded 
, increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
prOjections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 

IOperations.
IPlease include a study of the benefits 

to human health and the environment 
for siting a regional . in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

i throughout the entire rea ion. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting se~ber 28th 2018. 

Name: 'P'" {, ,~,-t i--l,~"~ Signature: p(, ~ 
Address: ."'> ~c' 2-c 1i'~, t.~L :..;, 
E-mail: y ,? ~r l,,-- -:1 . 

-,-' ':-C>,,\ it:04.'. '.....' (' .,:-J..:: "" 

Submit form on your own/add~o"';m'i!nts at: SAMP@portseattle.org 
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mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Jay Hasbrouck 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: Scoping Requests for SAMP (attached) 

Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 5:37:51 PM 

Attachments: Scan Seq 20 2018 at 5.35 PM.pdf 
ATTOOOO1. htm 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom. and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Four-year increase IPlease include a complete assessment 
raised annual of the human health and environmental 
overflight total from I impacts. including from noise and 
316.000 to 
413.000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key.» But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines. 
Federal Way. 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

' emiSSions. resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations Jt1 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 

of the human health and environmental 

impacts resulting from additional 
 ~ aircraft overflight operations for the 

Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

projects and Century Agenda growth 

plans. 


Please include a complete study of all 
iof the human health and environmental 
I 

impacts for all of Des Moines. Federal I 
Way. Burien. Tukwila, Normandy Park. ~ 
and SeaTac. resulting from aircraft 
overflights. from 2013-present for the 

I Near-Term Projects: and for Long 
Term Projects. 

I 

Please include all stUdies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore. find. J~ 
suggest. or hypothesize any 
association, correlation. causation. or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Deadline for commenting September, 
of the SAMP 
th 2018. 

Signature --'I::=:~""'-------
J 81 t,c, 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the sco 
environmental review. 

Name: T"i ~~ 

Address: ,"IJO 2S&a. Aw. Sw Z&V7\~ 


E-mail: jlAAj 4~~ok.@ 8~iJ ·~ 


Walt For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on eldeny citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from ovemight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 
Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport?. 

Regional studies 
underway. include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UWand 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements. 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 

.Ifor siting a regional I in the SIX aIrport neighbor cities If ~(~ 
I

airport now. 	 I growth IS more fairly dlstnbuted I I 
[Ithroughout the entire regi~n \ 

I J 

Please include a review and I
assessment of the results of critical 

Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 

before proceeding with the I 

environmental review for the SAMP. )~ 


Please include a complete assessment 

of the unique human health impacts 

from noise on elderly citizens and ~rl 

children. 


Please include a complete scientific 
i study review and assessment of the 
: unique human health Impacts from I~ 
• noise from overnight flights 
[ 

Please include a complete study of the [

Iunique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 1'H 

i exponential increase in overflights over I 
! 
IIneighborhoods beneath and near the 

I 3rd Runway. 
' To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 

the health and environmental impacts 
 :1~
from increased aircraft operations that 

exceed estimated Near Term 

Operations. 

Please include a study of the benefits 

to human health and the environment 


Submit form on yourownladd comments at: SAMp@portssattle.org 

mailto:SAMp@portssattle.org


From: Mintzer, Thomas (Tom) CTR USARMY I CORPS (US) 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Cc: mintzert@gmail.com 
Subject: Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
Date: Monday, September 17, 2018 10:32:57 AM 
Attachments: SAMP Questionaire Thomas Mintzer.pdf 

I request the attached questions be addressed and the tindings be included as public record when assessing specific 

environmental considerations/impacts for increased air traf1ic under the Sustainable Airport Master Plan. 

Sincerely, 

Thomas Mintzer 




The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. if you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from aro.und 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAM P Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. CY-
Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth ~ 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the rcr 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 

Term Projects. 

Please include all studies (worldwide) 

from at least the last ten years, to the 

extent such stUdies explore, find, 

suggest, or hypothesize any 

association, correlation, causation, or 

other potential linkage between aircraft ~ 

overflights and impacts on human 

health or the environment. 




Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Se 

Name:-rl:iC~..s M(,JT'l..:EtL Signatur 


Address: q2i- S 2q~~ Plo..Ce.., 'F~ 


E-mail: M\tV~~e..!("'~ @ '3~t l. LO ~ 


Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 

I directly relating to Sea-
Tac Air ort? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight i overnight flight 
fli hts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runwa? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
rowth are too low? 

Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 

' noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
I Summary 

inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

I Please include a complete' scientific 

study review and assessment of the 

unique human health impacts from 

noise from overnight flights. 


Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights ove 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runwa . 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
o erations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 

i growth is more fairly distributed 
throu hout the entire re ion. 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

tember 28th 18. 

. ~~~'4-dr;...........:~~~~ 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Mintzer Tom 

To: SAMP Public Comments 

Subject: Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 

Date: Monday, September 17, 2018 10:26:11 AM 

Attachments: SAMP Questionaire Theresa Mintzer.pdf 

I request the attached questions be addressed and the findings be included as public 
record when assessing specific environmental considerations/impacts for increased 
air traffic under the Sustainable Airport Master Plan. 

Thank you, 
Theresa A. Mintzer 



The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
em issions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations T~ 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impa.cts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision \;V\..
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft T~ 
overflights, from 20 13-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any \~
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and im pacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 
Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Tu... 

T~ 

\4 


\~ 

1LA

\}A-


Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Oeadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name:Tl-tfi2£<i,A A. M,IPT1bt.. Signature: ~5c:G, 'i\.l<3= 
~ 

Address: 9L1 S 2.'l<O~ PI o-c.. -e... 

E-mail: 
(:"'~de..4'o-\ ~~ ~A. ~800"l 

~~"'--\ "'Lc...V- -\- ~ 'iQ \-.cc. c:....o_ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Kerry Allman 
To: $AMP public Comments 
Subject: Sustainable Airport Master Plan 
Date: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 9:31:53 AM 
Attachments: MRC-SAMPquestionaire.pdf 

Hello, 

Please find attached questionaire on SAMP from Mary Connelly, a resident of Des Moines. 


Thank you. 




The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
20277 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAM P Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. tV 

~ 
Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth ~ 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the tJv~ 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or lJ\~~other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
T ac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
fliQhts noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the fu"
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too Jow? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

~~ 


~U(~ 


~ 
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~~QJ 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28 th 2018. 

Name-;1{JI!21f(&tJ,u~f Signature: L;%tJ:1~ 
Address: 25651 Marine View Dr. S. Des Moines WA 98198 

E-mail: 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Kerry Allman 

To: SAMP Public Comments 

Subject: Sustainable Airport Master Plan 

Date: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 9:31:05 AM 

Attachments: RWC-SAMPquestionaire.pdf 

Hello, 

Please find attached questionaire on SAMP from Richard Connelly, a resident of Des Moines. 


Thank you. 




The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own conSUltant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment I 
of the human health and environmental 

iimpacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations p'e 

r 

I 

growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the yVI ..Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 

!projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, ptl-I'and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft t 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any tY~t!./ 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-T ac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runway? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: /OZ , w. C. <> N rJ t& I- L- ';I Signalure: ~'J2 t::. ;; ') 

Address: 25651 Marine View Dr. S. Des Moines WA 98198 . 

E-mail: d/t:k.Z-<;"~5.I@.(4h()(1#{..Q.1I1 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@porlseattle.org 
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mailto:SAMP@porlseattle.org
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From: Kerry Allman 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments 
Subject: Sustainable Airport Master Plan 
Date: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 9:30:20 AM 
Attachments: JCA-SAMPguestionaire.pdf 

Hello, 

Please find attached questionaire on SAMP from Janet Allman, a resident of Des Moines. 


Thank you. 
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The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"seoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional '{ 0../
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the /0-b ...Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, _ACL
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 

., ")---'suggest, or hypothesize any ,J 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to im pacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

" 
,"I), \. \.J 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Se.ptember28!h 20!8. 

. r. / . '? 

Name: •.J Ct'v\~~ 11~\w\~\"''\.. Signature: c . I:~ C~ (.. (~.. /'\ 
Address: 25651 Marine View Dr. S. Des Moines WA 98198 

E-mail: JOt l\c..1 ? 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Kerry Allman 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Subject: Sustainable Airport Master Plan 
Date: Thursday, September 20, 2018 10:43:00 AM 
Attachments: KA-SAMP questions. pdf 

Dear Mr. Rybolt, 

Please see attached file and add it to your review process. 


Thank you very much. 


Kerry Allman 

25651 Marine View Dr. S. 

Des Moines WA 98198 

kerry25651 @yahoo.com 


http:yahoo.com


The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SeOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and em issions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 

KA97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision KA 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 

KAand SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 

KAassociation, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New Regional studies Please include a review and 
Science? Why is Port underway, include assessment of the results of critical 
proceeding without ultra-fine particle Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
waiting for the results of study from UW and before proceeding with the 
the pending studies in the airport environmental review for the SAMP. 
the State of Washington mitigation study 
directly relating to Sea- from Department of 
Tac Airport? Commerce. 
Sensitive populations? Studies have found Please include a complete assessment 
Are you studying the risk of harm to of the unique human health impacts 
unique impacts of aircraft elderly citizens and from noise on elderly citizens and 
noise on elderly citizens children from children. 
and children? aircraft noise. 
What About Overnight Studies have Please include a complete scientific 
Flights? Will Port collect concluded study review and assessment of the 
and assess global increased risk of unique human health impacts from 
scientific studies relating human harm from noise from overnight flights. 
to impacts from overnight overnight flight 
flights noise? noise. 
Unique - Full Time 3rd Despite historical Please include a complete study of the 
Runway Use. How will statements, 3rd unique human health and 
Port separately assess Runway now full- environmental impacts from the 
the impacts of the full- time. exponential increase in overflights over 
time usage of the 3rd neighborhoods beneath and near the 
Runwav? 3rd Runway. 
What if Your SAMP Executive. To determine the risks of error in Port 
Projections Are Summary projections, please include a study of 
Wrong? How are you inaccurate; est. the health and environmental impacts 
accounting for the impact 398,910 flights by from increased aircraft operations that 
if your estimates of 2019; we are at exceed estimated Near Term 
growth are too low? 413,000 now. Operations. 
Regional Airport Now? The Port has Please include a study of the benefits 
Are you studying the refused to join calls to human health and the environment 
benefits of a regional for siting a regional in the six airport neighbor cities if 
airport? airport now. growth is more fairly distributed 

throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting September 28th 2018. 

Name: Kerry Allman Signature: ~7A~ 

Address: 25651 Marine View Dr. S. Des Moines WA 98198 

E-mail: kerry25651@yahoo.com 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

KA 

KA 

KA 

KA 

KA 

KA 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
mailto:kerry25651@yahoo.com


From: Kerry Allman 
To: SAMP Pyblic Comments 
Subject: Sustainable Airport Master Plan 
Date: Wednesday, September 26,20189:32:36 AM 
Attachments: KRC-SAMPqyestionaire.pdf 

Hello, 

Please find attached questionaire on SAMP from Karen Connelly, a resident of Des Moines. 


Thank you. 




The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find asps volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
anticipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neighbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a com plete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
im pacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental ICimpacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental ~.1~Limpacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 

\ 

Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft 
overflights, from 20 13-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port collect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
aircraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 

Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 

I'environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and ( 

children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from {-

t 

noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 

<-
I 
t 

environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of ~.~~(:
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment v 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting Septembl~r 28 th 2018. 

Name: Ii SignaturE?' i.:.'L 

Address: 25651 Marine View Dr. S. Des Moines WA 98198 

E-mail: \ \ 
Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org


From: Saundra Mock 
To: SAMP Public Comments 
Cc: quietskiespugetsound@gmail,com 
Subject: The study you are conducting on SAMPI 
Date: Friday, September 28, 20187:01:04 PM 

To whom it may concern, 

Please do the necessary studies on all environmental impacts of the enormous growth you are planning at SEATAC. 

The air surrounding SEATAC is currently in the 100 percentile ofthe worst in our nation. YET YOU are moving 

forward with this growth plan of 41 % without knowing the FACTS on how this is impacting our region! This is 

ridiculous and we deserve better protection from you. Don't be a bad neighbor, do a complete study; Air, water, 

fruit, vegetables, soil, noise, traffic, and environmental! 

Thank you, 


Saundra Mock 

206-818-1042 

Sent from my iPhone 




From: Emily Lo 
To: SAMP pyblic Comments 
Subject: The Sustainable Airport Master Plan 
Date: Wednesday, September 26, 2018 8:46:42 AM 
Attachments: SCAN0069.PDF 

Hi, 


Please see attached 10 Sample questions and related scoping requests form. 


Thanks, 

Emily 




The Sustainable Airport Master Plan (SAMP) 
10 SAMPLE QUESTIONS AND RELATED SCOPING REQUESTS 

Welcome to the SAMP scoping meeting! We're providing a list of sample questions - questions we 
certainly have for the Port of Seattle. Ask the Port personnel these, or any questions you want. We 
also want to make sure YOUR voice is heard. If you want the subject matter of any of these questions 
included in the scope of the environmental review, for each question we've added a related sample 
"scoping request." Just initial any request you want, sign at the bottom, and find QSPS volunteers will 
collect and provide them as a matter of public record to the Port. 

QUESTION 

~.. 

Why No Study of 
What's Already 
Happened? How does 
Port intend to study the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the 97,000 new flights 
already added in last four 
years? 
Why No Study of Your 
Own Long-Term Plan? 
Why not study of the 
human health and 
environmental impacts of 
the Long-Term Vision 
antiCipated to begin when 
capacity is reached in 
2027? 
Adequate Geography? 
Will Port study unique 
human health and 
environmental impacts 
from aircraft noise and 
emissions, in all of the six 
south-end airport 
neiQhbor cities? 
Use Current Science? 
Will Port review all 
studies from around 
world relating to human 
health and environment 
impacts from aircraft 
noise and pollution? 

COMMENT 

Four-year increase 
raised annual 
overflight total from 
316,000 to 
413,000. 

SAMP Executive 
Summary; Port's 
own consultant 
says long term 
study is "key." But 
Port's will not be 
studying total 
growth plans for 
potential harms. 
The Port has not 
committed to study 
all of Des Moines, 
Federal Way, 
Burien, Tukwila, 
Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac. 

Studies around the 
world now exist on 
harms and 
potential harms 
from aircraft noise 
and emissions. 

SCOPE REQUEST INITIAL 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts, including from noise and 
emissions, resulting from the additional 
97,000 aircraft overflight operations L::' l 
growth from the last four years. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts resulting from additional 
aircraft overflight operations for the 
Port's post-SAMP Long Term Vision 
projects and Century Agenda growth f>L 
plans. 

Please include a complete study of all 
of the human health and environmental 
impacts for all of Des Moines, Federal 
Way, Burien, Tukwila, Normandy Park, 
and SeaTac, resulting from aircraft E.L 
overflights, from 2013-present; for the 
Near-Term Projects; and for Long 
Term Projects. 
Please include all studies (worldwide) 
from at least the last ten years, to the 
extent such studies explore, find, 
suggest, or hypothesize any 
association, correlation, causation, or £.L 
other potential linkage between aircraft 
overflights and impacts on human 
health or the environment. 



Wait For Pending New 
Science? Why is Port 
proceeding without 
waiting for the results of 
the pending studies in 
the State of Washington 
directly relating to Sea-
Tac Airport? 
Sensitive populations? 
Are you studying the 
unique impacts of aircraft 
noise on elderly citizens 
and children? 
What About Overnight 
Flights? Will Port coliect 
and assess global 
scientific studies relating 
to impacts from overnight 
flights noise? 
Unique - Full Time 3rd 

Runway Use. How will 
Port separately assess 
the impacts of the full-
time usage of the 3rd 

Runway? 
What if Your 
Projections Are 
Wrong? How are you 
accounting for the impact 
if your estimates of 
growth are too low? 
Regional Airport Now? 
Are you studying the 
benefits of a regional 
airport? 

Regional studies 
underway, include 
ultra-fine particle 
study from UW and 
the airport 
mitigation study 
from Department of 
Commerce. 
Studies have found 
risk of harm to 
elderly citizens and 
children from 
ai rcraft noise. 
Studies have 
concluded 
increased risk of 
human harm from 
overnight flight 
noise. 
Despite historical 
statements, 3rd 
Runway now full-
time. 

SAMP Executive. 
Summary 
inaccurate; est. 
398,910 flights by 
2019; we are at 
413,000 now. 
The Port has 
refused to join calls 
for siting a regional 
airport now. 

Please include a review and 
assessment of the results of critical 
Sea-Tac Airport studies now underway 
before proceeding with the 
environmental review for the SAMP. 

Please include a complete assessment 
of the unique human health impacts 
from noise on elderly citizens and 
children. 

Please include a complete scientific 
study review and assessment of the 
unique human health impacts from 
noise from overnight flights. 

Please include a complete study of the 
unique human health and 
environmental impacts from the 
exponential increase in overflights over 
neighborhoods beneath and near the 
3rd Runway. 
To determine the risks of error in Port 
projections, please include a study of 
the health and environmental impacts 
from increased aircraft operations that 
exceed estimated Near Term 
Operations. 
Please include a study of the benefits 
to human health and the environment 
in the six airport neighbor cities if 
growth is more fairly distributed 
throughout the entire region. 

t;L 
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Please include the requests I have initialed above in the scope of the SAMP 
environmental review. Deadline for commenting~.t.e,b:28" 2018. 

Name: Em1b Lo Signature: ~........... ~ 

Address: l..~b~.l. II+~ Ave S. r-eote.vvJ ()J~/ iAJA q%003 

E-mail: em5lo 630 @.~yY\CL". C.OWl 

Submit form on your own/add comments at: SAMP@portseattle.org 

mailto:SAMP@portseattle.org
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